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Introduction

Welcome to the Eighth International Natural Language Generation Conference (INLG 2014)! INLG is
the biennial meeting of the ACL Special Interest Group on Natural Language Generation (SIGGEN).
The INLG conference provides the premier forum for the discussion, dissemination, and archiving of
research and results in the field of Natural Language Generation (NLG). Previous INLG conferences
have been held in Ireland, the USA, Australia, the UK, and Israel. Prior to 2000, INLG meetings were
held as international workshops with a history stretching back to 1983. In 2014, INLG is co-located
with the 15th Annual SIGDIAL Meeting on Discourse and Dialogue (SIGDIAL 2014), in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, USA.

The INLG 2014 program includes presentations of substantial, original, and previously unpublished
results on all topics related to natural language generation. This year, INLG received 35 submissions
(20 full papers, 12 short papers and 3 demo proposals) from 12 different countries. 10 submissions
were accepted as full papers (8 presented orally, 2 as posters), 15 as short papers (4 presented orally,
and 11 as posters), and 3 demos. 3 papers (2 long, 1 short) were accepted for a special joint session
on generation and dialogue, included in this document. This marks the first year where researchers in
SIGDIAL and SIGGEN will come together to discuss issues relevant to both communities. In addition,
INLG 2014 includes a keynote address by Marilyn Walker (UCSC), who will talk about generating
stories and answers to questions from narrative representations; and Chris Callison-Burch (UPenn), who
will talk about large-scale paraphrasing for natural language generation.

The organizing committee would like to offer their thanks to our invited speakers for agreeing to join
us and to the authors of all submitted papers. A conference like INLG would not happen without much
help from many quarters: the organizers of the last two INLG conferences for sharing their wisdom,
specifically, Barbara Di Eugenio (University of Illinois Chicago) for INLG 2012 and Ielka van der Sluis
(Groningen) for INLG 2010; the SIGGEN board for allowing us to host the conference and for their
assistance; Heather Blackman for administrative support and Denise Maurer for event planning; Verena
Rieser, the sponsorship chair; Amanda Stent, for assistance with submissions and registration; Keelan
Evanini, for help with local arrangements; and Priscilla Rasmussen at ACL for her enormous help,
always extremely prompt and offered with cheerfulness. We have also received sponsorship from Arria,
Amazon, Microsoft Research, and ETS, for which we are extremely grateful. Finally, we would like to
welcome you to Philadelphia and hope that you have an enjoyable and inspiring visit!

Margaret Mitchell, Kathleen McCoy, David McDonald, and Aoife Cahill
INLG 2014 Co-Chairs
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Abstract 

In the highly competitive weather indus-

try, demand for timely, accurate and per-

sonalized weather reports is always on 

the rise. In this paper we present a case 

study where Arria NLG and the UK na-

tional weather agency, the Met Office 

came together to test the hypothesis that 

NLG can meet the quality and quantity 

demands of a real-world use case. 

1 Introduction 

Modern weather reports present weather predic-

tion information using tables, graphs, maps, 

icons and text. Among these different modalities 

only text is currently manually produced, con-

suming significant human resources. Therefore 

releasing meteorologists’ time to add value else-

where in the production chain without sacrificing 

quality and consistency in weather reports is an 

important industry goal. In addition, in order to 

remain competitive, modern weather services 

need to provide weather reports for any geo-

location the end-user demands. As the quantity 

of required texts increases, manual production 

becomes humanly impossible. In this paper we 

describe a case study where data-to-text NLG 

techniques have been applied to a real-world use 

case involving the UK national weather service, 

the Met Office. In the UK, the Met Office pro-

vides daily weather reports for nearly 5000 loca-

tions which are available through its public web-

site. These reports contain a textual component 

that is not focused on the geo-location selected 

by the end-user, but instead describes the weath-

er conditions over a broader geographic region. 

This is done partly because the time taken to 

manually produce thousands of texts required 

would be in the order of weeks rather than 

minutes. In this case study a data-to-text NLG 

system was built to demonstrate that the site-

specific data could be enhanced with site-specific 

text for nearly 5000 locations. This system, run-

ning on a standard desktop, was tested to pro-

duce nearly 15000 texts (forecasts for 5000 loca-

tions for 3 days into the future) in less than a mi-

nute. After internally assessing the quality of 

machine-generated texts for nearly two years, the 

Met Office launched the system on their beta site 

(http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/for

ecast-data2text/) in December 2013 for external 

assessment. A screenshot of the forecast for 

London Heathrow on 5th March 2014 is shown 

in Figure 1. In this figure, the machine-generated 

text is at the top of the table. Ongoing work has 

extended the processing capabilities of this sys-

tem to handle double the number of locations and 

an additional two forecast days. It has been 

found that the processing time scales linearly. 

2 Related Work 

Automatically producing textual weather fore-

casts has been the second favorite application for 

NLG, with 15 entries on Bateman and Zock’s list 

of NLG application domains (the domain of 

medicine comes on top with 19 entries) [Bate-

man and Zock, 2012]. NLG applications in the 

weather domain have a long history. FOG was an 

early landmark NLG system in the domain of 

weather reports [Goldberg et al, 1994]. Working 

as a module of the Forecast Production Assistant 

(FPA), FOG was operationally deployed at Envi-

ronment Canada to produce weather reports for 

the general public and also for marine users in 

both English and French. Using sampling and 

smoothing over space and time, FOG reduces 

raw data into a few significant events which are 

then organized and realized in textual form. 

MULTIMETEO is another industry deployed mul-

ti-lingual weather report generator [Coch 1998].  

The focus of MULTIMETEO is ‘interactive genera-

tion via knowledge administration’.

1



Figure 1. Screenshot of Text-Enhanced Five-day Weather Forecast for London Heathrow on 5 March 2014 

showing only part of the data table 

 

Expert forecasters post-edit texts (interactivity) 

in their native language and this knowledge is 

then reused (knowledge administration) for au-

tomatically generating texts in other languages. It 

is claimed that such interactive generation is bet-

ter than using machine translation for multi-

lingual outputs. SUMTIME-MOUSAM is yet anoth-

er significant weather report generator that was 

operationally deployed to generate forecasts in 

English for oil company staff supporting oil rig 

operations in the North Sea [Sripada et al, 

2003a]. Adapting techniques used for time series 

segmentation, this project developed a frame-

work for data summarization in the context of 

NLG [Sripada et al, 2003b]. This time series 

summarization framework was later extended to 

summarizing spatio-temporal data in the ROAD-

SAFE system [Turner et al, 2008]. ROADSAFE too 

was used in an industrial context to produce 

weather reports (including text in English and a 

table) for road maintenance in winter months. 

The NLG system reported in the current case 

study builds upon techniques employed by earli-

er systems, particularly SUMTIME-MOUSAM and 

ROADSAFE.  

The main dimension on which the applica-

tion described in this paper differs most from the 

work cited previously is the quantity of textual 

weather forecasts that are generated. Previous 

work has either focused on summarising forecast 

sites collectively (in the case of FOG and ROAD-

SAFE), been limited in the number of sites fore-

cast for (15 in the case of MULTIMETEO) or lim-

ited in geographic extent (SUMTIME-MOUSAM 

concentrated on oil rig operations in the North 

Sea). This aspect of the system, amongst others, 

posed a number of challenges discussed in Sec-

tion 3.      

3 System Description 

For reasons of commercial sensitivity, the system 

description in this section is presented at an ab-

stract level. At the architecture level, our system 

uses the Arria NLG Engine that follows the 

standard five stage data-to-text pipeline [Reiter, 

2007]. The system integrates application specific 

modules with the generic reusable modules from 

the underlying engine. Input to the system is 

made up of three components: 

 

1. Weather prediction data consisting of sev-

eral weather parameters such as tempera-

ture, wind speed and direction, precipita-

tion and visibility at three hourly intervals; 

2. Daily summary weather prediction data 

consisting of average daily and nightly 

values for several weather parameters as 

above; and 

3. Seasonal averages (lows, highs and mean) 

for temperature. 

 

Because the system is built on top of the Ar-

ria NLG Engine, input data is configurable 

and not tied to file formats. The system can be 

configured to work with new data files with 

equivalent weather parameters as well as dif-

ferent forecast periods. In other words, the 

system is portable in principle for other use 

cases where site-specific forecasts are required 

from similar input data.  
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3.1 Expressing Falling Prediction Quality for 

Subsequent Forecast Days 

As stated above, the system can be configured to 

generate forecast texts for a number of days into 

the future. Because prediction accuracy reduces 

going into the future, the forecast text on day 1 

should be worded differently from subsequent 

days where the prediction is relatively more un-

certain. An example output text for day 1 is 

shown in Figure 2 while Figure 3 shows the day 

3 forecast. Note the use of ‘expected’ to denote 

the uncertainty around the timing of the tempera-

ture peak. 
 
Staying dry and predominantly clear with only a 

few cloudy intervals through the night. A mild 
night with temperatures of 6C. Light winds 
throughout. 

 

Figure 2. Example output text for day 1 

 
Cloudy through the day. Mainly clear into the 

night. Highest temperatures expected during the 
afternoon in the region of 12C with a low of 
around 6C during the night. Light to moderate 
winds throughout. 

 

Figure 3. Example output text for day 3 

3.2 Lack of Corpus for System Development 

A significant feature of the system development 

has been to work towards a target text specifica-

tion provided by experts rather than extract such 

a specification from corpus texts, as is generally 

the case with most NLG system development 

projects. This is because expert forecasters do 

not write the target texts regularly; therefore, 

there is no naturally occurring target corpus. 

However, because of the specialized nature of 

the weather sublanguage (Weatherese), which 

has been well studied in the NLG community 

[Goldberg et al, 1994, Reiter et al 2005, Reiter 

and Williams 2010], it was possible to supple-

ment text specifications obtained from experts. 

In addition, extensive quality assessment (details 

in section 3.4) helped us to refine the system 

output to the desired levels of quality. 

3.3 Achieving Output Quantity 

The main requirements of the case study have 

been 1) build a NLG capability that produces the 

quantity of texts required and 2) achieve this 

quantity without sacrificing the quality expected 

from the Met Office. As stated previously, the 

quantity requirement has been met by generating 

15,000 texts in less than a minute, without need 

for high end computing infrastructure or parallel-

ization. Figure 4 is a box plot showing character 

lengths of forecast texts for an arbitrary set of 

inputs. The median length is 177 characters. The 

outliers, with length 1.5 times the interquartile 

range (1.5 * 134 = 201 characters) above the up-

per quartile or below the lower quartile, relate to 

sites experiencing particularly varied weather 

conditions. Feedback on the appropriateness of 

the text lengths is discussed in Section 3.4. 

 
Figure 4. Boxplot of forecast character length 

 

 
Figure 5. System Processing Time 

 

   The system has recently been extended to gen-

erate 50,000 texts without loss of performance. 

This extension has doubled the number of sites 

processed to 10,000 and extended the forecast to 

5 days. It has also increased the geographic ex-

tent of the system from UK only to worldwide, 

discussed in Section 3.5. The plot in Figure 5 

shows the relationship between processing time 
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and the addition of new forecast sites. The results 

were obtained over 10 trials using a MacBook 

Pro 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5, running OS X 10.8 

with 4GB of RAM.  

3.4 Achieving Output Quality 

Achieving the required text quality was driven 

by expert assessment of output texts that oc-

curred over a period of two years. This is be-

cause experts had to ensure that the system out-

put was assessed over the entire range of weather 

conditions related to seasonal variations over the 

course of a year. The following comment about 

the output quality made by a Met Office expert 

summarizes the internal feedback: 

 

"They were very, very good and I got lots of ver-

bal feedback to that affect from the audience af-

terwards. Looking back after the weekend, the 

forecasts proved to be correct too! I've been 

looking at them at other times and I think they're 

brilliant." 

 
After successfully assessing the output quality 

internally, the Met Office launched the system on 

the Invent part of their website to collect end-

user assessments. Invent is used by the Met Of-

fice to test new technology before introducing 

the technology into their workflows. With the 

help of a short questionnaire
1
 that collects as-

sessment of those end-users that use weather in-

formation for decision-making, quality assess-

ment is ongoing. The questionnaire had three 

questions related to quality assessment shown in 

Figures 6-8. In the rest of the section we describe 

the results of this questionnaire based on 35 re-

sponses received between 1st January 2014 and 

6th March 2014.  

The first question shown in Figure 6 relates to 

assessing the usefulness of textual content in 

helping the end-user understand a weather report 

better. Out of the 35 respondents, 34 (97%) an-

swered ‘yes’ and 1 (3%) answered ‘no’ for the 

question in Figure 6. The second question shown 

in Figure 7 relates to assessing if the text size is 

optimal for this use case. Here, out of the 35 re-

spondents, 26 (74%) felt the text is ‘about right’ 

size, 7 (20%) felt it is either ‘too short’ or ‘too 

long’ and 2 (6%) were ‘unsure’. The third ques-

tion shown in Figure 8 relates to finding out if 

the end-user might want a forecast that includes 

textual content. Here, 32 (91%) wanted textual 

content while 3 (9%) did not want it.  

                                                 
1
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/invent/feedback 

The Met Office is currently evaluating the new 

capability based upon the feedback received and 

how it can be applied to meet the demands of 

users across their portfolio of products. 

Did you find the text on the weather forecast 
page helped you to understand the forecast bet-
ter? * 

Yes 

No 

Figure 6. Question about textual content help-

ing the end-user understand the forecast better 

How did you find the text used? * 

Too short 

About right 

Too long 

Unsure / don't know 

Figure 7. Question about length of the forecast 

text 

Would you recommend this feature? * 

Yes 

No 

Figure 8. Question about the end-user’s opin-

ion on textual content as part of a weather report 

 

The questionnaire also asked for free text 

comments. An example of one such comment is: 

 
"Succinct and clear text. Contains all the im-

portant features and is well presented. Saves us 

having to summarise the visual descriptions our-

selves (or rather helps to shape our conclusions 

about the 24 hour weather pattern)." 

    

   A big challenge during the development of 

such a system is providing quality assurance 
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when generating such a large volume of texts. A 

number of automated checks had to be applied to 

the complete output during system testing as well 

as targeted sampling of input data to produce a 

representative sample of outputs for manual as-

sessment. 

3.5 Extending the Geographic Extent 

Extending the scope of the system from UK-only 

sites to handling worldwide locations brings sub-

tle challenges in addition to scaling the system, 

principally: 

 

1. handling time zone changes; and 

2. adapting to different climates. 

 

In the case of point 1 above, time descriptions 

can become ambiguous where the sunrise and 

sunset time vary across geographies. Such times 

need to be carefully observed to avoid generating 

words such as “sunny” after dark. For point 2, 

general terminologies relating to description of 

temperatures cannot be universally applied 

across locations. For example, the meaning of 

terms such as “cool” differs at locations within 

the tropics versus locations north (or south) of 45 

degrees of latitude. 

4 Conclusion 

We have presented a case study describing an 

application of NLG technology deployed at the 

Met Office. The system has been developed to 

meet the text production requirements for thou-

sands of forecast locations that could not have 

been sustainable with human resources. The 

software can write a detailed five-day weather 

forecast for 10,000 locations worldwide in under 

two minutes. It would take a weather forecaster 

months to create the equivalent quantity of out-

put.  

In meeting the requirements of this particular 

use case a number of challenges have had to be 

met. Principally, these challenges have been fo-

cused upon processing speed and output text 

quality. While we have managed to achieve the 

required processing performance relatively 

quickly without the need for large amounts of 

computing resources or high-end computing in-

frastructure, ensuring the necessary output quali-

ty has been a longer process due to the high op-

erating standards required and the high resource 

cost of quality assurance when delivering texts at 

such scale.    

This application of NLG technology to site-

specific weather forecasting has potential for a 

number of enhancements to the type of weather 

services that may be provided in the future, most 

notably the opportunity for very geographically 

localized textual forecasts that can be updated 

immediately as the underlying numerical weather 

prediction data is produced.   
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Abstract
PatientNarr summarizes information taken
from textual discharge notes written by
physicians, and structured nursing docu-
mentation. It builds a graph that highlights
the relationships between the two types of
documentation; and extracts information
from the graph for content planning. Sim-
pleNLG is used for surface realization.

1 Introduction

Every year, 7.9% of the US population is hos-
pitalized (CDC, 2011). Patients need to under-
stand what happened to them in the hospital, and
what they should do after discharge. PatientNarr
will ultimately be able to generate concise, lay-
language summaries of hospital stays. We hy-
pothesize that such summaries will help patients
take care of themselves after they are discharged,
and supplement current approaches to patient ed-
ucation, which is not always effective (Olson and
Windish, 2010).

PatientNarr needs to summarize documentation
that is currently segregated by profession; as
a minimum, as physician discharge notes and
as nursing plans-of-care. We contend that both
sources are necessary to provide the patient with
full understanding, also because much of the direct
care provided by nurses will need to be continued
following discharge (Cain et al., 2012).

In our case, PatientNarr summarizes data that
is heterogeneous (textual for physician discharge
notes, structured for nursing documentation).
This paper describes the steps we have undetaken
so far: (a) To demonstrate that physician and nurse
documentations diverge, we map both to a graph,
and study the relationships therein. This graph
supports content planning. (b) We have devel-
oped the pipeline that extracts the information to

be communicated, and renders it in English via
SimpleNLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009).
Related work. NLG and Summarization in the
biomedical domain have been pursued for a few
years (Di Eugenio and Green, 2010), but most
work addresses health care personnel: to navi-
gate cancer patients’ medical histories (Hallett,
2008; Scott et al., 2013); to generate textual sum-
maries describing a hospitalized infant for nurses
(Portet et al., 2009); to generates reports of care
for hand-off between emergency workers (Schnei-
der et al., 2013). Most applications of NLG that
target patients focus on behavioral changes (Reiter
et al., 2003), or patient counseling (Green et al.,
2011). Only few NLG systems attempt at generat-
ing personalized medical information from med-
ical records or data (Williams et al., 2007; Ma-
hamood and Reiter, 2011).

2 A motivating example

So far, we have gained access to 28 de-identified
discharge notes of cardiology patients from the
University of Illinois Hospital and Health Science
System (UIHHSS). Figure 1 shows about 20% of
the physician discharge notes for Patient 9. It is
difficult to understand, not only because of jargon,
but also because of ignorance of relevant domain
relationships. Importantly, these notes do not talk
about issues that are potentially important for the
patient, like his state of mind, which are more of-
ten addressed by nurses. In our case, the nursing
documentation is not textual, but entered via the
HANDS tool, and stored in a relational database
(Keenan et al., 2002). A tiny portion of the ini-
tial plan-of-care (POC) for Patient 9 is shown in
Figure 2 (this nursing data is reconstructed, see
Section 3). One POC is documented at every
formal handoff (admission, shift change, or dis-
charge). HANDS employs the NANDA-I taxon-
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Patient was admitted to Cardiology for new onset a fib in RVR. Was given an additional dose of diltazem 30mg po when first

seen. Patient was started on a heparin drip for possible TEE and cardioversion. Overnight his HR was in the 100-110s; however

did increase to 160s for which patient was given 120mg er of diltazem. HR improved; however, in the morning while awake

and moving around, HR did increase to the 130-140s. Patient was given another dose of IV dilt 20mg. [...] Upon discharge

was given two prescriptions for BP, HCTZ and losartan given LVH seen on echo. Patient was counseled on the risks of stroke

and different options for anticoagulation. [...]

Figure 1: Excerpt from physician discharge notes (Patient 9)

omy of nursing diagnoses, represented by squares
in Figure 2; the Nursing Outcomes Classification
(NOC) – circles; and the Nursing Interventions
Classification (NIC) – triangles (NNN, 2014). In
Figure 2, Acute Pain is a diagnosis, and Anxiety
Level and Pain Level (some of) its associated out-
comes. Anxiety Reduction is an intervention asso-
ciated with Anxiety Level; Pain Management and
Analgesic Administration are interventions associ-
ated with Pain Level. A scale from 1 to 5 indicates
the initial value associated with an outcome (i.e.,
the state the patient was in when s/he was admit-
ted), the expected rating, and the actual rating at
discharge. In Figure 2, the current level for Pain
Level and Anxiety Level is 2 each, with an expected
level of 5 at discharge, i.e., no pain/anxiety.

Figure 2: Excerpt from nursing documentation

Figures 1 and 2 suggest that physician and nurs-
ing documentations provide different perspectives
on patients: e.g., Anxiety is not even mentioned
in the discharge notes. One of the authors (a
nursing student) wrote summaries for five of the
28 discharge summaries and their corresponding
HANDS POCs – Figure 3 shows the summary for
Patient 9. This initial round of human authoring
was meant to provide some preliminary guidelines
to generate automatic summaries. Please see Sec-
tion 5 for our plans on obtaining a much larger
quantity of more informed human-authored sum-

maries.

3 Extracting relationships between
physician notes and nursing data

To extract and relate information from our
two sources, we rely on UMLS, MedLEE and
HANDS. UMLS, the Unified Medical Language
System (NLM, 2009), includes 2.6 million con-
cepts (identified by Concept Unique Identifiers or
CUIs) organized in a network. Importantly, many
different medical and nursing terminologies have
been incorporated into UMLS, including those
used by HANDS (NANDA-I, NIC and NOC).
UMLS provides mapping between their concepts
and CUIs, via 8.6 million concept names and rela-
tionships between terminologies. Some relation-
ships are of a hierarchical nature, where one con-
cept is narrower than the other (e.g., Chest X-ray
and Diagnostic radiologic examination).

MedLEE is a medical information extraction
system (Friedman et al., 2004). In its semi-
structured output, recognized entities are mapped
to the corresponding CUI in UMLS.

HANDS has not been adopted at UIHHSS yet.
Hence, we reconstructed HANDS POCs for those
28 patients on the basis of 40,661 cases collected
at four hospitals where HANDS is in use. For
each of the 28 patients, the same nursing student
who authored the five summaries, selected simi-
lar cases, and used them to produce high-quality
records consistent with actual nursing practice.

To relate physician and nursing documenta-
tions, we seed a graph with two sets of CUIs:
those returned by MedLEE as a result of process-
ing the physician discharge notes; and the CUIs
corresponding to all the NANDA-I, NIC and NOC
terms from the HANDS POCs. We then grow the
graph by querying UMLS for the set of concepts
related to each of the concepts in our set; the con-
cepts that were not already part of the graph are
then used to begin a new round of growth (we
stop at round 2, to keep the time used by UMLS
to answer, reasonable). From this graph, we
keep the concepts that either belong to one of the
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You were admitted with new onset of atrial fibrillation. You reported feeling weakness, chest pressure and increased shortness

of breath. You reported acute pain and you were anxious. During your hospitalization you were treated with analgesics for your

pain and pain management was performed by the nursing team. Your shortness of breath improved. Your decreased cardiac

output was treated with medication administration and knowledge about cardiac precautions, hypertension management, your

treatment regimen and the prescribed medication were taught to you by the nurses. A Transophageal Echocardiography was

performed. You met the expected outcomes for your condition and you were discharged under the condition improved for

your home. You have an appointment scheduled at Union Medical Center on [DATE] with Physician [DR.]. The list of your

medications is attached to this discharge.

Figure 3: Human-authored summary (Patient 9)

source lists, or that are required to form a con-
nection between a doctor-originated concept and
a nurse-originated concept that would otherwise
remain unconnected. All other concepts are re-
moved. The result is a graph with several separate
connected components, which correspond to clus-
ters of related concepts occurring in the discharge
notes or in the plans of care, or forming connec-
tions between the two sources.

We count distances in terms of relationships tra-
versed, starting from the nursing concepts since
they are fewer, and since path traversal is re-
versible.1 Concepts can overlap; or be directly
connected (distance one); or be directly connected
through an intermediate concept (distance two).
We do not consider distances beyond two. Table 1
shows results for our specific example, Patient 9,
and average results across our 28 test cases. As we
can see, there are very few concepts in common,
or even at distance 1. Our results provide quanti-
tative evidence for the hypothesis that physicians
and nurses talk differently, not just as far as ter-
minology is concerned, but as regards aspects of
patient care. This provides strong evidence for our
hypothesis that a hospitalization summary should
include both perspectives.

4 Automatically generating the summary

In this baseline version of PatientNarr, we focused
on understanding how the vital parameters have
improved over time, the treatment given for im-
provement and the issues addressed during the
process. The summary generated by PatientNarr
for Patient 9 is shown in Figure 4. We extract
information of interest from the graph obtained
at the previous step; we couch it as features of
phrasal constituents via the operations provided by
the SimpleNLG API. SimpleNLG then assembles
grammatical phrases in the right order, and helps

1In UMLS, any relationship from concept A to concept B,
has a corresponding relationship from B to A, not necessarily
symmetric.

in aggregating related sentences.

Since there are far fewer nursing than doctor
concepts, we start from the NANDA-I codes, i.e.,
the diagnoses. The name associated in UMLS
with the corresponding CUI is used. For each
NANDA-I node, we highlight the treatments given
(the NIC codes), e.g. see the sentence starting
with Acute onset pain was treated [...] in Fig-
ure 4. For both diagnosis and treatments, we at-
tempt to relate them to doctor’s nodes. Specif-
ically, we exploit the relationships in the UMLS
ontology and include nodes in the graph we con-
structed that are at distance 1 or 2, and that are
either doctor’s nodes, or intermediate nodes that
connect to a doctor’s node. For example, in Dys-
rhythmia management is remedy for tachycardia
and Atrial Fibrillation, Dysrhythmia management
is a NIC intervention that is related to Cardiac
Arrhythmia; in turn, Cardiac Arrhythmia is a di-
rect hypernym of tachycardia and Atrial Fibrilla-
tion which were both extracted from the physician
notes by MedLEE. Cardiac Arrhythmia was dis-
covered by our graph building procedure, as de-
scribed in Section 3.

We then highlight what improved during the
hospital stay. As we mentioned earlier, the NOC
codes (outcomes) are associated with a scale from
1 to 5 which indicates the initial value, the ex-
pected rating, and the actual rating at discharge. If
the relative increase between admission and dis-
charge encompasses more than 2 points on the
scale, it is considered significant; if it encompasses
1 or 2 points, it is considered slight. In those cases
in which more than one outcome is associated with
a diagnosis, but improvement is not uniform, we
include a cue “On the other hand”. For Patient 9,
in the last POC recorded just before discharge,
Anxiety Level is up 2 points (to 4), whereas Pain
Level is up 3. We also indicate to the patient
if the final rating reached the rating that was ini-
tially hoped for; it did not for Anxiety Level (See
the two sentences starting from Pain level and Vi-
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# CUIs from # CUIs from # of # of CUI pairs # of CUI pairs
Discharge Notes Nursing POCs common CUIs at Distance 1 at Distance 2

Patient 9 83.00 28.00 0.00 3.00 13.00
Average 90.64 22.43 0.46 3.00 9.11

Table 1: Concept overlap in discharge notes and nursing POCs

You were admitted for atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular response. Acute onset pain related to pain was treated with

pain management, monitoring of blood pressure, temperature, pulse rate and respiratory rate and administration of analgesic.

Pain level and vital signs have improved significantly and outcomes have met the expectations. On the other hand, level of

anxiety has improved slightly. Cardiac Disease Self-Management, Disease Process (Heart disease), Hypertension Management,

Cardiac Disease Management, Hypertension Management and Treatment Regimen were taught. Low Cardiac Output related

to heart failure was treated with cardiac precautions, monitoring of blood pressure, temperature, pulse rate and respiratory

rate, and dysrhythmia management. Dysrhythmia management is remedy for tachycardia and atrial fibrillation. As a result,

cardiac pump effectiveness, cardiopulmonary status and cardiac tissue perfusion status have improved slightly. Actual Negative

Breathing Pattern related to respiration disorders was treated with respiration monitoring. Respiratory Status has improved

significantly. You have an appointment at Union Medical Center on DATE at TIME. The list of medication is attached to this

discharge.

Figure 4: PatientNarr generated summary (Patient 9)

tal signs [...]. On the other hand, [...]). For the
moment, we do not mention outcomes for which
no improvement, or a setback, has been recorded.

The summary also includes: mentions of edu-
cation that has been imparted; and reminders of
future appointments and of medicines to be taken.

5 Future Work

The research described in this paper lays the foun-
dations for our project, but clearly much work re-
mains to be done. To start with, we plan to build
a corpus of gold-standard summaries, in order to
derive (semi-)automatic models of the informa-
tion to be included from physician notes and from
nursing documentation. The five human authored
summaries we currently have at our disposal are
not sufficient, neither in quality nor (obviously)
in quantity. We intend to inform their generation
via a number of focus groups with all stakeholders
involved: patients, doctors and nurses. To start
with, the five summaries we do have were pre-
sented to the Patient Advisory Board of an unre-
lated project. These two patients noted that all un-
familiar terms should be explained, and that what
the patient should do to improve their health after
discharge, should be included.

Secondly, we will generate lay language
by taking advantage of resources such as the
Consumer Health Vocabulary (Doing-Harris and
Zeng-Treitler, 2011; CHV, 2013), which maps
medical terms to plain-language expressions. Ad-
ditionally, we will pursue more sophisticated ex-

traction and rendering of rhetorical relationships
among events and their outcomes (Mancini et al.,
2007).

Last but not least, we will perform user stud-
ies, both controlled evaluation of our summaries
while still at the development stage, and eventu-
ally longer-term assessments of whether our sum-
maries engender better adherence to medications
and better keeping of follow-up appointments, and
ultimately, better health.
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Abstract

This position paper introduces the utility
of the conceptual spaces theory to concep-
tualise the acquired knowledge in data-to-
text systems. A use case of the proposed
method is presented for text generation
systems dealing with sensor data. Mod-
elling information in a conceptual space
exploits a spatial representation of domain
knowledge in order to perceive unexpected
observations. This ongoing work aims
to apply conceptual spaces in NLG for
grounding numeric information into the
symbolic representation and confronting
the important step of acquiring adequate
knowledge in data-to-text systems.

1 Introduction

Knowledge acquisition (KA) is important for
building natural language generation (NLG) sys-
tems. Two KA techniques including corpus-based
KA and structured expert-oriented KA have been
previously studied for NLG systems in (Reiter
et al., 2003) to improve the quality of acquired
knowledge. Both techniques use rule-based ap-
proaches in order to enrich the similarities be-
tween generated texts and natural human-written
texts. An important class of NLG frameworks
which use a rule-based approach is data-to-text
systems where a linguistic summarisation of nu-
meric data is produced. The main architecture of
data-to-text systems has been introduced by Reiter
(2007) which includes the following stages: signal
analysis, data interpretation, document planning,
microplanning and realisation. Domain knowl-
edge for these systems is formalised as a taxon-
omy or an ontology of information. In a data-to-
text architecture, all the stages are using the pro-
vided taxonomy. In particular, the signal analysis
stage extracts the information that is determined

in taxonomies such as simple patterns, events, and
trends. Also, the data interpretation stage abstracts
information into the symbolic messages using the
defined taxonomies.

Most recent data-to-text frameworks have been
developed using Reiter’s architecture with the ad-
dition of providing the taxonomies or ontologies
corresponding to the domain knowledge. For in-
stance, the work on summarising the gas turbine
time series (Yu et al., 2007) has used expert knowl-
edge to provide a taxonomy of the primitive pat-
terns (i.e. spikes, steps, oscillations). Similarly,
the systems related to the Babytalk project (Portet
et al., 2009; Gatt et al., 2009; Hunter et al.,
2012) have stored medically known observation
(e.g. bradycardia) in local ontologies. In order to
avoid generating ambiguous messages, these sys-
tems simplify the stored information in the tax-
onomies by using only the primitive changes in-
teresting for the end users. The core of such sys-
tems is still based on this fact - that the content of
the generated text is dependent on the richness of
the domain knowledge in the provided taxonomies
which are usually bounded by expert rules. This
organised domain knowledge is usually an inflexi-
ble input to the framework which restricts the out-
put of the stages in data-to-text architecture. For
instance, the taxonomy in (Yu et al., 2007) does
not allow the system to represent unexpected ob-
servations (e.g. wave or burst) out of the prede-
fined domain knowledge. Likewise, in the medical
domain, an unknown physiological pattern will be
ignored if it does not have a corresponding entity
in the provided ontology by expert. This limitation
in data-to-text systems reveals the necessity of re-
organising domain knowledge in order to span un-
seen information across the data.

This position paper introduces a new approach,
inspired by the conceptual spaces theory, to model
information into a set of concepts that can be used
by data-to-text systems. The conceptual spaces
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theory creates a spatial model of concepts that rep-
resents knowledge or information. This theory
presents a promising alternative to modelling the
domain knowledge in taxonomies or ontologies,
particularly when a data-driven analysis is to be
captured in natural language. This paper outlines
the notion of conceptual spaces and illustrates how
it can be used in a use case. Section 2 reviews
the theory of conceptual spaces and its notions.
Section 3 presents the approach for applying the
conceptual spaces in NLG frameworks. In Section
4, a simple application of the proposed method is
shown. Finally, we address the challenges and out-
line our plans for future work.

2 On the Theory of Conceptual Spaces

The idea of conceptual spaces has been developed
by Gärdenfors (2000) as a framework to repre-
sent knowledge at the conceptual level. A concep-
tual space is formed in geometrical or topological
structures as a set of quality dimensions describ-
ing the attributes of information to be represented.
For instance, a conceptual space might comprise
dimensions such as width, weight, or saltiness. A
domain is represented to be a set of interdepen-
dent dimensions which cannot logically be sepa-
rated in a perceptual space. A typical example of
a domain is ‘colour’ which can be defined through
multi dimensions like hue, saturation, and bright-
ness. Properties are the convex regions in a sin-
gle domain describing the particular attributes of
the domain. As an example, ‘green’ is a property
corresponding to a region in the colour domain
(Fig. 1, right). In natural language, properties are
mostly associated with adjectives in a particular
domain. A conceptual space contains a member-
ship distance measure for each property within the
domains which represents the regions occupied by
the property and allows to depict the notion of sim-
ilarity (Rickard et al., 2007).

Concepts are formed as regions in a conceptual
space. In particular, a concept is represented as a
set of related properties which might cover multi-
ple domains together with information how these
domains are correlated. For instance, the concept
of ‘apple’ can be represented as regions in colour,
size and taste domains (Fig. 1). The representation
of concepts in space contains an assignment of
weights to the domains or dimensions, in order to
distinguish between similar concepts (Gärdenfors,
2004). In natural languages, concepts often cor-

Colour 
Domain

Taste

Size

hue

saturation

brightness

red

white

black

green
medium

sweet-sour

gr
ee
n

Figure 1: A typical example of a conceptual space to rep-
resent ‘apple’ concept.

respond to nouns or describe verbs when time is
involved as a dimension (Rickard et al., 2007).
The most representative instance of a concept is its
prototypical member which is represented as an n-
dimensional point in the concepts region. The con-
ceptual space can be geometrically divided (e.g.
using Voronoi tessellation (Gärdenfors, 2004)) to
a set of categories corresponding to the prototypi-
cal members. Objects (such as instances, entities,
or observations) in a conceptual space are identi-
fied in the concept regions which characterised as
vectors of quality values. For example, a particular
instance of ‘apple’ is depicted in Fig. 1 as a vec-
tor of properties <green, medium, sweet–sour>.
An object contains a property depending on the
nearness of its point to the defined region of the
property. This notion leads to have a similarity
measure within a domain to identify the proper-
ties of objects. Similarity is an essential notion in
any conceptual space framework which is defined
on individual domains. The geometrical represen-
tation of conceptual spaces provides the ability of
using distance measures, which is missed in purely
symbolic representations, to consider the similar-
ity of concepts and instances.

3 Proposed Approach: Conceptual
Spaces for Data-to-Text Systems

This section describes the usage of conceptual
spaces for modelling numeric knowledge as con-
cepts into a spatial representation. The proposed
approach shows how to use conceptual space the-
ory to reorganise the predefined taxonomies into
a set of concepts in order to represent unexpected
patterns. The idea consists of two phases, con-
structing a conceptual space corresponding to the
taxonomy, and enhancing the regions in the space
based on new observations. The general steps of
the proposed approach are described as follows:
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Step 1: Build the required taxonomy of ob-
servations and patterns in the same way as tradi-
tional data-to-text systems in order to provide a set
of primitive information requirements using the
expert-oriented, domain, or corpus-based knowl-
edge. Primitive entities from these taxonomy will
be the n-dimensional vectors of concepts in con-
ceptual space.

Step 2: Initialise a conceptual space and de-
termine its components, including quality dimen-
sions, domains, and concepts corresponding to the
domain knowledge and the context of data. Us-
ing similarity measures on the determined dimen-
sions, the model is able to define the geometrical
distance between each pair of vectors and iden-
tify the nearest concept for any point in space. By
defining the applicable domains and dimensions,
the conceptual space is able to characterise a vast
range of interesting concepts, which may not be
similar to the provided entities.

Step 3: Specify the ontological instances gath-
ered in step one as concepts regions. This step
grounds the primitive observations to a set of pro-
totypical members as n-dimensional vectors in the
created conceptual space. Also the space would
be classified into a set of categories presenting the
properties of the prototypical members. The main
contribution of this approach is based on the fact -
that by providing the semantic information as geo-
metrical vectors, the model is spanned to concep-
tualise the information categories which enables
calculating the similarities between knowledge en-
tities like new (non-primitive) extracted patterns as
new vectors in the space. However, a new entity
could be 1) close to an existing prototypical mem-
ber and placed in its geometrical category, or 2) an
anomalous point and placed as a new prototype in
the space.

Step 4: Rearrange the conceptual categories
corresponding to the prototypical members by
adding new instances to the model as new vec-
tor points. The symbolic properties of prototyp-
ical members in space are used to describe novel
properties of unknown entities. When a new ob-
servation appears in space as a vector, it leads to
reorganise the boundaries of concepts regions re-
lated to the new inserted member. The expanded
space will provide more descriptive regions for un-
considered entities. It is notable that the provided
domains and dimensions enables the conceptual
space to grow with new entities which are event

~~~~~
~~~~
~~~~

~~~~~
~~~~~

~~~~
~~~~
~~~~

Ontological 
Patterns 

Conceptual Space

Data Interpretation

Microplanning and 
Realisation

Document Planning

Input Data

Text

Signal analysis

Figure 2: The conceptual space in data-to-text architecture
as an alternative for ontological patterns.

sans association with existing categories.
Different stages of data-to-text architecture can

be connected to the built conceptual space instead
of their relations to the ontology. Specifically, pat-
tern discovery in the signal analysis stage does not
need to be limited to rules and domain constraints.

Data-to-text approaches which use ontologies
for signal processing are able to apply probabilis-
tic or fuzzy processes to map the patterns of data
into the “most likely” concepts in ontology. How-
ever, one advantage of the proposed approach is
that enables the system to represent new concepts
that are non-relatively deviant cases, as well as
covering intermediate patterns. So, any extracted
information from data can be formalised in the
conceptual space and then be characterised in a
symbolic representation. Another advantage of
this model is that the conceptual space assists the
system to enrich the quality of represented mes-
sages in the final text with considering unseen, but
interesting information for the end users. Fig. 2
depicts the conceptual space in relation with the
stages of the data-to-text architecture.

4 Use Case: From Data Streams to
Conceptual Representation

Knowledge extraction in data streams exploits the
most informative observations (e.g. patterns and
events) through the data (Rajaraman et al., 2011).
In most of data-to-text systems, much attention
has been given to the sensor data as the best indica-
tor of data streams (e.g. weather sensor channels,
gas turbine time series, and physiological data in
body area networks). A robust text generation sys-
tem for sensor data needs to provide a comprehen-
sive information structure in order to summarise
numeric measurements. Here, we explain how the
proposed approach can apply to model the defined
taxonomies in sensor data applications, particu-
larly for gas turbine time series (Yu et al., 2007)
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and neonatal intensive care data (Gatt et al., 2009).
The main challenge here is the definition of con-
cepts and quality dimensions from non-sensible
observations in time series data. However, a pre-
liminary model is introduced as follows:

Based on the acquired knowledge in both sys-
tems, the patterns are categorised to 1) primi-
tive disturbance shapes: spikes, steps, and oscil-
lations, or 2) partial trends: rise, fall, and vary-
ing. These observations are associated with a set
of attributes and descriptions for their magnitude,
direction and/or speed (e.g. downward, upward,
or rapidly, normally, etc.). A typical demonstra-
tion of taxonomies/ontologies in traditional data-
to-text systems dealing with sensor data has been
shown in Fig. 3-a. Our method exploits these
structures to build an applicable conceptual space
related to the acquired knowledge. It is worth not-
ing that building the components of the concep-
tual spaces for different sensor data in other con-
texts would differ. To cover the observations in
time series, two domains are defined: shape and
trend domains. For the shape domain, the rules be-
hind the definition of primitive events lead to de-
termine quality dimensions. For instance, ‘spike’
is defined as “small time interval with almost same
start and end, but big difference between max and
min values”. So, the spike concept can be char-
acterised in the shape domain by quality dimen-
sions: time interval (∆t), start-end range (∆se),
and min-max range (∆mm). The prototypical
member of spike concept can be represented as
a vector of properties: v1:<short ∆t, small ∆se,
big ∆mm>. Same dimensions can describe the
steps and oscillations, shown in Fig. 3-b (top). For
the trend domain, finding descriptive dimensions
and properties is dependent on the selected fea-
tures in the trend detection process (Banaee et al.,
2013). Here, the provided quality dimensions for
the trend domain include: trend orientation (α),
and trend duration (∆d). As an example, ‘sud-
den rise’ concept can be represented as a region
in the trend domain with a prototypical member
vector v2:<positive sharp α, short ∆d>, shown in
Fig. 3-b (bottom). The complex concepts can be
spanned to multi domains with their properties re-
gions. For instance, ‘rapid upward spike’ pattern
is definable as a region in space, spanned in both
shape and trend domains, which its representative
vector has five property values in all dimensions
like: v3:<v1, v2>.
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(a) Taxonomy and Ontology of Patterns
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Figure 3: A conceptual space proposed for modelling do-
main knowledge in sensor data. a) Taxonomy and ontology
of patterns, b) Shape domain and trend domain.

This modelling has an effect on signal analysing
in that any unseen event and trend can be extracted
and represented by finding the nearest prototypical
instances in the corresponding vector space. Fig.
3-b (bottom) depicts an example of two points rep-
resented ‘sudden rise’ and ‘slow decay’ trends in
the space. The location of a new instance in space,
e.g. <steady, long> is computable by calculating
geometrical distances of their properties, and con-
sequently the corresponding descriptive symbols
can be inferred as ‘normal decrease’.

This use case focuses on event-based observa-
tions based on the shapes and trends of patterns in
sensor data. Other contexts may be interested to
represent other observations like repetitive rules,
motifs and unexpected trends which need partic-
ular studies on how to model these issues in con-
ceptual spaces and capture their properties.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

This position paper has presented the notion of
conceptual spaces as an alternative approach to
modelling domain knowledge in data-to-text sys-
tems. The next obvious steps are to use conceptual
spaces in a NLG framework and experimentally
validate their suitability for capturing data-driven
events, patterns, etc. This paper has attempted to
motivate the use of conceptual spaces in order to
cope with information which cannot be accurately
modelled by experts. Still, however, some remain-
ing challenges are to be addressed. One challenge
is determining a comprehensive set of domains
and quality dimensions representing the acquired
knowledge in a conceptual space. Another chal-
lenge is grounding concepts to linguistic descrip-
tion in order to provide a thorough symbolic de-
scription of quantitative vectors in the space. A
further challenge is lexicalisation in modelling the
conceptual spaces, which is related to choosing ac-
curate words for the conceptual regions regarding
to the semantic similarities for properties of the
concepts, without using expert knowledge.
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Abstract

We present an approach to text simplifi-
cation based on synchronous dependency
grammars. Our main contributions in this
work are (a) a study of how automatically
derived lexical simplification rules can be
generalised to enable their application in
new contexts without introducing errors,
and (b) an evaluation of our hybrid sys-
tem that combines a large set of automat-
ically acquired rules with a small set of
hand-crafted rules for common syntactic
simplification. Our evaluation shows sig-
nificant improvements over the state of the
art, with scores comparable to human sim-
plifications.

1 Introduction

Text simplification is the process of reducing the
linguistic complexity of a text, while still retain-
ing the original information content and mean-
ing. Text Simplification is often thought of as
consisting of two components - syntactic simpli-
fication and lexical simplification. While syntac-
tic simplification aims at reducing the grammatical
complexity of a sentence, lexical simplification fo-
cuses on replacing difficult words or short phrases
by simpler variants.

Traditionally, entirely different approaches have
been used for lexical (Devlin and Tait, 1998; Bi-
ran et al., 2011; Yatskar et al., 2010; Specia et
al., 2012) and syntactic simplification (Canning,
2002; Chandrasekar et al., 1996; Siddharthan,
2011; De Belder and Moens, 2010; Candido Jr
et al., 2009). Recent years have seen the applica-
tion of machine translation inspired approaches to
text simplification. These approaches learn from
aligned English and Simplified English sentences
extracted from the Simple English Wikipedia
(SEW) corpus (simple.wikipedia.org). However,
even these approaches (Woodsend and Lapata,

2011; Wubben et al., 2012; Coster and Kauchak,
2011; Zhu et al., 2010) struggle to elegantly model
the range of lexical and syntactic simplification
operations observed in the monolingual simplifi-
cation task within one framework, often differen-
tiating between operation at leaf nodes of parse
trees (lexical) and internal tree nodes (syntactic).
The key issue is the modelling of context for appli-
cation of lexical rules. While syntactic rules (for
splitting conjoined clauses, or disembedding rela-
tive clauses) are typically not context dependent,
words are typically polysemous and can only be
replaced by others in appropriate contexts.

Our main contribution in this paper is to present
a unified framework for representing rules for syn-
tactic and lexical simplification (including para-
phrase involving multiple words), and study for
the first time how the definition of context affects
system performance. A second contribution is to
provide a substantial human evaluation (63 sen-
tences and 70 participants) to evaluate contempo-
rary text simplification systems against manually
simplified output.

2 Related work

Text simplification systems are characterised by
the level of linguistic knowledge they encode, and
by whether their simplification rules are hand-
crafted or automatically acquired from a corpus.

In recent times, the availability of a corpus of
aligned English Wikipedia (EW) and Simple En-
glish Wikipedia (SEW) sentences has lead to the
application of various “monolingual translation”
approaches to text simplification. Phrase Based
Machine Translation (PBMT) systems (Specia,
2010; Coster and Kauchak, 2011; Wubben et al.,
2012) use the least linguistic knowledge (only
word sequences), and as such are ill equipped to
handle simplifications that require morphological
changes, syntactic reordering or sentence splitting.

Zhu et al. (2010) in contrast present an ap-
proach based on syntax-based SMT (Yamada and
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Knight, 2001). Their translation model encodes
probabilities for four specific rewrite operations
on the parse trees of the input sentences: substitu-
tion, reordering, splitting, and deletion. Woodsend
and Lapata (2011) propose quasi-synchronous tree
substitution grammars (QTSG) for a similarly
wide range of simplification operations as well as
lexical substitution. Narayan and Gardent (2014)
combine PMBT for local paraphrase with a syn-
tactic splitting component based on a deep seman-
tic representation. None of these systems model
morphological information, which means some
simplification operations such as voice conversion
cannot be handled correctly.

Against this limitation, hand-crafted systems
have an advantage here, as they tend to encode the
maximum linguistic information. We have previ-
ously described systems (Siddharthan, 2010; Sid-
dharthan, 2011) that can perform voice conversion
accurately and use transformation rules that en-
code morphological changes as well as deletions,
re-orderings, substitutions and sentence splitting.
On the other hand, such hand-crafted systems are
limited in scope to syntactic simplificatio as there
are too many lexico-syntactic and lexical simplifi-
cations to enumerate by hand. We have also previ-
ously described how to construct a hybrid system
that combines automatically derived lexical rules
with hand-crafted syntactic rules within a single
framework (Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014). We
extend that work here by describing how such au-
tomatically learnt rules can be generalised.

3 Simplification using synchronous
dependency grammars

We follow the architecture proposed in Ding and
Palmer (2005) for Synchronous Dependency In-
sertion Grammars, reproduced in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we focus on the decomposition of
a dependency parse into Elementary Trees (ETs),
and the learning of rules to transduce a source
ET to a target ET. We use the datasets of Coster
and Kauchak (2011) and Woodsend and Lapata

Input Sentence−→ Dependency Parse−→ Source ETs

↓
ET Transfer

↓
Output Sentences←− Generation←− Target ETs

Figure 1: System Architecture

storm
advmod

intensive
advmod

most

storm
advmod

strongest

Figure 2: Transduction of Elementary Trees (ETs)

(2011) for learning rules. These datasets consist
of ∼140K aligned simplified and original sentence
pairs obtained from Simple English Wikipedia and
English Wikipedia. The rules are acquired in the
format required by the RegenT text simplification
system (Siddharthan, 2011), which is used to im-
plement the simplification. This requires depen-
dency parses from the Stanford Parser (De Marn-
effe et al., 2006), and generates output sentences
from dependency parses using the generation-light
approach described in (Siddharthan, 2011).

3.1 Acquiring rules from aligned sentences

To acquire a synchronous grammar from depen-
dency parses of aligned English and simple En-
glish sentences, we just need to identify the dif-
ferences. For example, consider two aligned sen-
tences from the aligned corpus described in Wood-
send and Lapata (2011):

1. (a) It was the second most intensive storm on the
planet in 1989.

(b) It was the second strongest storm on the planet in
1989.

An automatic comparison of the dependency
parses for the two sentences (using the Stanford
Parser) reveals that there are two typed dependen-
cies that occur only in the parse of the first sen-
tence, and one that occur only in the parse of the
second sentence. Thus, to convert the first sen-
tence into the second, we need to delete two de-
pendencies and introduce one other. From this ex-
ample, we extract the following rule:

RULE 1: MOST_INTENSIVE2STRONGEST

1. DELETE

(a) advmod(?X0[intensive], ?X1[most])
(b) advmod(?X2[storm], ?X0[intensive])

2. INSERT

(a) advmod(?X2, ?X3[strongest])

The rule contains variables (?Xn), which can be
forced to match certain words in square brackets.
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Such deletion and insertion operations are cen-
tral to text simplification, but a few other oper-
ations are also needed to avoid broken depen-
dency links in the Target ETs. These are enu-
merated in (Siddharthan, 2011) and will not be re-
produced here for shortage of space. By collect-
ing such rules, we can produce a meta-grammar
that can translate dependency parses in one lan-
guage (English) into the other (simplified En-
glish). The rule above will translate “most in-
tensive” to “strongest”, in the immediate lexical
context of “storm”. For ease of presentation, we
present the ET Transfer component as transforma-
tion rules, but this rule can also be presented as a
transduction of elementary trees (Fig. 2).

3.2 Generalising rules

It is clear that the rule shown above will only be
applied if three different words (“storm”, “most”
and “intensive”) occur in the exact syntax speci-
fied on the left hand side of Figure 2. The rule
is correct, but of limited use, for “most intensive”
can be simplified to “strongest” only when it mod-
ifies the word “storm”.

The modelling of lexical context is a partic-
ular weak point in previous work; for instance,
Woodsend and Lapata (2011), in their quasi-
synchronous tree substitution grammar, remove all
lexical context for lexical simplification rules, to
facilitate their application in new contexts. Simi-
larly, phrase-based machine translation can default
to lexical simplification using word level align-
ments if longer substrings from the input text are
not found in the alignment table. However, as
words can have different senses, lexical substitu-
tion without a lexical context model is error prone.

Our goals here are to enumerate methods to
generalise rules, and to evaluate performance on
unseen sentences. All the methods described are
automated, and do not require manual effort.

Generalising from multiple instances: A sin-
gle rule can be created from multiple instances in
the training data. For example, if the modifier “ex-
tensive” has been simplified to “big” in the con-
text of a variety of words in the ?X0 position, this
can be represented succinctly as “?X0[networks,
avalanches, blizzard, controversy]”. Note that this
list provides valid lexical contexts for application
of the rule. If the word is seen in sufficient con-
texts, we make it universal by removing the list.
Rule 2 below states that any of the words in “[ex-

tensive, large, massive, sizable, major, powerful,
giant]” can be replaced by “big” in any lexical
context ?X0, provided the syntactic context is an
amod relation. To de-lexicalise context in this
manner, each lexical substitution needs to have
been observed in 10 different contexts. While not
foolproof, this ensures that lexical context is re-
moved only for common simplifications, which
are more likely to be independent of context.

RULE 2: *2BIG

1. DELETE
(a) amod(?X0, ?X1[extensive, large, massive, siz-

able, major, powerful, giant])

2. INSERT
(a) amod(?X0, ?X2[big])

Reducing context size: Often, single lexical
changes result in multiple relations in the INSERT
and DELETE lists. Rule 3 shows a rule where the
verb “amend” has been simplified to “change”, in
a context where the direct object is “Constitution”
and there is an infinitive modifier relation to “pro-
posals”, using the auxiliary “to”.

RULE 3: AMEND2CHANGE

1. DELETE
(a) aux(?X0[amend], ?X1[to])
(b) infmod(?X2[proposals], ?X0[amend])
(c) dobj(?X0[amend], ?X3[Constitution])

2. INSERT
(a) aux(?X4[change], ?X1)
(b) infmod(?X2, ?X4)
(c) dobj(?X4, ?X3)

3. MOVE
(a) ?X0 ?X4

Rule 3 also shows the MOVE command created
to move any other relations (edges) involving the
node ?X0 to the newly created node ?X4. The
MOVE list is automatically created when a vari-
able (?X0) is present in the DELETE list but not
in the INSERT list and ensures correct rule appli-
cation in new contexts where there might be addi-
tional modifiers connected to the deleted word.

Rule 3 clearly encodes too much context. In
such cases, we reduce the context by creating three
rules, each with a reduced context of one relation
(aux, infmodor dobj); for example:

RULE 3A : AMEND2CHANGE3

1. DELETE: dobj(?X0[amend], ?X1[Constitution])

2. INSERT: dobj(?X2[change], ?X1)

3. MOVE: ?X0 ?X2
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In this paper, we generate rules with each pos-
sible lexical context, but one could filter out rela-
tions such asauxthat provide a lexical context of a
closed class word. The generalised Rule 3A makes
clear the need for the MOVE operation, which is
implemented in RegenT by rewriting ?X0 as ?X2
in the entire dependency parse after rule applica-
tion. We will omit the MOVE command where it
is not required to save space.

Extracting elementary trees: It is possible for
the DELETE and INSERT lists to contain mul-
tiple simplification rules; i.e., multiple transduc-
tions over ETs (connected graphs). We need to en-
sure that each extracted rule contains a connected
graph in the DELETE list. Where this is not the
case, we split the rule into multiple rules. An ex-
ample follows where three independent simplifi-
cations have been performed on a sentence:

4. (a) As a general rule , with an increase in elevation
comes a decrease in temperature and an increase
in precipitation .

(b) As a normal rule , with an increase in height
comes a decrease in temperature and an increase
in rain .

The original extracted rule contains three rela-
tions with no variable in common:

RULE 4: INDEPENDENTELEMENTARYTREES

1. DELETE

(a) amod(?X0[rule], ?X1[general])
(b) prep_in(?X2[comes], ?X3[elevation])
(c) prep_in(?X4[increase], ?X5[precipitation])

2. INSERT

(a) amod(?X0, ?X6[normal])
(b) prep_in(?X2, ?X7[height])
(c) prep_in(?X4, ?X8[rain])

Relations with no variables in common belong
to separate ETs, so we create three new rules:

RULE 4A

DELETE: amod(?X0[rule], ?X1[general])

INSERT: amod(?X0, ?X6[normal])

RULE 4B

DELETE: prep_in(?X2[comes], ?X3[elevation])

INSERT: prep_in(?X2, ?X7[height])

RULE 4C

DELETE: prep_in(?X4[increase], ?X5[precipitation])

INSERT: prep_in(?X4, ?X8[rain])

Removing lexical context from longer rules:
While preserving lexical context is important to
avoid meaning change in new contexts due to pol-
ysemy (this claim is evaluated in §3.5), it is unnec-
essary for longer rules involving more than one re-
lation, as these tend to encode longer paraphrases
with more standardised meanings. We thus re-
move the lexical context for rules involving multi-
ple relations in the DELETE list1.

3.3 Overview of extracted ruleset

In addition to the generalisation steps described
above, we also automatically filtered out rules
that were undesired for various reasons. As we
use manually written rules in RegenT for com-
mon syntactic simplification (as described in Sid-
dharthan (2011)), we filter out rules that involve
dependency relations for passive voice, relative
clauses, apposition, coordination and subordina-
tion. We also filter out rules with relations that are
error-prone, based on a manual inspection. These
involved single lexical changes involving the fol-
lowing dependencies:det and num (rules that
change one determiner to another, or one number
to another) andpossandpobj that mostly appeared
in rules due to errorful parses. We also automat-
ically filtered out errorful rules using the training
set as follows: we applied the rules to the source
sentence from which they were derived, and fil-
tered out rules that did not generate the target sen-
tence accurately. Finally, we restricted the number
of relations in either the DELETE or INSERT list
to a maximum of three, as longer rules were never
being applied.

Tab. 1 shows how the filters and generalisation
influence the number of rules derived involving 1–
5 relations in each of the DELETE and INSERT
lists. In addition, we also extract rules where the
DELETE list is longer than the INSERT list; i.e.,
simplification that result in sentence shortening
(e.g., Rule 1 in Section 3.1).

Tab. 2 provides details of the final number of fil-
tered and generalised rules for different lengths of
the DELETE and INSERT lists. The ruleset shown
in Tab. 2 will henceforth be referred to as WIKI .

3.4 Generalising context with WordNet

To generalise the context of lexical simplification
rules further, we now consider the use of WordNet

1Lexical context is defined as lexical specifications on
variables occurring in both the DELETE and INSERT lists;
i.e., words that are unchanged by the simplification.
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DELETE INSERT IS FS GS
1 1 1111 593 4250
2 2 1051 357 171
3 3 1108 178 52
4 4 831 - -
5 5 628 - -

Table 1: Number of extracted rules where the IN-
SERT and DELETE lists contain 1–5 relations (IS:
initial set; FS: filtered set; GS: generalised set)

in expanding lexical context. The idea is that the
lexical specification of context variables in rules
can be expanded by identifying related words in
WordNet. We propose to use Lin’s similarity mea-
sure (Lin, 1998), an information content based
similarity measure for our experiments as infor-
mation content based measures are observed to
perform better in deriving similar terms, in com-
parison to other methods (Budanitsky and Hirst,
2006). Lin’s formula is based on Resnik’s. Let
IC(c) = −log p(c) be the information content of
a concept (synset) in WordNet, wherep(c) is the
likelihood of seeing the concept (or any of its hy-
ponyms) in a corpus. Resnik defines the similar-
ity of two conceptsc1 andc2 assimres(c1, c2) =
maxc∈S(c1,c2)IC(c), the IC of the most specific
classc that subsumes bothc1 and c2. Lin’s for-
mula normalises this by the IC of each class:

simlin(c1, c2) =
2.simres(c1, c2)

IC(c1) + IC(c2)

Our next goal is to explore how the definition
of lexical context impacts on a text simplification
system.

3.5 Evaluation

To evaluate our work, we used the text simplifi-
cation tool RegenT (Siddharthan, 2011) to apply
different versions of the acquired rule sets to a test
dataset. For example, consider the following rule
shown in 6(a). This is the original rule extracted
from the training data (cf. Tab. 2).

RULE 6(A): RULE-WIKI

1. DELETE

(a) nsubjpass(??X0[adapted], ??X1[limbs])

2. INSERT

(a) nsubjpass(??X0, ??X2[legs])

This rule is transformed to a no-context rule in
6(b), where words such as “adapted” that occur in

DELETE / INSERT 1 2 3 4 5
1 Relation 4250
2 Relations 110 171
3 Relations 91 165 52
4 Relations 49 71 209 -
5 Relations 24 44 80 - -

Table 2: Details of rules derived with different
length in DELETE and INSERT relations

both the DELETE and INSERT lists are removed
entirely from the rule:

RULE 6(B): NO-CONTEXT

1. DELETE

(a) nsubjpass(??X0, ??X1[limbs])

2. INSERT

(a) nsubjpass(??X0, ??X2[legs])

Finally the rule in 6(c), expands the context
word “adapted” using WordNet classes with Lin’s
similarity greater than 0.1.

RULE 6(C): RULE-WITH-WORDNET0.1-CONTEXT

1. DELETE

(a) nsubjpass(??X0[accommodated,adapted,adjusted,
altered,assimilated,changed,complied,
conformed,fited,followed,geared,heeded,
listened,minded,moved,obeyed,oriented,
pitched,tailored,varied],??X1[limbs])

2. INSERT

(a) nsubjpass(??X0, ??X2[legs])

Evaluation of generalisability of rules: We
expanded the context of rules derived from
Wikipedia using various thresholds such as 0.1,
0.4 and 0.8 for Lin similarity measure and eval-
uated how many simplification operations were
performed on the first 11,000 sentences from the
dataset of Coster and Kauchak (2011). The details
of rules applied on the test dataset, using differ-
ent thresholds along with the Wiki-context and no-
context rules are provided in Tab. 3. As seen, there
is an increase in the application of rules with the
decrease in threshold for Lin similarity measure.
Removing the lexical context entirely results in an
even larger increase in rule application. Next, we
evaluate the correctness of rule application.

Evaluation of correctness of rule application:
To test the correctness of the rule applications with
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Rule Version Rules % Change
Wikicontext 7610

WordNet context (0.8) 7870 3.41
WordNetcontext (0.4) 8488 11.85
WordNetcontext (0.1) 10715 40.80

Nocontext 31589 315.09

Table 3: Application of different versions of rules
on test dataset (% change is the increase in the
application of rules between Wiki-context and the
corresponding version)

different rule sets, we performed a human evalua-
tion to gauge how fluent and simple the simpli-
fied sentences were, and to what extent they pre-
served the meaning of the original. We compared
three versions in this experiment: the original rule-
set, the context expanded usingSimLin >= 0.1
(40% increase in rule applications) and with no
lexicalised context (315% increase in rule applica-
tions). The goal is to identify a level of generalisa-
tion that increases rule application in new contexts
without introducing more errors.

We used the first 11,000 sentences from the
dataset of Coster and Kauchak (2011), the same
dataset used for rule acquisition. We extracted at
random 30 sentences where a simplification had
been performed using the original ruleset. This
gives an upper bound on the performance of the
original Wikipedia-context ruleset, as these are all
sentences from which the rules have been derived.

We then selected a further 30 sentences where
a simplification had been performed using the
WordNet-context (Lin=0.1), but not with the origi-
nal ruleset. These are new applications of the gen-
eralised ruleset on sentences that it hasn’t directly
learnt rules from. Similarly, we selected a fur-
ther 30 sentences where a simplification had been
performed using the no-context ruleset, but not
the Wikipedia-context or WordNet-context rule-
sets. Thus each set of 30 sentences contains new
applications of the ruleset, as the lexical context is
expanded, or abandoned completely.

This process gave us a total of 90 sentences to
evaluate. We recruited participants through Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk. Participants were filtered to
be in the US and have an approval rating of 80%.
These raters were shown 30 examples, each con-
taining an original Wikipedia sentence followed
by one of the simplified versions (WI, WN or NC).
Order of presentation was random. For each such
pair, raters were asked to rate each simplified ver-
sion for fluency, simplicity and the extent to which

it preserved the meaning of the original. The ex-
periment provided 917 ratings for 90 sentences in-
volving 28 raters. We used a Likert scale of 1–5,
where 1 is totally unusable output, and 5 is the out-
put that is perfectly usable.

The mean values and the standard deviation
for fluency, simplicity and meaning preservation
for sentences simplified using WordNet (Lin=0.1),
Wiki and no context is shown in Tab. 4. As seen,
the difference between the mean values for all
three criteria of fluency, simplicity and meaning
preservation between WordNet and Wiki version
is very small as compared to simplified sentences
with no-context rules. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test was conducted to measure the ef-
fect of fluency, simplicity and meaning preserva-
tion for versions of simplified text.

Fluency: A one-way ANOVA conducted to
evaluate fluency for versions of simplified text
showed a highly significant effect of version (WN,
WC, and NC) on the fluency score (F=51.54,
p=2x10-16). A Tukey’s pairwise comparison test
(Tukey’s HSD, overall alpha level = 0.05) indi-
cated significant difference between WI and NC
and between WN and NC atp = 0.01. However,
the difference between WN and WI was not sig-
nificant atp = 0.01.

Simplicity: The ANOVA conducted to evaluate
simplicity for different versions also showed a sig-
nificant effect of version on the simplicity score
(F=76.7, p=2x10-16). A Tukey’s pairwise compar-
ison test (Tukey’s HSD, overall alpha level = 0.05)
indicated significant difference between WN and
NC and WI and NC (p < 0.01). However, the dif-
ference between WN and WI was not significant
atp = 0.01.

Meaning Preservation:The ANOVA conducted
to evaluate meaning preservation for versions of
simplified text also showed a highly significant ef-
fect of version on the meaning preservation score
(F=17.22, p=4.55x10-08). A Tukey’s pairwise
comparison test (Tukey’s HSD, overall alpha level
= 0.05) indicated significant difference between
WN and NC and WI and NC (p < 0.01). How-
ever, the difference between WN and WI was not
significant atp = 0.01.

This study suggests that there is no significant
effect on accuracy of expanding the lexical con-
text using WordNet (Lin=0.1), even though this
results in an increase in rule application of 40%.
The study also confirms that there is a sharp and
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Rater FLUENCY SIMPLICITY MEANING
WN WI NC WN WI NC WN WI NC

Mean 3.28 3.59 2.49 3.68 3.51 2.47 2.52 2.72 2.17
SD 1.38 1.31 1.44 1.32 1.28 1.34 1.12 1.11 1.27

Median 4 4 2 3 4 2 3 3 2

Table 4: Results of human evaluation of different versions of simplified text (WN: WordNet-context
(Lin=0.1); WI: Wikipedia-context; NC: No-context)

significant drop in accuracy from removing lexical
context altogether (the approach used by Wubben
et al. (2012), for example). Next, we perform an
evaluation of our hybrid text simplification sys-
tem, that augments the existing RegenT system
(Siddharthan, 2011), with its hand-written rules
for syntactic simplification, with the automatically
acquired lexicalised rules(the Lin=0.1 ruleset).

4 Hybrid text simplification system

The RegenT text simplification toolkit (Sid-
dharthan, 2011) is distributed with a small hand
crafted grammar for common syntactic simplifica-
tions: 26 hand-crafted rules for apposition, rela-
tive clauses, and combinations of the two; a fur-
ther 85 rules handle subordination and coordina-
tion (these are greater in number because they are
lexicalised on the conjunction); 11 further rules
cover voice conversion from passive to active; 38
rules for light verbs and various cleft construc-
tions; 99 rules to handle common verbose con-
structions described in the old GNU diction utility;
14 rules to standardise quotations.

The RegenT system does not have a decoder or
a planner. It also does not address discourse issues
such as those described in Siddharthan (2003a),
though it includes a component that improves
relative clause attachment based on Siddharthan
(2003b). It applies the simplification rules exhaus-
tively to the dependency parse; i.e., every rule for
which the DELETE list is matched is applied iter-
atively (see Siddharthan (2011) for details).

We have created a hybrid text simplification
system by integrating our automatically acquired
rules (lexical context extended using WordNet for
single change rules, and lexical context removed
for longer rules) with the existing RegenT system
as described above. This is sensible, as the ex-
isting manually written rules for syntactic simpli-
fication are more reliable than automatically ex-
tracted ones: They model morphological change,
allowing for a linguistically accurate treatment
of syntactic phenomenon such as voice change.
The current work addresses a major limitation

of hand-crafted text simplification systems—such
systems restrict themselves to syntactic simplifi-
cation, even though vocabulary plays a central role
in reading comprehension. We hope that the meth-
ods described here can extend a hand-crafted sys-
tem to create a hybrid text simplification system
that is accurate as well as wide coverage. We next
present a large scale manual evaluation of this hy-
brid system.

4.1 Evaluation

We performed a manual evaluation of how fluent
and simple the text produced by our simplifica-
tion system is, and the extent to which it preserves
meaning.

Our system (henceforth, HYBRID) is compared
to QTSG, the system by Woodsend and Lapata
(2011) that learns a quasi-synchronous tree substi-
tution grammar. This is the best performing sys-
tem in the literature with a similar scope to ours in
terms of the syntactic and lexical operations per-
formed2. Further the two systems are trained on
the same data. QTSG relies entirely on an auto-
matically acquired grammar of 1431 rules. Our
automatically extracted grammar has 5466 lex-
icalised rules to augment the existing manually
written syntactic rules in RegenT.

We also compare the two systems to the manual
gold standard SEW, and against the original EW
sentences.

Data: We use the evaluation set previously used
by several others (Woodsend and Lapata, 2011;
Wubben et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2010). This
consists of 100 sentences from English Wikipedia
(EW), aligned with Simple English Wikipedia
(SEW) sentences. These 100 sentences have been
excluded from our training data for rule acquisi-
tion, as is standard. Following the protocol of
Wubben et al. (2012), we used all the sentences
from the evaluation set for which both QTSG and

2The PBMT system of Wubben et al. (2012) reports better
results than QTSG, but is not directly comparable because
it does not perform sentence splitting, and also trains on a
different corpus of news headlines.
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Rater FLUENCY SIMPLICITY MEANING
EW SEW QTSG HYB EW SEW QTSG HYB EW SEW QTSG HYB

Mean 3.99 4.06 1.97 3.52 3.43 3.58 2.33 3.73 - 4.03 2.23 3.40
SD 0.94 1.00 1.24 1.24 1.07 1.22 1.26 1.30 - 1.02 1.23 1.18

Median 4 4 1 4 3 4 2 4 - 4 2 3

Table 5: Results of human evaluation of different simplifiedtexts (EW: English Wikipedia; SEW: Simple
English Wikipedia; QTSG: Woodsend and Lapata (2011) system; HYB: Our hybrid system)

HYBRID had performed at least one simplification
(as selecting sentences where no simplification is
performed by one system is likely to boost its flu-
ency and meaning preservation ratings). This gave
us a test set of 62 sentences from the original 100.

Method: We recruited participants on Amazon
Mechanical Turk, filtered to live in the US and
have an approval rating of 80%. These partici-
pants were shown examples containing the orig-
inal Wikipedia sentence, followed by QTSG, HY-
BRID and SEW in a randomised manner. For each
such set, they were asked to rate each simplified
version for fluency, simplicity and the extent to
which it preserved the meaning of the original.
Additionally, participants were also asked to rate
the fluency and simplicity of the original EW sen-
tence. We used a Likert scale of 1–5, where 1 is
totally unusable output, and 5 is output that is per-
fectly usable. The experiment resulted in obtain-
ing a total of 3669 ratings for 62 sentences involv-
ing 76 raters.

Results: The results are shown in Tab. 5. As
seen, our HYBRID system outperforms QTSG
in all three metrics and is indeed comparable to
the SEW version when one looks at the median
scores. Interestingly, our system performs better
than SEW with respect to simplicity, suggesting
that the hybrid system is indeed capable of a wide
range of simplification operations. The ANOVA
tests carried out to measure significant differences
between versions is presented below.

Fluency: A one-way ANOVA was conducted
to evaluate fluency for versions of simplified
text showed a highly significant effect of ver-
sion (EW, SEW, QTSG, HYBRID) on the flu-
ency score (F=695.2, p<10-16). A Tukey’s pair-
wise comparison test (Tukey’s HSD, overall al-
pha level = 0.05) indicated significant differences
between QTSG-EW; HYBRID-EW; HYBRID-
QTSG; SEW-QTSG; SEW-HYBRID atp = 0.01.

Simplicity: A one-way ANOVA conducted to
evaluate fluency for versions of simplified text
showed a highly significant effect of version

(EW, SEW, QTSG, HYBRID) on the simplic-
ity score (F=29.9, p<10-16). A Tukey’s pair-
wise comparison test (Tukey’s HSD, overall al-
pha level = 0.05) indicated significant differences
between QTSG-EW; HYBRID-EW; HYBRID-
QTSG; SEW-QTSG; all at p<0.01.

Meaning Preservation: A one-way ANOVA
conducted to evaluate meaning preservation for
versions of simplified text showed a highly sig-
nificant effect of version (EW, SEW, QTSG,
HYBRID) on the meaning preservation score
(F=578.1, p=2x10-16). A Tukey’s pairwise com-
parison test (Tukey’s HSD, overall alpha level
= 0.05) indicated significant differences between
QTSG-SEW; HYBRID-SEW; and HYBRID-
QTSG all at p<0.01.

5 Conclusion

We have described a hybrid system that performs
text simplification using synchronous dependency
grammars. The grammar formalism is intuitive
enough to write rules by hand, and a syntactic rule
set is distributed with the RegenT system. The
contributions of this paper are to demonstrate that
the same framework can be used to acquire lex-
icalised rules from a corpus, and that the resul-
tant system generates simplified sentences that are
comparable to those written by humans.

We have documented how a grammar can be
extracted from a corpus, filtered and generalised.
Our studies confirm the benefits of generalising
rules in this manner. The resultant system that
combines this grammar with the existing manual
grammar for syntactic simplification has outper-
formed the best comparable contemporary system
in a large evaluation. Indeed our system performs
at a level comparable to the manual gold standard
in a substantial evaluation involving 76 partici-
pants, suggesting that text simplification systems
are reaching maturity for real application.
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Abstract

With the rise of the Semantic Web more
and more data become available encoded
using the Semantic Web standard RDF.
RDF is faced towards machines: de-
signed to be easily processable by ma-
chines it is difficult to be understood by
casual users. Transforming RDF data into
human-comprehensible text would facil-
itate non-experts to assess this informa-
tion. In this paper we present a language-
independent method for extracting RDF
verbalization templates from a parallel
corpus of text and data. Our method is
based on distant-supervised simultaneous
multi-relation learning and frequent maxi-
mal subgraph pattern mining. We demon-
strate the feasibility of our method on a
parallel corpus of Wikipedia articles and
DBpedia data for English and German.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Generation (NLG) systems re-
quire resources such as templates (in case of
template-based NLG) or rules (in case of rule-
based NLG). Be it template-based or rule-based
systems, these resources limit the variability and
the domain-specificity of the generated natural
language output and manual creation of these re-
sources is tedious work.

We propose a language-independent approach
that induces verbalization templates for RDF
graphs from example data. The approach is
language-independent since it does not rely on
pre-existing language resources such as parsers,
grammars or dictionaries.

Input is a corpus of parallel text and data con-
sisting of a set of documents D and an RDF graph
G, where D and G are related via a set of entities
E where an entity can be described by a document

in D and described by data in G. Output is a set
of templates. Templates consist of a graph pattern
that can be applied to query the graph and of a sen-
tence pattern that is a slotted sentence into which
parts of the query result are inserted. A template
enables verbalization of a subgraph ofG as a com-
plete sentence.

An example is shown in Fig. 1.1 The graph pat-
ternGP can be transformed into a SPARQL query
QGP . Querying the data graph G results in the
graph GGP . GGP can be verbalized as an English
(German) sentence Sen (Sde) using the sentence
pattern SPen (SPde).

The approach employs the distant supervision
principle (Craven and Kumlien, 1999; Bunescu
and Mooney, 2007; Carlson et al., 2009; Mintz
et al., 2009; Welty et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al.,
2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012) from relation extrac-
tion: training data is generated automatically by
aligning a database of facts with text; therefore,
no hand-labeled data is required. We apply si-
multaneous multi-relation learning (Carlson et al.,
2009) for text-data alignment and frequent maxi-
mal subgraph pattern mining to observe common-
alities among RDF graph patterns.

Besides the general idea to allow for non-
experts to assess information encoded in RDF, we
envision application of these verbalization tem-
plates in three scenarios:
(1) In query interfaces to semantic databases, ca-

sual users - usually not capable of writing for-
mal queries – specify their information needs
using keywords (Lei et al., 2006; Thomas
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008), questions
in free-text or using a controlled language
(Kaufmann et al., 2006; Cimiano et al., 2008;
Wendt et al., 2012; Damljanovic et al., 2012),
or forms (Hunter and Odat, 2011; Mendes

1Further examples and the evaluation material can be
found on our website at http://km.aifb.kit.edu/
sites/bridge-patterns/INLG2014
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GP 

author 

 type           type 

  label        pubD                   label                label 

?book                              ?author 

?book_type             Writer                         

?book_label  ?book_pubD           ?author_label 

QGP SELECT 
    ?book_label 
    ?book_type_label 
    ?author_label 
    ?book_pubD 
WHERE { 
    ?book                 :author   ?author . 
    ?book                 :type       ?book_type . 
    ?book                 :label      ?book_label . 
    ?book                 :pubD     ?book_pubD . 
    ?author              :type       :Writer . 
    ?author              :label      ?author_label . 
    ?book_type      :label      ?book_type_label . 
} 

Flash is a science fiction novel by 
L. E. Modesitt published in 2004. 

{M(book_label|rm())M} is a 
{M(book_type_label|lcfirst)M} by 
{M(author_label|id)M} published in 
{M(book_pubD|id)M}. 

 Sen 

 SPen 

Flash ist ein Science-Fiction-Roman 
von L.E. Modesitt, erschienen 2004. 

 Sde 

?book_type_label 

  GGP 

author 

 type           type 

label     pubD                   label                label 

Flash                           L_E_Modesitt 

             SFN              Writer                         

„Flash (novel)“@en                       „L. E. Modesitt“@en 

„Science fiction novel“@en 

{M(book_label|rm())M} ist ein 
{M(book_type_label|lcfirst)M} von 
{M(author_label|id)M}, erschienen 
{M(book_pubD|id)M}. 

 SPde 

„L. E. Modesitt“@de „Flash (Roman)“@de  

„Science-Fiction-Roman“@de 

„2004“ 

?book_label = „Flash (novel)“@en 
?book_type_label = „Science fiction novel“@en 
?author_label = „L. E. Modesitt“@en  
?book_pubD = "2004" 
?book = Flash 
?author = L_E_Modesitt 
?book_type = SFN 

   µ 

Figure 1: A template consists of a graph pattern GP and a sentence pattern SP . The graph pattern GP
can be transformed into a SPARQL query QGP . A result of querying the data graph is the RDF graph
GGP with the list of solution mappings µ. This graph can be verbalized as an English sentence Sen using
the English sentence pattern SPen or as a German sentence Sde using the German sentence pattern SPde.
The modifiers, e.g. lcfirst, are explained in Table 1.

et al., 2008). The system queries an RDF
database according to its interpretation of the
input. Query results could be verbalized.

(2) Since the introduction of the Google Knowl-
edge Graph,2 when searching for an entity
such as the city of Karlsruhe via Google, be-
sides the search results shown on the left a
table is displayed on the right which provides
a short description of the entity taken from
Wikipedia. While these descriptions are de-
coupled from data in the knowledge graph
they could be generated automatically.

(3) The collaboratively-edited knowledge base
Wikidata provides machine-readable data
which can be used, e.g., by the Wikipedia.
The Wikidata browsing interface reasonator
currently explores the use of template-based
NLG in order to provide human-readable de-
scriptions of its entities.3 Since the templates
are created manually, currently only for few
types of entities these verbalizations can be
provided.

2http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2012/
05/introducing-knowledge-graph-things-
not.html (accessed 2014-03-20)

3See for example the page about Johann Sebastian
Bach: http://tools.wmflabs.org/reasonator/
?q=Q1339 (accessed 2014-03-20)

1.1 Main contributions

We present an approach to induce RDF verbal-
ization templates from a parallel text-data cor-
pus. (1) The approach is distant-supervised, since
it does not require labeled data but instead auto-
matically aligns a database of facts with text by
performing simultaneous multi-relation learning.
(2) Hypotheses about a sentence’s content are rep-
resented as an RDF graph pattern. Hypotheses
graphs are reduced via frequent maximal subgraph
pattern mining. (3) We introduce RDF verbal-
ization templates consisting of a sentence pattern
which includes modifiers and a graph pattern of
unrestricted size. (4) Our approach does not use
language resources such as parsers or dictionaries
and is thus language independent and (5) does not
depend on a certain ontology or domain. (6) The
feasibility of the approach is validated for English
and German given a large dataset which resulted in
the induction of a large number of templates that
are general in terms of enabling verbalization of
numerous subgraphs in our dataset.

1.2 Definitions

• A template is a tuple (sp, gp) where sp is
a sentence pattern and gp is a graph pat-
tern. We denote the set of variables within
a sentence pattern sp as V arSP (sp) and the
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set of variables within a graph pattern gp as
V arGP (gp). A template (sp, gp) is safe if the
set of variables within the sentence pattern
is a subset of the set of variables within the
graph pattern: V arSP (sp) ⊆ V arGP (gp).

• A sentence pattern (SP) is a string that con-
sists of terminals, variables, and modifiers.
Within an SP a (var., mod.) tuple (v,m) is
denoted as {M(v|m)M}. {M( and )M} serve
as delimiters of a (var., mod.) tuple.

• A graph pattern is a set of triples patterns
(s, p, o) where s ∈ U ∪ V , p ∈ U ∪ V , and
o ∈ U ∪ L ∪ V . U is a set of identifiers, L is
a set of literals, and V is a set of variables.

• A modifier m ∈ M is a function applicable
to the value of a variable v - denoted bym(v).

1.3 Template-based NLG
A template can be applied for Natural Language
Generation as follows. Given an RDF data
graph G and a template (sp, gp), a SPARQL
SELECT query can be created: SELECT PV
WHERE { gp′ }. The list of projection variables
PV is the list of variables v∈V arSP (sp). gp′ is
constructed by adding each triple pattern to gp′.
An example of a query (QGP ) created from a
graph pattern (GP ) is shown in Fig. 1.

Executing a query results in a solution se-
quence4 which is a list of solution mappings
µ:V→T from a set of variables V to a set of RDF
terms T = U∪L. See Fig. 1 for an example of a
solution mapping (µ).

For each non-terminal in sp representing a
variable-modifier tuple (v,m), the modifier m is
applied on µ(v) resulting in m(µ(v)). Finally,
the tuple (v,m), expressed as {M(v|m)M}, is re-
placed in sp with m(µ(v)). After replacing each
such tuple the sentence creation is complete.

2 Parallel corpus

Our approach requires a parallel corpus of text and
data and consists of texts that describe entities in
natural language and a data graph that semanti-
cally describes entities.

Formally, the parallel corpus consists of a
set of entities E, a set of documents D, and
an RDF data graph G. An entity can be de-
scribed by a document in a certain language.

4We adopt the terminology from the SPARQL 1.1
Query Language documentation available at http:
//www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-sparql11-query-
20130321/.

The relation document ⊆ E×L×D relates an
(entity, language) tuple to a set of documents.
document(e, l) denotes the (potentially empty)
set of documents that describe an entity e∈E in
language l∈L.
G is a set of triples (s, p, o) where s, p∈U , and

o∈U∪L.
Each literal has a datatype, returned by the func-

tion datatype:L→T . Literals of type string can
be language-tagged. The function ll:L→L returns
the language ll(r)∈L for a literal r∈L if it ex-
ists. An entity can have a human-readable form
which is a language-tagged literal. The relation
λ⊆E×L×L relates an entity e∈E to a (possibly
empty) set of literals λ(e, l)⊆L in language l∈L.
The property pλ relates an entity with its label.

Each entity e∈E occurs in the data graph. This
means that G contains a triple (s, p, o) where s=e
or o=e.

3 Approach

Our approach consists of six steps:
1. For each entity e ∈ E we collect sentences

from documents about the entity that mention
the entity.

2. For each sentence we align the sentence and
the data graph by iteratively exploring the
vicinity of the entity within the graph. This
leads to a set of identified entities: entities
that are believed to be mentioned within the
sentence; and a set of observations. The sub-
graph ofG that consists of all triples that con-
tain an identified entity serves as an hypothe-
sis graph: no fact that is not expressed in the
subgraph is expressed in the sentence.

3. Each (sentence, identified entities, graph)
triple is abstracted by replacing identified lit-
erals in the sentence and in the graph with
variables and by replacing identified entities
in the graph with variables. This step can
lead to multiple distinct (sentence pattern,
graph pattern) tuples for each sentence. This
abstraction enables comparing different sen-
tences that share the same sentence pattern
after abstraction.

4. A set of (sentence pattern, graph patterns) tu-
ples is built for each sentence pattern.

5. For each (sentence pattern, graph patterns)
tuple the set of graph patterns is analyzed re-
garding their commonalities. This is realized
via the frequent and maximal subgraph pat-
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tern extraction (fmSpan) algorithm which re-
sults in a set of graph patterns that are sub-
graph patterns to the input graph patterns.

6. Given the output of this algorithm and the ab-
stracted sentences the templates are created.

3.1 Sentence collection

Given a language name l, a set of entities E, a
set of documents D and an ordered list of mod-
ifiers M , for each entity e ∈ E for each docu-
ment d ∈ document(e, l) (which describes e in
language l) the document is split into a set of sen-
tences. For each sentence that has an acceptable
length (measured as the number of characters), for
each label x ∈ λ(e, l) and for each string modifier
m ∈ Mstring, we store the (sentence, entity, left,
right, λ, matched) tuple if the modified labelm(x)
matches the sentence. See Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 Collect example sentences
1: procedure COLLECT EXAMPLE SENTENCES(l, E,D,M )
2: for each e ∈ E do
3: for each d ∈ document(e, l) ∈ D do
4: for each s ∈ sentences(d, lmin, lmax) do
5: for each x ∈ λ(e, l) do
6: for each m ∈Mstring do
7: if applicable(m, x) then
8: (left, right, x’) = MatchesLabel(s, x,m, ”str”)
9: if (left, right, x’) 6= ∅ then

10: Output (s, e, left, right, x, x’, m)
11: Continue with next sentence

Algorithm 2 MatchesLabel
1: procedure MATCHESLABEL(s, x,m, t)
2: if t = ”str” ∨ t 6= ”integer” then
3: if length(x) ≥ 4 then
4: if s matches (\W |ˆ)\w{l0, l1}m(x)\w{r0, r1}(\W |$) then
5: return (left, right,matched)

6: else if t = integer then
7: if s matches (\D|ˆ)m(x)(\D|$) then
8: return (left, right,matched)

9: return ∅

In Alg. 2, \W denotes a non-word character
(such as a blank), \D denotes a non-digit, \w de-
notes a word character5 (such as ”x”), \w{a, b}
denotes a sequence of at least a word-characters
and not more than b word characters, l0 and l1 are
the minimum and maximum number of word char-
acters that may appear on the left side of the mod-
ified string m(x) between this string and a non-
word character or the beginning of the sentence
(ˆ). r0 and r1 are the corresponding numbers re-
garding the right side of the modified string. $ de-
notes the end of the sentence. In case of a match,
the string that is matched by \w{l0, l1} is stored

5Note that word- and non-word characters are language-
specific and may be defined for each language individually.

as left, the string that is matched by \w{r0, r1}
is stored as right and the part that matches m(x)
is stored as matched. Note that matched can be
different from m(x) since the application of the
modifier m to the string x can result in a reg-
ular expression that contains information for the
matcher specifying that a part of the string needs
to be matched case-insensitively.

Allowing a certain number of characters to be
added to the left and to the right of a string has
the intention to match even though prefixes and
postfixes are added. For example, this allows to
match ”German” within its plural form ”Germans”
or to match ”magic” within magician.

3.2 Sentence and data alignment

The sentence and the data graph are aligned by it-
eratively exploring the vicinity of an entity within
the graph. This exploration is described by Alg. 3
which builds a set of observations obs. A member
of this set is a 7-tuple where the first three mem-
bers form a triple (entity, property, literal value),
followed by the strings matched to the left and the
right, the matched string and the modifier. More-
over, the algorithm creates a graph graph ⊆ G
consisting of all triples that contain an identified
entity. Here, an entity e is identified if a modi-
fier m ∈ M exists such that an x ∈ λ(e, l) exists
such that the sentence matches m(x). Output is
the original sentence, the set of identified entities,
the set of observations, and the subgraph.

Algorithm 3 Data Collection
1: procedure COLLECTDATA(s, e, lang, left, right, x, x′,m)
2: identified = ∅; todo = (e); done = ∅;
3: graph = ∅; obs = {(e, pl, x, left, right, x′,m)}
4: while todo 6= ∅ do
5: e← todo.first
6: todo← todo\{e}; done← done ∪ {e}
7: for each (e, p, o) ∈ G do
8: graph← graph ∪ {(e, p, o)}
9: if o is a literal then

10: (l, r, o’, m) = CL(s, o)
11: if (l, r, o′,m) 6= ∅ then
12: obs← obs ∪ {(e, p, o, l, r, o′,m)}
13: if o = λ(e, lang) then
14: identified← identified ∪ {e}
15: else if o is a URI then
16: if o 6∈ done ∧ o 6∈ todo then
17: todo.add(o)

18: for each (e2, p, e) ∈ G do
19: graph← graph ∪ {(e2, p, e)}
20: if e2 6∈ done ∧ o 6∈ todo then
21: todo.add(e2)

22: Output (sentence, identified, obs, graph)

3.3 Sentence and graph abstraction

In the previous step, ambiguities may exist.
For example, given two triples (e1, p1, v) and
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(e2, p2, v) where v is a literal value and the en-
tities e1 and e2 are identified, if the value v is
found in the sentence, then it cannot be resolved
whether the sentence expresses the fact (e1, p1, v)
or (e2, p2, v). Therefore, for each situation where
a value appears in two distinct contexts or where
values overlap (two values overlap if the inter-
vals of their character positions overlap), the sen-
tence and graph pattern is copied and on each copy
another abstraction is performed thus leading to
multiple abstractions per sentence. Alg. 4 iter-
atively creates all sentence abstractions given a
language name l, a sentence S, and a set of ob-
servations obs. The function poss evaluates the
set of observations that are still valid. The func-
tion apply replaces a string in a sentence with
variable and modifier. Thereby, the left and right
parts are added to the modifier. For an obser-
vation (e, p, o, l, r, o′,m) the string concatenation
l+o′+r is replaced with {M(vi|m’)M}. For each
observation a new variable vi is introduced. m′

is a modifier to which the modifiers +l(l) and
+r(r) are appended which denote that certain
strings are added to the left and the right of the
literal. The graph is abstracted by replacing the
triple (e, p, o) with the triple pattern (e, p, v1). Af-
ter completely abstracting a sentence pattern, each
identified entity is replaced by a variable; triples
that do not contain any variable are removed.

Algorithm 4 Sentence abstraction
1: procedure ABSSENTENCE(l, S, obs)
2: P ← poss(l, S, obs)
3: if P = ∅ then
4: Output(S)
5: else
6: O ← overlap(S, P )
7: for each p ∈ P do
8: if p 6∈ O then
9: S ← apply(S, p)

10: if O = ∅ then
11: Output(S)
12: else
13: for each p ∈ O do
14: S′ ← apply(S, p)
15: AbsSentence(l, S’, P)

3.4 Grouping
Given a set of (sp, gp) tuples, for each lan-
guage we build groups of tuples where in each
group the sentence patterns are pairwise equiv-
alent when ignoring modifiers. Sentence pat-
terns spi and spj are equivalent if either they
are identical (spi=spj), or if an injective func-
tion m:V arSP (spi)→V arSP (spj) exists such
that when each variable v in spi is replaced with
m(v), the resulting string sp′i is identical to spj .

For each group the set of graph patterns is used
as input for the algorithm presented in the follow-
ing section.

3.5 Frequent maximal subgraph pattern
extraction

Before we describe the fmSpan algorithm
(fmSpan: Frequent Maximal Subgraph PAttern
extractioN) we need to introduce our notation:

Two graph patterns gpi and gpj are equiv-
alent (gpi=gpj) if an injective function
m:V arGP (gpi)→V arGP (gpj) exists such
that when each variable v in gpi is replaced
with m(v), the resulting graph pattern gp′i is
identical to gpj . A graph pattern gpi is sub-
graph pattern to another graph pattern gpj ,
denoted by gpi⊆pgpj , if an injective function
m:V arGP (gpi)→V arGP (gpj) exists such that
when each variable v in gpi is replaced with
m(v), resulting in gp′i, each triple pattern in gp′i is
also a triple pattern in gpj . Given a set of graph
patterns GP={gp1, ..., gpn} and given a graph
pattern x, the coverage of x regarding GP is the
number of graphs in GP to which x is a subgraph
pattern: c(x,GP ) := |{gpi ∈ GP |x ⊆p gpi}|.

Given a set of graph patterns I={gp1, ..., gpn},
from the set of all subgraph patterns P=2gp1∪...∪
2gpn a set of graph patterns K={gpi, ..., gpj}⊆P
is selected where:

1. for each gpk ∈ K:
(a) c(gpk, I) ≥ min coverage
(b) ¬∃gpl ∈ P : gpk 6= gpl ∧ gpk ⊆p gpl ∧

c(gpl, I) ≥ min coverage
2. ¬∃gpl ∈ P : c(gpl, I) ≥ min coverage ∧

(¬∃gpm ∈ P : ¬(gpm, gpl) ∧ c(gpm, I) ≥
min coverage) ∧ gpl 6∈ K

This means that each member of K is suffi-
ciently frequent (1a) and maximal (2b) and that
every maximal graph pattern is contained in K (2).

3.6 Template creation
For each (sentence pattern, graph patterns) tuple
the frequent maximal subgraph pattern mining is
performed on the group of graph patterns which
results in a set K of subgraph patterns. Each
k ∈ K is pruned with Alg. 5. Thereby, if a vari-
able appears in a high number of triples that do
not contain any other variable, then these triples
are removed. After the pruning each k ∈ K is
then rejected if it is either not safe, not connected,
or, when queried against G returns no results.
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Algorithm 5 Graph-pattern pruning
1: procedure PRUNEGRAPHPATTERN(k)
2: for each v ∈ V arGP (k) do
3: T ← {(s, p, o) ∈ k|(s = v ∧ o 6∈ V arGP (k)) ∨ (o = v ∧ s 6∈
V arGP (k))}

4: if |T | > maxt then
5: k ← k\T

Datatype Modifier Description

xsd:string

id Does not change the string.

lcfirst Sets the first char to lower case
if that char is upper case.

ucfirst Sets the first char to upper case
if that char is lower case.

case-i Case-insensitive match

rm() If a string ends with a string
in round braces, e.g. ”Dublin
(Ohio)”, that part is cut off.

-1r Removes the rightmost char.

xsd:gYear YYYY Transforms a year value into a
four-digit representation.

xsd:integer

integer id Does not change the integer.

enInt sep Adds English thousands separa-
tors, e.g., 10,000.

deInt sep Adds German thousands sepa-
rators, e.g., 10.000.

xsd:date

enM, D Y Result, e.g., March, 22 2014

enD M Y Result, e.g., 22 March 2014

deM D, Y Result, e.g., März 22, 2014

deD M Y Result, e.g., 22. März 2014

Table 1: List of modifiers per datatype

4 Experiments

We created a multilingual (English, German) par-
allel text-data corpus using data from DBpedia6

and documents from the Wikipedia. The graph
G consists of 88, 708, 622 triples, the set of doc-
uments D consists of 4, 004, 478 English docu-
ments and 716, 049 German documents. The cor-
pus relations and functions are defined as follows:

• document(e, l) :=
{d|(e, dbo:abstract, ”d”@l) ∈ G}.

• λ(e, l) := {v|(e, rdfs:label, ”v”@l) ∈ G}
• The datatype of a literal "rˆˆt" is t.
• The language ll of a literal "d"@l is l.
The modifiers we used in the experiment are

given in Table 1.7 Application of date and inte-
6http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads39

We used the files long abstracts en, long abstracts en-
uris de, mappingbased properties en, raw infobox prop-

erties en, article categories en, instance types en, labels en,
labels en uris de, category labels en, and category labels-
en uris de.

7Modifiers are only applied if their application to a literal
modifies that literal. For example, if a string begins with a

groups ≥ 5 templates all groups
en 4569 3816 686,687
de 2130 1250 269,551

Table 3: Number of groups with a cardinality≥ 5,
the number of induced templates and the number
of all groups.

ger modifiers may also depend on the language of
a sentence. On a value a list of modifiers can be
applied. The list of string modifier lists is shown
in Fig. 2. The table also shows how often each list
of modifiers was applied during the abstraction of
English and German sentences.

We created two sets of entities Een (Ede): those
for which an English (German) document exist
that consists of at least 100 characters. Een and
Ede contain 3, 587, 146 and 613, 027 entities, re-
spectively. For each entity for each document we
split the text into sentences using the Perl module
Lingua::Sentence8 and discarded sentences that
do not end with a full stop, an exclamation mark,
or a question mark or that were shorter (longer)
than 50 (200) characters. We used the set of string
modifiers presented in Fig. 2 to identify entities via
occurrence of a modified version of their labels in
a sentence. The results are 3, 811, 992 (794, 040)
English (German) sentences.

Abstraction resulted in 3,434,108 (530,766) ab-
stracted English (German) sentences where at
least two entities are identified per sentence.

The group size histogram is displayed in Fig. 2.9

The majority (90%) of all groups of English (Ger-
man) sentences contain between 5 and 164 (5 and
39) sentences.

Table 3 gives for each language the number of
groups that contain more than 5 graph patterns, the
number of templates we induced, and the num-
ber of all groups. Results of the coverage evalu-
ation covt(G) are shown as a histogram in Fig. 3.
It shows that for the majority of the templates a
high number of subgraphs of G can be verbalized,
which means that the templates are not fitted to
only a small number of subgraphs: e.g. for 221
English templates verbalize between 105 and 106

subgraphs, each.

lower case character, then the lcfirst modifier is inapplicable.
8http://search.cpan.org/˜achimru/

Lingua-Sentence-1.05
9We cut off the long tail.
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No Modifier list en de No Modifier list en de No Modifier list en de
(1) id 10,619,509 1,349,922 (9) -1r 42,754 15,025 (17) -1r, -1r, lcfirst 8430 90
(2) lcfirst 141,865 868 (10) -1r, lcfirst 7513 99 (18) -1r, -1r, ucfirst 1020 5
(3) ucfirst 11,018 8 (11) -1r, ucfirst 875 4 (19) -1r, -1r, case-i 733 92
(4) case-i 295,593 16,351 (12) -1r, case-i 863 50 (20) rm(), -1r, -1r, lcfirst 0 0
(5) rm() 2705 762 (13) rm(), -1r, lcfirst 0 0 (21) rm(), -1r, -1r, ucfirst 0 0
(6) rm(), lcfirst 13 0 (14) rm(), -1r, ucfirst 0 0 (22) rm(), -1r, -1r, case-i 66 1
(7) rm(), ucfirst 0 0 (15) rm(), -1r, case-i 55 6
(8) rm(), case-i 50 0 (16) -1r, -1r 39,113 11,632

Table 2: List of lists of string modifiers and their number of applications
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Figure 2: Histogram depicting how often sentence groups occurred with a particular size

5 Evaluation

We evaluate the results from the experiment de-
scribed in the previous section along the dimen-
sions coverage, accuracy, syntactic correctness,
and understandability where the latter three are in-
spired by (Lester and Porter, 1997; Mellish and
Dale, 1998; Reiter and Belz, 2009).
Coverage: we define cov(t, G) of a template

t=(sp, gp) regarding a data graph G as the
number of subgraphs ofG that can be verbal-
ized with that template i.e. match gp.

Accuracy: is measured in two parts:
1. The extent to which everything that is ex-
pressed in gp is also expressed in sp is mea-
sured for each triple pattern within the graph
pattern on a 4-point scale: (1) The triple pat-
tern is explicitly expressed, (2) The triple pat-
tern is implied, (3) The triple pattern is not
expressed, and (4) Unsure.
2. The extent to which the sp expresses in-
formation that is expr. in gp is measured on
a 4-point scale: (1) Everything is expressed,
(2) Most things are expressed, (3) Some
things are expressed, and (4) Nothing is expr..

Syntactic correctness: the degree to which the
verb. is syntactically correct, in particu-
lar whether it adheres to English or German
grammar: (1) The verb. is completely synt.
correct. (2) The verb. is almost synt. correct.
(3) The verb. presents some syntactical er-
rors. (4) The verb. is strongly synt. incorrect.

Understandability: Adapted from (Nagao et al.,
1985): (1) The meaning of the verb. is
clear. (2) The meaning of the verb. is clear,
but there are some problems in word usage,
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Figure 3: Histogram of the coverage cov(t, G)

and/or style. (3) The basic thrust of the verb.
is clear, but the evaluator is not sure of some
detailed parts because of word usage prob-
lems. (4) The verb. contains many word
usage problems, and the evaluator can only
guess at the meaning. (5) The verb. cannot
be understood at all.

We evaluated a random sample of 10 English
and 10 German templates using a group of 6 eval-
uators which are experts in the fields of RDF and
SPARQL and that are proficient in both English
and German. Each template was evaluated by 3
experts, each expert evaluated 10 templates. For
each template we retrieved a maximum of 100
subgraphs that matched the graph pattern, ran-
domly selected 10 subgraphs and verbalized them.
For each template an evaluator was asked to evalu-
ate accuracy given the graph pattern and given the
sentence pattern and, given the list of 10 verbal-
izations, to evaluate each sentence regarding syn-
tactic correctness and understandability.
cov(t, G) of all 5066 templates is shown in

Fig. 3. For example, it shows that there are about
300 templates where each template can be used
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Figure 4: Evaluation results regarding accuracy,
syntactical correctness, and understandability

to verbalize between 104 and 105 subgraphs of
G. Results regarding the remaining dimensions
are shown in Fig. 4. The values of the x-axes
correspond to the scale of the respective dimen-
sion. The majority of the triple patterns are either
explicitly or implicitly expressed in the sentence
pattern. However, some triple patterns are not ex-
pressed in the sentence pattern. Syntactical cor-
rectness and understandability are mostly high.

6 Related work

(Welty et al., 2010) present a technique for reading
sentences and producing sets of hypothetical rela-
tions that the sentence may be expressing. Given
a parallel text-data corpus, entities identified as
proper nouns in parsed sentences are replaced with
variables. For each (pattern, set of relations) tu-
ple for each sentence that matches this pattern
it is counted in how many sentences that match
this pattern a certain relation exists between the
two entities identified in the sentence. This leads
to positive weights assigned to patterns. Nega-
tive weights are assigned by applying patterns to
sentences, identifying the entities and assigning a
negative weight to the relation if the relation ex-
pressed by the pattern is not expressed in the data.

In contrast to this approach, our approach 1)
does not require to parse input sentences 2) does
not only regard relations between proper nouns,
3) constrains candidate entities to the vicinity of
already identified entities. Moreover, 4) our ap-
proach takes into account the graph of entities
identified in a sentence (hypothesis graphs) com-
pared to sets of relations and can thus express mul-

tiple relations between entities.
(Duma and Klein, 2013) present an unsuper-

vised approach to NLG template extraction from a
parallel text-data corpus. Similar to our approach,
text and data are aligned by identifying labels of
entities in sentences. The search space is limited
by only allowing to match entities that are directly
linked to the entity a text is about. Sentences are
abstracted by replacing the entity with the name of
the property that links the entity with the entity the
text is about thus limiting the depth of the graph
to 1. Abstracted sentences are parsed and pruned
by removing constituents that could not be aligned
to the database and by removing constituents of
certain classes and then post-processed using man-
ually created rules.

(Gerber and Ngomo, 2011) present an approach
to learning natural language representations of
predicates from a parallel text-data corpus. For
each predicate where a tuple of entities is identi-
fied in a sentence, the predicate’s natural language
representation is the string between the two enti-
ties, e.g. ’s acquisition of for the predi-
cate subsidiary and the sentence Google’s ac-
quisition of Youtube comes as online video is really
starting to hit its stride. The main differences to
our approach are 1) that we do not focus on learn-
ing how a single predicate is expressed but rather
how a graph, consisting of multiple related enti-
ties, can be expressed in natural language and 2)
that a relation between two entities is not only ex-
pressed by the string between two entities.

7 Conclusions

We have shown that verbalization templates can
be extracted from a parallel text-data corpus in a
distant-supervised manner – without the need for
pre-existing language resources such as parsers,
grammars or dictionaries – and that applying these
templates for NLG leads to promising results. The
main novelty is the application of frequent max-
imal subgraph pattern mining for the purpose of
analyzing commonalities in sets of hypotheses
graphs. Even though the approach is linguisti-
cally shallow, verbalizations are already syntacti-
cally mostly correct and understandable.
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Abstract

This paper presents an encoding of
Generation-TAG (G-TAG) within Abstract
Categorial Grammars (ACG). We show
how the key notions of G-TAG have a nat-
ural interpretation in ACG, allowing us to
use its reversibility property for text gen-
eration. It also offers solutions to several
limitations of G-TAG.

1 Motivations

G-TAG (Danlos, 1998; Danlos, 2000) is a formal-
ism based on the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG)
formalism (Joshi et al., 1975; Joshi and Schabes,
1997) dedicated to text generation. It focuses on
providing several notions to support useful data
structures, such as g-derivation trees or lexical
databases, to effectively relate a surface form (a
derived tree or a string) to a conceptual represen-
tation. An actual implementation in ADA was first
provided for French (Meunier, 1997), and it has re-
cently been implemented in the .NET framework
as the EasyText NLG system and is operational
at Kantar Media, a French subsidiary company of
TNS-Sofres (Danlos et al., 2011).

The G-TAG proposal can be seen as a result
of the observation of the mismatch between the
derivation tree notion of TAG and the expected se-
mantic dependencies (Schabes and Shieber, 1994)
from a generation perspective. Several approaches
that extend the derivation tree notion of TAG have
been proposed to overcome this difficulty. Other
approaches showed that the derivation trees still
could be used without additional modifications.
Such approaches rely on unification (Kallmeyer
and Romero, 2004; Kallmeyer and Romero, 2007)
or a functional approach to TAG (Pogodalla, 2004;

∗This work has been supported by the French agency
Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR-12-CORD-0004).

Pogodalla, 2009)1 based on Abstract Categorial
Grammars (ACG) (de Groote, 2001). The latter
is intrinsically reversible: the grammars and the
algorithms are the same for parsing and for gener-
ation.

We propose then to study G-TAG under the
ACG perspective. We show that the key notion
of g-derivation tree naturally express itself in this
framework. The surface form construction from
a conceptual representation can then use the gen-
eral algorithms of ACG, the very same ones that
can be used in parsing to analyze mildly con-
text sensitive languages (TAG generated language,
LCFRS) (de Groote and Pogodalla, 2004), follow-
ing (Kanazawa, 2007)’s proposal here applied to
give an ACG account of G-TAG. We do not con-
sider here the G-TAG treatment of preferences be-
tween the different realizations of the same input.
Similarly, we do not consider the generation of
pronouns used in G-TAG and we will work on
integrating a theory of generation of referring ex-
pressions.

2 Sketching G-TAG

G-TAG deals with the How to say it? task of gen-
eration. The input is a conceptual representation.
A G-TAG grammar includes elementary trees, as
any TAG grammar. But it also makes g-derivation
trees primary objects, relating them to the elemen-
tary trees and considering them as pivot to the con-
ceptual representation level.

Conceptual Representation G-TAG concep-
tual representation makes use of notions as sec-
ond order relation, first order relation and thing.
Second order relations have two arguments which
are relations (either first or second order ones)
and typically correspond to discourse relations,

1Synchronous approaches (Nesson and Shieber, 2006) are
similar in many respects, as shown in (Storoshenk and Frank,
2012).
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whereas first order relations have things as their
arguments. While (Danlos, 2000) uses reified for-
mulas of a logical conceptual representation lan-
guage as G-TAG inputs, it can also be represented
as a higher-order logical formula (Meunier, 1997)
or as a SDRT-like formula (Danlos et al., 2001).
We follow here this presentation. Equation (1) ex-
emplifies an input that could be realized as Jean
a passé l’aspirateur pour être récompensé par
Marie. Puis il a fait une sieste (John has vacumed
in order to be rewarded by Mary. Then he took a
nap).

SUCCESSION(GOAL(VACUUMING(Jean),

REWARDING(Marie, Jean)),

NAPPING(Jean)) (1)

G-TAG Lexical Database A lexical entry of G-
TAG corresponds to a lemma. For each lexical en-
try (i.e. lemma) there is a set of TAG elementary
trees which corresponds to it. Among the TAG el-
ementary trees that correspond to a given lexical
entry, there is the canonical representative, and all
the other representatives are represented by adding
features to the canonical representative. For exam-
ple, if the lexical entry is to love, then the canon-
ical representative will be the active form of the
verb to love. Then the passive alternation is rep-
resented by adding a feature [+passive] to to love.
Moreover, all the lexical entries attached to a con-
cept (such as SUCCESSION) belong to a same lexi-
cal base. So for a concept, there can be a lexical
entry describing verbal realizations of the concept.
These realizations can correspond to the active or
to the passive forms, etc. There can also be a lex-
ical entry which corresponds to nominal realiza-
tions, etc.

G-Derivation Trees A TAG derivation tree can
be seen as a record of the substitutions and adjunc-
tion occurring during a TAG analysis. The same is
true for g-derivation tree. However, while TAG
derivation trees are considered as a by-product,
with inflected anchors, G-TAG derivation trees are
first class structures that are combined in order to
reflect the conceptual input. To abstract from the
surface form and from the derived tree they can
relate to, they don’t correspond to inflected forms
but bear features that are used in a post-processing
step. Complex g-derivation trees are built by going
through the dynamic selection process of a lexi-
cal item from the set of appropriate candidates for

a given concept. So contrary to TAG derivation
trees, they are not fully instantiated trees: their ar-
guments are represented by variables whose lexi-
calization are not carried out yet.

G-Derived Trees A g-derivation tree defines a
unique g-derived tree corresponding to it. This
correspondance is maintained all along the real-
ization process and a post-processing module out-
puts the surface representation (text) from the g-
derived tree. In addition to inflecting forms using
the feature values it can make some rewriting to
propose different versions of the initial text. In
this particular sense, g-derived tree corresponds
to possibly multiple text outputs generated by the
post-processing module.

3 The G-TAG Generation Process

Let us assume the input of Equation 1. The G-TAG
process starts by lexicalizing relations that have
the widest scope in the conceptual representation:
typically second order relations, then first order re-
lations, and things.2 Back to the example, we first
lexicalize the second order relation SUCCESSION.
Several items are associated with this relation:
après (after), avant (before), ensuite (afterwards),
auparavant (beforehand), puis (then), etc. Each of
them has two arguments, however, some of them
produce texts comprising two or more sentences,
like ensuite(afterwards); some of them can pro-
duce either two sentence texts or one sentence text,
while others produce only one sentence. For in-
stance, Jean a passé l’aspirateur. Ensuite, il a fait
une sieste (John has vacuumed. Afterwards, he
took a nap) is a two sentences text while John a
fait une sieste après avoir passé l’aspirateur (John
took a nap after having vacuumed) is a one sen-
tence text. For this reason, items describing the
arguments or the result of second order relations
have features expressing the following constraints:
(+T,+S) indicates it is a text (two ore more sen-
tences); (+S) indicates it is either a single sen-
tence or a text; (−T,+S) indicates it is a sentence
(not a text). Every second order relation has three
features: one for output, and two for inputs. 3

2Correctness of the process is ensured because the gram-
mars don’t contain auxiliary trees that would reverse the pred-
ication order. (Danlos, 2000) argues such cases don’t occur in
technical texts, the first target of G-TAG. We don’t elaborate
on this point since the ACG approach we propose remove this
constraint for free.

3In G-TAG, any discourse connective has exactly two ar-
guments. A discussion about this point is provided in (Dan-
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Let us assume that the G-TAG g-derivation tree
ensuite(+T,+S) belonging to the lexical database
associated with the concept SUCCESSION is first
chosen, resulting in a text rather than a sentence
(illustrated by the leftmost g-derivation tree of Fig-
ure 1 . The process then tries to realize its two ar-
guments. The first one involves the GOAL relation
that can be realized either by pour (in order to) or
by pour que (so that), as exemplified by the right-
most g-derivation trees of Figure 1. Both have fea-
tures (−T,+S) for the inputs (i.e. arguments) and
return a tree labeled at the root by (−T,+S).

ensuite
(+T,+S)

(1st event)
(+S)

(2nd event)
(+S)

arg1 arg2

pour
(−T,+S)

(ACTION)
(−T,+S)

(PURPOSE)
(−T,+S)

arg1 arg2

pour que
(−T,+S)

(ACTION)
(−T,+S)

(PURPOSE)
(−T,+S)

arg1 arg2

Figure 1: G-derivation trees samples

Despite pour and pour que bearing the same
features, the syntactic trees corresponding to pour
and pour que are quite different. For pour que
S substitution nodes can be substituted by two
tensed sentences, while pour takes a finite sen-
tence and a “sentence” in the infinitive form with-
out any nominal subject. Figure 2 shows the asso-
ciated elementary trees. Selecting one or the other
during the generation process restricts the possible
realizations for the arguments. This is enforced by
a feature associated to the elementary tree, namely
the (+reduc-subj) feature as shown in Fig. 3.
Again, we may assume that G-TAG selects pour,

S

S (arg1) PP

Prep

pour
S

C
que

S(arg2)
(mood:subj)

S

S (arg1) PP

Prep

pour

S(arg2)
(mood:inf)

Figure 2: Elementary trees of pour que (so that)
and pour (in order to)

which will enforce, because of the associated ele-
mentary trees, that the subject of the first and the
second arguments are the same. Afterwards, we
need to lexicalize these two arguments with a com-
mon subject Jean. From a semantic point of view,
the agent of VACUUMING has to be the beneficiary
of REWARDING (the rewardee). VACUUMING can
only be lexicalized as passer-l’aspirateur (run-the-
vacuum-cleaner), while there are several lexical-

los, 2000).

ization options for the REWARDING: récompenser
(to reward), donner-récompense (to give-reward),
and recevoir-récompense (to receive-reward). Let
us notice that donner-récompense does not meet
the constraint on a shared subject as it cannot
have the rewardee as its subject4. The remaining
options are: recevoir-récompense, whose canon-
ical representation has the rewardee as subject;
and récompense whose passive construction has
the rewardee as subject. s Assuming a choice of
récompenser[+passive],5 the lexicalizations of the
arguments of the first order relations remain. As
Marie occurs only once and in subject position,
it can only be lexicalized as Marie. On the other
hand, Jean three times: one will be the implicit
subject of the subordinate, then as argument of
VACUUMING and NAPPING. Therefore it can be ei-
ther lexicalized in both of the cases as Jean, or
Jean and the pronoun il (he). In G-TAG, there
are some post-processing rules that take care of
the generation of referring expressions, but not in
a really principled way so we do not demonstrate
them here. We assume a lexicalization by Jean in
both cases. Figure 3 shows the g-derivation tree
associated with the input of Equation 1 and Fig. 4
show the unique resulting (non-flected) derived
tree. The post-processing modules then outputs:
Jean a passé l’aspirateur pour être récompensé
par Marie. Ensuite, il a fait une sieste. (John
vacuumed in order to be rewarded by Mary. Af-
terwards, he took a nap.)

ensuite

pour
(+reduc-subj)

passer-l’aspirateur

Jean

recompenser
(+reduc-subj,+passive)

Marie ε

faire-la-sieste

Jean

arg1

arg1

arg1

arg2

arg1 arg2

arg2

arg1

Figure 3: Fully instantiated g-derivation tree

4 ACG Definition

Abstract Categorial Grammars
(ACGs) (de Groote, 2001) are a type theo-

4It lacks passivation in French and there is no form equiv-
alent to: John was given a reward by Mary.

5Of course, all these branching points offer several real-
izations of the same entry. But for explanatory purposes, we
describe only one at each step.
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Figure 4: Non-inflected derived tree

retical framework that is able to encode several
grammatical formalisms (de Groote and Pogo-
dalla, 2004). An ACG defines two languages:
the abstract one and the object one. The abstract
level describe the admissible parse structures and
a lexicon maps these structures to the ones we
observe at the object level (strings for surface
forms, logical formulas for semantic forms). In
all cases, the considered languages are sets of
λ-terms that generalize string and tree languages.

Definition. A higher-order linear signature (also
called a vocabulary) is defined to be a triple Σ =
〈A,C, τ〉, where:
• A is a finite set of atomic types (also noted
AΣ),
• C is a finite set of constants (also noted Cσ),
• and τ is a mapping from C to TA the set of

types built on A: TA ::= A|TA → TA (also
noted TΣ).

Given a higher-order linear signature Σ, Λ(Σ) is
the set of λ-terms built on Σ, and for t ∈ Λ(Σ)
and α ∈ TΣ such that t has type α, we note t :Σ α
(the Σ subscript is omitted when obvious from the
context).

Definition. An abstract categorial grammar is a
quadruple G = 〈Σ,Ξ,L, s〉 where:

1. Σ and Ξ are two higher-order linear signa-
tures, which are called the abstract vocabu-
lary and the object vocabulary, respectively;

2. L : Σ −→ Ξ is a lexicon from the abstract
vocabulary to the object vocabulary. It is
a homomorphism that maps types and terms
built on Σ to types and terms built on Ξ as
follows:
• if α → β ∈ TΣ then L(α → β) =

L(α)→ L(β)
• if x ∈ Λ(Σ) (resp. λx.t ∈ Λ(Σ) and
t u ∈ Λ(Σ)) then L(x) = x (resp.
L(λx.t) = λx.L(t) and L(t u) =

L(t) L(u))
It is then enough to define L on the atomic
types and on the constants of Σ to define it
on all types and terms, provided that for any
constant c : α of Σ we have L(c) : L(α).
We note t:=G u if L(t) = u and omit the G
subscript if obvious from the context.

3. s ∈ TΣ is a type of the abstract vocabulary,
which is called the distinguished type of the
grammar.

Table 1 provides an ACG example Gd-ed trees

where the abstract typed constants of Σderθ en-
code the combinatorial properties of the associated
(through the lexicon Ld-ed trees) elementary trees.

Definition. The abstract language of an ACG G =
〈Σ,Ξ,L, s〉 is A(G ) = {t ∈ Λ(Σ) | t :Σ s}

The object language of the grammar O(G ) =
{t ∈ Λ(Ξ) | ∃u ∈ A(G ). t = LG(u)}

For instance, the term Creward IS Iv CMary CJean :
S ∈ Gd-ed trees, and its image, the derived tree for
Marie récompense Jean (Mary rewards John).

It is important to note that, from a purely math-
ematical point of view, there is no structural differ-
ence between the abstract and the object vocabu-
lary: both are higher-order signatures. This allows
for combining ACGs in different ways:
• by having a same abstract vocabulary shared

by several ACGs: this can be used to make
two object terms (for instance a string and
a logical formula) share the same underlying
structure. Gd-ed trees and GLog in Fig. 5 illustrate
such a composition.
• by making the abstract vocabulary of one

ACG the object vocabulary of another ACG,
allowing for the control of the admissible
structures of the former by the latter. Gyield

and Gd-ed trees in Fig. 5 illustrate such a com-
position.

Λ(Σderθ)

Λ(Σtrees)

Gd-ed trees

Λ(Σstring)

Gyield

Λ(ΣLog)

GLog

Figure 5: ACG architecture for TAG
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Crucial to our analysis is that ACG parsing of
a term u amounts to finding an abstract term t
such that t:= u, no matter whether u represents
a string, a tree, or a logical formula. This can be
done in polynomial time for ACGs whose abstract
constant types are at most of order 2: second order
ACGs as (Kanazawa, 2007) shows.6 The result re-
lies on a reduction of the parsing problem to Data-
log querying where the term to be parsed is stored
in a database. Interestingly, this database can rep-
resent a set of terms (Kanazawa, 2011, Section
4.2) and the query reduces to checking whether at
least one of them can be retrieved. This allows the
query associated with a term representing a logical
formula to extend to all the terms that are equiva-
lent modulo the associativity and the commutativ-
ity of the conjunction.

5 ACG Encoding

5.1 TAG as ACG

Because ACG considers both the abstract lan-
guage and the object language, the encoding of
TAG into ACG makes (abstract) terms represent-
ing derivation trees primary. The encoding uses
two ACGs Gd-ed trees = 〈Σderθ,Σtrees,Ld-ed trees,S〉
and Gyield = 〈Σtrees,Σstring,Lyield, τ〉.

We exemplify the encoding7 of a TAG analyz-
ing (2) in Fig. 6.8

(2) Marie
Mary

récompense
rewards

ensuite
then

Jean
John

This sentence is usually analyzed in TAG with a
derivation tree where the adverb adjoins at the v
node.

The three higher-order signatures are:
Σderθ: Its atomic types include S, v, np, SA,

vA. . . where the X types stand for the cate-
gories X of the nodes where a substitution
can occur while the XA types stand for the
categories X of the nodes where an adjunc-
tion can occur. For each elementary tree
γlex. entry it contains a constant Clex. entry whose
type is based on the adjunction and substitu-
tion sites as Table 1 shows. It additionally
contains constants IX : XA that are meant
to provide a fake auxiliary tree on adjunction

6It actually extends this result to almost linear object
terms where variables with atomic type can be duplicated,
as it commonly happens at the semantic level.

7This corresponds to the systematic encoding of (Pogo-
dalla, 2009) of TAG and its semantics into ACG.

8We follow the grammar of (Abeillé, 2002).

sites where no adjunction actually takes place
in a TAG derivation.

Σtrees: Its unique atomic type is τ the type of
trees. Then, for any X of arity n belong-
ing to the ranked alphabet describing the ele-
mentary trees of the TAG, we have a constant

Xn :

n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
τ ( · · ·( τ ( τ

Σstring: Its unique atomic type is σ the type of
strings. The constants are the terminal sym-
bols of the TAG (with type σ), the concatena-
tion + : σ ( σ ( σ and the empty string
ε : σ.

Table 1 illustrates Ld-ed trees.9 Lyield is defined as
follows:
• Lyield(τ) = σ;
• for n > 0, Lyield(Xn) = λx1 · · ·xn.x1 +
· · ·+ xn;
• for n = 0, X0 : τ represents a terminal sym-

bol and Lyield(X0) = X .
Then, the derivation tree, the derived tree, and the
yield of Fig. 6 are represented by:

γreward

γJeanγMarieγthen

(a) Derivation tree

S

np

Jean

v

ensuitev

récompense

np

Marie

(b) Derived tree

Figure 6: Marie récompense ensuite Jean

γ5 = Creward IS (Cv
then IS) CMarie CJean

Ld-ed trees(γ5)

= S3 (np1 Marie)

(v2 (v1 récompense) ensuite) (np1 Jean)

Lyield(Ld-ed trees(γ5)) = Marie + récompense
+ ensuite + Jean

5.2 G-TAG as ACG
In order to model G-TAG in ACG, first we need to
design the abstract signature Σg-derθ in which we
can have entries for G-TAG. This entries will re-
flect the ideology that G-TAG is based on. For
instance, in G-TAG discourse level words like en-
suite can take as its arguments texts and sentences
and produces text. In order to model this, we
introduce types S and T. Then, we can define
DSS

then: S ( S ( T, which means that DSS
then has

takes two arguments of type S and returns a re-
sult of type T. As in G-TAG, ensuite can take two

9With Ld-ed trees(XA) = τ ( τ and for any other type
X , Ld-ed trees(XA) = τ .
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Abstract constants of Σderθ Their images by Ld-ed trees The corresponding TAG trees

CJean : np cJean
: τ
= np1 Jean γJean =

np

Jean

Cv
then : vA ( vA cvthen

: (τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ)
= λovx.v (v2 xensuite)

γthen = v

ensuitev∗

Creward :
SA ( vA ( np

( np ( S creward
:

(τ ( τ) ( (τ ( τ) ( τ
( τ ( τ

= λoavso.a (S3 s (v (v1 récompense)) o)
γreward = S

npv

récompense

np

IX : XA λx.x : τ ( τ

Table 1: A TAG as an ACG: Ld-ed trees and Llog.sem lexicons

texts as arguments and return text as well, we need
to do have another entry for modeling this fact.
This makes us to introduce another constant DTT

then :
T ( T ( T. For the same kind of reason, we in-
troduce following constants: DST

then: S ( T ( T,
DTS

then and T ( S ( T. Other relations, like au-
paravant is modeled in the same way as ensuite in
Σg-derθ.

Apart from ensuite and auparavant, there are
connectives as avant (before) and après (after) that
need to be modeled differently from ensuite. In-
deed, while ensuite results in a text, placing side
by side a text and a sentence separated with a pe-
riod, avant and après in French combine in a sin-
gle sentence a (full) clause and an infinitive clause
with an implicit subject: the one of the first clause.
It is clear that in order to type avant and après in
the Σg-derθ signature, one should use a type which
schematically looks as . . . ( S. On the other
hand, one needs to give the exact type to them.
Despite that in TAG and G-TAG avant and après
take two sentential arguments (labelled by S), the
second argument bears a feature indicating it lacks
the subject and that the latter has to be shared with
the first sentence. For instance: Jean a fait une
sieste après avoir passé l’aspirateur (John took
a nap after having vacuumed), here the subject
of avoir passé l’aspirateur (having vacuumed) is
Jean, which comes from the sentence Jean a fait
une sieste (John took a nap). So, Jean a fait une
sieste (John took a nap) can be seen as a sentence
whose subject is shared by another sentence as
well. In order to model this point, we use fol-
lowing type: Sws ( Sh ( np ( S. Indeed,
the Sws and the Sh types correspond to the type
of sentences missing a subject. Furthermore, we
need to model pour and pour que, which were in-
troduced in order to lexicalize the GOAL relation in
G-TAG. First, let us have a look at pour que. It can

take as its arguments two complete (from a syntax
point of view) sentences and results in a sentence
as in: Il travaille pour que vous puissiez manger.
So, Dpour que, which is an entry corresponding to
pour que, can be assigned a S ( S ( S type.
The syntactic difference between pour que and
pour was highlighted in Section 3: pour takes
as arguments a complete sentence and an infini-
tive form of a sentence missing a subject whose
subject comes from the first argument. Thus, in
this case, similarly to case of avant and après,
pour has to be modeled as an entry that has type
Sws ( Sinf ( np ( S, where Sinf stands for
the type of an infinitive form of a clause missing a
subject. We also need to deal with encoding differ-
ent forms of a verb. For instance, récompenser has
an active and a passive form. In G-TAG deriva-
tion, both of them can be encountered. In order
to model this fact, two different entries are intro-
duced: one for the passive form and one for the
active form, which is the canonical construction
for récompenser. So, we need to have two distinct
entries Dpassive

recompense and Dactive
recompense, and both of them

have type SA ( vA ( np ( np ( S. More-
over, (Danlos, 2000) poses the problem that G-
TAG cannot handle a text where the adverb adjoin
at the v node rather than on the S node as in: Jean
a passé l’aspirateur. Il a ensuite fait une sieste

(John vacuumed. He then took a nap.) According
to (Danlos, 2000) modelling such text production
requires a formalism more powerful than TAG. In
the ACG framework, this observations translates
into defining an entry Dv

then : S ( (vA ( S) (
T in Σg-derθ which is third order and that is, as such,
beyond the TAC into ACG encoding (that only re-
quires second-order types).10 This also offers a

10Currently, there is no theoretical complexity result for
parsing such ACG fragments. However, in this particu-
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general mechanism for providing constants encod-
ing adverbial connectives with two arguments as
in discourse grammars such as D-STAG (Danlos,
2011), but contrary to D-LTAG where one of the
arguments is anaphorically given from the preced-
ing discourse (Webber, 2004).

G-Derivation Trees to Derivation Trees We
translate terms of Σg-derθ, which correspond to g-
derivation trees, into the TAG derivation tree lan-
guage defined on Σderθ using the lexicon Lder-der

of Table 2. It is interesting to see how to inter-

Lder-der(S) = Lder-der(T) = Lder-der(Sws)
= Lder-der(Sinf) = Lder-der(Sh)
= S

Lder-der(SA) = SA
Lder-der(vA) = vA
Lder-der(np) = np
Lder-der(IS) = IS

Lder-der(Iv) = Iv

Table 2: The Lder-der lexicon

pret Dv
then: S ( (vA ( S) ( T into Σderθ.

For this reason, we introduce in Σderθ the follow-
ing constant: s2 : S ( S ( S that allows
for combining two sentences with a period. Now,
it is possible to translate Dv

then into Σderθ as fol-
lows: Lder-der(D

v
then) = λoS1 S2.s2 S1(S2C

v
then).

It means that Dv
then is interpreted as performing

both the operation of combining two sentences
with a period and the adjunction of ensuite on the
v node of the second sentence.

G-Derived Trees as Interpretation of G-
Derivation Trees As soon as g-derivation trees
as term built on Σg-derθ are interpreted as term
built on Σderθ, we can map them to derived trees.
Thus, by composing the two lexicons Lder-der and
Ld-ed trees we can get directly from G-TAG into de-
rived trees

5.3 From G-TAG to Montague Style
Semantics Using ACGs

(Pogodalla, 2009) defines a signature ΣLog and a
lexicon LLog from Σderθ to ΣLog. The entries in
ΣLog have Montague like semantics. The lexicon
translates a derivation tree into a corresponding
formula. We will use the same kind of semantic
language for conceptual representations. In other
words, our language will produce the formulas

lar case, we could use a second-order—and polynomial—
encoding of multi-component TAG into ACG.

that are used in the conceptual representation of
G-TAG, while we will stick to the Montague style
translations from syntax to semantics.

So, we define a signature Σconrep of conceptual
representation that is similar to the one of (Pogo-
dalla, 2009). Σconrep defines two atomic types e
and t and constants such as: j, m . . . of type e, the
constant REWARD of type e ( e ( t, the con-
stant CLAIM of type e ( t ( t and the constant
SEEM of type t( t. Moreover, we have constants
SUCC, GOAL of type t( t( t.

We are able to translate Σg-derθ into Σconrep

with the help of the lexicon Lder-con. The
lexicon Lder-con is extension of the lexicon
defined in (Pogodalla, 2009), because we
are adding to the domain (i.e. abstract lan-
guage) the constants that are not in the Σderθ.

Lder-con(S) = Lder-con(T) = t
Lder-con(vA) = (e→ t) ( (e→ t)
Lder-con(SA) = t( t
Lder-con(np) = (e→ t) ( t

Lder-con(Djean) = λoP.P (j)
Lder-con(D

ST
then) = Lder-con(D

SS
then)

= Lder-con(D
ST
then)

= Lder-con(D
TS
then)

= Lder-con(D
TT
then )

= λs2s1.SUCC s2 s1

Lder-con(D
ST
bef. ) = Lder-con(D

SS
bef. )

= Lder-con(D
ST
bef. )

= Lder-con(D
TS
bef. )

= Lder-con(D
TT
bef. )

= λo s1s2. SUCC s2 s1

Lder-con(Drewards) = λos a O S.s(S(a(λox.O(λoy.
(REWARD x y))))

Note that the interpretation of np is JnpK =
(e → t) ( t, using a non-linear implication (but
almost linear). Typically, the sharing of the sub-
ject by the two clauses related by pour or avant de
induces non linearity.

The Sinf, Sh, and Sws types all are interpreted
as JnpK ( JSK = ((e → t) ( t) ( t as they
denote clauses lacking a subject. Then we trans-
late the constants Dpour, Daprès, and Davant in
the following way:

Lder-con(Dpour ) =

λos1.λ
os2.λ

oN.N(λx.(GOAL(s1(λP.P x))

(s2(λP.P x))))

Lder-con(Dapres) =

λos1.λ
os2.λ

oN.N(λx.(SUCC(s1(λP.P x))

(s2(λP.P x))))
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Lder-con(Davant) =

λos1.λ
os2.λ

oN.N(λx.(SUCC(s2(λP.P x))

(s1(λP.P x))))

5.4 The G-TAG Process as a Morphism
Composition

We exemplify the whole process using the term
T0 = SUCC(VAC(jean),REWARD(marie, jean))
of type t.11 The terms representing the g-
derivation trees that generate this conceptual rep-
resentation are the antecedents of To by L −1

der-con:
L −1

der-con(T0) = {t1, . . . , t8} that all are of type
T. They are given in Figure 7. Each of these re-
trieved terms t1, . . . , t8 are then mapped to terms
representing TAG derivation trees, i.e. built on
Σderθ via the lexicon Lder-der. They can be can
in turn be interpreted as syntactic derived trees
via the lexicon Ld-ed trees, and the latter can be
interpreted as strings using the lexicon Lyield.
So from T0 we can have eight surface forms:
Lyield(Ld-ed trees(Lder-der(ti))), i ∈ [1, 8]. Let us
show this process on the example of t512. It il-
lustrates the generation of the example (3).13

(3) Jean
John

a passé l’aspirateur.
vacuumed.

Marie
Mary

a récompensé
rewarded

ensuite
afterwards

Jean.
John.

Lder-der(t5) = s2 (CvacISIvCjean)

(CrewardISC
v
thenCmarieCjean)

Ld-ed trees(Lder-der(t5) =

S3 (S2 (np1 Jean)(v1 a passé l’aspirateur))
·

(S3(np1 Marie)(v2 (v1 a récompensé) ensuite)(np1 Jean))

And the surface forms is given by composing the
interpretations:

Lyield(Ld-ed trees(Lder-der(t5)) =

Jean + a passé + l’aspirateur + . +

Marie + a recompensé + ensuite + Jean

11The associated conceptual input is a simplified version of
the conceptual input of Equation 1 without the GOAL concept
and a replacement of the NAP one by the REWARDING one.

12t5 is such that Lder-der(t5) = γ5 and the term γ5 was
used as example at Section 5.1.

13For sake of simplicity we assume the adverb adjoins on
the whole auxiliary+verb phrase rather than only on the aux-
iliary as it would be in French.

t1 = DSS
then(DvacISIvDjean)(DrewardISIvDmarieDjean)

t2 = DSS
then(DvacISIvDjean)(Dpassive

rewardISIvDmarieDjean)
t3 = DSS

bef.(DrewardISIvDmarieDjean)(DvacISIvDjean)

t4 = DSS
bef.(D

passive
rewardISIvDjeanDmarie)(DvacISIvDjean)

t5 = Dv
then(DvacISIvDjean)(λoa.Dreward IS a DmarieDjean)

t6 = Dv
then(DvacISIvDjean)(Dpassive

rewardISIvDjeanDmarie)
t7 = Dafter (D

sws
vacISIv)(Dreceive-rew.ISIvDjean)Dmarie

t8 = Dbef.(D
sws
vacISIv)(Dreceive-rew.ISIvDjean)Dmarie

Figure 7: Antecedents of T0 by Lder-con

6 Related Work

We can only quickly mention two related pieces
of work. On the one hand, (Gardent and Perez-
Beltrachini, 2010) also takes advantage of the
formal properties underlying the tree language
of derivation trees to propose a generation pro-
cess using TAG grammars. On the other hand,
(Nakatsu and White, 2010) also includes discourse
relations in the grammar with Discourse Combi-
natory Categorial Grammar and a type-theoretical
framework to provide a text (rather than sentence)
generation process.

7 Conclusion

This paper shows how G-TAG can be encoded as
ACG. It relies on the fact that both G-TAG and the
encoding of TAG within ACG make the deriva-
tion tree a primary notion. Then we can bene-
fit from the polynomial reversibility of the ACG
framework. It also offers a generalization of the
process to all kinds of adjunctions, including the
predicative ones. It also offers a new insight on
discourse grammars for the adverbial connective
encoding (Danlos, 2011). Note that contrary to an
important part of G-TAG that offers a way (based
on a semantic and a linguistic analysis) to rank the
different realizations of a conceptual representa-
tion, we do not deal here with such preferences.
As syntactic ambiguity treatment is not usually
part of the syntactic formalism, we prefer the “re-
alization ambiguity” treatment not to be part of the
generation formalism. Finally, a crucial perspec-
tive is to integrate a theory of generation of re-
ferring expressions relying on type-theoretical ap-
proaches to dynamics semantics (de Groote, 2006;
de Groote and Lebedeva, 2010) that would ensure
a large compatibility with the ACG framework.
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Abstract 

In this paper, we present an automatic 

abstractive summarization system of 

meeting conversations. Our system ex-

tends a novel multi-sentence fusion algo-

rithm in order to generate abstract tem-

plates. It also leverages the relationship 

between summaries and their source 

meeting transcripts to select the best 

templates for generating abstractive 

summaries of meetings. Our manual and 

automatic evaluation results demonstrate 

the success of our system in achieving 

higher scores both in readability and in-

formativeness. 

1. Introduction 

People spend a vast amount of time in meetings 

and these meetings play a prominent role in their 

lives. Consequently, study of automatic meeting 

summarization has been attracting peoples’ atten-

tion as it can save a great deal of their time and 

increase their productivity. 

The most common approaches to automatic 

meeting summarization have been extractive. 

Since extractive approaches do not require natu-

ral language generation techniques, they are ar-

guably simpler to apply and have been extensive-

ly investigated. However, a user study conducted 

by Murray et al. (2010) indicates that users pre-

fer abstractive summaries to extractive ones. 

Thereafter, more attention has been paid to ab-

stractive meeting summarization systems (Me-

hdad et al.  2013; Murray et al. 2010; Wang and 

Cardie 2013). However, the approaches intro-

duced in previous studies create summaries by 

either heavily relying on annotated data or by 

fusing human utterances which may contain 

grammatical mistakes. In this paper, we address 

these issues by introducing a novel summariza-

tion approach that can create readable summaries 

with less need for annotated data. Our system 

first acquires templates from human-authored 

summaries using a clustering and multi-sentence 

fusion algorithm. It then takes a meeting tran-

script to be summarized, segments the transcript 

based on topics, and extracts important phrases 

from it. Finally, our system selects templates by 

referring to the relationship between human-

authored summaries and their sources and fills 

the templates with the phrases to create summar-

ies. 

The main contributions of this paper are: 1) 

The successful adaptation of a word graph algo-

rithm to generate templates from human-

authored summaries; 2) The implementation of a 

novel template selection algorithm that effective-

ly leverages the relationship between human-

authored summary sentences and their source 

transcripts; and 3) A comprehensive testing of 

our approach, comprising both automatic and 

manual evaluations. 

 We instantiate our framework on the AMI 

corpus (Carletta et al., 2005) and compare our 

summaries with those created from a state-of-

the-art systems. The evaluation results demon-

strate that our system successfully creates in-

formative and readable summaries. 

2. Related Work 

Several studies have been conducted on creating 

automatic abstractive meeting summarization 

systems. One of them includes the system pro-

posed by Mehdad et al., (2013). Their approach 

first clusters human utterances into communities 

(Murray et al., 2012) and then builds an entail-

ment graph over each of the latter in order to se-

lect the salient utterances. It then applies a se-

mantic word graph algorithm to them and creates 

abstractive summaries. Their results show some 

improvement in creating informative summaries. 
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However, since they create these summaries by 

merging human utterances, their summaries are 

still partially extractive.  

Recently, there have been some studies on 

creating abstract summaries of specific aspects of 

meetings such as decisions, actions and problems 

(Murray et al. 2010; Wang and Cardie, 2013). 

These summaries are called the Focused Meeting 

Summaries (Carenini et al., 2011). 

The system introduced by Murray et al. first 

classifies human utterances into specific aspects 

of meetings, e.g. decisions, problem, and action, 

and then maps them onto ontologies. It then se-

lects the most informative subsets from these on-

tologies and finally generates abstractive sum-

maries of them, utilizing a natural language gen-

eration tool, simpleNLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009). 

Although their approach is essentially focused 

meeting summarization, after creating summaries 

of specific aspects, they aggregate them into one 

single summary covering the whole meeting. 

Wang and Cardie introduced a template-based 

focused abstractive meeting summarization sys-

tem. Their system first clusters human-authored 

summary sentences and applies a Multiple-

Sequence Alignment algorithm to them to gener-

ate templates. Then, given a meeting transcript to 

be summarized, it identifies a human utterance 

cluster describing a specific aspect and extracts 

all summary-worthy relation instances, i.e. indi-

cator-argument pairs, from it. Finally, the tem-

plates are filled with these relation instances and 

ranked accordingly, to generate summaries of a 

specific aspect of the meeting.  

Although the two approaches above are both 

successful in creating readable summaries, they 

rely on much annotated information, such as dia-

log act and sentiment types, and also require the 

accurate classification of human utterances that 

contain much noise and much ill-structured 

grammar. 

Our approach is inspired by the works intro-

duced here but improves on their shortcomings. 

Unlike those of Murray et al. (2010) and Wang 

and Cardie (2013), our system relies less on an-

notated training data and does not require a clas-

sifier. In addition, our evaluation indicates that 

our system can create summaries of the entire 

conversations that are more informative and 

readable than those of Mehdad et al.(2013). 

3. Framework 

In order for summaries to be readable and in-

formative, they should be grammatically correct 

and contain important information in meetings. 

To this end, we have created our framework con-

sisting of the following two components: 1) An 

off-line template generation module, which gen-

eralizes collected human-authored summaries 

and creates templates from them; and 2) An on-

line summary generation module, which seg-

ments meeting transcripts based on the topics 

discussed, extracts the important phrases from 

these segments, and generate abstractive sum-

maries of them by filling the phrases into the ap-

propriate templates. Figure 1 depicts our frame-

work. In the following sections, we describe each 

of the two components in detail. 

 

Figure 1: Our meeting summarization framework. Top: off-line Template generation module. Bottom: on-line 

Summary Generation module. 
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3.1 Template Generation Module 

Our template generation module attempts to sat-

isfy two possibly conflicting objectives. First, 

templates should be quite specific such that they 

accept only the relevant fillers. Second, our 

module should generate generalized templates 

that can be used in many situations. We assume 

that the former is achieved by labeling phrases 

with their hypernyms that are not too general and 

the latter by merging related templates. Based on 

these assumptions, we divide our module into the 

three tasks: 1) Hypernym labeling; 2) Clustering; 

and 3) Template fusion. 

3.1.1 Hypernym Labeling 

Templates are derived from human-authored 

meeting summaries in the training data. We first 

collect sentences whose subjects are meeting par-

ticipant(s) and that contain active root verbs, 

from the summaries. This is achieved by utilizing 

meeting participant information provided in the 

corpus and parsing sentences with the Stanford 

Parser (Marneffe et al., 2006). The motivation 

behind this process is to collect sentences that are 

syntactically similar. We then identify all noun 

phrases in these sentences using the Illinois 

Chunker (Punyakanok and Roth, 2001). This 

chunker extracts all noun phrases as well as part 

of speech (POS) for all words. To add further in-

formation on each noun phrase, we label the right 

most nouns (the head nouns) in each phrase with 

their hypernyms using WordNet (Fellbaum, 

1998). In WordNet, hypernyms are organized in-

to hierarchies ranging from the most abstract to 

the most specific. For our work, we utilize the 

fourth most abstract hypernyms in light of the 

first goal discussed at the beginning of Section 

3.1, i.e. not too general. For disambiguating the 

sense of the nouns, we simply select the sense 

that has the highest frequency in WordNet.  

At this stage, all noun phrases in sentences 

are tagged with their hypernyms defined in 

WordNet, such as “artifact.n.01”, and “act.n.02”, 

where n’s stands for nouns and the two digit 

numbers represent their sense numbers. We treat 

these hypernym-labeled sentences as templates 

and the phrases as blanks. 

In addition, we also create two additional 

rules for tagging noun phrases: 1) Since the sub-

jects of all collected sentences are meeting par-

ticipant(s), we label all subject noun phrases as 

“speaker”; and 2) If the noun phrases consist of 

meeting specific terms such as “the meeting” or 

“the group”, we do not convert them into blanks. 

These two rules guarantee the creation of tem-

plates suitable for meetings. 

 

Figure 2: Some examples of hypernym labeling task 

3.1.2 Clustering 

Next, we cluster the templates into similar 

groups. We utilize root verb information for this 

process assuming that these verbs such as “dis-

cuss” and “suggest” that appear in summaries are 

the most informative factors in describing meet-

ings. Therefore, after extracting root verbs in 

summary sentences, we create fully connected 

graphs where each node represents the root verbs 

and each edge represents a score denoting how 

similar the two word senses are. To measure the 

similarity of two verbs, we first identify the verb 

senses based on their frequency in WordNet and 

compute the similarity score based on the short-

est path that connects the senses in the hypernym 

taxonomy. We then convert the graph into a 

similarity matrix and apply a Normalized Cuts 

method (Shi and Malik, 2000) to cluster the root 

verbs. Finally, all templates are organized into 

the groups created by their root verbs. 

 

Figure 3: A word graph generated from related templates and the highest scored path (shown in bold) 
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3.1.3 Template Fusion 

We further generalize the clustered templates by 

applying a word graph algorithm. The algorithm 

was originally proven to be effective in summa-

rizing a cluster of related sentences (Boudin and 

Morin, 2013; Filippova, 2010; Mehdad et al., 

2013). We extend it so that it can be applied to 

templates. 

Word Graph Construction  

In our system, a word graph is a directed graph 

with words or blanks serving as nodes and edges 

representing adjacency relations.  

Given a set of related templates in a group, 

the graph is constructed by first creating a start 

and end node, and then iteratively adding tem-

plates to it. When adding a new template, the al-

gorithm first checks each word in the template to 

see if it can be mapped onto existing nodes in the 

graph. The word is mapped onto a node if the 

node consists of the same word and the same 

POS tag, and no word from this template has 

been mapped onto this node yet. Then, it checks 

each blank in the template and maps it onto a 

node if the node consists of the same hypernym-

labeled blank and no blank from this template 

has been mapped onto this node yet.  

When more than one node refer to the same 

word or blank in the template, or when more than 

one word or blank in the template can be mapped 

to the same node in the graph, the algorithm 

checks the neighboring nodes in the current 

graph as well as the preceding and the subse-

quent words or blanks in the template. Then, 

those word-node or blank-node pairs with higher 

overlap in the context are selected for mapping. 

Otherwise, a new node is created and added to 

the graph. As a simplified illustration, we show a 

word graph in Figure 3 obtained from the follow-

ing four templates. 
  

 After introducing [situation.n.01], [speaker] then dis-

cussed [content.n.05] . 

 Before beginning [act.n.02] of [artifact.n.01], [speaker] 

discussed [act.n.02] and [content.n.05] for [arti-

fact.n.01] . 

 [speaker] discussed [content.n.05] of [artifact.n.01] and 

[material.n.01] . 

 [speaker] discussed [act.n.02] and [asset.n.01] in attract-

ing [living_thing.n.01] . 

Path Selection  

The word graph generates many paths connect-

ing its start and end nodes, not all of which are 

readable and cannot be used as templates. Our 

aim is to create concise and generalized tem-

plates. Therefore, we create the following rank-

ing strategy to be able to select the ideal paths. 

First, to filter ungrammatical or complex tem-

plates, the algorithm prunes away the paths hav-

ing more than three blanks; having subordinate 

clauses; containing no verb; having two consecu-

tive blanks; containing blanks which are not la-

beled by any hypernym; or whose length are 

shorter than three words. Note that these rules, 

which were defined based on close observation 

of the results obtained from our development set, 

greatly reduce the chance of selecting ill-

structured templates. Second, the remaining 

paths are reranked by 1) A normalized path 

weight and 2) A language model learned from 

hypernym-labeled human-authored summaries in 

our training data, each of which is described be-

low. 

1) Normalized Path Weight 

We adapt Filippova (2010)’s approach to com-

pute the edge weight. The formula is shown as: 

         

                   

∑              
   

                 
    

where ei,j  is an edge that connects the nodes i 

and j in a graph, freq(i) is the number of words 

and blanks in the templates that are mapped to 

node i and diff(p,i,j) is the distance between the 

offset positions of nodes i and j in path p. This 

weight is defined so that the paths that are in-

formative and that contain salient (frequent) 

words are selected. To calculate a path score, 

W(p), all the edge weights on the path are 

summed and normalized by its length. 

2) Language Model 

Although the goal is to create concise templates, 

these templates must be grammatically correct. 

Hence, we train an n-gram language model using 

all templates generated from the training data in 

the hypernym labeling stage. Then for each path, 

we compute a sum of negative log probabilities 

of n-gram occurrences and normalize the score 

by its length, which is represented as H(p).  

The final score of each path is calculated as 

follows: 

                                     

where α and β are the coefficient factors which 

are tuned using our development set. For each 
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group of clusters, the top ten best scored paths 

are selected as templates and added to its group. 

As an illustration, the path shown in bold in 

Figure 3 is the highest scored path obtained from 

this path ranking strategy.  

3.2 Summary Generation Module 

This section explains our summary generation 

module consisting of four tasks: 1) Topic seg-

mentation; 2) Phrase and speaker extraction; 3) 

Template selection and filling; and 4) Sentence 

ranking.  

3.2.1 Topic Segmentation 

It is important for a summary to cover all topics 

discussed in the meeting. Therefore, given a 

meeting transcript to be summarized, after re-

moving speech disfluencies such as “uh”, and 

“ah”, we employ a topic segmenter, LCSeg (Gal-

ley et al., 2003) which create topic segments by 

observing word repetitions.  

One shortcoming of LCSeg is that it ignores 

speaker information when segmenting transcripts. 

Important topics are often discussed by one or 

two speakers. Therefore, in order to take ad-

vantage of the speaker information, we extend 

LCSeg by adding the following post-process 

step: If a topic segment contains more than 25 ut-

terances, we subdivide the segment based on the 

speakers. These subsegments are then compared 

with one another using cosine similarity, and if 

the similarity score is greater than that of the 

threshold (0.05), they are merged. The two num-

bers, i.e. 25 and 0.05, were selected based on the 

development set so that, when segmenting a tran-

script, the system can effectively take into ac-

count speaker information without creating too 

many segments. 

3.2.2 Phrase And Speaker Extraction 

All salient phrases are then extracted from each 

topic segment in the same manner as performed 

in the template generation module in Section 3.1, 

by: 1) Extracting all noun phrases; and 2) Label-

ing each phrase with the hypernym of its head 

noun. Furthermore, to be able to select salient 

phrases, these phrases are subsequently scored 

and ranked based on the sum of the frequency of 

each word in the segment. Finally, to handle re-

dundancy, we remove phrases that are subsets of 

others. 

In addition, for each utterance in the meeting, 

the transcript contains its speaker’s name. There-

fore, we extract the most dominant speakers’ 

name(s) for each topic segment and label them as 

“speaker”. These phrases and this speaker infor-

mation will later be used in the template filling 

process. Table 1 below shows an example of 

dominant speakers and high scored phrases ex-

tracted from a topic segment. 

Dominant speakers 

Project Manager (speaker) 

Industrial Designer (speaker) 

High scored phrases (hypernyms) 

the whole look (appearance.n.01) 

the company logo (symbol.n.01) 

the product (artifact.n.01) 

the outside (region.n.01) 

electronics (content.n.05) 

the fashion (manner.n.01) 

Table 1: Dominant speakers and high scored 

phrases extracted from a topic segment 

3.2.3 Template Selection and Filling 

In terms of our training data, all human-authored 

abstractive summary sentences have links to the 

subsets of their source transcripts which support 

and convey the information in the abstractive 

sentences as illustrated in Figure 4. These subsets 

are called communities. Since each community is 

used to create one summary sentence, we hy-

pothesize that each community covers one spe-

cific topic.  

Thus, to find the best templates for each topic 

segment, we refer to our training data. In particu-

lar, we first find communities in the training set 

that are similar to the topic segment and identify 

the templates derived from the summary sen-

tences linked to these communities.   

 

Figure 4: A link from an abstractive summary sentence to a subset of a meeting transcript that conveys or sup-

ports the information in the abstractive sentence 
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This process is done in two steps, by: 1) As-

sociating the communities in the training data 

with the groups containing templates that were 

created in our template generation module; and 

2) Finding templates for each topic segment by 

comparing the similarities between the segments 

and all sets of communities associated with the 

template groups. Below, we describe the two 

steps in detail. 

1) Recall that in the template generation 

module in Section 3.1, we label human-authored 

summary sentences in training data with hyper-

nyms and cluster them into similar groups. Thus, 

as shown in Figure 5, we first associate all sets of 

communities in the training data into these 

groups by determining to which groups the 

summary sentences linked by these communities 

belong. 

 

Figure 5: An example demonstrating how each com-

munity in training data is associated with a group con-

taining templates  

2) Next, for each topic segment, we compute 

average cosine similarity between the segment 

and all communities in all of the groups.  

 

Figure 6: Computing the average cosine similarities 

between a topic segment and all sets of com munities 

in each group 

At this stage, each community is already as-

sociated with a group that contains ranked tem-

plates. In addition, each segment has a list of av-

erage-scores that measures how similar the seg-

ment is to the communities in each group. Hence, 

the templates used for each segment are decided 

by selecting the ones from the groups with higher 

scores.  

Our system now contains for each segment a 

set of phrases and ideal templates, both of which 

are scored, as well as the most dominant speakers’ 

name(s). Thus, candidate sentences are generated 

for each segment by: first, selecting speakers’ 

name(s), then selecting phrases and templates 

based on their scores; and finally filling the tem-

plates with matching labels. Here, we limit the 

maximum number of sentences created for each 

topic segment to 30. This number is defined so 

that the system can avoid generating sentences 

consisting of low scored phrases and templates. 

Finally, these candidate sentences are passed to 

our sentence ranking module. 

3.2.4 Sentence Ranking 

Our system will create many candidate sentenc-

es, and most of them will be redundant. Hence, 

to be able to select the most fluent, informative 

and appropriate sentences, we create a sentence 

ranking model considering 1) Fluency, 2) Cover-

age, and 3) The characteristics of the meeting, 

each of which are summarized below: 

1) Fluency 

We estimate the fluency of the generated sen-

tences in the same manner as in Section 3.1.3. 

That is, we train a language model on human-

authored abstract summaries from the training 

portions of meeting data and then compute a 

normalized sum of negative log probabilities of 

n-gram occurrences in the sentence. The fluency 

score is represented as H(s) in the equation be-

low. 

2) Coverage 

To select sentences that cover important topics, 

we give special rewards to the sentences that 

contain the top five ranked phrases.   

3) The Characteristics of the Meeting 

We also add three additional scoring rules that 

are specific to the meeting summaries. In particu-

lar, these three rules are created based on phrases 

often used in the opening and closing of meet-

ings in a development set: 1) If sentences derived 
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from the first segment contain the words “open” 

or “meeting”, they will be rewarded; 2) If sen-

tences derived from the last segment contain the 

words “close” or “meeting”, the sentences will 

again be rewarded; and 3)  If sentences not de-

rived  from the first or last segment contains the 

words “open” or “close”,  they will be penalized. 

The final ranking score of the candidate sen-

tences is computed using the follow formula: 

      s  α  s  ∑ β
i

 
i 1  i s  ∑  

i
 
i 1  i s     

where, Ri (s) is a binary that indicates whether 

the top i ranked phrase exists in sentence s; Mi (s) 

is also a binary that indicates whether the i th 

meeting specific rule can be met for sentence s; 

and α, β i and γ i are the coefficient factors to tune 

the ranking score, all of which are tuned using 

our development set. 

Finally, the sentence ranked the highest in 

each segment is selected as the summary sen-

tence, and the entire meeting summary is created 

by collecting these sentences and sorting them by 

the chronological order of the topic segments. 

4. Evaluation 

In this section, we describe an evaluation of our 

system. First, we describe the corpus data. Next, 

the results of the automatic and manual evalua-

tions of our system against various baseline ap-

proaches are discussed. 

4.1 Data 

For our meeting summarization experiments, we 

use manually transcripted meeting records and 

their human-authored summaries in the AMI 

corpus. The corpus contains 139 meeting records 

in which groups of four people play different 

roles in a fictitious team. We reserved 20 meet-

ings for development and implemented a three-

fold cross-validation using the remaining data.   

4.2 Automatic Evaluation 

We report the F1-measure of ROUGE-1, 

ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 (Lin and Hovy, 

2003) to assess the performance of our system. 

The scores of automatically generated summaries 

are calculated by comparing them with human-

authored ones.  

For our baselines, we use the system intro-

duced by Mehdad et al. (2013) (FUSION), which 

creates abstractive summaries from extracted 

sentences and was proven to be effective in cre-

ating abstractive meeting summaries; and Tex-

tRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), a graph based 

sentence ranker that is suitable for creating ex-

tractive summaries. Our system can create sum-

maries of any length by adjusting the number of 

segments to be created by LCSeg. Thus, we cre-

ate summaries of three different lengths (10, 15, 

and 20 topic segments) with the average number 

of words being 100, 137, and 173, respectively. 

These numbers generally corresponds to human-

authored summary length in the corpus which 

varies from 82 to 200 words.  

Table 2 shows the results of our system in 

comparison with those of the two baselines. The 

results show that our model significantly outper-

forms the two baselines. Compared with FU-

SION, our system with 20 segments achieves 

about 3 % of improvement in all ROUGE scores. 

This indicates that our system creates summaries 

that are more lexically similar to human-authored 

ones. Surprisingly, there was not a significant 

change in our ROUGE scores over the three dif-

ferent summary lengths. This indicates that our 

system can create summaries of any length with-

out losing its content. 

Models Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-SU4 

TextRank 21.7 2.5 6.5 

FUSION 27.9 4.0 8.1 

Our System 10 Seg. 28.4 6.7 10.1 

Our System 15 Seg. 30.6 6.8 10.9 

Our System 20 Seg. 31.5 6.7 11.4 

Table 2: An evaluation of summarization performance 

using the F1 measure of ROUGE-1 2, and SU4 

4.3 Manual Evaluation 

We also conduct manual evaluations utilizing a 

crowdsourcing tool
1
. In this experiment, our sys-

tem with 15 segments is compared with FUSION, 

human-authored summaries (ABS) and, human-

annotated extractive summaries (EXT).  

After randomly selecting 10 meetings, 10 par-

ticipants were selected for each meeting and giv-

en instructions to browse the transcription of the 

meeting so as to understand its gist. They were 

then asked to read all different types of summar-

ies described above and rate each of them on a 1-

5 scale for the following three items: 1) The 

summary’s overall quality, with “5” being the 

best and “1” being the worst possible quality; 2) 

The summary’s fluency, ignoring the capitaliza-

tion or punctuation, with “5” indicating no 

grammatical mistakes and “1” indicating too 

many; and 3) The summary’s informativeness, 

with “5” indicating that the summary covers all 

meeting content and “1” indicating that the 

                                                 
1
 http://www.crowdflower.com/ 
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summary does not cover the content at all.  

The results are described in Table 3. Overall, 

58 people worldwide, who are among the most 

reliable contributors accounting for 7 % of over-

all members and who maintain the highest levels 

of accuracy on test questions provided in pervi-

ous crowd sourcing jobs, participated in this rat-

ing task.  As to statistical significance, we use the 

2-tail pairwise t-test to compare our system with 

the other three approaches. The results are sum-

marized in Table 4. 

Models Quality Fluency Informativeness 

Our System  3.52 3.69 3.54 

ABS 3.96 4.03 3.87 

EXT 3.02 3.16 3.30 
FUSION 3.16 3.14 3.05 

Table 3: Average rating scores. 

Models  

Compared 
Quality 

(P-value) 
Fluency 
(P-value) 

Informativeness 
(P-value) 

Our System 

vs. ABS 
0.000162 0.000437 0.00211 

Our System 
vs. FUSION 

0.00142 0.0000135 0.000151 

Our System 

vs. EXT. 
0.000124 0.0000509 0.0621 

Table 4: T-test results of manual evaluation 

As expected, for all of the three items, ABS 

received the highest of all ratings, while our sys-

tem received the second highest. The t-test re-

sults indicate that the difference in the rating data 

is statistically significant for all cases except that 

of informativeness between ours and the extrac-

tive summaries. This can be understood because 

the extractive summaries were manually created 

by an annotator and contain all of the important 

information in the meetings. 

From this observation, we can conclude that 

users prefer our template-based summaries over 

human-annotated extractive summaries and ab-

stractive summaries created from extracted sali-

ent sentences. Furthermore, it demonstrates that 

our summaries are as informative as human-

annotated extractive ones. 

Finally, we show in Figure 7 one of the sum-

maries created by our system in line-with a hu-

man-authored one.  

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we have demonstrated a robust ab-

stractive meeting summarization system. Our ap-

proach makes three main contributions. First, we 

have proposed a novel approach for generating 

templates leveraging a multi-sentence fusion al-

gorithm and lexico-semantic information. Sec-

ond, we have introduced an effective template 

selection method, which utilize the relationship 

between human-authored summaries and their 

source transcripts. Finally, comprehensive evalu-

ation demonstrated that summaries created by 

our system are preferred over human-annotated 

extractive ones as well as those created from a 

state-of-the-art meeting summarization system.  

The current version of our system uses only 

hypernym information in WordNet to label 

phrases. Considering limited coverage in Word-

Net, future work includes extending our frame-

work by applying a more sophisticated labeling 

task utilizing a richer knowledge base (e.g., YA-

GO). Also, we plan to apply our framework to 

different multi-party conversational domains 

such as chat logs and forum discussions.  

Human-Authored Summary 

The project manager opened the meeting and had the 

team members introduce themselves and describe their 

roles in the upcoming project. The project manager then 

described the upcoming project. The team then discussed 

their experiences with remote controls. They also 

discussed the project budget and which features they 

would like to see in the remote control they are to create. 

The team discussed universal usage, how to find remotes 

when misplaced, shapes and colors, ball shaped remotes, 

marketing strategies, keyboards on remotes, and remote 

sizes. team then discussed various features to consider in 

making the remote. 

 

Summary Created by Our System with 15 Segment 

project manager summarized their role of the meeting .  

user interface expert and project manager talks about a 

universal remote . the group recommended using the 

International Remote Control Association rather than a 

remote control . project manager offered the ball 

idea .user interface expert suggested few buttons . user 

interface expert and industrial designer then asked a 

member about a nice idea for The idea . project manager 

went over a weak point . the group announced the one-

handed design . project manager and industrial designer 

went over their remote control idea . project manager 

instructed a member to research the ball function .  

industrial designer went over stability point .industrial 

designer went over definite points . 

Figure 7: A comparison between a human-authored 

summary and a summary created by our system 
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Abstract
We present a hybrid method to gener-
ate summaries of product and services re-
views by combining natural language gen-
eration and salient sentence selection tech-
niques. Our system, STARLET-H, re-
ceives as input textual reviews with asso-
ciated rated topics, and produces as out-
put a natural language document summa-
rizing the opinions expressed in the re-
views. STARLET-H operates as a hybrid
abstractive/extractive summarizer: using
extractive summarization techniques, it se-
lects salient quotes from the input reviews
and embeds them into an automatically
generated abstractive summary to provide
evidence for, exemplify or justify posi-
tive or negative opinions. We demon-
strate that, compared to extractive meth-
ods, summaries generated with abstractive
and hybrid summarization approaches are
more readable and compact.

1 Introduction
Text summarization is a well-established area of
research. Many approaches are extractive, that
is, they select and stitch together pieces of text
from the input documents (Goldstein et al., 2000;
Radev et al., 2004). Other approaches are abstrac-
tive; they use natural language generation (NLG)
techniques to paraphrase and condense the con-
tent of the input documents (Radev and McKeown,
1998). Most summarization methods focus on dis-
tilling factual information by identifying the in-
put documents’ main topics, removing redundan-
cies, and coherently ordering extracted phrases or
sentences. Summarization of sentiment-laden text
(e.g., product or service reviews) is substantially
different from the traditional text summarization
task: instead of presenting facts, the summarizer
must present the range of opinions and the con-
sensus opinion (if any), and instead of focusing
on one topic, the summarizer must present infor-
mation about multiple aspects of the target entity.

∗This work was conducted when in AT&T Labs Research

In addition, traditional summarization techniques
discard redundancies, while for summarization of
sentiment-laden text, similar opinions mentioned
multiple times across documents are crucial indi-
cators of the overall strength of the sentiments ex-
pressed by the writers (Ku et al., 2006).

Extractive summaries are linguistically interest-
ing and can be both informative and concise. Ex-
tractive summarizers also require less engineer-
ing effort. On the other hand, abstractive sum-
maries tend to have better coverage for a particular
level of conciseness, and to be less redundant and
more coherent (Carenini et al., 2012). They also
can be constructed to target particular discourse
goals, such as summarization, comparison or rec-
ommendation. Although in theory, it is possible to
produce user-targeted extractive summaries, user-
specific review summarization has only been ex-
plored in the context of abstractive summarization
(Carenini et al., 2012).

Current systems for summarizing sentiment-
laden text use information about the attributes of
the target entity (or entities); the range, mean
and median of the ratings of each attribute; re-
lationships between the attributes; and links be-
tween ratings/attributes and text elements in the
input documents (Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2008).
However, there is other information that no sum-
marizer currently takes into account. This in-
cludes temporal features (in particular, depending
on how old the documents are, products and ser-
vices evaluated features may change over time)
and social features (in particular, social or demo-
graphic similarities or relationships between doc-
ument authors and the reader of the summary).
In addition, there is an essential contradiction at
the heart of current review summarization sys-
tems: the system is authoring the review, but the
opinions contained therein are really attributable
to one or more human authors, and those attribu-
tions are not retained in the review summary. For
example, consider the extractive summary gener-
ated with STARLET-E (Di Fabbrizio et al., 2013):
“Delicious. Can’t wait for my next trip to Buffalo.
GREAT WINGS. I have rearranged business trips
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so that I could stop in and have a helping or two
of their wings”. We were seated promptly and the
staff was courteous.

The summary is generated by selecting sen-
tences from reviews to reflect topics and rating dis-
tributions contained in the input review set. Do the
two sentences about wings reflect one (repeated)
opinion from a single reviewer, or two opinions
from two separate reviewers? The ability to at-
tribute subjective statements to known sources can
make them more trustworthy; conversely, in the
absence of the ability to attribute, a reader may
become skeptical or confused about the content of
the review summary. We term this summarization
issue opinion holder attribution.

In this paper we present STARLET-H, a hybrid
review summarizer that combines the advantages
of the abstractive and extractive approaches to
summarization and implements a solution to the
opinion holder attribution problem. STARLET-H
takes as input a set of reviews, each review of
which is labeled with aspect ratings and author-
ship. It generates hybrid abstractive/extractive re-
views that: 1) are informative (achieve broad cov-
erage of the input opinions); 2) are concise and
avoid redundancy; 3) are readable and coherent (of
high linguistic quality); 4) can be targeted to the
reader; and 5) address the opinion holder attribu-
tion problem by directly referring to reviewers au-
thorship when embedding phrases from reviews.
We demonstrate through a comparative evalua-
tion of STARLET-H and other review summariz-
ers that hybrid review summarization is preferred
over extractive summarization for readability, cor-
rectness, completeness (achieving broad coverage
of the input opinions) and compactness.

2 Hybrid summarization

Most NLG research has converged around a “con-
sensus architecture” (Reiter, 1994; Rambow and
Korelsky, 1992), a pipeline architecture including
the following modules: 1) text planning, which
determines how the presentation content is se-
lected, structured, and ordered; 2) sentence plan-
ning, which assigns content to sentences, inserts
discourse cues to communicate the structure of
the presentation, and performs sentence aggrega-
tion and optionally referring expression genera-
tion; and 3) surface realization, which performs
lexical selection, resolves syntactic issues such as
subject-verb and noun-determiner agreement, and
assigns morphological inflection to produce the fi-
nal grammatical sentence. An abstractive sum-

marizer requires the customization of these three
modules. Specifically, the text planner has to se-
lect and organize the information contained in the
input reviews to reflect the rating distributions over
the aspects discussed by the reviewers. The sen-
tence planner must perform aggregation in such a
way as to optimize summary length without con-
fusing the reader, and insert discourse cues that
reveal the discourse structure underlying the sum-
mary. And, finally, the surface realizer must select
the proper domain lexemes to express positive and
negative opinions.

Figure 1: STARLET-H hybrid review summarizer
architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture we adopted for
our STARLET-H hybrid review summarizer. We
use a generate-and-select approach: the decisions
to be made at each stage of the NLG process just
outlined are complex, and because they are not
truly independent of each other, a generate-and-
rank approach may be best (allowing each com-
ponent to express alternative ‘good’ choices and
choosing the best combination of these choices
at the end). Our text planner is responsible for
analyzing the input text reviews, extracting per-
attribute rating distributions and other meta-data
from each review, and synthesizing this informa-
tion to produce one or more discourse plans. Our
sentence planner, JSPARKY – a freely-available
toolkit (Stent and Molina, 2009) – can produce
several candidate sentence plans and their corre-
sponding surface realizations through SimpleNLG
(Gatt and Reiter, 2009). The candidate summaries
are ranked by calculating their perplexity with a
language model trained over a large number of
sentences from additional restaurant reviews col-
lected over the Web.

2.1 Data

STARLET-H uses review data directly, as input
to summarization, and indirectly, as training data
for statistical models and for lexicons for various
stages of the summarization process.

For training data, we used two sets of la-
beled data: one for the restaurant domain and
the other for the hotel domain. Both corpora in-
clude manually created sentence-level annotations
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that identify: 1) opinion targets – phrases refer-
ring to domain-relevant aspects that are the tar-
gets of opinions expressed by the reviewer; 2)
opinion phrases – phrases expressing an opinion
about an entity, and its polarity (positive or neg-
ative); and 3) opinion groups – links between
opinion phrases and their opinion targets. Ad-
ditionally, sentences satisfying the properties of
quotable sentence mentioned in Section 3 were la-
beled as “quotable”. Table 1 summarizes the over-
all statistics of the two corpora. The annotated cor-
pora included the following rated aspects: Atmo-
sphere, Food, Service, Value, and Overall for the
Restaurant domain, and Location, Rooms, Service,
Value, and Overall for the Hotel domain1.

Table 1: Quote-annotated dataset statistics

Dataset RQ4000 HQ4000

Domain Restaurant Hotel Total
Reviews 484 404 888
Sentences 4,007 4,013 8,020
Avg sentences / review 8.28 9.93 9.03

2.2 Text planning

Reviews present highly structured information:
each contains an (implicit or explicit) rating of one
or more aspects of a target entity, possibly with
justification or evidence in the form of examples.
The rich information represented in these ratings
– either directly expressed in reviews or extracted
by an automatic rating prediction model – can be
exploited in several ways. Our text planner re-
ceives as input a set of text reviews with associated
per-aspect ratings, and for each review proceeds
through the following analysis steps:

Entity description Extracts basic information
to describe the reviewed entity, e.g., the name and
location of the business, number of total and recent
reviews, review dates and authors, etc.

Aspect distribution categorization Catego-
rizes the rating distribution for each aspect of the
reviewed entity as one of four types: 1) positive
– most of the ratings are positive; 2) negative –
most of the ratings are negative; 3) bimodal –
most of the ratings are equally distributed into
positive and negative values; 4) uniform – ratings
are uniformly distributed across the rating scale.

1Some examples from the annotated corpus are avail-
able at the following address http://s286209735.
onlinehome.us/starlet/examples

Quote selection and attribution Classifies each
sentence from the reviews using a quote selec-
tion model (see Section 3), which assigns to
each sentence an aspect, a rating polarity (posi-
tive/negative) and a confidence score. The classi-
fied sentences are sorted by confidence score and
a candidate quote is selected for each aspect of the
target entity that is explicitly mentioned in the in-
put reviews. Each quote is stored with the name
of the reviewer for correct authorship attribution.
Note that when the quote selection module is ex-
cluded, the system is an abstractive summarizer,
which we call STARLET-A.

Lexical selection Selects a lexicon for each as-
pect based on its rating polarity and its assigned
rating distribution type. Lexicons are extracted
from the corpus of annotated opinion phrases de-
scribed in Di Fabbrizio et al. (2011).

Aspect ordering Assigns an order over aspects
using aspect ordering statistics from our training
data (see Section 2.4), and generates a discourse
plan, using a small set of rhetorical relations orga-
nized into summary templates (see below).
2.3 Sentence planning

The STARLET-H sentence planner relies on rhetor-
ical structure theory (RST) (Mann and Thomp-
son, 1989). RST is a linguistic framework that
describes the structure of natural language text
in terms of the rhetorical relationships organizing
textual units. Through a manual inspection of our
training data, we identified a subset of six RST re-
lations that are relevant to review summarization:
concession, contrast, example, justify, list, and
summary. We further identified four basic RST-
based summary templates, one for each per-aspect
rating distribution: mostly positive, mostly nega-
tive, uniform across all ratings, and bimodal (e.g.,
both positive and negative). These summary tem-
plates are composed by the text planner to build
summary discourse plans. The JSPARKY sen-
tence planner then converts input discourse plans
into sentence plans, performing sentence order-
ing, sentence aggregation, cross-sentence refer-
ence resolution, sentence tense and mode (passive
or active), discourse cue insertion, and the selec-
tion of some lexical forms from FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998) relations.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical RST template rep-
resenting a positive review summary and corre-
sponding text output generated by JSPARKY. For
each aspect of the considered domain, the sentence
plan strategy covers a variety of opinion distribu-
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Figure 2: Example of RST structure generated by the text planner for mostly positive restaurant reviews

tion conditions (e.g., positive, negative, bimodal,
and uniform), and provides alternative RST struc-
tures when the default relation is missing due to
lack of data (e.g., missing quotes for a specific as-
pect, missing information about review distribu-
tion over time, missing type of cuisine, and so on).
The sentence template can also manage lexical
variations by generating multiple options to qual-
ify a specific pair of aspect and opinion polarity.
For instance, in case of very positive reviews about
restaurant atmosphere, it can provide few alterna-
tive adjective phrases (e.g., great, wonderful, very
warm, terrific, etc.) that can be used to produce
more summary candidates (over-generate) during
the final surface realization stage.

2.4 Ordering aspects and polarities

The discourse structure of a typical review consists
of a summary opinion, followed by a sequence
of per-aspect ratings with supporting information
(e.g., evidence, justification, examples, and con-
cessions). The preferred sequence of aspects to
present in a summary depends on the specific re-
view domain, the overall polarity of the reviews,
and how opinion polarity is distributed across the
reviewed aspects. Looking at our training data, we
observed that when the review is overall positive,
positively-rated aspects are typically discussed at
the beginning, while negatively-rated aspects tend
to gather toward the end. The opposite order

seems predominant in the case of negative re-
views. When opinions are mixed, aspect ordering
strategies are unclear. To most accurately model
aspect ordering, we trained weighted finite state
transducers for the restaurant and hotel domains
using our training data. Weighted finite state
transducers (WFSTs) are an elegant approach to
search large feature spaces and find optimal paths
by using well-defined algebraic operations (Mohri
et al., 1996). To find the optimal ordering of rated
aspects in a domain, the text planner creates a
WFST with all the possible permutations of the
input sequence of aspects, and composes it with a
larger WFST trained from bigram sequences of as-
pects extracted from the relevant domain-specific
review corpus. The best path sequence is then de-
rived from the composed WFST by applying the
Viterbi decoding algorithm. For instance, the se-
quence of aspects and polarities represented by the
string: value-n service-p overall-n food-n

atmosphere-n2 is first permuted in all the dif-
ferent possible sequences and then converted into
a WFST. Then the permutation network is fully
composed with the larger, corpus-trained WFST.
The best path is extracted by dynamic program-
ming, producing the optimal sequence service-p

value-n overall-n atmosphere-n food-n.

2We postfix the aspect label with a ’-p’ for positive and
with ’-n’ for negative opinion
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2.5 Lexical choice

It can be hard to choose the best opinion words,
especially when the summary must convey the
different nuances between “good” and “great” or
“bad” and “terrible” for a particular aspect in a
particular domain. For our summarization task,
we adopted a simple approach. From our anno-
tated corpora, we mined both positive and negative
opinion phrases with their associated aspects and
rating polarities. We sorted the opinion phrases
by frequency and then manually selected from the
most likely phrases adjective phrases that may cor-
rectly express per-aspect polarities. We then split
positive and negative phrases into two levels of
polarity (i.e., strongly positive, weakly positive,
weakly negative, strongly negative) and use the
number of star ratings to select the right polarity
during content planning. For bimodal and uniform
polarity distributions, we manually defined a cus-
tomized set of terms. Sample lexical terms are re-
ported in Table 2.

3 Quote selection modeling
There are several techniques to extract salient
phrases from text, often related to summariza-
tion problems, but there is a relatively little work
on extracting quotable sentences from text (Sar-
mento and Nunes, 2009; De La Clergerie et al.,
2009) and none, to our knowledge, on extract-
ing quotes from sentiment-latent text. So, what
does make a phrase quotable? What is a proper
quote definition that applies to review summa-
rization? We define a sentiment-laden quotable
phrase as a text fragment with the following char-
acteristics: attributable – clearly ascribable to the
author; compact and simple – it is typically a
relatively short phrase (between two and twenty
words) which contains a statement with a simple
syntactic structure and independent clauses; self-
contained its meaning is clear and self-contained,
e.g., it does not include pronominal references to
entities outside its scope; on-topic – it refers to
opinion targets (i.e., aspects) in a specific domain;
sentiment-laden – it has one or two opinion tar-
gets and an unambiguous overall polarity. Exam-
ple quotable phrases are presented in Table 3.

To automatically detect quotes from reviews,
we adopted a supervised machine learning ap-
proach based on manually labeled data. The clas-
sification task consists of classifying both aspects
and polarity for the most frequent aspects defined
for each domain. Quotes for the aspect food, for
instance, are split into positive and negative classi-

Table 3: Example of quotes from restaurant and
hotel domains

‘Everyone goes out of their way to make sure you
are happy with their service and food.’
‘The stuffed mushrooms are the best I’ve ever had
as was the lasagna.’
‘Service is friendly and attentive even during
the morning rush.’
‘I’ve never slept so well away from home loved
the comfortable beds.’
‘The price is high for substandard mattresses
when I pay this much for a room.’

fication labels: food-p and food-n, respectively.
We identify quotable phrases and associate them
with aspects and rating polarities all in one step,
but multi-step approaches could also be used (e.g.,
a configuration with binary classification to detect
quotable sentences followed by another classifica-
tion model for aspect and polarity detection).

3.1 Training quote selection models

We used the following features for automatic
quote selection: ngrams – unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams from the input phrases with frequency
higher than three; binned number of words –
we assumed a maximum length of twenty words
per sentence and created six bins, five of them
uniformly distributed from one to twenty, and the
sixth including all the sentences of length greater
than twenty words; POS – unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams for part of speech tags; chunks – uni-
grams, bigrams, and trigrams for shallow parsed
syntactic chunks; opinion phrases – a binary fea-
ture to keep track of the presence of positive and
negative opinion phrases as defined in our anno-
tated review corpora. In our annotated data only
the most popular aspects are well represented.
For instance, food-p and overall-p are the most
popular positive aspects among the quotable sen-
tences for the restaurant domain, while quotes on
atmosphere-n and value-n are scarce. The dis-
tribution is even further skewed for the hotel do-
main; there are plenty of quotes for overall-p

and service-p and only 13 samples (0.43%) for
location-n. To compensate for the broad vari-
ation in the sample population, we used stratified
sampling methods to divide the data into more bal-
anced testing and training data We generated 10-
fold stratified training/test sets. We experimented
with three machine learning algorithms: MaxEnt,
SVMs with linear kernels, and SVMs with poly-
nomial kernels. The MaxEnt learning algorithm
produced statistically better classification results
than the other algorithms when used with uni-
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Table 2: Summarizer lexicon for most frequent adjective phrases by aspect and polarity

Domain Restaurant Hotel

Aspect positive very positive negative very negative Aspect positive very positive negative very negative

atmosphere nice, good,
friendly, com-
fortable

great, wonder-
ful, very warm,
terrific

ordinary,
depressing

really bad location good, nice,
pleasant

amazing,
awesome,
excellent, great

bad, noisy,
gloomy

very bad, very
bleak, very
gloomy

food good, deli-
cious, pleasant,
nice, hearty,
enjoyable

great, ex-
cellent, very
good, to die
for, incredible

very basic, un-
original, unin-
teresting, unac-
ceptable, sub-
standard, poor

mediocre, ter-
rible, horrible,
absolutely hor-
rible

rooms comfortable,
decent, clean,
good

amazing,
awesome,
gorgeous

average, basic,
subpar

terrible, very
limited, very
average

overall good, quite en-
joyable, lovely

wonderful, ter-
rific, very nice

bad, unremark-
able, not so
good

absolutely ter-
rible, horrible,
pretty bad

overall great, nice,
welcoming

excellent,
superb, perfect

average, noth-
ing great, noisy

quite bad, aw-
ful, horrible

service attentive,
friendly, pleas-
ant, courteous

very atten-
tive, great,
excellent, very
friendly

inattentive,
poor, not
friendly, bad

extremely
poor, horrible,
so lousy, awful

service friendly, great,
nice, helpful,
good

very friendly,
great, ex-
cellent, very
nice

average, basic,
not that great

very bad,
dreadful

value reasonable,
fair, good
value

very reason-
able, great

not that good,
not worthy

terrible, outra-
geous

value great, nice,
good, decent

very good,
wonderful,
perfectly good

not good not very good

gram features. This confirmed a general trend we
have previously observed in other text classifica-
tion experiments: with relatively small and noisy
datasets, unigram features provide better discrimi-
native power than sparse bigrams or trigrams, and
MaxEnt methods are more robust when dealing
with noisy data.

3.2 Quote selection results

Table 4 reports precision, recall and F-measures
averaged across 10-fold cross-validated test sets
with relative standard deviation. The label nq

identifies non-quotable sentences, while the other
labels refer to the domain-specific aspects and
their polarities. For the quote selection task, pre-
cision is the most important metric: missing some
potential candidates is less important than incor-
rectly identifying the polarity of a quote or sub-
stituting one aspect with another. The text planner
in STARLET-H further prunes the quotable phrases
by considering only the quote candidates with the
highest scores.

4 Evaluation

Evaluating an abstractive review summarizer in-
volves measuring how accurately the opinion con-
tent present in the reviews is reflected in the sum-
mary and how understandable the generated con-
tent is to the reader. Traditional multi-document
summarization evaluation techniques utilize both
qualitative and quantitative metrics. The former
require human subjects to rate different evaluative
characteristics on a Likert-like scale, while the lat-
ter relies on automatic metrics such as ROUGE
(Lin, 2004), which is based on the common num-
ber of n-grams between a peer, and one or several
gold-standard reference summaries.

Table 4: Quote, aspect, and polarity classification
performances for the restaurant domain

Precision Recall F-measure

atmosphere-n 0.233 0.080 0.115
atmosphere-p 0.589 0.409 0.475
food-n 0.634 0.409 0.491
food-p 0.592 0.634 0.612
nq 0.672 0.822 0.740
overall-n 0.545 0.275 0.343
overall-p 0.555 0.491 0.518
service-n 0.699 0.393 0.498
service-p 0.716 0.563 0.626
value-n 0.100 0.033 0.050
value-p 0.437 0.225 0.286

Hotel Precision Recall F-measure

location-n - - -
location-p 0.572 0.410 0.465
nq 0.678 0.836 0.748
overall-n 0.517 0.233 0.305
overall-p 0.590 0.492 0.536
rooms-n 0.628 0.330 0.403
rooms-p 0.667 0.573 0.612
service-n 0.517 0.163 0.240
service-p 0.605 0.500 0.543
value-n - - -
value-p 0.743 0.300 0.401

4.1 Evaluation materials

To evaluate our abstractive summarizer, we used
a qualitative metric approach and compared four
review summarizers: 1) the open source MEAD
system, designed for extractive summarization of
general text (Radev et al., 2004); 2) STARLET-E,
an extractive summarizer based on KL-divergence
and language modeling features that is described
in Di Fabbrizio et al. (2011); 3) STARLET-A, the
abstractive summarizer presented in this paper,
without the quote selection module; and 4) the hy-
brid summarizer STARLET-H.

We used the Amazon Mechanical Turk3 crowd-
3http://www.mturk.com
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sourcing system to post subjective evaluation
tasks, or HITs, for 20 restaurant summaries. Each
HIT consists of a set of ten randomly ordered re-
views for one restaurant, and four randomly or-
dered summaries of reviews for that restaurant,
each one accompanied by a set of evaluation wid-
gets for the different evaluation metrics described
below. To minimize reading order bias, both re-
views and summaries were shuffled each time a
task was presented.

4.2 Evaluation metrics

We chose to carry out a qualitative evaluation
in the first instance as n-gram metrics, such as
ROUGE, are not necessarily appropriate for as-
sessing abstractive summaries. We asked each par-
ticipant to evaluate each summary by rating (using
a Likert scale with the following rating values: 1)
Not at all; 2) Not very; 3) Somewhat; 4) Very; 5)
Absolutely) the following four summary criteria:
readability – a summary is readable if it is easy to
read and understand; correctness – a summary is
correct if it expresses the opinions in the reviews;
completeness – a summary is complete if it cap-
tures the whole range of opinions in the reviews;
compactness – a summary is compact if it does
not repeat information.

4.3 Evaluation procedure

We requested five evaluators for each HIT. To in-
crease the chances of getting accurate evaluations,
we required evaluators to be located in the USA
and have an approval rate of 90% or higher (i.e.,
have a history of 90% or more approved HITs).
Manual examinations of the evaluation responses
did not show evidence of tampered data, but statis-
tical analysis showed unusually widely spread rat-
ing ranges. We noticed that most evaluators only
evaluated one or two HITs; this may imply that
they tried a few HITs and then decided not to con-
tinue because they found the task too long or the
instructions unclear. We then re-opened the evalu-
ation and directly contacted three additional eval-
uators, explaining in detail the instructions and the
evaluation scales. For consistency, we asked these
evaluators to complete the evaluation for all HITs.
In our analysis, we only included the five evalu-
ators (two from the first round of evaluation, and
three from the second) who completed all HITs.
For each evaluation metric, the five workers eval-
uated each of the 20 summaries, for a total of 100
ratings. Table 5 shows an example output of the
four summarization methods for a single set of

restaurant review documents.

Table 5: Example of MEAD-based, extractive, ab-
stractive and hybrid summaries from the restaurant
domain

MEAD Summary
a truly fun resturant everyone who like spicy
food should try the rattoes and for a mixed drink
the worm burner really good food and a fun place
to meet your friends. We were attracted by the
great big frog on the exterior of the building
and the fun RAZZOO S logo during a trip to the
mall. it was great the waitress was excellent
very prompt and courteous and friendly to all a
real complement to razzoo ’s way of service her
name was Tabitha. The best spicy food restaurant
with great server and fast service.

Extractive summary
Eat there every chance i get. We ve been going
here for years. Their crawfish etoufee is the
BEST. And such an awesome value for under 10.
Excellent as always. Some of the best food in
the area. I use to work at Razzoo s. It was
hard to leave. The people are great and so is
the food. I still go in there and miss it more
everytime. I Love Loney. It was great. Our
server was great and very observant. Try the
Chicken Tchoupitoulas.

Abstractive summary
Razzoo’s Cajun Cafe in Concord, NC is an American
restaurant. It has nine reviews. It had three
very recent reviews. It is an awesome, American
restaurant. It has many very positive reviews.
It has an excellent atmosphere and and has always
exceptional service.

Hybrid summary
Razzoo’s Cajun Cafe in Concord, NC is an American
restaurant. It has nine reviews. It had three
very recent reviews. It is an awesome, American
restaurant. It has many very positive reviews.
First it has a great price. Angela Haithcock
says ‘‘And such an awesome value for under 10’’.
Second it has always exceptional service and for
instance Danny Benson says ‘‘it was great the
waitress was excellent very prompt and courteous
and friendly to all a real complement to razzoo’s
way of service her name was Tabitha’’. Third it
has an excellent atmosphere. Last it has amazing
food. Scott Kern says ‘‘Some of the best food in
the area’’.

4.4 Evaluation results and discussion

The evaluation results are presented in Table 6.
Each evaluation metric is considered separately.
Average values for STARLET-E, STARLET-A and
STARLET-H are better than for MEAD across the
board, suggesting a preference for summaries of
sentiment-laden text that take opinion into ac-
count. To validate this hypothesis, we first com-
puted the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis statistic
for each evaluation metric, using a chi-square test
to establish significance. The results were not sig-
nificant for any of the metrics.

However, when we conducted pairwise
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests considering two
summarization methods at a time, we found some
significant differences (p < 0.05). As predicted,
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Table 6: Qualitative evaluation results
MEAD Starlet-E Starlet-A Starlet-H

Readability 2.95 3.17 3.64 3.74
Completeness 2.88 3.29 3.290 3.58
Compactness 3.07 3.35 3.80 3.58
Correctness 3.26 3.48 3.59 3.72

MEAD perform substantially worse than both
STARLET-A and STARLET-H on readability,
correctness, completeness, and compactness.
STARLET-A and STARLET-H are also preferred
over STARLET-E for readability. While STARLET-
A is preferred over STARLET-E for compactness
(the average length of the abstractive reviews
was 45.05 words, and of the extractive,102.30),
STARLET-H is preferred over STARLET-E for
correctness, since the former better captures the
reviewers opinions by quoting them in the ap-
propriate context. STARLET-A and STARLET-H
achieve virtually indistinguishable performance
on all evaluation metrics. Our evaluation results
accord with those of Carenini et al. (2012); their
abstractive summarizer had superior performance
in terms of content precision and accuracy when
compared to summaries generated by an extractive
summarizer. Carenini et al. (2012) also found that
the differences between extractive and abstractive
approaches are even more significant in the case
of controversial content, where the abstractive
system is able to more effectively convey the full
range of opinions.

5 Related work
Ganesan et al. (2010) propose a method to extract
salient sentence fragments that are both highly fre-
quent and syntactically well-formed by using a
graph-based data structure to eliminate redundan-
cies. However, this approach assumes that the in-
put sentences are already selected in terms of as-
pect and with highly redundant opinion content.
Also, the generated summaries are very short and
cannot be compared to a full-length output of a
typical multi-document summarizer (e.g., 100-200
words). A similar approach is described in Gane-
san et al. (2012), where very short phrases (from
two to five words) are collated together to generate
what the authors call ultra-concise summaries.

The most complete contribution to evaluative
text summarization is described in Carenini et al.
(2012) and it closely relates to this work. Carenini
et al. (2012) compare an extractive summariza-
tion system, MEAD* – a modified version of
the open source summarization system MEAD

(Radev et al., 2004) – with SEA, an abstractive
summarization system, demonstrating that both
systems perform equally well. The SEA approach,
although better than traditional MEAD, has a few
drawbacks. Firstly, the sentence selection mecha-
nism only considers the most frequently discussed
aspects, leaving the decision about where to stop
the selection process to the maximum summary
length parameter. This could leave out interest-
ing opinions that do not appear with sufficient fre-
quency in the source documents. Ideally, all opin-
ions should be represented in the summary accord-
ing to the overall distribution of the input reviews.
Secondly, Carenini et al. (2012) use the absolute
value of the sum of positive and negative contri-
butions to determine the relevance of a sentence in
terms of opinion content. This flattens the aspect
distributions since sentences with very negative or
very positive polarity or with numerous opinions,
but with moderate polarity strengths, will get the
same score, regardless. Finally, it does not ad-
dress the opinion holder attribution problem leav-
ing the source of opinion undefined. In contrast,
STARLET-H follows reviews aspect rating distri-
butions both to select quotable sentences and to
summarize relevant aspects. Moreover, it explic-
itly mentions the opinion source in the embedded
quoted sentences.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a hybrid summarizer for
sentiment-laden text that combines an overall ab-
stractive summarization method with an extrac-
tive summarization-based quote selection method.
This summarizer can provide the readability and
correctness of abstractive summarization, while
addressing the opinion holder attribution problem
that can lead readers to become confused or mis-
led about who is making claims that they read in
review summaries. We plan a more extensive eval-
uation of STARLET-H. Another potential area of
future research concerns the ability to personal-
ize summaries to the user’s needs. For instance,
the text planner can adapt its communicative goals
based on polarity orientation – a user can be more
interested in exploring in detail negative reviews
– or it can focus more on specific (user-tailored)
aspects and change the order of the presentation
accordingly. Finally, it could be interesting to cus-
tomize the summarizer to provide an overview of
what is available in a specific geographic neigh-
borhood and compare and contrast the options.
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Abstract 

Deciding on the complexity of a generated text 
in NLG systems is a contentious task. Some 
systems propose the generation of simple text 
for low-skilled readers; some choose what 
they anticipate to be a “good measure” of 
complexity by balancing sentence length and 
number of sentences (using scales such as the 
D-level sentence complexity) for the text; 
while others target high-skilled readers. In this 
work, we discuss an approach that aims to lev-
erage the experience of the reader when read-
ing generated text by matching the syntactic 
complexity of the generated text to the reading 
level of the surrounding text. We propose an 
approach for sentence aggregation and lexical 
choice that allows generated summaries of line 
graphs in multimodal articles available online 
to match the reading level of the text of the ar-
ticle in which the graphs appear. The tech-
nique is developed in the context of the 
SIGHT (Summarizing Information Graphics 
Textually) system. This paper tackles the mi-
cro planning phase of sentence generation dis-
cussing additionally the steps of lexical 
choice, and pronominalization.  

1 Introduction 

Multimodal documents from online popular me-
dia often contain information graphics that aug-
ment the information found in the text. These 
graphics, however, are inaccessible to blind us-
ers.  The SIGHT system is an ongoing project 
that proposes methods of making this infor-
mation accessible to visually impaired users by 
generating a textual summary capturing the high-
level message of the graphic along with visually 
distinctive features. Figure 1 shows an example 
of an information graphic found in popular me-
dia. This graphic ostensibly conveys that there 
was a change in the trend of ocean levels, which 
is first stable until about 1940 and then rising 

through 2003. Earlier work on the system (Wu, 
Carberry, Elzer, & Chester, 2010) is able to infer 
this high-level message given a representation of 
the graphic. 

Nevertheless, a generated summary should 
convey more than just the intended message. It 
should provide important visual features that 
jump out at a person who views the graphic 
(such as the fluctuation in the data values as seen 
in the graph in Figure 1). The set of remarkable 
features is different for different graphics. Previ-
ous work of ours (Moraes, Carberry, & McCoy, 
2013) presents methods that capture these most 
important features and allow the composition of 
customized summaries for each graph. Thus, 
given a graphic, our previous work has resulted 
in a system that can produce a set of propositions 
to include in its summary. In this paper, we turn 
to the subsequent phases of generation: given a 
set of propositions, how these propositions 
should be realized such that the resultant text is 
adapted to the user’s reading level and thus is 
coherent and understandable. 

Therefore, this work presents novel strategies 
that have been deployed in the text generation 
phase of the SIGHT system applied to line 
graphs. It describes the micro planning phase, 
emphasizing sentence aggregation, lexical choice 
and pronominalization. The contribution of this 
work is the provision of coherent and concise 
textual summaries that narrate line graphs’ high-
level content to visually impaired users through 
approaches that rely on 1) making the right 
wording choices and 2) making appropriate syn-
tactical decisions in order to achieve a desired 
reading level for the generated text. 

Previous work in generation assumes a partic-
ular level of complexity for all texts created. Our 
hypothesis is that the graph’s summary should 
vary depending on the user’s reading level.  Alt-
hough one could explicitly inquire about the us-
er’s reading level, this would be intrusive and 
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would detract from the overall experience.  Thus 
we hypothesize that the level of complexity of 
the article in which the graph appears roughly 
equates with the user’s reading level --- that is, 
users generally choose articles that are at their 
own reading comfort level.  Therefore, our ap-
proach is to generate summaries that reflect the 
reading level of the accompanying article.  Not 
only will such summaries be coherent and under-
standable to the user, but also the summary 
should fit seamlessly into the user’s reading of 
the article. 

The decision to match the text complexity of 
the generated text to that of the article’s text was 
inspired by results of an experiment performed 
with college students aiming to evaluate the con-
tent determination output. In the experiment, sen-
tences were generated for each proposition se-
lected by the system. Comments made by the 
subjects revealed that the simplest possible text 
was not easier to understand. Rather, it caused 
them confusion and discomfort when reading it. 
Based on these results, we decided to tackle the 
problem of deciding on the text complexity of 
automatically generated text by following the 
same syntactical complexity of the surrounding 
text, by reading level. In addition, we use word 
frequencies to select more common lexical items 
to compose summaries of lower reading levels.  

The next section presents the background and 
motivation for our work. Section 3 discusses 
some related work concerned with text genera-
tion and simplification. Section 4 presents our 
proposed approach to text generation that adapts 
the output to the reading level of the surrounding 
text. Section 5 shows some examples of text 
generated in different grade level groups. Section 
6 shows our preliminary evaluation and it is fol-
lowed by some conclusions and ideas for future 
work in Section 7 and 8, respectively. 

2 Background 

The approaches presented in this work are de-
ployed in the context of the SIGHT system. The 
system is concerned with providing access to 
information graphics present in multimodal doc-
uments from popular media such as the graphic 
in Figure 1. For this graphic, the content selec-
tion module1 (Moraes et al., 2013) chooses the 
following propositions for inclusion in the initial 
summary: 

 graph type (line graph); 
                                                 
1 The content selection module has been presented in a pre-
vious paper and is outside the scope of this paper. 

 entity being measured (annual difference 
from Seattle's 1899 sea level, in inches); 

 the intended message of the graphic 
(changing trend: stable then rising); 

 the high fluctuation of the data values; 

 the description of the individual seg-
ments of the graphic; 

 the initial value (annotated end point); 

 the ending value (annotated end point). 

 
Figure 1: Example of a graphic that has a Chang-
ing Trend as its intended message and presents 
out-standing visual features (volatility and anno-
tations on end points). 

These propositions are not necessarily selected 
in this listed order, nor in the order they will be 
mentioned in the summary. They are selected 
based on their overall importance in the context 
of the graphic since the content selection frame-
work is based on an adapted version of a cen-
trality-based algorithm. Once these propositions 
are selected, an overarching organizational strat-
egy must be chosen to decide on the most appro-
priate ordering. Our system gives most im-
portance to the overall intended message of the 
graphic and thus this will be mentioned first. 
Next, a description of the features of the individ-
ual trend(s) will be provided. Finally, summary 
information about the whole graph will be given. 
The system must make further decisions when 
the graph conveys more than one trend (such as 
the graph in Figure 1). For such cases, the system 
must further decide whether to organize the de-
scription of the trends (1) by the trends them-
selves – e.g. either in left to right order - when no 
trend is considered more important than the oth-
ers; or (2) by importance – when a trend has a 
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greater set of features selected for the discourse 
or it composes a candidate intended message, 
which augments the intended message (Moraes 
et al., 2013). In the latter case, if a piece of the 
graphic (trend) has significantly more features 
selected, meaning that it possesses a higher num-
ber of visually outstanding features, it will be 
described first, then followed by the other trends. 
The organization of the sentences is a separate 
step that happens prior to the realization phase, 
which is the focus here, and will not be discussed 
further in this paper. 

Having the set of ordered propositions select-
ed, the question that arises is how to realize this 
information to the user. The most straightforward 
way of realizing the summary would be to realize 
each proposition as a single sentence. This strat-
egy was applied in an evaluation experiment 
(briefly described next) that aimed to test the 
preciseness of the content selection framework. 
The experiment presented the subjects with line 
graphs and their correspondent generated initial 
summaries (the propositions were properly or-
dered for this experiment). Subjects were asked 
whether or not the most important information 
about the graphic was part of the summary and 
whether the summary presented unnecessary or 
redundant information. They were also offered 
the opportunity to provide additional comments. 

For the experiment, the initial summary for the 
graphic in Figure 1 was the following: 

The image shows a line 
graph. The line graph is 
highly volatile. The line 
graph presents the number of 
annual difference from Seat-
tle's 1899 sea level, in 
inches. The line graph shows 
a trend that changes. The 
changing trend consists of a 
stable trend from 1900 to 
1928 followed by a rising 
trend through 2003. The 
first segment is the stable 
trend. The stable trend has 
a starting value of 1.97 
inches. The second segment 
is the rising trend. The 
rising trend has an ending 
value of 8.9 inches. 

Although the experiment was intended to evalu-
ate the content present in the summaries, various 
comments addressed the syntactical construction 
of the text. These comments highlighted the lack 
of aggregation and pronominalization. For in-

stance, a common theme of the comments was 
that some of the information could be “com-
bined” and presented more succinctly. 

All the participants of the experiment were 
graduate students. These results showed that 
more sophisticated readers prefer text that is 
more sophisticated. This finding pointed to the 
necessity of an aggregation step before the deliv-
ery of the summaries. However, questions arose 
concerning how much aggregation to do, how to 
measure aggregation to choose one strategy over 
another, or to decide on a desired level of aggre-
gation. 

To answer the above questions, we decided to 
examine the text complexity of the text surround-
ing the graphic --- that is, the text from the article 
in which the graph appears. We presume that this 
text complexity equates with the user’s reading 
level and thus summaries at this level of com-
plexity will be understandable and coherent to 
the users.  This approach seemed to be the best 
way of customizing the text complexity of the 
summaries in order to tailor summaries to indi-
vidual users. 

3 Related Work 

Research on generating text concerned with low-
skilled users has been conducted by (Williams & 
Reiter, 2004, 2005a, 2005b, 2008; Williams, 
Reiter, & Osman, 2003). As stated by (Williams 
& Reiter, 2005b), most NLG systems generate 
text for readers with good reading ability. Thus, 
they developed a system called SkillSum which 
adapts its output for readers with poor literacy 
after assessing their reading and numeracy skills. 
Their results show that, for these target readers, 
the micro planning choices made by SkillSum 
enhanced readability. (Siddharthan, 2003) pro-
poses a regeneration phase for syntactical text 
simplification in order to preserve discourse 
structure “aiming to make the text easier to read 
for some target group (like aphasics and people 
with low reading ages) or easier to process by 
some program (like a parser or machine transla-
tion system). (J. Carroll et al., 1999) presents a 
text simplification methodology to help lan-
guage-impaired users. (Rello & Baeza-Yates, 
2012) investigates dyslexic errors on the Web 
and (Rello, Baeza-Yates, Bott, & Saggion, 2013) 
propose a system that uses lexical simplification 
to enhance readability and understandability of 
text for people with dyslexia. They help users to 
understand the text by offering as options the 
replacement of more complicated lexical items 
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by simpler vocabulary. They performed experi-
ments with people with no visual impairments 
and with people with dyslexia and concluded that 
the system improved readability for the users 
with dyslexia and improved comprehensibility 
for users with no visual impairments. Experi-
ments performed with blind users and the usabil-
ity of a system that provides access to charts and 
graphs is presented by (Ferres, Lindgaard, 
Sumegi, & Tsuji, 2013). 

Other NLG systems make decisions on text 
complexity based on available scales such as the 
D-level sentence complexity (Covington, He, 
Brown, Naci, & Brown, 2006). One example is 
presented in (Demir et al., 2010) where tree 
structures are built representing all the possible 
ways sentences can be aggregated and the choice 
of the tree tries to balance the number of sen-
tences, their D-level complexity, and the types of 
relative clauses. 

Although text simplification is crucial to target 
low-skilled readers and users with language dis-
abilities, our experiment with college students 
showed that the simplest text was rather unpleas-
ant to read for them. We therefore propose a 
technique that focuses on adjusting the generated 
text to the reading level of the surrounding text. 
Thus, our system should satisfy both high-level 
and low-level readers. 

4 Aggregation and Text Complexity 

The initial summaries generated by the system 
are composed of individual sentences that were 
realized from atomic concept units. Since we use 
a bottom-up approach when selecting content, in 
order to achieve different text complexity levels, 
a sentence aggregation step is needed. The ag-
gregation module is in charge of merging propo-
sitions that describe an entity, creating a more 
complex sentence that will encompass the infor-
mation selected that describes the referring ex-
pression. 

The approach proposed by (Wilkinson, 1995) 
presents the aggregation process divided in two 
major steps: semantic grouping and sentence 
structuring. Although they are interdependent, 
both are needed in order to achieve aggregation 
in a text. Initiatives on automatic aggregation (or 
only semantic grouping) of text using learning 
techniques also exist. (Barzilay, 2006), 
(Bayyarapu, 2011), (Walker, Rambow, & Rogati, 
2001) are some examples of learning aggregation 
rules and grouping constrains in order to aggre-
gate text. (Demir, 2010) presents a mechanism in 

which each proposition is a single node tree 
which can be realized as a sentence and attempts 
to form more complex trees by combining trees 
in such a way so that the more complex tree 
(containing multiple propositions) can still be 
realized as a single sentence. In order to decide 
which tree is the best one to be realized, Demir’s 
work applies the revised D-level sentence com-
plexity scale, which measures the syntactic com-
plexity of a sentence according to its syntactic 
structure. 

Although learning methodologies are innova-
tive, they strive to train the algorithms in order to 
choose the best text plan based in a specific task 
or environment (defined by the training data and 
the decision of which plan is the “best” given the 
human subjects’ judgments). Our contention is 
that a given sentence plan can be perfectly suita-
ble in one context and, at the same time, be inef-
fective in another one, making the choice of the 
best text plan a variable. For this reason, we de-
cided to take into consideration the article read-
ing level when choosing the text plan that will be 
used to design the aggregation of summaries 
generated by our system. This approach allows 
the summary of the line graph to fit coherently 
within the article’s text. Text plans, in the con-
text of this work, refer to the different set of rules 
that are followed in order to aggregate proposi-
tions before the realization phase. Each text plan 
decides how propositions related to a given enti-
ty should be combined in order to produce sen-
tences. 

4.1 Reading Level Assessment 

Much effort has been devoted to developing au-
tomated approaches for assessing text complexi-
ty. Some examples are the use of support vector 
machines (Schwarm & Ostendorf, 2005) in order 
to find topical texts at a given reading level. An-
other approach is the use of statistical language 
models (Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2005; 
Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2004) for predict-
ing reading difficulty. The combination of vo-
cabulary and grammatical features in order to 
predict reading difficulty for first and second 
language texts is the object of study in (Heilman, 
Collins-Thompson, Callan, & Eskenazi, 2007).  

(Sheehan, Kostin, Futagi, & Flor, 2010) de-
veloped a system called SourceRater (now 
named TextEvaluator), which considers features 
of text that go beyond syntactical features. The 
authors list a set of dimensions of text that influ-
ences in a text reading complexity. These dimen-
sions are: Spoken vs. Written Language, Aca-
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demic Orientation, Syntactic Complexity, Narra-
tive Style, Overt Expression of Persuasion, Vo-
cabulary Difficulty, and Negation. They divide 
texts into literary and informational in order to 
assess these features and their impact in reading 
difficulty after finding that these styles have sub-
stantial differences. They evaluate their tech-
nique by comparing their results with assess-
ments done using Flesh-Kincaid reading level 
assessment (Kincaid, Fishburne, Rogers, & 
Chissom, 1975) applied to text categorized into 
grade levels by the Common Core Standards 
("Common Core State Standards Initiative," 
2014). 

Another tool, Coh-Metrix (Graesser et al., 
2004), was designed to analyze text on measures 
of cohesion, language and readability. This eval-
uator also categorizes the input text into one of 
Scientific, Narrative or Informational and it con-
siders features such as cohesion relations, user 
world knowledge, language, and discourse char-
acteristics besides syntactical features such as 
word and sentence length when assessing the text 
complexity. 

To generate text that complies with a given 
reading level, we consider that a common, well-
know, widely-used metric such as Flesch-
Kincaid or SMOG (Laughlin, 1969) will suffice 
for providing input to the text planning phase of 
our system. To assure the usefulness of this met-
ric in our context, we evaluated the similarity 
between assessments done by Flesch-Kincaid 
and SMOG and assessments made by TextEvalu-
ator. For this comparison, we used 55 articles 
from our corpus2. The results showed that for 
only 20 percent of the articles was the reading 
level assessment provided by Flesch-Kincaid and 
SMOG different from the text complexity classi-
fication done by TextEvaluator. From these re-
sults, we concluded that simple reading assess-
ments such as Flesch-Kincaid and SMOG would 
suffice for guiding the choice of syntactical text 
complexity in our generated summaries. 

4.2 Generating Summaries for Different 
Reading Levels 

When generating the initial summaries of line 
graphs, our system creates different text plans for 
each group of grade levels (each group compris-
es two or more grade levels starting at the 5th 
grade) and applies the appropriate one depending 

                                                 
2 Our Digital Library contains multimodal articles collected 
from popular media. It is available at 
http://ir.cis.udel.edu/~moraes/udgraphs 

upon the assessed reading level of the text in the 
article containing the graphic. 

Because the summary is not long enough to be 
exact when determining its reading level (since 
longer texts result in more accurate assessment 
of their reading level), we decided not to create 
one text plan for each grade level. Instead, we 
have created five grade level groups and each 
one comprises two or more grades. For each 
group of grade levels, we define a text plan that 
increases a sentence syntactic structure complex-
ity as the grade gets higher. We define a text plan 
for summaries that can range between grades 5 
(inclusive) and 7 (exclusive), another text plan 
for grades between 7 (inclusive) and 9 (excusive). 
A third text plan is defined for grades 9 inclusive 
and 11 (exclusive), one for 11 (inclusive) and 13 
(exclusive) and, finally, another one for grades 
greater than or equal to 13 (college level). 

The content selection framework, as men-
tioned earlier, defines the content of a given 
summary dynamically. Due to this fact, the 
amount of information (or the number of propo-
sitions) selected for inclusion in a summary var-
ies per graphic. Our intention is to make sure that 
the reading level of the summaries generated by 
our system do not exceed the reading level of 
their respective article’s text. It is admissible, 
however, for the summary to have a slightly 
lower reading level than the one from the text. 

The organization phase, which is a previous 
step, divides the set of propositions produced by 
the content selection module into three groups: 1) 
propositions that comprise an introduction con-
taining the high-level message of the graphic, 2) 
propositions that detail the individual trends of 
the graph, and 3) propositions that convey com-
putational information about the overall graph. 
Thus, from the set of selected propositions, the 
text plan of a given group defines rules on Noun 
Phrase (NP) density and lexical choice. When 
describing an entity, attributes of this entity can 
be added to the NP as modifiers using either ad-
jectives e.g. “a steep rising trend”, conjunctions 
e.g., “the rising trend is steep and volatile” or 
relative clauses e.g. “a rising trend, which is 
steep”. When the modifier of an NP is a Verb 
Phrase (VP), it is combined using a relative 
clause e.g., “the line graph, which presents the 
number of jackets sold in 2013...” VPs can be 
modified by adverbs e.g., “the falling trend is 
very steep”. The text plans applies rules within 
sets of propositions that are grouped hierarchical-
ly. Within these major groups, propositions can 
only be aggregated if they belong to the same 
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entity. The decision of using one syntactic struc-
ture over the other is currently based on dis-
course strategies. The complexity added by a 
relative clause over the one added by an adjec-
tive, for example, is the focus of current investi-
gation (more details in Section 8) and will be 
considered when choosing one construction over 
another.  

4.3 Lexical Choice 

Most of the work on text simplification and read-
ability assessment considers lexicalization a cru-
cial aspect for readability and comprehensibility. 
(Rello, Baeza-Yates, Bott, & Saggion, 2013) pre-
sents a system that increases the understandabil-
ity and readability of text by helping users under-
stand the text by replacing complex words with 
more common ones in the lexicon.  (Laughlin, 
1969) states that longer and more precise words 
are usually harder to understand.  

This led us to use more common words at 
lower grade levels to increase the chance of the 
text being easily understood by the reader. For 
this, we use the Word Frequency Data from the 
Corpus of Contemporary American English 
(Davies, 2008). Precise and specific words 
(which are less frequently used) that describe 
visual features of line graphs such as volatility 
and steepness are replaced by other words or ex-
pressions that are more commonly used but still 
carry the same meaning, such as “peaks and val-
leys” or “ups and downs”. The experiment pre-
sented in Section 6 corroborates this claim, 
showing that college level students were com-
fortable with the use of such lexical items where-
as fifth graders complained about them and as-
serted they did not know their meanings. Future 
work concerns the use of lexical items catego-
rized by reading levels (details in Section 8).  

4.4 Pronominalization 

Another important feature is the pronominaliza-
tion of referring expressions. This technique 
avoids reintroduction of entities every time they 
are mentioned. The experiment mentioned in 
Section 2 showed that the reintroduction of enti-
ties or the repetition of referring expressions 
(when a pronoun could be used) in fact jeopard-
ized the understanding of some passages in the 
summaries. The participants would usually com-
plain that a given summary was confusing be-
cause it could be “better presented” and they 
would additionally provide us with comments 
regarding the reintroduction of the referring ex-
pressions. From these results, we concluded that 

it would be valuable to include a pronominaliza-
tion step in the aggregation phase so that even 
the summaries that are at a lower grade level 
would not repeat the referring expression when 
using multiple non aggregated sentences. 

The propositions chosen by the content selec-
tion framework contain the information about 
their memberships (features such as volatility 
and steepness point to the segment of the graphic 
they belong to). This membership information is 
the clue used to define discourse focus. Our work 
follows the approach applied in the TEXT sys-
tem (McKeown, 1992), in which pronouns are 
used in order to refer to the entity being focused 
in subsequent sentences. Also inspired by the 
work presented by (McCoy & Strube, 1999) our 
system makes use of other anaphoric expressions 
besides pronouns, such as “the trend” or “the 
graph”. These alternative anaphoric expressions 
are used to reintroduce entities when the dis-
course focus changes. The following example 
shows the use of pronouns and the reintroduction 
of the entity in the last set of propositions. The 
entities that are in focus in each sentence are un-
derlined and the referring expressions are bolded. 

The image shows a line 
graph. The line graph pre-
sents the number of cumula-
tive, global unredeemed fre-
quent-flier miles. It con-
veys a rising trend from 
1999 to 2005. It has a 
starting value of 5.5. It 
has an ending value of 14.2. 
The graph shows an overall 
increase of 8.7. 

The last sentence changes the focus back to 
the overall graph. Even though the entity line 
graph was already mentioned, the focus had 
changed to the entity rising trend, so when the 
focus returns to the entity line graph, the system 
makes use of a definite reference to reintroduce 
it. 

5 Examples of Summaries Generated 
for Different Reading Levels 

Below are examples of some of the summaries 
that our system generates for the graph in Figure 
1 at different reading levels. Their assessed read-
ing levels provided by SMOG are also shown3. 
The summaries in these examples are also pro-

                                                 
3 These results were obtained from using a tool available in 
the GNU project Style and Diction (FSF, 2005). 
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nominalized. The pronominalization phase is 
described in Section 4.4. 
Summary for Grades > 5 and <= 7 

The image shows a line 
graph. The line graph has 
ups and downs. It presents 
the number of annual differ-
ence from Seattle's 1899 sea 
level, in inches. It conveys 
a changing trend. It con-
sists of a stable trend from 
1900 to 1928 followed by a 
rising trend through 2003. 
The first segment is the 
stable trend. It has a 
starting value of 1.97 inch-
es. The second segment is 
the rising trend. It has an 
ending value of 8.9 inches. 
(SMOG 4.8) 
 

Summary for Grades > 11 and <= 13 
The image shows a highly 
volatile line graph, which 
presents the number of annu-
al difference from Seattle's 
1899 sea level, in inches, 
in addition to conveying a 
changing trend that consists 
of a stable trend from 1900 
to 1928 followed by a rising 
trend through 2003. The 
first segment is the stable 
trend that has starting val-
ue of 1.97 inches. The sec-
ond segment is the rising 
trend that has ending value 
of 8.9 inches.  
(SMOG 10.0) 

The assessed reading level of these passages 
are below the maximum threshold due to the lim-
ited number of propositions selected by the con-
tent determination algorithm. 

6 Evaluation 

This work on aggregation was motivated by the 
evaluation described in Section 2, which was 
intended to evaluate the content selection phase 
of the system. Much to our surprise, many of the 
comments indicated that the summaries were 
difficult to read because they lacked aggregation! 
This result caused us to implement the work pre-
sented here. Our first evaluation therefore repli-
cated our first experiment where, instead of using 
a simple sentence for each proposition, sentences 

were aggregated to reflect a 7th – 9th grade read-
ing level (the level slightly lower than the medi-
an of the articles collected for our corpus).  

Table 1 compares the results of these two ini-
tial experiments. The results4  show a dramatic 
drop in the comments related to issues with ag-
gregation. From this preliminary experiment re-
sults, we felt encouraged to pursue the generation 
of summaries suited to grade levels. 

 Number 
of  

Subjects 

Number 
of 

Responses 

Number 
of 

complaints 
Experiment 

1 
16 201 22 

Experiment 
2 

29 331 4 

Table 1. Comparison of results from preliminary 
experiment. 

Our second experiment targeted our genera-
tion of grade-level appropriate text. In this exper-
iment, we wished to judge whether readers at 
different reading levels would prefer texts gener-
ated by our system aimed at their reading level. 
We therefore recruited two groups of partici-
pants: (1) students from a fifth grade elementary 
school in the area and (2) undergraduate students 
in an introductory CS course at a university. 

Participants were presented with 2 summaries 
from each of 5 different graphs. One of the 
summaries was generated to be at a 5th – 7th 
grade reading level and the other at a 11th – 13th 
grade reading level. The participants were asked 
to select the summary they liked the best and to 
provide comments on what they did not like in 
either summary. 

Table 2 shows the results of this experiment. 
Five students from 5th grade and thirty-four 
freshmen college students were recruited to par-
ticipate. From these results we can see that, in 
fact, the majority in both groups preferred the 
grade-level appropriate summary. For the fresh-
men college students, the fact that the subjects 
were almost evenly split on their choices, even 
though they are at the same grade level, was ex-
pected. This shows that reading preferences may 
vary even among people from same age/grade 
level. Since there were subjects who preferred 
simple to complex text, we can assume that read-
ing skills can vary even within a grade level 
group. Our contention is that readers who prefer 
simple text would read venues that use simple 
text structure and syntax. That is where our ap-

                                                 
4 The number of complaints presented in Table 1 are con-
cerned only with syntactical issues. 
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proach plays an even better role when looking 
into the surrounding text the user is reading. Fol-
lowing this approach, instead of assessing or ask-
ing the user which level they are in, gives us 
more chances of being successful at producing 
text that will be more appropriate to each user. 

Analyzing the results on the choices of the op-
posite summary to their target group, we noticed 
that there was an agreement amongst subjects 
regarding the type of the graph. Kids who 
showed a preference for the complex text, for 
example, did so only for graphics describing a 
simple trend, therefore having a small amount of 
information an making it easy for them to follow. 

Some college students who chose the simpler 
summary provided comments that showed to be 
independent of the reading level decisions of the 
system. Some subjects pointed that a default 
connective applied by the realizer (“in addition 
to”) was making the summary complicated to 
read. That can actually be the cause of the choice 
for the simple summary, and not necessarily the 
amount of aggregation. To address this, we con-
sider that changing the connective to a more 
common one (e.g. “and”) would make the text 
more fluid.  

From these results, we conclude that, indeed, 
adapting the generated text to the complexity of 
text commonly read by a user is a promising path 
to follow. An experiment where we provide the 
subjects with the article accompanying the graph 
and ask them to choose the summary that they 
believe fits the text complexity of the summary is 
intended and planned as future work. We have 
initiated investigation in some automated ways 
of generating text within these different grade 
level groups and we discuss it further in Section 
8. 

 

 
Chose Sum-

maries for 5th – 
7th Grades (%) 

Chose Summar-
ies for 11th - 13th 

Grades (%) 

5th grade 80 20 

Freshmen 
students 

47 53 

Table 2. Results from experiment measuring 
choices of summaries in different reading levels. 

7 Conclusion 

Most NLG systems available today generate 
text that focus on specific target readers. Some of 
them focus on text generation for low-skilled 
readers, while others generate text for high-
skilled readers. In this work, we presented an 

approach that offers a solution that attends to the 
needs of readers at different grade levels. 

Our system generates initial summaries of line 
graphs available in popular media, so visually 
impaired users can have access to the high-level 
message these resources carry. Our contention is 
that users read articles from venues that they feel 
comfortable with reading. Therefore, we assert 
that generating summaries that fit the text com-
plexity of the overall article leverages the quality 
of the generated text. We showed an approach 
that uses Flesch-Kincaid and SMOG reading as-
sessments in order to determine the syntactical 
complexity of the generated text. From the ex-
periments performed, we conclude that pursuing 
the generation of natural language text that fits 
the reading level of the surrounding text is prom-
ising. 

8 Path Forward 

Investigation on more automated ways of decid-
ing on how to aggregate propositions is the next 
step to take. Our current aggregation method re-
lies on templates for each group. We anticipate 
some techniques to learn how different text con-
structions can affect reading measures and then 
using them when choosing an adjective over a 
relative clause for increasing the NP density and 
use of passive voice, for example. This would 
allow the aggregation phase to be easily applied 
to NLG systems in different contexts.  

Another important point is the choice of lexi-
cal items by reading level or age. We plan on 
investigating how the usage of word frequency 
by age/grade level (Carroll, 1972) might help 
achieving a more appropriate summary for a giv-
en grade level. Then, the lexical items that are 
listed as common to the target grade reading lev-
el would be applied in their respective context. 

Some comments provided on the second ex-
periment described in Section 6 were that it was 
not so easy to understand long sentences on 
which values and dates were also present. This 
aspect deserves investigation on acquiring nu-
meracy skills along with reading skills as clues to 
assess the best text complexity to present. Re-
search that assess numeracy and literacy skills of 
users is presented by (Williams & Reiter, 2008). 

From the accessibility prospective, an experi-
ment with blind users is anticipated. We intend 
to evaluate the effect of generating text in differ-
ent reading levels for people with visual and/or 
reading impairments. 
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Abstract

We use efficient screening experiments
to investigate and improve topic analysis
based multi-document extractive summa-
rization. In our summarization process,
topic analysis determines the weighted
topic content vectors that characterize the
corpora, and then Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence extracts sentences that best match
the weighted content vectors to assemble
the summaries. We use screening experi-
ments to investigate several control param-
eters in this process, gaining better under-
standing of and improving the topic anal-
ysis based summarization process.

1 Introduction

We use efficient experimental design to investi-
gate and improve topic analysis based multiple
document extractive summarization. Our process
proceeds in two steps: Latent Dirichlet Anal-
ysis (LDA) topic analysis determines the top-
ics that characterize the multi-document corpus,
and Jensen-Shannon divergence selects sentences
from the corpus. This process offers many poten-
tial control settings for understanding and improv-
ing the summarization process.

Figure 1 shows topic analysis with corpus input,
control settings, and product outputs of topics and
probability estimates of topic compositions and
document mixtures. There are controls for doc-
ument preparation (headlines) and analysis (num-
ber of topics, initial α and β, number of iterations,
and whether to optimize α and β in process).

Figure 2 shows summarization with corpus and
topic inputs, control settings, and the text summa-
rization product. There are controls for extraction
of sentences (Extract α and JSD Divisor) and for
composing the summary (Order policy).

Topic analysis has become a popular choice for
text summarization as seen in Text Analysis Con-

CorpusAnalyze 
Topics

# Iterations!
Optimize !, "

# Topics!
Initial !, "

Topics

#
$

Headlines

Figure 1: Topic Analysis

CorpusAnalyze 
Topics

Order policy
Extract !!
JSD divisor

Summary
Topics

Figure 2: Text Summarization

ferences (TAC, 2010; TAC, 2011) with individual
team reports (Delort and Alfonseca, 2011; Lui et
al., 2011; Mason and Charniak, 2011). Nenkova
and McKeown (2012; 2011) included topic anal-
ysis among standard methods in their surveys of
text summarization methodologies. Haghighi and
Vanderwende (2009) explored extensions of LDA
topic analysis for use in multiple document sum-
marization tasks. Yet there are many control set-
tings that can affect summarization that have not
been explicitly studied or documented, and that
are important for reproducing research results.

In this text summarization pilot study, we exper-
iment with several control settings. As in Mason
and Charniak (2011) we do a general rather than
guided summarization. Our primary contribution
is illustrating the use of efficient experimental de-
sign on control settings to help understand and im-
prove the text summarization process. We enjoy
some success in this endeavor even as we are sur-
prised by some of our results.
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2 Technical Background

2.1 LDA Topic Analysis
LDA topic analysis uses a per document bag of
words approach to determine topic compositions
of words and document mixtures of topics. Anal-
ysis constructs topic compositions and document
mixtures by assigning words to topics within doc-
uments. Weighted topic compositions can then be
used as a basis for selecting the most informative
text to include in summarizations.

LDA topic analysis is based on a generative
probabilistic model. Document mixtures of top-
ics are generated by a multinomial distribution,
Θ, and topic compositions of words are gener-
ated by a multinomial distribution, Φ. Both Θ and
Φ in turn are generated by Dirichlet distributions
with parameters α and β respectively. Figure 3
(Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007) shows a corpus ex-
plained as the product of topic word compositions
(Φ) and document topic mixtures (Θ).

Corpus

w
or
ds

documents

w
or
ds

topics documents

to
pi
cs

=
x !"

Figure 3: Topic Model

The joint distribution of words and topics (Grif-
fiths and Steyvers (2004)) is given by P (w, z) =
P (w|z)P (z) where in generating a document the
topics are generated with probability P (z) and the
words given the topics are generated with proba-
bility P (w|z). Here

P (w|z) =

(
Γ (β•)

Γ (β)V

)Z Z∏

z=1

∏
v Γ (nzv + β)

Γ (nz• + β•)
,

(1)
where nzv is the number of times word v occurs in
topic z, nz• is the number of times topic z occurs,
β• is the sum of the β scalar over all word types,
and Γ ( ) is the gamma function (Knuth, 2004),
and

P (z) =

(
Γ (α•)

Γ (α)Z

)D D∏

d=1

∏
z Γ (nzd + α)

Γ (n•d + α•)
, (2)

where nzd is the number of times topic z occurs in
document d, n•d is the number of times document
d occurs, and α• is the sum of αs over topics.

Analysis reverses the generative model. Given
a corpus, topic analysis identifies weighted topic
word compositions and document topic mixtures
from the corpus. We assign topics to words in
the training corpus using Gibbs sampling (Gel-
man et al., 2004) where each word is considered in
turn in making the topic assignment. We monitor
training progress by logP (w, z) where a greater
logP (w, z) indicates better fit. After sufficient it-
erations through the corpus the logP (w, z) typi-
cally converges to steady state.

Analysis products are topic determinations for
the corpus as well as weighted estimates of topic
word compositions Φ and document topic mix-
tures Θ. The α and β priors are optimized (re-
estimated) during training and the asymmetric α
which varies by topic can be used as a measure of
topic importance in our summarization step.

The topic analysis implementation used in this
pilot study borrows from the UMass Mallet topic
analysis (McCallum, 2002).

2.2 Jensen-Shannon Divergence
From the topic word compositions and optimized
αs, we form a weighted aggregate vector of the
prominent topics, and select sentences from the
corpus that have minimal divergence from the ag-
gregate topic. The operating assumption is that the
aggregate topic vector adequately represents the
content of an ideal summary. So the closer to zero
divergence from the aggregate topic, the closer we
are to the ideal summary.

We seek to minimize the Jensen-Shannon Di-
vergence, JSD(C||T ), a symmetric Kullback-
Liebler (KL) divergence, between the extractive
summary content, C, and the aggregate topic, T,
using a greedy search method of adding at each
pass through the corpus the sentence that most
reduces the divergence. Haghighi and Vander-
wende (2009) made similar use of KL divergence
in their Topic Sum method.

In preliminary studies, this minimize JSD cri-
terion seemed to give overly long sentences be-
cause the greedy method favored the greatest re-
duction in JSD regardless of the length of the sen-
tence. This affected readability and rapidly used
up all available target document size. Therefore
we modified the greedy search method to consider
sentence length as well.1

1Global optimization of JSD(C||T ) could address both
of these issues; we will investigate this option in a future ef-
fort.
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In selecting each new sentence we seek to maxi-
mize the reduction in divergence corrected for sen-
tence length

(JSD(Ct−1||T )− JSD(St, Ct−1||T ))

function(length(St))
, (3)

where St is the sentence under consideration and
Ct−1 is the content from the previously completed
iterations, and the function of length of St, is ei-
ther the constant 1 (i.e. no correction for sentence
length) or

√
length(St).

3 Pilot Study Using TAC 2010 Samples

Our goal is to investigate and optimize factors that
impact multi-document extractive summarization.
We hope to subsequently extend our findings and
experience to abstractive summarization as well.

For our pilot, we’ve chosen summarization of
the 2010 Text Analysis Conference (2010) sam-
ple themes, which are conveniently available and
of a manageable size. The three sample themes
are from different summarization categories out of
a total of 46 news themes over five different cat-
egories, with 10 original and 10 follow-up news
reports each. In the original TAC 2010 task, par-
ticipants were asked to do focused queries varying
with the summarization category. In our pilot we
perform an undirected summarization of the orig-
inal news reports.

NIST provides 4 model summaries for each
news theme annotated for the focused summary,
and we use these model summaries in scoring our
extractive summarizations.2 We also include a
measure of fluency in our assessment.

Our document summarization task is then: mul-
tiple document extractive summarization using 10
documents of less than 250 words each to con-
struct summaries of 100 words.

3.1 Preliminary Results of Topic Analysis
Topic analysis is such a complex methodology that
it makes sense to fix some parameters before using
it in the summarization process.

We use the commonly accepted initial α value
of 1 for each topic giving a sum of α values equal
to the number of topics. Later, we experiment with
a single individual topic initial α value, but we al-
ways maintain an initial α sum equal to the num-
ber of topics. Likewise we use the scalar β value

2Comparison of our summarization results versus the
TAC 2010 task will necessarily be imprecise given the dif-
ferences in focus of our pilot study from TAC 2010.

0.1 typical of a modest number of word types (less
than 1000 in this study).

In prior studies, we found that re-estimating α
and β frequently adds little cost to topic analysis
and drives better and more rapid convergence. We
optimize α and β every 5 iterations, starting at it-
eration 50.

How Many Topics to Use
The number of topics depends on the problem it-
self. The problem of size of ≈ 2000 words per
news theme would indicate a number of topics be-
tween 3 and 20 as adequate to explain document
word use where the log(|Corpus|) is the mini-
mum and

√
|Corpus| is the maximum number of

topics to use (Meilă, 2007).
A common way to select the correct number of

topics is to optimize logP (w) on held-out doc-
uments, where greater log likelihoods indicate a
better number of topics. While it would be im-
practical to do such a study for each news theme
or each document summary, it is reasonable to do
so on a few sample themes and then generalize to
similar corpora. We look at log likelihood for 3, 5,
and 10 topics using the TAC 2010 sample themes.
As there are only 10 documents for each theme,
we use the TAC 2010 update documents as held-
out documents for calculating the log likelihoods.

Topic word distributions, Φ, from training are
used to infer document mixtures, Θ, on the held-
out data, and the log P (w) is calculated (Teh et
al., 2007) as:

P (w) =
∏

d,i

(∑

z

nzwi + β

nz• + β•

nzd + α

n•d + α•

)
, (4)

where the sum is over all possible topics for a
given word and the product is over all documents
and words.

Table 1 shows mean log likelihoods for the news
themes at 3, 5 and 10 topics each. There is lit-
tle practical difference between the log likelihood
measures even though the 3 topic model has a sig-
nificantly lower log likelihood (p < 0.05) than
the 5 and 10 topic models. We assess topic quality
more directly to see which model is better.

3 Topics 5 Topics 10 Topics
-6.00 -5.97 -5.96

Table 1: Held-out Log Likelihood Number Topics.
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Useful topic quality measures are:

Importance measured by number of documents
(or optimized αs). Low importance topics,
with very few documents related to a topic,
indicate that we have more topics than neces-
sary. While not a fatal flaw, the topic model
may be over fit.

Coherence measured as a log sum of co-
occurrence proportions of each topic’s high
frequency words across multiple docu-
ments (Mimno et al., 2011). The more neg-
ative the coherence measure, the poorer the
coherence. A few poor coherence topics is
not fatal, but the topic model may be over fit.

Similarity to other topics measured by cosine
distance between topic vectors is undesirable.
The more similar the topics, the more diffi-
cult it is to distinguish between them. Many
similar topics makes it difficult to discrimi-
nate among topics over the corpus.

Reviewing the document quality for 3, 5 and 10
topics we find:

• More low importance topics in 10 versus 5
and 3 topic models,

• Somewhat better topic coherence in 3 and 5
topic models,

• Undesirable greater topic similarity for the 3
versus 5 versus 10 topic models.

We choose the 10 topic model giving higher pri-
ority to the problem of undesirable topic similar-
ity, recognizing that we may get some unimportant
or less coherent topics. As our summarization pro-
cess only uses the most important topics for the ag-
gregate topic, the occasional unimportant and less
coherent topic should not matter.

Document Preparation
Document cleaning removed all HTML, as well
as all header information not related to the articles
themselves; document dates, references, and head-
lines were saved for use in the document summa-
rization step. Document headlines were optionally
folded into the document text. Stop words were re-
moved and remaining words lemmatized for topic
analysis.

4 Design of Experiments

As our information about the various controls in
the process and the expected results is fairly rudi-
mentary, we use efficient screening experimental

designs to evaluate several factors at the same time
with a minimum number of trials. We define the
factors (control parameters) in our experiment, the
dependent variables we will measure, and finally
select the screening design itself.

Most of the process of topic analysis will re-
main fixed such as the use of 10 topics, initial α
sum of 10, initial scalar β of 0.1, optimization of
α and β every 5 iterations and 500 total iterations
before saving the final topic vector weights and
corresponding topic alphas.

From our experimentation we hope to find:

• Factors impacting dependent variables,
• Gross magnitude of impact on dependent

variables,
• Factors to followup with in more detail.

4.1 Experimental Factors

In screening experiments, we chose factors about
which we have crude information, and which we
think could impact intermediate or final product
results. To learn as much as possible about factor
effects, we choose to vary them between default
and extreme settings or between two extremes
where we hope to see some positive impact.

Our experimental factors are:

Save headline text as part of document prepara-
tion (Yes, No). Headlines often contain im-
portant summary information. We test to see
if such information improves summaries.

Single fixed α proportion of the α sum (*, 0.5).
Topic analysis typically selects (weights) a
few important topic vectors with substantial
proportions of the α sum. We want to see if
biasing selection of a single important vec-
tor at a 0.5 proportion of the α sum improves
summaries versus unbiased α weighting (*).

Aggregate topic policy as a proportion of the α
sum for selecting the topic aggregate used in
summarization (0.5, 0.75). We order topics
based on the optimized (re-estimated) αs and
aggregate topics summing and weighting by
the αs until we reach the aggregate topic pol-
icy proportion. We want to see which policy
(0.5 or 0.75) proportion of the α sum results
in better summaries.

JSD divisor to use with iterative greedy search
for sentences (ONE, SQRT). Prior work
shows the JSD Divisor impacts the length of
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sentences selected. We test the impact on the
summaries themselves.

Order policy for constructing the summary
from selected sentences (DATE-DOC,
SALIENCE-DOC). Ordering sentences by
news report date or by salience as measured
by reduction in JSD should impact the
fluency of summaries.

4.2 Dependent Variables
We want readable and informative text that sum-
marizes content of the input documents in the al-
lowable space. We measure several intermedi-
ate process variables as well as evaluate the sum-
maries themselves.

Intermediate measures include:

• Initial selected sentence Jensen-Shannon di-
vergence from the aggregate topic. The first
sentence selected should substantially reduce
divergence.

• Final selected sentence Jensen-Shannon di-
vergence from the aggregate topic. Diver-
gence close to zero would indicate broad cov-
erage of the aggregate topic; it may be related
to summary content.

• Number of topics in the aggregate topic.

• Average sentence length. This should be im-
pacted by the JSD divisor; it may be related
to summary fluency.

ROUGE (Lin, 2011) is a package for auto-
matic evaluation of summaries that compares sys-
tem produced summaries to model (gold stan-
dard) summaries and reports statistics such as R-
2, bi-gram co-occurrence statistics between sys-
tem and model summaries, and SU4, skip bi-gram
co-occurrence statistics where word pairs no more
than 4 words apart may also be counted as bi-
grams. The R-2 and SU4 are automated content
measures reported for TAC 2010, and the gold
standard summaries are readily available for the
samples topics. We use ROUGE R-2 and SU4 as
reliable dependent measures and for comparison
to TAC 2010 results.

We add a simple measure of fluency focused on
across sentence issues. The fluency score starts
at a value of 5 and then subtracts: 1 for each
non sequitur or obvious out of order sentence, 1/2
for each missing co-reference, non-informative,
ungrammatical, or redundant sentence. For sen-
tences of less than 20 words, when more than one

penalty applies only the most severe penalty is ap-
plied, so as not to penalize the same short phrase
multiple times. Scoring is done by one of the au-
thors without knowing the combination of experi-
mental factors of the summary (blind scoring).

Summary measures thus include: ROUGE R-2,
ROUGE SU4, and Fluency.

4.3 Select Experimental Design

Screening designs focus on detecting and assess-
ing main effects and optionally low order inter-
action effects. When all experimental factors are
continuous, center points may also be included in
some designs. In subsequent stages of experimen-
tation, when factors have been reduced to a min-
imum, one can use more fine grained factor set-
tings to better map the response surface for those
factors. Two common families of screening de-
signs (Montgomery, 1997) are:

Two level fractional factorial Uses a power of
1/2 fraction of a full two level factorial design.
For example, instead of running all possible
combinations of 5 factors (i.e. 32 trials), you
could choose a 1/2 or even 1/4 fraction of the
design, based on how many experiments you
can run and how much confounding you are
willing to accept between main effects and
various interaction effects. The 1/2 fraction of
a 5 factor design would result in 16 trials be-
ing run with the main effects estimated clear
of any 2-way or 3-way interactions.

Plackett-Burman These screening designs are
available in multiples of 4 trials and can have
as many factors as the number of trials less
one. Main effects are confounded with all
other effects in the Plackett-Burman design
and so not estimable, but the confounding is
spread evenly among all main effects rather
than concentrated in specific interactions as
in the fractional factorial.

We’ve chosen the 12 run Plackett-Burman de-
sign with 5 factors and 6 degrees of freedom from
the unassigned (dummy) factors available to esti-
mate error. Assuming sparsity of effects (or equiv-
alently invoking the Pareto principal), there will
likely only be a few critical factors explaining
much of the variation in dependent variables.

Table 2 shows the resulting Plackett-Burman
design excluding dummy factors.
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Run Fixed Aggr JSD Order Head
Alpha Topic Div Line

1 .5 .75 ONE SAL YES
2 * .75 SQRT DATE YES
3 .5 .5 SQRT SAL NO
4 * .75 ONE SAL YES
5 * .5 SQRT DATE YES
6 * .5 ONE SAL NO
7 .5 .5 ONE DATE YES
8 .5 .75 ONE DATE NO
9 .5 .75 SQRT DATE NO

10 * .75 SQRT SAL NO
11 .5 .5 SQRT SAL YES
12 * .5 ONE DATE NO

Table 2: Plackett-Burman 12 DOE.

5 Experimental Results

We analyze our experiment using conventional
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and show tables of
means for the various experimental conditions. As
this is a screening experiment, we treat a p-value<
0.20 as informative and consider the correspond-
ing factor worth further consideration. To save
space, only significant p-values are reported rather
than the full ANOVAs.

5.1 Intermediate Measures
Number of topics in the aggregate topic is directly
impacted by the AggrTopic setting; we simply re-
port the mean number of topics selected by Aggr-
Topic value (Table 3). The 1.0 average number of
topics for AggrTopic set to 0.5 indicates that only
one topic was ever selected for the aggregate topic
at this setting. This implies that the most impor-
tant topic always had an α proportion > 0.50 of
the α sum even when the FixedAlpha setting was
* (for unbiased α weighting). This is unexpected
in that we thought the most important topic α de-
termined by topic analysis would be more variable
and show some α values with proportions less than
0.5 of the α sum.

Aggr Number
Topic Topics
0.50 1.00
0.75 4.55

Table 3: Average Number Topics.

Average sentence length in the summary may be
affected by any of the independent variables ex-
cept sentence order policy. JSD Divisor has a dra-
matic impact (p < 0.0001) and AggrTopic a mod-
est impact (p < 0.01) on average sentence length.

Using a divisor of ONE in the JSD based sentence
selection results in much longer sentences while
using AggrTopic of 0.5 results in shorter sentences
(Table 4).

Aggr Sentence JSD Sentence
Topic Length Divisor Length
0.5 20.3 ONE 26.8
0.75 23.9 SQRT 17.4

Standard Error of the mean = 0.78

Table 4: Average Sentence Length.

Initial selected sentence Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence (JSD) should be affected directly by JSD
Divisor in iterative sentence selection, but may
also be affected by any of the other independent
variables except for sentence order policy. Aggr-
Topic and JSD Divisor strongly impact initial sen-
tence JSD (p < 0.00005).

The table of JSD initial sentence means by Ag-
grTopic and JSD Divisor is revealing (Table 5).
The JSD for the initial sentence selected is lower
for AggrTopic of 0.5. We observed above that only
one topic is selected for the aggregate topic when
AggrTopic is 0.5. Thus we achieve a lower di-
vergence of the initial sentence from the aggregate
topic when the aggregate is composed of only one
topic. For initial sentence JSD, aggregating topics
seems ineffective.

Similarly a JSD Divisor of ONE gives a lower
initial divergence than using the SQRT as the di-
visor. The interpretation is problematic here in
that a divisor of ONE seems to give lower ini-
tial divergence because it selects longer sentences,
which means that less space remains in the sum-
mary to select other sentences minimizing total di-
vergence.

Aggr JSD JSD JSD
Topic Initial Divisor Initial
0.5 0.665 ONE 0.658
0.75 0.735 SQRT 0.742

Standard Error of the mean = 0.0056

Table 5: Average Initial JSD.

Table 6 shows the impact of AggrTopic and JSD
Divisor together on the JSD for the initial sen-
tence. There is still the issue of whether using a
JSD Divisor of ONE is appropriate given the ef-
fect on the remaining summary size, but the effects
appear additive.
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Aggr JSD JSD
Topic Divisor initial
0.50 ONE 0.627
0.50 SQRT 0.703
0.75 ONE 0.690
0.75 SQRT 0.780

Standard Error of the mean = 0.0080

Table 6: Average Initial JSD.

Final sentence Jensen-Shannon Divergence
(JSD) may be affected by any but the sentence or-
der policy variable. AggrTopic (p < 0.00001) and
JSD Divisor (p < 0.001) strongly impact the final
sentence JSD; there is also a possible effect from
including headlines in the summary (p < 0.1).
The effect of the JSD Divisor has reversed from
the initial JSD; using a divisor of ONE results here
in a less desirable higher divergence for the final
sentence. The AggrTopic effect is about the same
as for initial JSD divergence; a single dominant
topic seems more effective than using an aggre-
gate topic.

Aggr JSD JSD JSD
Topic Final Divisor Final
0.5 0.422 ONE 0.487
0.75 0.513 SQRT 0.448

Standard Error of the mean = 0.0047

Table 7: Average Initial JSD.

Impact of AggrTopic and JSD Divisor together
on the JSD for the initial sentence (Table 8) seems
additive.

Aggr JSD JSD
Topic Divisor final
0.50 ONE 0.437
0.50 SQRT 0.407
0.75 ONE 0.537
0.75 SQRT 0.490

Standard Error of the mean = 0.0066

Table 8: Average Final JSD.

5.2 Product Measures

Based on the analysis of intermediate measures, it
would seem that using a JSD Divisor of the SQRT
and selecting only the dominant topic gives less
divergence from the aggregate topic. However,

we have to be careful here in drawing conclusions
based on intermediate variables; selecting only the
dominant topic may result in reduced divergence,
but this does not necessarily mean that the domi-
nant topic is representative of good summaries.

We examine product variables to provide direct
support in our study, and so we ask how ROUGE
R-2 and SU4, and fluency evaluations vary with
the experimental factors. This pilot studies un-
guided summarization of initial stories from the 3
sample news themes from 3 separate categories.
While results are not directly comparable with
those of the full TAC 2010 test corpus, we will use
the TAC 2010 results as a reference point versus
our own results. The average of all experiments
are reported along with the TAC 2010 results (Ta-
ble 9). Our ROUGE R-2 and SU4 performance
seems reasonable showing results better than the
baseline but not as good as the best system.

Reference System R-2 SU4
Baseline - Lead sentences 5.4 8.6
Baseline - MEAD† 5.9 9.1
Best System 9.6 13.0
Pilot Average 6.7 10.1
Pilot Minimum 5.6 8.7
Pilot Maximum 8.1 11.9
†Text summarization system (Radevet al., 2004)

Table 9: TAC 2010 ROUGE Scores.

ROUGE R-2 results show no significant impact
from our experimental factors. This is disappoint-
ing as it gives us no handle on how to improve
performance.

ROUGE SU4 shows a modest impact for Aggr-
Topic (p < 0.025) and the possible impact of JSD
Divisor (p < 0.20). Note that we dropped Or-
der and FixedAlpha factors from the model; Or-
der because it can only effect sentence order and
FixedAlpha because the most important α deter-
mined automatically by topic analysis did not vary
much from the 0.5 FixedAlpha. A benefit of drop-
ping terms from the model is that we have more
dummy factors to estimate error.

The ROUGE SU4 means (Table 10) show the
same pattern as for the JSD final sentence, but the
differences are not as clear cut. Box and whiskers
plots for AggrTopic and JSD Divisor (Figures 4
and 5) offer more insight into the AggrTopic and
JSD Divisor effects.

There is a clear distinction between AggrTopic
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Aggr ROUGE JSD ROUGE
Topic SU4 Divisor SU4
0.5 10.75 ONE 9.70
0.75 9.48 SQRT 10.53

Standard Error of the mean = 0.32

Table 10: Average ROUGE SU4.

levels 0.5 and 0.75 with better results at the 0.5
level, except for an outlier value of 9.1. Investiga-
tion shows no data coding error and nothing spe-
cial about the experimental conditions other than
if uses a JSD Divisor of ONE which also gives
lower SU4 scores. The box and whiskers plots for
JSD Divisor effects also suggest a positive effect
for JSD Divisor of SQRT, but the whiskers over-
lap the boxes indicating no strong effect.
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Figure 4: ROUGE
SU4 by Aggr Topic
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Figure 5: ROUGE
SU4 by JSD Divisor

We had speculated that the final sentence diver-
gence might be related to some of the end prod-
uct measures. Indeed, we find that JSD final sen-
tence is strongly inversely related to ROUGE SU4
as shown by regression analysis (Table 11). While
the residual error of 0.73 indicates that we can
only reliably predict ROUGE SU4 within 1.5 units
(for averages of 3 trials), this is still important.
A 0.1 reduction in final sentence divergence cor-
responds on the average to a 1.4 unit increase in
ROUGE SU4.

Estimate StdErr t Pr(>|t|)
Intercept 16.865 1.934 8.721 ˜0.0
JSDfinal -14.435 4.112 -3.510 0.006

Residual standard error: 0.73 on 10 degrees of freedom

F-statistic: 12.32 on 1 and 10 DF, p-value: 0.0056

Table 11: Regression - ROUGE SU4.

We thought Simple Fluency would show an ef-
fect for sentence order policy and maybe other fac-
tors. Analysis shows an effect for JSD Divisor

(p < 0.05) and possible effects of Order policy
and Head lines (p < 0.20).

Fluency means (Table 12) show that fluency is
better for JSD Divisor ONE. From our experience
of scoring Fluency, this would seem to be because
the fewer and longer sentences with JSD Divisor
of ONE offer fewer chances for disfluencies. The
better Fluency with DATE ordering likely comes
from fewer out of order or non sequitur sentences,
and the better Fluency with NO headlines likely
results from fewer short ungrammatical headlines
as part of the text.

JSD Flu- Order Flu- Head Flu-
Div ency ency Lines ency
ONE 3.95 DATE 3.80 NO 3.80
SQRT 3.33 SAL 3.47 YES 3.47

Standard Error of the mean = 0.16

Table 12: Average Fluency.

6 Summary and Discussion

Our pilot studied topic analysis based multi-
document extractive summarization using the
2010 TAC sample topics. Our experimental design
process identified control factors with their default
and extreme settings, defined intermediate and fi-
nal product dependent measures, designed the ex-
periment, ran, and analyzed the experiment.

We identified an intermediate variable, final se-
lected sentence divergence, that could be used as a
stand-in for the product content measure, ROUGE
SU4. We found that using a single dominant topic,
instead of an aggregate topic, and using a divisor
of the square root of sentence length in sentence
selection, improved final sentence divergence and
ROUGE SU4. However, using a divisor of one in
sentence selection improved fluency of summaries
which is at odds with the benefit of using square
root of sentence length to improve content.

Our planned experimentation has made obvious
and objective the process of describing and im-
proving our extractive summarization process. It
is an extremely useful process and furthermore a
process that when documented permits sharing of
results and even duplicating of results by others
working in this area.
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Abstract
Symbolic resources for text synthesis and 
text analysis are typically created and stored 
separately. In our case, we have a KPML-
resource (Nigel) and a CCG for English. In 
this paper, we argue that reversing efficient 
resources such as ours cannot in general be 
achieved.  For this reason, we propose a 
symbolic map that can be converted 
automatically into both synthesis- and 
analysis-oriented resources. We show that 
completeness of description can only be 
achieved by such a map while efficiency 
concerns can only be tackled by the directed 
rules of task-oriented resources not because 
of the current state of the art, but because 
reversing task-oriented symbolic resources is 
impossible in principle.

1 Introduction
Currently, symbolic resources guiding text 

analysis and text synthesis are created and stored 
separately. Several researchers have attempted 
to use the same resource for both tasks (Kasper, 
1988; Neumann, 1991; Neumann and van 
Noord, 1992; Strzalkowski, 1994; O’Donnell, 
1994; Pulman, 1995; Klarner, 2005) motivated 
by the fact  that this would not only be 
cognitively more plausible but also allow 
translation at a semantic level, integration of 
new words from analysis into synthesis, 
reduction of costs in engineering as well as 
making it easier to share information among 
research groups of different fields.

The resources we currently use in human-
robot interaction in English are also separate: a 
KPML-resource (Nigel) and a CCG. The 
specialty about Nigel and our CCG is that they 
share not only the same kind of semantics, but 
also the same mapping between symbolic and 
semantic structures. Here ‘symbolic structure’ is 
understood as KPML’s ‘structure’ and CCG’s 
‘sign’, and corresponds to ‘grammatical 
constructions’ of cognitive semantics (Lakoff, 
1987), to ‘linguistic mediation’ of truth-
reference semantics (Smith and Brogaard, 
2003), and to ‘wording’ of systemic functional 
linguistics (Matthiessen, 1995; Matthiessen and 
Halliday, 1999; Matthiessen and Halliday, 2004; 
Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014).

In this paper, we shall review the available 
directed rules that constitute the resources in 
KPML and OpenCCG and argue that they are 
useful in their respective tasks – either synthesis 
or analysis, – but are either unsuitable or not 
competitive for the inverse task.

Aiming not  at  reversibility but  at  reusability, 
we propose to create a map between symbolic 
and semantic structures that can be compiled 
into both synthesis-oriented and analysis-
oriented resources. With this approach, we aim 
at  separating concerns, so that efficiency can be 
tackled by the directed rules of task-oriented 
resources and completeness of description by a 
less efficient uncompiled shared symbolic map.

2 Irreversibility of Current Resources
In computational linguistics, approaches to 

text processing can be divided into statistical 
and categorial according to the usage of graded 
or binary relations between inputs and outputs of 
processing. Approaches can also be divided 
depending on whether the textual content is a 
representation of something else (symbolic) or 
whether it is a representation of the text  itself 
(non-symbolic). In this sense, approaches that 
have a semantic structure as input  or output are 
symbolic and those that make use of a syntactic 
tree whose composite-component relations do 
not match the ones of semantics are not. The 
present  work falls into the symbolic subset. 
Although our initial attempt  is categorial, the 
ideas presented here can be used in statistical 
approaches as well, provided that these 
approaches are symbolic in nature.

Looking from the perspective of the 
philosophy of language, in the last  50 years, 
computational efforts in categorial symbolic text 
processing have converged on one single notion 
of a symbolic map. In such a notion, both 
symbolic (lexical or grammatical) and semantic 
structures play an essential role in deciding 
which analytical and synthetic hypotheses are to 
be taken further or discarded. On the text 
synthesis front, systemic networks were used by 
both KOMET  and Penman engines as directed 
rules for text synthesis. Those engines were later 
unified into the KOMET-Penman Multilingual 
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Engine (KPML Engine) (Bateman, 1995a; 
Bateman, 1995b; Bateman, 1996; Bateman, 
1997). On the text analysis front, typed-feature 
unification was developed and implemented in 
engines for a family of highly lexicalised 
grammatical frameworks (HLG). Combinatory 
Categorial Grammars (CCG) (Steedman, 1987; 
Steedman, 1996; Steedman, 1998; Steedman and 
Baldridge, 2011) are a special type of HLG that 
reduce the task of text analysis to accepting or 
rejecting hypotheses of both symbolic and 
semantic composition during functional 
unification. KPML and OpenCCG are then only 
candidates for consideration because they allow 
the implementation of a shared symbolic map. 
In other words, a pair of engines that support 
such a map is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the reusability scheme we propose.

In the following, we shall review the 
grammatical notions embedded in the resources 
for KPML and OpenCCG in order to support  our 
argumentation that reversibility of such directed 
resources is not to be achieved.

2.1 Resources for KPML
According to the KPML documentation 

(Bateman, 1996) and our own inspection of 
Nigel, resources for KMPL may contain three 
kinds of realisation operations: structural (insert, 
conflate, expand), linear (partition, order, order-
at-front, order-at-end), and inter-rank (preselect, 
agreement, classify, outclassify, inflectify, 
lexify).

Below symbolic structure, textual tokens are 
produced by morphological realisation operators 
of two kinds: one for selecting token copies 
(preselect-substance, preselect-substance-as-
stem, preselect-substance-as-property), and one 
for modifying them (morphose).

These realisation operators are bundled in 
wording ‘patterns’ that  are linked to classes of 
wordings (grammatical features). The typology 
arising from these classes is used as a network 
of options (network of grammatical systems) 
among structure kinds. The selection of a 
structure kind of a system is done by a decision 
tree (chooser). Each decision in the decision tree 
is achieved by inspecting (inquiry) a semantic 
and lexical specification for a text. The decision 
tree contains not  only decisions (ask) but  also 
mappings from lexical/semantic constituents to 
functions of symbolic constituents (identify, 
copyhub, choose, pledge, termpledge). Values 
can be associated with a function (concept, 
modification-specification, terms, term).

Finally, there are four ways to produce a 
token in KPML. Three of them consist  of 

selecting a word and selecting its form with a 
form class. The actual token production is left  to 
a morphological component. Two word selection 
strategies are: selecting a word grammatically 
(lexify, classify, outclassify) and selecting a 
word associated with a particular conceptual 
value (term-resolve-id). A mapping between 
concepts and words is provided either by 
concept-word links (annotate-concept) or by 
embedding word specifications into what would 
otherwise be a pure semantic specification (lex). 
A distinct mapping function between the 
intersection of form classes and word pattern 
indexes is implemented in LISP for every 
linguistic resource. At the morphological level, a 
token is produced by selecting a token model 
and applying any necessary morphological 
modifications to it  (preselect-substance, 
preselect-substance-as-stem, preselect-
substance-as-property, morphose).

Therefore, as with any other categorial text 
synthesiser, KPML traverses a network of 
options among progressively finer types of 
structures and makes choices between different 
structure types depending on semantical and 
lexical restrictions. Its speciality comes not from 
the general approach, but from the amount and 
quality of detailed linguistic knowledge applied 
to the synthesis of text in Nigel, which makes 
Nigel a good option for our applications that 
demand natural utterances. This is also the main 
reason why so many attempts have been made to 
use Nigel for text analysis.

2.2 Resources for OpenCCG
OpenCCG, as for any other engine using 

chart  parsing, relies on the assumption that a 
hypothesised structure is only to be considered if 
it  is part  of a structure for the whole input text. 
This assumption of syntagmatic holism was first 
formulated by Frege (1884) and Wittgenstein 
(1921; 1922). Chart parsing with CCGs goes 
beyond: both syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
holisms are to be enforced, i.e. semantic fitting 
is used as a filter for analytical hypotheses as 
well. Such a paradigmatic holism was first 
formulated by Davidson (1967).

OpenCCG is an engine for analysing texts 
with CCGs (Steedman and Baldridge, 2011; 
Bozşahin et al., 2005). It classifies word forms 
into categories according to their affordances of 
combining with other word forms and structures 
in the process of building up larger structures 
and construing meaning. In this process, the 
empty slots of semantic frames, associated with 
a word, are filled up by the semantic values of 
the structures that  the word form combines with. 
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Only complete symbolic and semantic structures 
that represent  the whole text are kept by the text 
analyser (although incomplete structures may 
also be retrieved for online text processing).

There are two kinds of combinatory 
categories: the complete (atomic) does not 
combine with any other structure; the 
incomplete (complex) has either a frame with 
empty slots or is missing word parts, so it 
combines with other structures for semantic or 
symbolic completion.

Incomplete categories of symbolic structures 
are turned into a complete category by the 
OpenCCG engine whenever a structure that is 
combinable with a preceding or following 
structure of a certain kind is preceded or 
followed by a structure of this kind. Slashes \, | 
and / indicate that a structure of a combinatory 
category is combinable with a structure that 
respectively precedes it, is adjacent  to it, or 
follows it. For instance, the structure of saw 
holding a two-slot  frame in the clause Mary saw 
John can be said to belong to the category 
Clause\Mention/Mention, because it  expects a 
complete mention (Mention) of the sensed thing 
after it and a complete mention (Mention) of the 
senser before it. The resulting structure after 
combination is a complete clause (Clause).

In addition, slashes come in four different 
generalities: they may allow no composition (⋆), 
only harmonic compositions (◇), only crossing 
compositions (×) or any composition (•).

The smallest  structures in OpenCCG are 
word forms. Word forms (morph entries) map a 
token pattern (word) to a word id (stem), a 
combinatory category tag (pos), the meaning of 
the word (class), and a list of form classes (fs-
macros) and slot fillers (lf-macros). This 
terminal mapping is equivalent  to the map from 
grammatical functions to lexical and semantical 
structures in KPML.

2.3 KPML-Analysis and CCG-Synthesis
Kay (1979; 1985) developed the Functional 

Unification Grammar (FUG) and Kasper (1988) 
used FUG for exploring text  analysis with Nigel. 
Analysing a clause took about 1 minute (cur-
rently approx. 500ms assuming 120-times faster 
processors) and analysing a complex clause took 
several minutes. Kasper concluded grammars 
needed to be “tuned” and augmented for the 
inverse task, but also that some information 
would be superfluous and counterproductive for 
either text  synthesis or text  analysis. Following 
Kasper, O’Donnell (1994) reduced the 
descriptive complexity of Nigel to create a text 
analyser. After this, Henschel (1995; 1997) 

attempted to analyse text with the full Nigel 
grammatical description again by abstracting an 
open-world typology from a systemic network 
and compiling the Nigel resource completely for 
the first time into a typed-feature-structure 
resource. However, the resource was unusable 
for practical text  analysis. When reviewing these 
previous attempts, Bateman (2008) pointed out 
that the conception of systemic-functional 
resources alone, as it is, cannot support effective 
automatic text analysis due to fundamental 
theoretical concerns. That  is, the paradigmatic 
organisation of the systemic-functional approach 
raises an enormous search space problem when 
used for text  analysis because the network does 
not have information about  which grammatical 
feature is relevant  for any given text token. If 
one uses such a network for analysing text, one 
needs to produce a complete set  of all possible 
intersections of grammatical features in order to 
predict all supported analyses, which is the 
solution provided by Kasper and by Henschel. 
Bateman shows that this is computationally 
intractable for the full version of Nigel’s noun 
group and Nigel’s clause.

On the CCG side, broad-coverage surface 
realisation has also been attempted (White et  al., 
2007; Rudnick, 2010). In order for a CCG to 
work for text  synthesis, it  was enriched with a 
customised semantics. The resulting search 
space was still too large and, for this reason, a 
search heuristic was applied using n-grams, pos-
tags, supertags, and semantic values for 
evaluation of paths. The realisation achieved 
promising scores with a time-limit  of 15 seconds 
when trained over the CCGBank – a derivation 
corpus with the same sentences as the Penn 
TreeBank – and tested over the same sentences.

However, the decision of synthesising a text 
with a search heuristic is a consequence of the 
fact that  the used resource does not hold all the 
information necessary for a guided search 
algorithm for text synthesis. The reason for this 
is also of a theoretical nature. Once structural 
information is embedded in word forms, 
combinatory categories and type changes, it is 
impossible to take this information back out of 
them and repack it in a network of options 
without  counting on two essential constructs for 
synthesis: on the one side, semantic composition 
and semantic paradigms and, on the other side, a 
paradigmatic organisation of classes of structure 
provided by disjunct  unions of structure classes 
(systems). CCGs do not  and could not, for 
efficiency reasons, rely on logical disjunctions, 
which are essential for text synthesis.

To make the consequences of this limitation 
more clear, let  us take an example of how 
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combinatory operators are declared in resources 
for OpenCCG  (abbreviations: C = Clause, M = 
Mention, f = Figure, e = Element):
– danced (I danced)
– stopped dancing (I stopped dancing)
– started dancing (I started dancing)
(C[mode-2]:f\M:e0) => (C[mode-ø]:f\M:e0)
 @f<hasTense>e1:Past
– am here (I am here)
(C[mode-1]:f\M:e0) => (C[mode-ø]:f\M:e0)
 @f:State(<hasTense>e1:Present)
– am (I am dancing)
am := (C[mode-ø]:f\M:e0)/(C[mode-6]:f\M:e0)
 @f:Change(<hasTense>e1:Present)
– will (I will dance)
will := (C[mode-ø]:f\M:e0)/(C[mode-4]:f\M:e0)
 @f<hasTense>e1:Future
– stopped (I stopped dancing)
stopped := (C[mode-2]:f\M:e0)/(C[mode-6]:f\M:e0)
 @f<hasPhase>e1:Stop
– started (I started dancing)
started := (C[mode-2]:f\M:e0)/(C[mode-6]:f\M:e0)
 @f<hasPhase>e1:Start
Simplified extract of our CCG-resource

The above combinatory categories and type-
changes cover different semantic contributions, 
which are not  automatically organisable into 
systems of symbolic and semantic classes. First, 
the resource for OpenCCG does not  have the 
information that  Past, Present, and Future 
constitute a semantic disjunction of TENSE and 
that Start  and Stop belong to a distinct  semantic 
disjunction of PHASE. Moreover, the resource 
does not  have the information that  finite clauses 
have tense and that  non-finite clauses do not, so 
that it  could decide which system to traverse for 
each kind of clause. And, finally, we cannot 
guarantee that  an inspection of the figure type 
happens before the selection of 1) the present 
auxiliary am  in I am  dancing  representing a 
change in the present and 2) the present  form am 
of the process of Being in I am  here (instead I 
am  being here) representing a present state. This 
incapability of grouping contrasting options and 
of conditioning and ordering systems within a 
network demands a search algorithm with 
backtracking. Because of the computational 
costs of backtracking, it also demands a search 
heuristic as engineering solution.

3 Symbolic Map
We acknowledge the unsuitability of task-

oriented resources for the inverse tasks of 
synthesis and analysis and shall tackle the issues 
of bridging a paradigmatic text  synthesis and a 
syntagmatic text analysis at a theoretical level. 

We propose to describe a symbolic-semantic 
map that  can be compiled into task-oriented 
resources for separate engines (concretely here: 
KPML and OpenCCG): a scheme that falls into 
the Reusability Scheme A (reversibility type) of 
Klarner (2005) (see Figure 1). In our case, this 
reusability scheme applies to both grammar and 
lexicon.

Figure 1. Reusability Scheme

In our argumentation, we shall propose a 
reformulation of Nigel as a description in OWL 
of a symbolic map that  supports the proposed 
compilation. Moving from specific to general, 
we shall point  out which mapping strategies can 
be used and show that every descriptive region 
of Nigel is representable in such a map.

3.1 Sketch
Bateman (2008) has sketched how an 

automatic text analysis with systemic-functional 
theory ('systemic parse') needs to look. It  needs 
a functional description for sequences of text 
tokens, including the necessary information both 
for assigning grammatical features to structures 
and for identifying composites on a sequence of 
constituents. Such a symbolic map, we shall see, 
needs to account  for the systemic-functional 
trinocular view of symbolic systems: from 
above, from below and from around. Moreover, 
it  also needs to account for two different 
affordances required for a classification of 
structures: one that  organises disjoint  classes as 
a system of grammatical features for text 
synthesis and another that  organises the same 
disjunctions as restrictions for the combination 
of incomplete structures in text  analysis. The 
former organisation moves all information of 
structure into the grammatical network, whereas 
the latter organisation moves it into word forms.

In the reusability scheme of our new 
resource, we keep the structural information out 
of the systemic network and out of the word 
forms. It is stored in a symbolic map that  allows 
us to pack it  into the two task-oriented 
resources, i.e. into the systemic network for text 
synthesis and into word forms/type changes for 
text analysis. We have chosen to represent this 
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information in Description Logic (OWL-DL) 
since both the typology embedded in a systemic 
network for KPML and the typology of features 
in the types file for OpenCCG can be derived 
from such descriptions.

3.2 Trinocular View
When classifying symbolic units, we not 

only conceive of them as patterns for 
recognition and for expression (from below), but 
also as bricks for building up a whole with given 
parts and for selecting parts for a planned whole 
(from around), and also as devices for 
construing meaning and for realising it  (from 
above). Therefore, all classes of symbols in our 
symbolic map will be defined based on their 
affordances as patterns, bricks, and devices. So 
our approach is different  from that of Henschel 
(1995; 1997) not only in the fact  that  we will not 
extract  a typology in description logic from a 
systemic network (in fact, we will do the 
opposite), but also in the fact that each structure 
will be specified in our description as three 
particulars: one classified from above, one from 
around, and one from below. The classification 
from above is convertible into KPML-inquiries, 
the classification from around is convertible to 
preselectable grammatical features in KPML, 
and the classification from below is related to 
groups of realisation statements in KPML. The 
definitions of brick classes and of pattern classes 
are responsible for their functions as meaning-
making devices (see Figure 2). In the following, 
w e d i s c u s s h o w t h e s e c o n c e p t s a r e 
operationalised for CCG.

Figure 2. Description of Clause in Protégé

3.3 Word vs Form vs Copy
Moving bottom up in the creation of a 

descriptive theory, we define a token as a 
segment  of text that matches a continuous 
pattern (of phonemes or graphemes) suitable for 
both recognition or expression.

Looking from above, a choice of tokens in a 
token sequence such as helped…out in he helped 
me out represents one single semantic value and 
is here understood as corresponding to a single 
word, namely HelpOut.

Looking from around, a word form – that  of 
which a text token is a copy – is defined as 

composing a particular word and belonging to a 
particular form class. For the word HelpOut, 
there are two tokens and therefore two forms, 
one of them being that of helped  and the other 
one being that of out in he helped me out.

3.4 Pattern vs Brick vs Device
At the leaves of the semantic dependency 

structure are the semantic values of words and at 
the corresponding leaves of the symbolic 
structure are not  words, but  the forms of words. 
In this sense, a particular word form is related to 
three notions: 1) a particular pattern that is used 
for recognising and producing tokens (copy), 2) 
a device for realising and construing meaning 
(word), and 3) a brick for construing larger 
symbolic structures (form). At this point, we 
have a triplicity of composition. While a brick is 
part of a larger symbolic structure, its semantic 
value is part  of a larger semantic structure and 
its physical pattern is recognisable or 
produceable in a larger text. In KPML, a 
semantic structure is specified externally and the 
correspondence between symbolic and semantic 
compositionality is guaranteed by the restriction 
of attaching either the same semantic structure 
or parts of it to the parts of its corresponding 
symbolic structure. In OpenCCG, the same 
compositionality is guaranteed by applying the 
λ-function of an incomplete constituent to the 
values of complete constituents (category 
application) or by composing the λ-functions of 
two cha ined incomple te cons t i tuen t s 
(combinatory rules).

Moreover, symbolic compositionality is 
linear in nature. As reflected in both KPML and 
OpenCCG, the position of symbolic constituents 
may be fixed in relation to other constituents 
while the semantic constituents cannot. For 
instance, the position of nice in relation to day in 
have a nice day is typically realised with the 
operation “order Epithet:nice Classifier:day” in 
KPML while it is embedded in the word 
categories “nice:Classifier/Classifier” and 
“day:Classifier” in OpenCCG.

4 Target: Nigel coverage
We shall propose a map for every structure 

class covered by Nigel by tackling the 
theoretical issues.

4.1 Terms
In Nigel, form classes are used for selecting 

particular forms of a word while in a CCG they 
are used for limiting the applicability of the 
category of a matched token. Usually the form 
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selection and its applicability are related to 
either role or agreement restrictions.

In the Nigel grammar, some word classes are 
defined for automatically creating tokens from 
the stem of a word such as the verb classes “es-
ed” for verbs such as wish (wishes, wished). For 
indicating the existence of irregular patterns, 
there are word classes such as “irr”. There are 
also word classes which are used for controlling 
the selection of a token index based on a set of 
form classes (or inflectional features) such as 
“inflectable”, “noun”, and “verb”. All of these 
word classes together belong to morphology 
because they are meant to guide the selection of 
token models and their modifications into the 
patterns to print out or recognise. With such 
classes, Nigel is able to reduce the description of 
a word to a short code such as the following:
<Word id=“Arrive”>
  <Class name=“Process” />
  <Class name=“EndingWith-e-es-ed-ing” />
  <SampleMap>
    <Sample name=“stem” value=“arrive” />
  </SampleMap>
</Word>

Sample 1. Word Arrive

We store the classes of copies, forms, and 
words in a lexical ontology together with their 
relations. In this way, we are able to generate the 
same systemic network for the rank of word in 
KPML and, at the same time, all word forms and 
word form classes for OpenCCG.

In addition, there are word classes used as 
criteria for selecting words in Nigel. These are 
the grammatical – or closed-class – words. For 
them, there is a number of different selecting 
criteria which are better explained at the ranks 
where these selections are made (clause, phrase, 
or group).

In CCG, the morphological entries are not 
words, but forms. As in KPML, forms have a 
word identifier (stem), inflectional/agreement 
classes (macros), they have an attribute for form 
applicability (pos) and may have an additional 
semantic value in case of lexical words (class). 
Therefore, the word exemplified in Sample 1, 
can be compiled via ontological reasoning into 
the following structure:
<entry word=“arrive”   stem=“Arrive” class=“Arrive”
     macros=“@mode-1 @mention-1 @base @Arrive” />
<entry word=“arrives”  stem=“Arrive” class=“Arrive”
     macros=“@mode-1 @mention-2 @base @Arrive” />
<entry word=“arrive”   stem=“Arrive” class=“Arrive”
     macros=“@mode-1 @mention-3 @base @Arrive” />
<entry word=“arrived”  stem=“Arrive” class=“Arrive”
     macros=“@mode-2 @mention-1 @base @Arrive” />
[…]

Sample 2. Forms of Word Arrive in CCG

A sample word ontology and the java code 
for generating resources can be found at https://
github.com/DanielCoutoVale/SymbolicMap.

4.2 Composites
In the beginning of every traversal of the 

systemic network, a symbolic structure is 
classified either as a clause, a group or phrase, a 
word or a morpheme. By listing all preselectable 
classes, we came to the conclusion that  there is a 
fine-grained rank region that includes not only 
clauses, phrases, groups, and words, but 
subtypes of these. Clauses are either complexes 
or simplexes, either dependent or independent. 
Phrases and groups can be either a nominal 
group, a quantity group, a quality group, an 
adverbial group or a prepositional phrase. These 
subtypes can have further specifications that we 
shall call here, for simplification, clause mode 
and noun group case. At  this point, below the 
preselectable classes, it is possible to propose a 
composite structure whose further specification 
is exclusively semantical and lexical in nature 
and whose fitting is governed exclusively by the 
compositionality of the semantic structure. This 
possibility was also noticed by Henschel in her 
final remarks (Henschel, 1997).

At this point  of the traversal, for each 
particular class of structure, there is a semantic 
correspondent. Sequences are realised by clause 
complexes, Figures by clause simplexes, 
Elements by phrases and groups. Subtypes of 
Elements are realised by subtypes of phrases and 
groups: Circumstances by prepositional phrases 
and adverbial groups, Things by noun groups, 
Qualities by adjectival groups, Quantities by 
quantity groups. Finally, Elements have two 
other subtypes: Processes and Modalities, which 
occupy respectively the heads of clauses and 
phrases (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. OntoGraf of Clause in Protégé

Since we need to allow changing the type of 
complete structures into combinable constituents 
of larger structures during text  analysis, a 
description of symbolic systems must  store more 
information than Nigel at  this point. How these 
type-changes are achieved shall be explained in 
the following.

4.3 Adjuncts
Type changing in OpenCCG provides a way 

to implement  the separation between pattern, 
brick, and device. For instance, this operator 
allows us to create simple rules for very 
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(Qualification/Qualifier) and nice (Qualifier) to 
result in the complete structure of very nice 
(Qualification). Then, by adding the possibility 
of changing the type Qualification into 
Classifier/Classifier, we are able to turn the 
category of this symbolic structure into an 
adjunct for the classifier wine (Classifier) in this 
is a very nice wine. At  the same time, we still 
allow it to be a complement of the process is 
(Clause\Mention/Qualification) in this wine is 
very nice.

4.4 Grammatical Word Selection
In addition to the currently defined semantic 

elements, the semantic specification of Nigel 
also contains properties for answering semantic 
queries. These semantic queries embed a 
typology of deictics, of tense, and of phase 
inside of the systemic network. In order to 
embed these typologies into word forms, the 
semantic types must be moved to the semantic 
ontology. For instance, the meaning of the in 
KPML is that it  is a ‘nonselective’, ‘nontypic’, 
‘nominal’, and ‘specific’ instantiation of a 
‘class’ of ‘non-interactants’. The grammatical 
feature of the is a subtype of all these other 
features. During text analysis, the can be 
assigned the corresponding grammatical feature 
while the supertypes of this feature can be 
inferred with an ontology after the analysis.

4.5 Specification
In Nigel, there are systems whose features 

are realised either by selecting a unit/form class 
or by creating a head/tail structure. Tense is an 
example of this. On the one hand, positive future 
is realised by adding will (T0-head) and 
selecting the infinitive form for the head of the 
remaining verbal group (T0-tail) such as make in 
it will make sense. On the other hand, positive 
present  is realised by selecting the present form 
for the head of the verbal group (T0-atom) such 
as makes in it makes sense. Therefore, for each 
region in each rank that creates a specification 
of clauses, phrases, or groups, we need to have 
either a head-tail structure or an atom for 
KPML. The respective corresponding structures 
for OpenCCG would be an incomplete category 
or a type-change.

4.6 Complements
Circumstance complements such as of Mary 

in in front of Mary create no new challenges for 
description. Figure complements, on the other 
hand, do. The clause, as the representation of a 
figure (state or event), is a symbolic structure 

whose constituents represent the elements of a 
semantic figure. Nigel adds the representative 
functions of clause constituents in the traversal 
of a figure typology. Each level of the typology 
decides whether a semantic role is present or not 
in the figure and therefore if a constituent must 
have the function of such a role. Roles include 
those of actor, actee, senser, sensum, sayer, 
target, verbiage, carrier, attribute, identified, 
identifier among others. Semantic roles and their 
presence for a given figure type are stored 
outside the system in a separate typology 
(GUM-3) (Bateman et al., 2010). The 
correspondent of the transitivity region in 
OpenCCG would be the mapping of logical 
variables to the diamond modes of a figure node 
as specified in the XML below:
<satop nomvar=“SimpleAction”>
     <diamond mode=“hasProcess”>
          <nomvar name=“Process”/>
     </diamond>
     <diamond mode=“hasActor”>
          <nomvar name=“Actor”/>
     </diamond>
</satop>

Sample 3. Logical Form in OpenCCG

Which process words can be used in each 
figure type need not  be defined in KPML 
because both the figure type (SimpleAction, 
AffectingAction, etc.) and the process type 
(Running, Jumping, Singing, Seeing, etc.) are 
defined in the semantic specification that is 
passed to KPML as an input  for text synthesis. 
This mapping from process types to figure types 
is necessary in OpenCCG and, therefore, 
process words need to be assigned process types 
so that  SimpleActionProcesses are associated 
with a derivation family that has a medium/
actor, and so that AffectingActionProcesses are 
associated with a derivation family that has an 
agent/actor and a medium/goal, and so on. The 
whole set of rules involving transitivity can be 
automatically derived from a typology of figures 
both for KPML and for OpenCCG that includes 
such process classes.

In addition, in KPML, voice is implemented 
by mapping the transitive functions described 
above (actor, actee, recipient, senser, sensum, 
sayer, target...) to a smaller set of ergative 
functions (agent, medium, beneficiary). For 
example, the clause the duke gave my aunt the 
teapot has the duke as actor, my aunt as recipient 
and the teapot as goal in the transitive structure 
and the duke as agent, my aunt as beneficiary, 
and the teapot as medium in the ergative 
structure. For each figure type, there is a 
mapping of specific transitive functions to 
ergative functions. The ergative functions are the 
ones that get mapped to the subject, the direct(-
object) and the indirect(-object) functions 
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depending on the voice (agent-receptive voice, 
medium-receptive voice, and beneficiary-
receptive voice). To implement a similar voice  
construct in OpenCCG, we propose a strategy of 
moving the mapping of transitive-ergative 
functions to a secondary step of reasoning after 
text analysis (example in https://github.com/
DanielCoutoVale/SymbolicMap). After doing 
this, the actual voice structure can be 
implemented with categories such as Clause
\Mention/Mention/Mention/Process for the 
auxiliary word was in the teapot was given by 
the duke to my aunt and with the type changing 
rule Process –> Clause\Mention/Mention/
Mention applied to the Process gave in the duke 
gave my aunt a teapot. Which category or rule 
to apply depends on the ergative functions of 
each figure type – e.g. figures with a medium 
and no agent  do not  have a “passive” form. 
Culmination – the choice between the teapot 
was given my aunt by the duke and the teapot 
was given by the duke to my aunt – was realised 
in OpenCCG together with voice.

5 Evaluation
For evaluation, we targeted the only real 

challenge in the relation between Nigel and our 
CCG (clause complements) by creating a simple 
symbolic map with two ranks (clause and 
mention), with three figure types, three voices 
and two culminations (complements). This 
resource was compiled into a systemic network 
and into combinatory categories and type 
change rules successfully. Text synthesis and 
text analysis work as intended, that  is, 
algorithmically without  backtracking. For 
instance, the automatically generated CCG gives 
the correct standard analysis for the duke gave 
my aunt the teapot according to SFG as seen in 
the Table 1:

the duke gave my aunt the teapot

Actor Process Recipient Goal

Agent Beneficiary Medium

Table 1. Analysis for the duke as subject

For utterances such as my aunt was given the 
teapot by the duke see Tables 2-3, two 
hypotheses of analysis are given by CCG. Both 
analyses are correct  if only symbolic and 
semantic compositionality is taken into account. 
An analysis, according to which the teapot 
receives someone’s aunt  (Table 3), can only be 
discarded when knowledge about  the world (and 
not about language) is applied.

my aunt was given the teapot by the 
duke

Recipient Process Goal Actor

Beneficiary Medium Agent

Table 2. Analysis 1 for my aunt as subject

my aunt was given the teapot by the 
duke

Goal Process Recipient Actor

Medium Beneficiary Agent

Table 3. Analysis 2 for my aunt as subject

The compilation speed for OpenCCG word 
forms is very slow: one second per word form 
on a computer with 2.6 Ghz processor. The 
compilation of OpenCCG combinatory 
categories, type changing rules, KPML lexicon 
and network, on the other hand, is efficient. 
Once compiled, the speed of text  analysis is that 
of a regular hand-written resource for OpenCCG 
and is equivalent in size and quality through 
code inspection. 

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that task-

oriented resources for KPML and OpenCCG do 
not contain the necessary information for doing 
the inverse task and that  their directed rules 
cannot encode the information that  is necessary 
for the resources to become reversible.

Therefore, we have adopted a third strategy 
of creating a completely descriptive map 
between symbolic and semantic structures that 
can be compiled into a systemic network and 
into combinatory categories and type changing 
rules.

Our evaluation has shown that the approach 
is sound and is able to solve previously 
identified issues on a theoretical level. However, 
we are still unsure about the amount  of 
engineering resources that would be needed in 
order to complete the same coverage of Nigel 
within such a paradigm. Nevertheless, from the 
pilot study undertaken, the approach appears 
promising.
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Abstract

This paper describes the ongoing imple-
mentation and the current coverage of
SimpleNLG-BP, an adaptation of Simple-
NLG-EnFr (Vaudry and Lapalme, 2013)
for Brazilian Portuguese.

1 Introduction

Realisation is the last step in natural language gen-
eration (NLG) systems, so the goal of a realisation
engine is to output text. SimpleNLG is a Java li-
brary that employs morphological, syntactic and
orthographical operations on non-linguistic input
to output well-formed sentences in English. Sim-
pleNLG-EnFr (Vaudry and Lapalme, 2013) is an
adaptation of SimpleNLG for French. This paper
describes the current state of SimpleNLG-BP1, an
adaptation of SimpleNLG-EnFr for realisation in
Brazilian Portuguese.

2 Recycling SimpleNLG-EnFr

To implement SimpleNLG-BP, we opted to extend
SimpleNLG-EnFr instead of the original Simple-
NLG. The main reason was the linguistic phe-
nomenon of preposition contraction, which is
what happens in da mesa (of the table): da is the
fusion of de (of ) with a (the.FEM.SNG). Because
preposition contraction happens in French but not
in English, we simply adapted the algorithm in
SimpleNLG-EnFr to suit Brazilian Portuguese.

3 Coverage of SimpleNLG-BP

As of submission date of this paper (May 23,
2014), almost all efforts in implementing Sim-
pleNLG-BP focused on morphological opera-
tions, as described in Moderna Gramática Por-
tuguesa (Bechara, 2009). However, a testbed

1The source code for SimpleNLG-BP can be found at
https://github.com/rdeoliveira/simplenlg-en-fr-pt .

of 43 instances including full sentences in non-
interrogative form and isolated phrases could be
successfully generated by SimpleNLG-BP.

3.1 Morphology

Morphological operations in the current state of
SimpleNLG-BP tackle 3 phrase types: noun
phrases, preposition phrases and verb phrases.

3.1.1 Pluralisation of nouns

Pluralisation rules in Brazilian Portuguese nor-
mally add a final -s to nouns, but word-internal
modifications may also be applied, depending on
the word’s stress, last vowel and/or ending. Pos-
sible noun endings in Brazilian Portuguese are: -l,
-m, -n, -r, -s, -x, -z and vowels. SimpleNLG-BP
currently includes all pluralisation rules for nouns
ending in -m, -r, -s, -x or most vowels, but only
some rules for endings -l, -n, -z and -ão. The plu-
ralisation algorithm will still attempt to pluralise
any string, which is useful to handle neologisms.

3.1.2 Preposition contraction

Similar to French, Brazilian Portuguese provides
a morphophonological mechanism to contract
words in preposition phrases. The prepositions
that undergo contraction are a (by, to), em (in, or,
at), de (from, of ) and por (through, by) – or prepo-
sition complexes ending in those, such as atrás
de (behind) or em frente a (in front of ). When
these precede a determiner or adverb, preposition
and following item combine to form a single word.
Take as (the.FEM.PLR), for instance. If it appears
in a preposition phrase after a, em, de or por, the
result will be às, nas, das and pelas, respectively.
Note that desde (since) ends with -de but does not
undergo contraction. The same applies for contra
(against) and para (to, for); both end in -a but do
not undergo contraction.
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3.1.3 Verb conjugation

English systematically combines all 3 tenses –
past, present and future – to perfective and/or pro-
gressive aspects. This gives English a total of 12
possible combinations for the same verb, person
and number. Subjunctive or imperative moods are
of little concern to English, since base forms of
verbs are usually identical to non-indicative forms.

Brazilian Portuguese may be said to express
the same number of tenses, aspects and moods.
In practice, this does not apply. Perfectiveness
in Brazilian Portuguese traditional grammars is
seen as a 3-element set – perfective, imperfec-
tive and pluperfective – which apply only to the
past tense. English uses perfectiveness across all
3 tenses (had done, have done, will have done).
Moreover, subjunctive forms in Brazilian Portu-
guese are morphologically distinct from indicative
forms. Conditional is not built by adding an un-
changeable auxiliary (e.g. would), but by mor-
phology as well. Finally, infinitive forms of verbs
may be conjugated or not. Thus, it was more
practical to implement tense in SimpleNLG-BP as
a 10-element set – past, present, future, imper-
fect, pluperfect, conditional, subjunctive present,
subjunctive imperfect, subjunctive future and per-
sonal infinitive – where each tense may already
pack some sense of aspect and mood.

Nevertheless, we implement aspect as a sepa-
rate 3-element set, to be optionally declared as
verb features, in order to trigger verb periphrasis
formation. Modern Brazilian Portuguese uses verb
periphrases extensively; e.g. the periphrastic form
tinha feito (had done) is normally used instead
of the single-verb form fizera (also had done).
SimpleNLG-BP associates ter (have) to perfec-
tiveness and estar (be) to progressiveness, thereby
resembling the grammar of English and preserv-
ing most of the optional verb-phrase features used
in the original SimpleNLG. Additionally, we in-
cluded prospectiveness in the aspect set (as sug-
gested by Bechara (2009) pp. 214-215) to gener-
ate periphrases that express future by means of the
auxiliary ir (go). With a 3-element aspect set and
a 10-element tense set, SimpleNLG-BP is able to
build 80 different forms2 for the same verb, per-
son and number. Additionally, negative, passive
and modalised verb phrases are also supported.
Modals generate prepositions automatically, if re-

2Even though 22 of these don’t seem to be used by Bra-
zilian Portuguese speakers.

quired, such as dar (be able to) and acabar (end),
whose prepositions are para and de respectively.

As far as subject-verb agreement, if the verb to
be conjugated exists in the default lexicon file, the
final string is simply retrieved; if not, a conjuga-
tion algorithm attempts to inflect the verb. For
SimpleNLG-BP, we compiled an XML lexicon file
out of DELAF PB (Muniz, 2004), an 880,000-
entry lexicon of inflected words in Brazilian Por-
tuguese. The original file became too large at first
– 1,029,075 lines, 45.4MB – which turned out to
be an issue. A default run of SimpleNLG com-
piles the default lexicon file a priori to store it in
memory, so a single run (e.g. 1 test case) took an
average of 2.5 seconds, just to build the lexicon
onto memory. Since an inefficiency of that dimen-
sion can be prohibitive in some practical contexts,
we compiled a smaller list of 57 irregular verbs
in Brazilian Portuguese plus personal pronouns,
which became only 4,075-line long (167KB) and
takes only 0.17 seconds for compilation in aver-
age. SimpleNLG-BP includes both the lexicon file
and the lexicon compiler, if one wishes to modify
the default lexicon.

4 Summary

We described SimpleNLG-BP, an ongoing adap-
tation of SimpleNLG for Brazilian Portuguese,
which currently supports noun pluralisation,
preposition contractions and verb conjugation, and
includes a lexicon file and a lexicon compiler.
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Abstract 

This demo presents a Natural Language Gener-
ation (NLG) system that generates summaries 
of informational graphics, specifically simple 
line graphs, present in popular media. The sys-
tem is intended to capture the high-level 
knowledge conveyed by the graphic and its out-
standing visual features. It comprises a content 
selection phase that extracts the most important 
content of the graphic, an organization phase, 
which orders the propositions in a coherent 
manner, and a realization phase that uses the 
text surrounding the article to make decisions 
on the choice of lexical items and amount of ag-
gregation applied to the propositions to gener-
ate the summary of the graphic. 

1 Introduction 

Multimodal documents from online popular me-
dia often contain information graphics that aug-
ment the information found in the text. These 
graphics, however, are inaccessible for visually 
impaired users or in environments where the im-
age cannot be processed/displayed. Our system 
captures the high-level content of the graphic and 
produces a textual summary that conveys it. Fig-
ure 1 shows the system architecture.  

The first step is the identification of the pres-
ence of a graphical image in the web page by a 
Browser Helper Object (BHO) (Elzer et al., 2007). 
If a graphic is present on the web page, the Graph-
ical Information Extraction Module (VEM) 
(Chester & Elzer, 2005) is triggered by the BHO  
in order to extract the data from the image. The 
VEM then produces an XML representation of the 
graphic that is used by the Intention Recognition 
Module (IRM) for simple bar charts (Elzer, 
Green, Carberry, & Hoffman, 2006), simple line 
graphs (Wu, Carberry, Elzer, & Chester, 2010) 
and grouped bar charts (R. Burns, Carberry, & 
Elzer, 2010; R. Burns, Carberry, & Schwartz, 
2013; R. J. Burns, 2013). The XML representation 

1 http://ir.cis.udel.edu/~moraes/udgraphs 

of the graphic, along with the intended message 
identified by the IRM, is sent to the Generation 
Module (GM), which produces a textual summary 
of the most important content presented in the 
graphic. The system produces an initial summary 
and follow-up responses for simple bar charts 
(Demir, Carberry, & Elzer, 2009; Demir, 
Carberry, & McCoy, 2008) and this demo pre-
sents the GM for simple line graphs. 

This demo focuses on presenting the generation 
phase of the system. For that, we will demonstrate 
the generation of summaries in the context of a 
digital library that is available online 1 and that 
contains information graphics collected from 
online popular media, along with the articles con-
taining the graphics. In addition, we have included 
hand-generated XML representations for the 
graphics (the current VEM is not fully robust). For 
each article that contains a graph, the user can 
choose to have access to the generated summary 
by clicking on the “Generate summary” button 
(highlighted in Figure 2). Figure 2 shows a screen-
shot on which the graph shown in Figure 3 has its 
article featured. 

For accessibility projects that may use our sys-
tem (applications developed for visually impaired 
users, for example), the application might use a 
combination of key strokes to allow user interac-
tion. The module of the system that is the focus of 
this demo is the Generation Module. 

 

 
Figure 1: System Architecture
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Figure 2: Digital library screenshot where we have added summary generation functionality. 

2 Generation Module 

For generating summaries of line graphs, the first 
step is the selection of content. In order to select 
the most important features of the line graph that 
should be conveyed in the summary, the system 
represents the intended message and the visual 
features identified by a human subject experiment 
(Greenbacker, Carberry, & McCoy, 2011) using a 
graph. A centrality-based algorithm, which is an 
adapted version of PageRank (Page, Brin, 
Motwani, & Winograd, 1999), is then imple-
mented to select the most important information 
(represented as nodes in the graph). This imple-
mentation allows semantic relationships between 
propositions to be represented on the edges of the 
graph. The core of the content selection frame-
work is to detect present outstanding visual fea-
tures in the graphic, along with its intended mes-
sage, in order to select nodes. Details in the con-
tent selection phase are available in the work pre-
sented at (P. S. Moraes, Carberry, & McCoy, 
2013). 

The next phase is the organization of the se-
lected content. The organization phase works by 
ordering the selected propositions such that the 
delivered summary is fluent and coherent. The 
summaries are organized having an introduction 
section, a detailed section and a conclusion. The 
introduction consists of overall information about 
the line graph (the type of the graph, the entity be-
ing measured, the volatility of the graph and its 
intended message). The identified trends are de-
scribed in the detail section. For this part of the 
summary, pieces of the graphic that outstand due 
to its visual features may be described first, being 
followed by other trends. Finally, the conclusion 
section of the summary presents computational 

information about the graphic (overall value and 
rate change, time span of the graphic, maximum 
and minimum points and dates when they occur). 
The strategies on organizing the summaries are 
described in (P. Moraes, McCoy, & Carberry, 
2014). 

The last step of the Generation Module is the 
aggregation of propositions into more complex 
sentences. This decision is usually left to the de-
signer’s choice on how much aggregation to per-
form when generating text. Some systems are de-
signed to generate simple text for people with low 
reading abilities (Williams & Reiter, 2005a). As 
stated by (Williams & Reiter, 2005b), most NLG 
systems available generate text for high-skilled 
users. Our system generates line graph summaries 
that fit the reading level of the article in which the 
line graph appears. We contend that users gener-
ally read articles from venues they feel comforta-
ble with reading. In this manner, we intrinsically 
assess the user’s reading level without needing to 
actively survey it. 

 
Figure 3: A line graph present in popular media. 
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The first step of the aggregation phase is to as-
sess the reading level of the article’s text. There is 
a myriad of techniques to measure the reading 
level of text. Much of them use machine learning 
techniques in order to learn text constructions and 
lexicalization used in different grade levels. As 
presented in (P. Moraes et al., 2014), simpler and 
well established reading level measurement tech-
niques suffice for our scenario. The work shows 
that Flesh-Kincaid (Kincaid, Fishburne, Rogers, 
& Chissom, 1975) and SMOG (Laughlin, 1969) 
provide the set of information needed by the sys-
tem in order to make decisions of syntactical text 
complexity. 

After assessing the reading level of the article, 
the system then uses the text plan that applies to 
the identified reading level. Text plans define 
rules on Noun Phrase (NP) density and lexical 
choice. When describing an entity, attributes of 
this entity can be added to the NP as modifiers us-
ing either adjectives e.g. “a highly volatile rising 
trend”, conjunctions e.g., “the rising trend is vol-
atile and steep” or relative clauses e.g. “a rising 
trend, which is highly volatile”. When the modi-
fier of an NP is a Verb Phrase (VP), it is combined 
using a relative clause e.g., “the line graph, which 
presents the number of jackets sold in 2013...” 
VPs can be modified by adverbs e.g., “the falling 
trend is very steep”. The text plans apply rules 
within sets of propositions that are grouped hier-
archically. The system then uses the appropriate 
lexical items (highly volatile vs ups and downs; 
conveys vs shows) and applies the appropriate 
amount of aggregation in order to realize sen-
tences. 

 
Figure 4: Pop up window with the resulting sum-
mary generated by the system. 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 display the summaries 
generated for a user whose reading level is 11th-
13th grade and 5th-7th grade respectively. From 
these one can see the different aggregation and 

lexical choice decisions made for the different 
reading levels. The system also includes appropri-
ate pronominalization in order to avoid repetition 
of the referring expressions (P. Moraes et al., 
2014). 

 
Figure 5: Example of a summary adapted to the 
reading level of grades 5 to 7. 

For the surface realization phase we use 
FUF/SURGE (Elhadad & Robin, 1999) to create 
the templates for realization. The template are cre-
ated based on the text plans defined for a given 
reading level, as described above. 

3 Conclusion 

This paper presents the demonstration of the gen-
eration module of SIGHT. For the demo, the gen-
eration module works on a digital library that ar-
chives informational graphics collected from pop-
ular media available online. The aggregation 
phase of the generation module tailors the syntac-
tical complexity of the generated text to that of the 
article’s text in which the graphic appears.  

An evaluation of the text summaries generated 
at different reading level is presented at (P. 
Moraes et al., 2014). It shows that, indeed, differ-
ent users have different preferences regarding dif-
ferent text designs. 

4 Future Work 

A more automated way of defining a text plan for 
a given reading level is under investigation. We 
will explore techniques for learning how different 
text constructions can affect reading measures and 
then using these learned models when choosing an 
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adjective over a relative clause for increasing the 
NP density and use of passive voice, for example.  

Choosing lexical items that are classified by 
age is another possibility. We plan on investigat-
ing how the usage of word frequency by age/grade 
level (Carroll, 1972) might influence the overall 
generated summaries. 
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Abstract

This paper presents the design and im-
plementation details of an email synthe-
sizer using two-stage stochastic natural
language generation, where the first stage
structures the emails according to sender
style and topic structure, and the second
stage synthesizes text content based on the
particulars of an email structure element
and the goals of a given communication
for surface realization. The synthesized
emails reflect sender style and the intent of
communication, which can be further used
as synthetic evidence for developing other
applications.

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on synthesizing emails that re-
flect sender style and the intent of the communica-
tion. Such a process might be used for the gener-
ation of common messages (for example a request
for a meeting without direct intervention from the
sender). It can also be used in situations where nat-
uralistic emails are needed for other applications.
For instance, our email synthesizer was developed
to provide emails to be used as part of synthetic
evidence of insider threats for purposes of train-
ing, prototyping, and evaluating anomaly detec-
tors (Hershkop et al., 2011).

Oh and Rudnicky (2002) showed that stochas-
tic generation benefits from two factors: 1) it
takes advantage of the practical language of a do-
main expert instead of the developer and 2) it re-
states the problem in terms of classification and
labeling, where expertise is not required for de-
veloping a rule-based generation system. In the
present work we investigate the use of stochastic
techniques for generation of a different class of
communications and whether global structures can
be convincingly created. Specifically we inves-
tigate whether stochastic techniques can be used
to acceptably model longer texts and individual

sender characteristics in the email domain, both of
which may require higher cohesion to be accept-
able (Chen and Rudnicky, 2014).

Our proposed system involves two-stage
stochastic generation, shown in Figure 1, in which
the first stage models email structures according
to sender style and topic structure (high-level
generation), and the second stage synthesizes
text content based on the particulars of a given
communication (surface-level generation).

2 The Proposed System

The whole architecture of the proposed system is
shown in left part of Figure 1, which is composed
of preprocessing, first-stage generation for email
organization, and second-stage generation for sur-
face realization.

In preprocessing, we perform sentence segmen-
tation for each email, and then manually anno-
tate each sentence with a structure element, which
is used to create a structural label sequence for
each email and then to model sender style and
topic structure for email organization (1st stage in
the figure). The defined structural labels include
greeting, inform, request, suggestion, question,
answer, regard, acknowledgement, sorry, and sig-
nature. We also annotate content slots, including
general classes automatically created by named
entity recognition (NER) (Finkel et al., 2005) and
hand-crafted topic classes, to model text content
for surface realization (2nd stage in the figure).
The content slots include person, organization, lo-
cation, time, money, percent, and date (general
classes), and meeting, issue, and discussion (topic
classes).

2.1 Modeling Sender Style and Topic
Structure for Email Organization

In the first stage, given the sender and the fo-
cused topic from the input, we generate the email
structures by predicted sender-topic-specific mix-
ture models, where the detailed is illustrated as be-
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Figure 1: The system architecture (left) and the demo synthesizer (right).

low.

2.1.1 Building Structure Language Models

Based on the annotation of structural labels, each
email can be transformed into a structural label
sequence. Then we train a sender-specific struc-
ture model using the emails from each sender and
a topic-specific model using the emails related to
each topic. Here the structure models are tri-
gram models with Good-Turing smoothing (Good,
1953).

2.1.2 Predicting Mixture Models

With sender-specific and topic-specific structure
models, we predict the sender-topic-specific mix-
ture models by interpolating the probabilities of
two models.

2.1.3 Generating Email Structures

We generate structural label sequences randomly
according to the distribution from sender-topic-
specific models. Smoothed trigram models may
generate any unseen trigrams based on back-off
methods, resulting in more randomness. In ad-
dition, we exclude unreasonable emails that don’t
follow two simple rules.

1. The structural label “greeting” only occurs at
the beginning of the email.

2. The structural label “signature” only occurs
at the end of the email.

2.2 Surface Realization

In the second stage, our surface realizer consists
of four aspects: building content language models,
generating text content, scoring email candidates,
and filling slots.

2.2.1 Building Content Language Models

After replacing the tokens with the slots, for each
structural label, we train an unsmoothed 5-gram
language model using all sentences belonging to
the structural label. Here we assume that the usage
of within-sentence language is independent across
senders and topics, so generating the text content
only considers the structural labels. Unsmoothed
5-gram language models introduce some variabil-
ity in the output sentences while preventing non-
sense sentences.

2.2.2 Generating Text Content

The input to surface realization is the generated
structural label sequences. We use the correspond-
ing content language model for the given struc-
tural label to generate word sequences randomly
according to distribution from the language model.

Using unsmoothed 5-grams will not generate
any unseen 5-grams (or smaller n-grams at the
beginning and end of a sentence), avoiding gen-
eration of nonsense sentences within the 5-word
window. With a structural label sequence, we can
generate multiple sentences to form a synthesized
email.
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2.3 Scoring Email Candidates

The input to the system contains the required in-
formation that should be included in the synthe-
sized result. For each synthesized email, we penal-
ize it if the email 1) contains slots for which there
is no provided valid value, or 2) does not have
the required slots. The content generation engine
stochastically generates a candidate email, scores
it, and outputs it when the synthesized email with
a zero penalty score.

2.4 Filling Slots

The last step is to fill slots with the appropriate
values. For example, the sentence “Tomorrow’s
[meeting] is at [location].” becomes “Tomorrow’s
speech seminar is at Gates building.” The right
part of Figure 1 shows the process of the demo sys-
tem,where based on a specific topic, a sender, and
an interpolation weight, the system synthesizes an
email with structural labels first and then fills slots
with given slot fillers.

3 Experiments

We conduct a preliminary experiment to evaluate
the proposed system. The corpus used for our ex-
periments is the Enron Email Dataset1, which con-
tains a total of about 0.5M messages. We selected
the data related to daily business for our use. This
includes data from about 150 users, and we ran-
domly picked 3 senders, ones who wrote many
emails, and define additional 3 topic classes (meet-
ing, discussion, issue) as topic-specific entities
for the task. Each sender-specific model (across
topics) or topic-specific model (across senders) is
trained on 30 emails.

3.1 Evaluation of Sender Style Modeling

To evaluate the performance of sender style, 7 sub-
jects were given 5 real emails from each sender
and then 9 synthesized emails. They were asked
to rate each synthesized email for each sender on
a scale between 1 to 5.

With higher weight for sender-specific model
when predicting mixture models, average normal-
ized scores the corresponding senders receives ac-
count for 45%, which is above chance (33%). This
suggests that sender style can be noticed by sub-
jects. In a follow-up questionnaire, subjects indi-
cated that their ratings were based on greeting us-
age, politeness, the length of email and other char-
acteristics.

1https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜enron/

3.2 Evaluation of Surface Realization
We conduct a comparative evaluation of two
different generation algorithms, template-based
generation and stochastic generation, on the
same email structures. Given a structural label,
template-based generation consisted of randomly
selecting an intact whole sentence with the target
structural label. This could be termed sentence-
level NLG, while stochastic generation is word-
level NLG.

We presented 30 pairs of (sentence-, word-)
synthesized emails, and 7 subjects were asked to
compare the overall coherence of an email, its
sentence fluency and naturalness; then select their
preference. The experiments showed that word-
based stochastic generation outperforms or per-
forms as well as the template-based algorithm
for all criteria (coherence, fluency, naturalness,
and preference). Some subjects noted that nei-
ther email seemed human-written, perhaps an ar-
tifact of our experimental design. Nevertheless,
we believe that this stochastic approach would re-
quire less effort compared to most rule-based or
template-based systems in terms of knowledge en-
gineering.

In the future, we plan to develop an automatic
email structural label annotator in order to build
better language models (structure language mod-
els and content language models) by increasing
training data, and then improve the naturalness of
synthesized emails.

4 Conclusion

This paper illustrates a design and implementation
of an email synthesizer with two-stage stochastic
NLG: first a structure is generated, and then text is
generated for each structure element. Here sender
style and topic structure can be modeled. We be-
lieve that this system can be applied to create re-
alistic emails and could be carried out using mix-
tures containing additional models based on other
characteristics. The proposed system shows that
emails can be synthesized using a small corpus of
labeled data, and the performance seems accept-
able; however these models could be used to boot-
strap the labeling of a larger corpus which in turn
could be used to create more robust models.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a dialogue
system framework for a companionable
robot, which aims to guide patients to-
wards health behavior changes via natu-
ral language analysis and generation. The
framework involves three broad stages,
rapport building and health topic identifi-
cation, assess patient’s opinion of change,
and designing plan and closing session.
The framework uses concepts from psy-
chology, computational linguistics, and
machine learning and builds on them. One
of the goals of the framework is to ensure
that the Companionbot builds and main-
tains rapport with patients.

1 Introduction

Human beings engage in many activities or be-
haviors that can aggravate existing health prob-
lems or lead to new ones. Abandoning such be-
haviors with the help of motivational interview-
ing or counseling sessions is called health behav-
ior change. Providing counseling sessions that re-
sult in behavior change is a difficult task even for
expert practitioners, and hence poses a great chal-
lenge for automated dialogue systems. The pro-
cess demands constant monitoring and an in-depth
understanding of the patient1. A wrong move on
the counselor’s part could undo what might oth-
erwise be a successful attempt to bring about the
targeted health behavior change. This could re-
quire the counselor to return to the first stage of
the process and regain the patient’s trust.

In this paper, we describe a framework for a
companionable robot, which can counsel its hu-
man companion and assist them in making health-
ier choices for a better life. In our previous work

1The terms patient and user are used interchangeably
throughout the paper to refer to the human using the Com-
panionbot.

(Nielsen et al., 2010), we described an overall ar-
chitecture for a companion robot capable of proac-
tive dialogue with patients. This paper focuses
on a natural language processing framework for
health behavior change dialogue. Bickmore and
Sidner (2006) outline a plan-based framework,
COLLAGEN, based on the transtheoretical model
and motivational interviewing to generate health
behavior change counseling dialogue for physical
activity promotion. COLLAGEN conducts a ses-
sion in four steps: greeting exchange, discussion
of previous day’s exercise, discussion of plans for
next day, and finally, farewell exchange. In addi-
tion to having similar steps, our framework also
discusses in detail the natural language process-
ing modules that are involved in judging the user’s
mindset at each step and guiding him/her towards
making a decision on changing health behavior. In
their follow up work (Bickmore et al., 2009), they
discuss several issues such as minimizing repet-
itiveness in the behavioral, linguistic and visual
aspect of the agent, establishing a therapeutic al-
liance between the user and the agent for a suc-
cessful dialogue, maintaining continuity over mul-
tiple sessions, and the challenge of open-ended
question generation. In addition to these issues,
there might be verbal resistance from the patient
to the suggestions by the Companionbot.

Use of telemedicine is becoming a common
practice in providing remote clinical health care. It
involves the use of various technologies like tele-
phone, Facsimile, e-mail, video meetings, etc. to
provide medical services. However, telemedicine
is not flexible and adaptive, or when it is, it re-
quires a human in the loop. It might also require
long wait times on the patient side to receive a
response from a health expert. Using compan-
ionable robots to provide guidance for health be-
havior change can provide greater flexibility com-
pared to standard telemedicine practices. Bajwa
(2010) described a virtual medical expert system103



that leverages natural language processing tech-
niques to provide medical help to user queries
from a knowledge base using pattern matching.
In case the query does not have a match in the
knowledge base, it is directed to an expert. The
present work is along similar lines in terms of pro-
viding medical advice but in case of an unknown
health condition, the Companionbot provides in-
formation through Web search. In addition to this,
our framework adds the capability of generating
small talk, which will help the user overcome inhi-
bitions that might arise in talking to a robot instead
of a human. The medical advice provided by the
Companionbot will be in the form of suggestions
rather than instructions. This is intended to make
users reflect on their own choices comfortably in-
stead of receiving instructions from the Compan-
ionbot’s advice. The Nursebot project (Roy et al.,
2000) discussed five different functions to assist
the elderly through personal robots. One of the
functions is to provide virtual telemedicine based
facilities. Another robot called Paro (Kidd et al.,
2006) was developed to cater to the social needs of
elderly in nursing homes and was capable of gen-
erating a small set of vocal utterances in addition
to limited voice recognition and body movement.
Our framework, when implemented successfully,
will be capable of engaging the user in a complete
conversation, both casual and therapeutic.

2 Framework

The proposed dialogue system framework con-
sists of three broad stages. The first stage aims
to build rapport with the patient and identify the
health topic to be discussed. The second stage
involves identifying the issues and challenges the
patient perceives associated with enacting relevant
health behavior changes and motivating the patient
to make the most appropriate change(s). The final
stage summarizes the overall plans and goals, and
encourages the patient to follow through. The en-
tire process from building rapport with the patient
through motivating changes in health-related be-
havior may span several sessions, and of course, is
likely to be repeated for other behaviors.

2.1 Build rapport & identify health topic

In order to initiate a counseling session it is essen-
tial to build and maintain rapport with the patient.
This helps the patient feel more comfortable with
the situation, which facilitates more open commu-

nication. Reasonable rapport needs to be estab-
lished in the initial stages when the Companionbot
is first introduced to the patient. However, since
the Companionbot is meant to be present con-
stantly with its human companion, rapport build-
ing and maintenance is expected to be an on-
going process. Throughout both the casual and
health behavior change dialogue, the Companion-
bot will identify the patient’s interpersonal rela-
tions, health conditions and beliefs, likes and dis-
likes, habits, hobbies, and routines. These will be
stored in a user model, which the language gen-
eration engine will exploit to engage the user in
dialogue that is guided by, and infused with, per-
sonal context. A language understanding compo-
nent will constantly assess the user’s engagement
level in the conversation. If the user seems to
be disinterested at any point, aTypical Daystrat-
egy (Mason and Butler, 2010) is used to deal with
the situation where the Companionbot will ask the
user what a typical day for them is like.

When the system has achieved an adequate level
of rapport, the next step is to identify a health
topic of concern to the patient, so that there can
be a focused discussion geared towards health be-
havior change. The present project will start with
a small list of conditions and the behaviors that,
when altered, can bring about an improvement in
the condition. For example, heart disease includes
diet and exercise, among others, as the associ-
ated behaviors. These conditions will be identi-
fied primarily using named-entity recognition and
keyword spotting. If the Companionbot identi-
fies heart disease as the topic, then the discussion
could focus on food habits or exercise related is-
sues.

2.2 Assess patient’s opinion of change

Once a health concern is identified, the next step
is to determine how important the patient thinks
it is to change the associated behaviors and how
confident they are about enacting those changes.
This is an important stage because not all people
have the same mindset regarding behavior change.
Some might understand the importance of it but
are not confident about achieving it while others
might not consider it important at all. In order to
understand the user’s mindset, Mason and Butler
(2010) suggest asking the user to assign cardinal
values to quantify these opinions. The values may
be on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is the lowest and104



Figure 1: Block diagram for assessing patient’s
opinion of change

10 is the highest.
If there is a large difference between the user

ratings of importance and confidence, the Com-
panionbot will discuss the lower-ranked factor first
(Mason and Butler, 2010). If the scores are ap-
proximately equal (e.g., the patient gives both im-
portance and confidence a medium rating), then
the Companionbot’s dialogue will focus on help-
ing the user understand the importance of the be-
havior change (Mason and Butler, 2010). Low val-
ues for both importance and confidence scores in-
dicate that the user is not ready for these health
behavior changes (Mason and Butler, 2010), and
the Companionbot should move on to a different
health topic or behavior. If both the scores are
high, the Companionbot can move on to the next
stage, summarizing the discussion and motivating
the behavior changes. Figure 1 shows the block
diagram representation for this module.

2.3 Design plan & close the session

The Companionbot moves toward concluding the
conversation by asking an open-ended question re-
garding how the user feels about the health be-
havior changes that they have been discussing.
A user’s attitude can be categorized into one of
three categories, ready for change, not ready for
change, or ambivalent. If the patient is ready for
change, the Companionbot will provide sugges-
tions on how to bring about the change in the be-

Figure 2: Block diagram for designing plan and
closing the session

havior in previous step by leveraging knowledge
from the user model and the conversation history.
There may be patients who belong to the second
category and are not ready for the health behav-
ior change. We have already discussed ways on
how to tackle such a situation in Subsection 2.2.
If the patient is ambivalent about changing a be-
havior, the Companionbot will close by providing
information to help the patient reflect on the pros
and cons of the health behavior change until it is
appropriate to bring it up again in a future ses-
sion. A knowledge base will be maintained about
the behaviors associated with common and criti-
cal health conditions. Information about a health
condition, which is outside the domain of cur-
rent knowledge base, will be retrieved using Web
search. Figure 2 shows the block diagram repre-
sentation of this stage.

If a session exceeds a pre-defined time, deemed
to be the limit of most patients’ ability to stay ad-
equately focused on health behavior change, or
if the system recognizes that the patient is los-
ing their focus, the Companionbot will check-in
with the patient, and if appropriate, will bring the
session to a close following strategies that parallel
those described in the preceding paragraph.

3 Challenges

Automatic generation of dialogue becomes a par-
ticularly challenging task when its purpose is to105



guide people through sensitive or personal issues
like health behavior change. Some patients may
not like to be told what is good or bad for them.
In such a case, the patient might begin resisting
suggestions for change (Mason and Butler, 2010).
This places the entire counseling session in a pre-
carious position and any wrong move on the Com-
panionbot’s part could push the patient to a higher
level of resistance. To mitigate this scenario, the
Companionbot will include patient resistance de-
tection in the framework. If mild resistance is de-
tected, the discourse is automatically directed to-
wards bringing the user back on track. Whereas if
there is high resistance, the Companionbot moves
on to a different topic In case the user continues re-
sisting then the Companionbot will close the ses-
sion.

For successful implementation of therapeutic
dialogue systems, it is essential to ensure that they
do not sound monotonous. This is possible only
if the responses are generated dynamically and
hardcoding is limited. During rapport building
and user modeling, questions will be generated by
the Companionbot from various sources like the
Internet, medical forms, information provided by
physicians, family members, etc. At other times,
responses will be constructed using both syntactic
and semantic information from the user utterances.

Since multiple sessions might be held with the
user to discuss a specific behavior, it is neces-
sary to maintain continuity between the sessions
(Bickmore et al., 2009). Bickmore and Sidner
(2006) advocate dedicating a part of the dialogue
to reviewing prior discussions, associated actions,
and patient plans, as well as discussing what the
patient has done since the last session to follow
though on their plans. The Companionbot main-
tains a detailed user model including logs of the
previous sessions, which will be used to review
prior discussions, plans and actions and to guide
ongoing motivational interviews.

Another challenge is choosing appropriate eval-
uation measures to determine the system’s use-
fulness in bringing about the desired change in
the patient. The efficacy of the system will be
judged by monitoring the users behavior regularly.
Any noticeable changes, such as weight gain or
loss and increased or decreased smoking, will be
tracked. How frequently a patient interacts with
the Companionbot is an implicit qualitative mea-
sure of how much they appreciate it. We also plan

to use questionnaires to elicit user ratings of the
system for its acceptability and quality on a Lick-
ert scale (Lickert, 1932).

4 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a novel framework
for automatic health behavior change counsel-
ing. Successful implementation of this frame-
work would mean that the Companionbot could be
used to guide patients towards bringing changes in
their behavior for a healthier life. This can reduce
the long wait period in conventional telemedicine
practices from the time the patients contact the
remote heatlh care provider to the instance they
receive the instruction (Bajwa, 2010). Since the
Companionbot will be capable of small talk aimed
at connecting with the user on an emotional level,
we hypothesize it will be perceived as being much
more natural than existing conversational robots.
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Abstract

State-of-the-art statistical sentence gener-
ators deal with isomorphic structures only.
Therefore, given that semantic and syntac-
tic structures tend to differ in their topol-
ogy and number of nodes, i.e., are not iso-
morphic, statistical generation saw so far
itself confined to shallow, syntactic gener-
ation. In this paper, we present a series
of fine-grained classifiers that are essen-
tial for data-driven deep sentence genera-
tion in that they handle the problem of the
projection of non-isomorphic structures.

1 Introduction
Deep data-driven (or stochastic) sentence gener-
ation needs to be able to map abstract seman-
tic structures onto syntactic structures. This has
been a problem so far since both types of struc-
tures differ in their topology and number of nodes
(i.e., are non-isomorphic). For instance, a truly
semantic structure will not contain any functional
nodes,1 while a surface-syntactic structure or a
chain of tokens in a linearized tree will con-
tain all of them. Some state-of-the-art propos-
als use a rule-based module to handle the projec-
tion between non-isomorphic semantic and syn-
tactic structures/chains of tokens, e.g., (Varges and
Mellish, 2001; Belz, 2008; Bohnet et al., 2011),
and some adapt the semantic structures to be iso-
morphic with syntactic structures (Bohnet et al.,
2010). In this paper, we present two alternative
stochastic approaches to the projection between
non-isomorphic structures, both based on a cas-
cade of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classi-
fiers.2 The first approach addresses the projection
as a generic non-isomorphic graph transduction

1See, for instance, (Bouayad-Agha et al., 2012).
2Obviously, other machine learning techniques could also

be used.

problem in terms of four classifiers for 1. identi-
fication of the (non-isomorphic) correspondences
between fragments of the source and target struc-
ture, 2. generation of the nodes of the target struc-
ture, 3. generation of the dependencies between
corresponding fragments of the source and target
structure, and 4. generation of the internal depen-
dencies in all fragments of the target structure.
The second approach takes advantage of the lin-
guistic knowledge about the projection of the in-
dividual linguistic token types. It replaces each
of the above four classifiers by a set of classifiers,
with each single classifier dealing with only one
individual linguistic token type (verb, noun, ad-
verb, etc.) or with a configuration thereof. As will
be seen, the linguistic knowledge pays off: the sec-
ond approach achieves considerably better results.

Since our goal is to address the challenge of the
projection of non-isomorphic structures, we focus,
in what follows, on this task. That is, we do not
build a complete generation pipeline until the sur-
face. This could be done, for instance, by feed-
ing the output obtained from the projection of a
semantic onto a syntactic structure to the surface
realizer described in (Bohnet et al., 2010).

2 The Task

The difference in the linguistic abstraction of se-
mantic and syntactic structures leads to diver-
gences that impede the isomorphy between the
two and make the mapping between them a chal-
lenge for statistical generation. Let us, before we
come to the implementation, give some theoretical
details on these structures as we picture them and
on the possible approaches to the projection of a
semantic structure to a syntactic one.

2.1 The Notion of semantic and syntactic
structures

As semantic structure, we assume a shallow se-
mantic representation that is very similar to the
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PropBank (Babko-Malaya, 2005) and deep anno-
tations as used in the Surface Realisation Shared
Task (Belz et al., 2011): the deep-syntactic layer
of the AnCora-UPF corpus (Mille et al., 2013).

Deep-syntactic structures (DSyntSs) do not
contain any punctuation and functional nodes, i.e.,
governed prepositions and conjunctions, auxil-
iaries and determiners.3

As syntactic structure (in the terminology
of Ancora-UPF: surface-syntactic structures,
SSyntSs), we assume dependency trees in which
the nodes are labeled by open or closed class
lexemes and the edges by grammatical function
relations of the type subject, oblique object,
adverbial, modifier, etc.; cf.4 See Figure 1 for a
contrastive illustration of DSyntS and SSyntS.

rumor want new song be successful

I

II

ATTR I II

a rumor wants that the new song will be successful

det subj dobj

conj

det
modif subj analyt fut

copul

Figure 1: DSyntS (above) and SSyntS (below) of
an English Sentence.

Note, however, that the proposal outlined be-
low for the projection of non-isomorphic struc-
tures is trainable on any multi-layered treebanks
where different layers are not isomorphic.

2.2 Projection of DSyntSs onto SSyntSs

In order to project a DSyntS onto its correspond-
ing SSyntS in the course of sentence generation,
the following types of actions need to be per-
formed:
1. Project each node in the DSyntS onto its SSynS-
correspondence. This correspondence can be a
single node, as, e.g., successful→ successful, or a
subtree (hypernode, known as syntagm in linguis-
tics), as, e.g., song → the song ‘DT NN’ (where
‘DT’ is a determiner and ‘NN’ a noun) or be
→ that will be ‘IN VAUX VB’ (where ‘IN’ is a
preposition, ‘VAUX’ an auxiliary and ‘VB’ a full
verb). In formal terms, we assume any SSyntS-
correspondence to be a hypernode with a cardinal-
ity ≥ 1.
2. Generate the correct lemma for the nodes in

3For more details on the SSyntS, see (Mille et al., 2013).
4DSyntSs and their corresponding SSyntSs are stored in

the 14-column CoNLL’08 format.

SSyntS that do not have a 1:1 correspondence in
the SSyntS (as ‘DT’, ‘IN’ and ‘VAUX’ above).
3. Establish the dependencies within the individ-
ual SSyntS-hypernodes.
4. Establish the dependencies between the
SSyntS-hypernodes (more precisely, between the
nodes of different SSyntS-hypernodes) to obtain a
connected SSyntS-tree.

3 Classifiers
As mentioned in the Introduction, the realization
of the actions 1.– 4. can be approached either in
terms of 4 generic classifiers (Section 3.1) or in
terms of 4 sets of fine-grained (micro) classifiers
(Section 3.2) that map one representation onto an-
other. As also mentioned above, we realize both
approaches as Support Vector Machines (SVMs).

3.1 Generic classifier approach
Each of the generic classifiers deals with one of
the following tasks.

a. Hypernode Identification: Given a deep
syntactic node nd from the DSyntS, the system
must find the shape of the surface hypernode (=
syntagm) that corresponds to nd in the SSyntS.
The hypernode identification SVM uses the fol-
lowing features:

POS of nd, POS of nd’s head, voice,
temp. constituency, finiteness, tense, lemma of
nd, and nd’s dependencies.

In order to simplify the task, we define the shape
of a surface hypernode as a list of surface PoS-
tags. This list contains the PoS of each of the lem-
mas within the hypernode and a tag that signals the
original deep node; for instance:

[ VB(deep), VAUX, IN]

b. Lemma Generation. Once the hypernodes
of the SSyntS under construction have been pro-
duced, the functional nodes that have been newly
introduced in the hypernodes must be assigned a
lemma. The lemma generation SVM uses the fol-
lowing features of the deep nodes nd in the hyper-
nodes:

• finiteness, • definiteness, • PoS of nd, • lemma
of nd, • PoS of the head of nd

to select the most likely lemma.

c. Intra-hypernode Dependency Generation.
Given a hypernode and its lemmas provided by
the two previous stages, the dependencies (i.e., the
dependency attachments and dependency labels)
between the elements of the hypernode must be
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determined (and thus also the governor of the hy-
pernode). For this task, the intra-hypernode de-
pendency generation SVM uses the following fea-
tures:

• lemmas included in the hypernode, • PoS-tags
of the lemmas in the hypernode, • voice of the
head h of the hypernode, • deep dependency re-
lation to h.

[ VB(deep), VAUX, IN]

analyt fut
prepos

Figure 2: Internal dependency within a hypernode.

d. Inter-hypernode Dependency Generation.
Once the individual hypernodes have been con-
verted into connected dependency subtrees, the
hypernodes must be connected between each
other, such that we obtain a complete SSyntS. The
inter-hypernode dependency generation SVM uses
the following features of a hypernode ss:

• the internal dependencies of ss, • the head of
ss, • the lemmas of ss, • the PoS of the depen-
dent of the head of ss in DSyntS

to determine for each hypernode its governor.

[ VB(deep), VAUX, IN] [ NN(deep), DT]

subj

Figure 3: Surface dependencies between two hy-
pernodes.

3.2 Implementation of sets of micro
classifiers

In this alternative approach, a single classifier is
foreseen for each kind of input. Thus, for the
hypernode identification module, for each deep
PoS tag (which can be one of the following four:
‘N’ (noun), ‘V’ (verb), ‘Adv’ (adverb), ‘A’ (ad-
jective)), a separate multi-class classifier is de-
fined. For instance, in the case of ‘N’, the N-
classifier will use the above features to assign
to the a DSynt-node with PoS ‘N’ the most ap-
propriate (most likely) hypernode—in this case,
[NN(deep), DT]. In a similar way, in the case of
the lemma generation module, for each surface
PoS tag, a separate classifier is defined. Thus,
the DT-classifier would pick for the hypernode
[NN(deep), DT] the most likely lemma for the DT-
node (optimally, a determiner).

For the intra-hypernode attachments module,
for each kind of hypernode, dynamically a sepa-
rate classifier is generated.5 In the case of the hy-

5This implies that the number of classifiers varies depend-
ing on the training set, in the intra-hypernode dependency
generation there are 108 SVMs.

pernode [ VB(deep), VAUX, IN], the correspond-
ing classifier will create a link between the prepo-
sition and the auxiliary, and between the auxiliary
and the verb, with respectively the preposition and
the auxiliary as heads because it is the best link
that it can find; cf. Figure 2 for illustration.

Finally, for the inter-hypernode attachments
module, for each hypernode with a distinct in-
ternal dependency pattern, a separate classifier is
dynamically derived (for our treebank, we ob-
tained 114 different SVM classifiers because it
also takes into account hypernodes with just one
token). For instance, the classifier for the hypern-
ode [ NN(deep), DT] is most likely to identify as
its governor VAUX in the hypernode [ VB(deep),
VAUX, IN]; cf. Figure 3.

4 Experiments and Results
In this section, we present the performance of the
two approaches to DSyntS–SSyntS projection on
the DSyntS- and SSynt-layers of the AnCora-UPF
treebank (Mille et al., 2013).6 Table 1 displays
the results for the generic classifier for all tasks
on the development and the test set, while Table
2 displays the results obtained through the sets of
micro classifiers.

Dev.set # %
Hypernode identification 3131/3441 90.99

Lemma generation 818/936 87.39
Intra-hypernode dep. generation 545/798 68.30
Inter-hypernode dep. generation 2588/3055 84.71

Test set # %
Hypernode identification 5166/5887 87.75

Lemma generation 1822/2084 87.43
Intra-hypernode dep. generation 1093/1699 64.33
Inter-hypernode dep. generation 4679/5385 86.89

Table 1: Results of the evaluation of the generic
classifiers for the non-isomorphic transduction.

The results show that for hypernode identifica-
tion and inter-hypernode dependency generation,
the results of both types of classifiers are compara-
ble, be it on the development set or on the test set.
However, thanks to the micro classifiers, with the
same features, the lemma generation model based
on micro classifiers improves by 4 points and the
intra-hypernode dependency generation by nearly

6Following a classical machine learning set-up, we di-
vided the treebank into: (i) a development set (219 sen-
tences, 3271 tokens in the DSyntS treebank and 4953 tokens
in the SSyntS treebank); (ii) a training set (3036 sentences,
57665 tokens in the DSyntS treebank and 86984 tokens in
the SSyntS treebank); and a (iii) a held-out test for evalua-
tion (258 sentences, 5641 tokens in the DSyntS treebank and
8955 tokens in the SSyntS treebank).
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Dev.set # %
Hypernode identification 3133/3441 91.05

Lemma generation 851/936 90.92
Intra-hypernode dep. generation 767/798 96.12
Inter-hypernode dep. generation 2574/3055 84.26

Test set # %
Hypernode identification 5169/5886 87.82

Lemma generation 1913/2084 91.79
Intra-hypernode dep. generation 1630/1699 95.94
Inter-hypernode dep. generation 4648/5385 86.31

Table 2: Results of the evaluation of the micro
classifiers for the non-isomorphic transduction.

30 points. This means that the intra-hypernode de-
pendency generation task is too sparse to be real-
ized as a single classifier. The micro classifiers
are in this case binary, i.e., 2:1, or unary, i.e., 1:1
classifiers, which implies a tremendous reduction
of the search space (and thus higher accuracy). In
contrast, the single classifier is a multi-class clas-
sifier that must decide among more than 60 pos-
sible classes. Although most of these 60 classes
are diferentiated by features, the differentiation
is not perfect. In the case of lemma generation,
we observe a similar phenomenon. In this case,
the micro-classifiers are multi-class classifiers that
normally have to cope with 5 different classes
(lemmas in this case), while the unique classi-
fier has to cope with around 60 different classes
(or lemmas). Hypernode identification and inter-
hypernode dependency generation are completely
guided by the input; thus, it seems that they do not
err in the same way.

Although the micro classifier approach leads
to significantly better results, we believe that it
can still be improved. First, the introduction of
prepositions causes most errors in hypernode de-
tection and lemma generation: when a preposition
should be introduced or not and which preposi-
tion should be introduced depends exclusively on
the sub-categorization frame of the governor of
the deep node. A treebank of a limited size as
used in our experiments simply does not contain
subcategorization patterns of all predicative lexi-
cal items (especially of nouns)—which would be
crucial. Thus, in the test set evaluation, out of the
171 lemma errors 147 are prepositions and out of
the 717 errors on hypernode identification, more
than 500 are due to nouns and preposition. The in-
crease of the size of the treebank would therefore
be an advantage.

Second, in the case of inter-hypernode depen-
dency, errors are due to the labels of the dependen-
cies more than to the attachements, and are quite

distributed over the different types of configura-
tions. The generation of these dependencies suf-
fers from the fact that the SSyntS tag-set is very
fine-grained. For instance, there are 9 different
types of verbal objects in SSyntS,7 which capture
very specific syntactic properties of Spanish, such
as “can the dependent can be replaced by a clitic
pronoun? Can the dependent be moved away from
its governor? Etc. This kind of information is not
of a high relevance for generation of well-formed
text. Using a more reduced (more coarse-grained)
SSyntS tag set would definitely improve the qual-
ity of the projection.

5 Related work
There is an increasing amount of work on sta-
tistical sentence generation; see, e.g., (Bangalore
and Rambow, 2000; Langkilde-Geary, 2002; Fil-
ippova and Strube, 2008). However, hardly any
addresses the problem of the projection between
non-isomorphic semantic and syntactic structures.
In general, structure prediction approaches use
a single classifier model (Smith, 2011). But
see, e.g., (Carreras et al., 2008), who use dif-
ferent models to predict each part of the triplet
for spinal model pruning, and (Björkelund et al.,
2010; Johansson and Nugues, 2008), who use
a set of classifiers for predicate identification in
the context of semantic role labelling. Amalgam
(Corston-Oliver et al., 2002), which maps a logi-
cal input onto sentences with intermediate syntac-
tic (phrase-based) representation, uses language-
specific decision trees in order to predict when to
introduce auxiliaries, determiners, cases, etc.

6 Conclusions
We presented two alternative classifier approaches
to deep generation that cope with the projection
of non-isomorphic semantic and syntactic struc-
tures and argued that the micro classifier approach
is more adequate. In spite of possible improve-
ments presented in Section 4, each set of micro
classifiers achieves results above 86% on the test
set. For intra-hypernode dependency generation,
it even reaches 95.94% .
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Abstract 

If an NLG system needs to be put in 

place as soon as possible it is not always 

possible to know in advance who the us-

ers of a system are or what kind of in-

formation will interest them. This paper 

describes the development of a system 

and contextualized text for unknown us-

ers. We describe the development, design 

and initial findings with a system for un-

known users that allows the users to de-

sign their own contextualised text. 

1 Introduction 

Requirements of an NLG system are derived 

commonly by analysing a gold standard corpus. 

Other knowledge acquisition (KA) techniques 

such as interviewing experts and end-users are 

also frequently employed. However, when these 

KA studies result in only a partial specification 

of the system requirements or complications 

make carrying out a detailed user study in the 

time available difficult, an initial system for un-

known users may need to be developed. The ini-

tial system needs to fulfil the known require-

ments making a number of assumptions to fill the 

gaps in the requirements. In this paper, we con-

centrate on the content determination problem 

for such a system. 

 

We encountered this particular problem when 

producing an initial NLG system to give feed-

back to volunteers submitting information about 

signs of American Mink, an invasive species in 

Scotland. Our response can be viewed, on one 

hand, as that of exposing an early prototype for 

evaluation in real use. On the other hand, it can 

be viewed as an approach to allowing users to 

“design their own contextualised text”. We ex-

pected that this approach would have a number 

of advantages. In the paper, we draw our conclu-

sions about how this worked out in our example 

application. 

2 Background - MinkApp 

The Scottish Mink Initiative (SMI) project aims 

to protect native wildlife by removing breeding 

American Mink (an invasive species) from the 

North of Scotland. SMI in the form discussed 

here was launched in May 2011 and ran until 

August 2013, after which it continued but on a 

much smaller funding base. SMI’s success and 

future rely on an ongoing network of volunteers 

from across Scotland to monitor the American 

mink population. During the period from 2011 to 

2013, these volunteers were coordinated by 4 and 

later 3 full-time Mink Control officers (MCOs) 

who had 2.5 year fixed term contracts, had no 

communal offices and were geographically lo-

cated across Scotland.  

At present volunteers are provided with rafts to 

monitor American mink. Rafts are simple devic-

es that float on water and are monitored by vol-

unteers who regularly check a clay pad for mink 

footprints. In the past, volunteers in turn reported 

signs or lack of signs to their corresponding 

MCO. Now volunteers can do the same through 

the MinkApp website, introduced in 2012, 

though some choose to continue to use the previ-

ous reporting method. The data should ideally be 

entered roughly every 10 days; it concerns either 

positive or negative records from raft checks, or 

visual sightings of mink and actual mink cap-

tures. The records contain geographical infor-

mation and a timestamp. MinkApp checks 

whether this data is complete and then informs 

the respective mink officer for that volunteer’s 

area and enters the data into the database.  

 

Volunteers used to receive a quarterly newsletter 

that had some regional specific content but was 

not volunteer specific. They could receive spo-

radic contact from their mink control officer in 

the form of a phone call or email. MinkApp al-

lowed an infrastructure to be developed to pro-

vide volunteers with specific and immediate 
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feedback upon submission of their observations 

by means of contextualised feedback text. 

 

SMI’s funding base was severely reduced in Au-

gust 2013 and MinkApp has proven central to its 

endurance. Volunteer activities of the SMI are 

now supported by staff from 10 local rivers and 

fisheries trusts (as one of their many activities). 

This limited amount of staff time available could 

make the development of automatic personalised 

feedback generation vital to allow volunteers to 

have tailored information on the progress of the 

project and to keep volunteers engaged. 

3 The Problem - SMI Volunteers: The 

Unknown Users 

The nearest to a gold standard for what infor-

mation to offer was the corpus of newsletters 

containing information on the project as a whole. 

However, we learned that these newsletters were 

often not read and we have no way of judging 

their level of success. These newsletters, along 

with emails and discussions conducted with SMI 

employees on their interactions with volunteers, 

however, gave us ideas about potential content 

that could be selected and indication of potential 

lexical structure and word use when addressing 

volunteers.  

Although some SMI volunteers monitor mink as 

part of their job (e.g. gamekeepers), they could in 

fact be anyone with a desire to contribute to na-

ture conservation. Volunteers are located in very 

disparate geographical locations across Scotland, 

with no set gender or age range and so volun-

teers’ motivations, computer skills and profes-

sions are mostly unknown. Because of the range 

of types of people who could in principle be vol-

unteers, they can be expected to be very varied. 

It is extremely difficult to contact all volunteers 

as each SMI catchment is managed and orga-

nized in different ways and volunteers are con-

tacted using different media e.g. mail, email, tel-

ephone, face-to-face. SMI is also careful to avoid 

attempting to contact volunteers too often, con-

scious that they are providing their services for 

free and should not be bothered unnecessarily.  

There is also some uncertainty about which vol-

unteers are active, as records are often partial or 

out of date. It is known anecdotally from MCOs 

that many volunteers are unwilling to use any 

kind of computer system and so it is unclear 

what kind of people will be reached through 

MinkApp. Finally, most observations of mink 

signs that arise are “null records”, i.e. records of 

observing no mink prints on rafts. It is not known 

which volunteers will be sufficiently motivated 

to submit “null records” and which will remain 

apparently inactive because they have nothing 

positive to report. 

So, even though there was a need for automati-

cally generated feedback now, there was a real 

question of who the readers would be and how to 

select the content to include in the feedback. 

4 Related Work 

A standard approach to establish user require-

ments for NLG is to assemble a corpus of hu-

man-authored texts and their associated inputs 

(Reiter & Dale, 2000). This can be the basis of 

deriving rules by hand, or one can attempt to rep-

licate content selection rules from the corpus by 

machine learning (Duboue & McKeown, 2003; 

Konstas & Lapata, 2012). To produce a useful 

corpus, however, one has to know one’s users or 

have reliable expert authors. 

 

As first pointed out by Levine et al. (1991), an 

NLG system that produces hypertext, rather than 

straight text, can avoid some content selection 

decisions, as the user makes some of these deci-

sions by selecting links to follow. A similar ad-

vantage applies to other adaptive hypertext sys-

tems (Brusilovsky, 2001).  Another general pos-

sibility is to allow users to design aspects of the 

texts they receive. For instance, ICONOCLAST 

(Power, Scott, & Bouayad-Agha, 2003) allows 

users to make choices about text style. However, 

relatively little is known about how such ap-

proaches work ‘in the wild’. 

 

Various previous work has attempted to build 

models of users through observing interactions 

with an interface (Fischer, 2001). Alternatively, 

it is possible to explicitly ask questions to the 

user about their interests (Tintarev & Masthoff, 

2008), though this requires the users to have the 

time and motivation to take part in an initial ac-

tivity with no direct reward. 

 

Our approach can be seen to have similarities 

with hypertext generation, in that we are offering 

alternative texts to users, and non-invasive ap-

proaches to user modelling. 
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5 Approach to Content Selection 

To overcome the ‘unknown’ user and ‘unknown’ 

feedback problem it was decided to implement a 

relatively quick exploratory tool that could be 

used to help understand user requirements, pro-

vide initial evaluation of feedback content and 

build an understanding of user interests. To 

achieve these aims we developed a tool that al-

lows users to generate their own text, selecting 

content from a larger set of possibilities. The in-

formation on the type of feedback generated by 

the user would allow us to investigate user stere-

otypes, their detection and the automatic adapta-

tion of content based on their interests 

(Zancanaro, Kuflik, Boger, Goren-Bar, & 

Goldwasser, 2007). 

5.1 Exploratory Tool - The Feedback Form 

The feedback form (Figure 1) is displayed to us-

ers of the MinkApp system once they have sub-

mitted a raft check. The form allows the user to 

select which raft they wish to have their feedback 

generated on from a list of the rafts they manage. 

The users have four types of information they 

can select to have feedback generated on: Signs 

(information on signs of mink reported through 

raft checks), Captures (information on mink cap-

tures), My Rafts (information on their personal 

raft checks and submission record) and Mink 

Ecology (information on mink behaviour and 

seasonality).  

Two of the four options, Signs and Captures, 

allow the user to select to what geographic scale 

they would like their feedback based on: the 

whole of the SMI project area, their river or their 

catchment – the geographical region that they 

report to e.g. Aberdeenshire, Tayside etc.  

 

Once the user has made their selection the per-

sonalised feedback based on their choices is gen-

erated and displayed along with an option to rank 

how interesting they found this feedback or any 

comments they wish to make. The user can gen-

erate multiple texts in one session. All data from 

each click of an option, the generated text and 

user comments on the text are recorded.  

5.2 Generation of the paragraphs 

The structure of the text is separated out into 

self-contained paragraphs to allow analysis of 

what volunteers regularly view. For each type, 

the structure of the generated paragraph is de-

termined by a simple schema: 

Signs:  
Neighbourhood (based on user selection) – In the 

Don catchment there have been 6 signs of mink 

reported over the past 12 months which is higher 

than the previous 12 months 

Additional Information / Motivation – Mink are 

coming into your area to replace captured mink. 

This shows your area has good ecology for mink 

and it is important to keep monitoring. 

Personal – There have been no signs of mink (in 

the form of either footprints or scat) in the past 

30 days. No signs of mink recently does not mean 

they are gone - remain vigilant. 

  

Captures: 
Neighbourhood (based on user selection) – In the 

Spey catchment we have trapped 5 mink over the 

past 12 months which is lower than the previous 

12 months. 

Additional Information / Motivation – Infor-

mation available on this year's captures: An 

adult female mink was captured on: 2014-02-19. 

 

My Rafts: 
Personal –You have been very active over the 

past 60 days with 7 'no mink signs' reported and 

2 signs of mink (in the form of either footprints 

or scat) reported, the last of which was logged 

on 14 Sep 2013 23:00:00 GMT. 

Additional Information / Motivation – Please 

keep checking your raft as this evidence means 

there are mink in your area. 

 

Mink Ecology: 
Temporal - We are in the normal mink breeding 

season!  

Motivation – During the breeding season female 

mink will defend an area covering approximately 

1.5 miles.  

Additional Information - Female mink are small 

enough to fit into water vole burrows which they 

explore in search of prey.Did you know there can 

be brown, black, purple, white and silver mink 

which reflects the colours bred for fur? 
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To produce the actual content to fill the slots of 

the schemas, the system was designed to reason 

over geographical location to allow examination 

of the various notions of neighbourhood 

(Tintarev et al 2012). The system also looks at 

temporal trends when developing text based on 

the number of record submissions for a given 

time. The system initially looks at record sub-

missions in the past week then opens out to a 

month, season and finally activity between the 

same seasons on different years. This use of 

temporal trends ensures volunteers are supplied 

with the most relevant (recent) mink activity in-

formation first in busy periods such as the breed-

ing season but ensures ‘cleared’ areas with little 

mink activity are still provided with informative 

feedback.  

6 Evaluation of the Feedback Approach 

We were initially apprehensive about how much 

usage the feedback system would get. MinkApp 

was launched through the SMI newsletters, but 

we knew that volunteers were not always receiv-

ing or reading these. Also it turned out that the 

initial estimate of active volunteers was over-

inflated. Indeed, initially the usage of MinkApp 

in general was much lower than was expected. 

So we worked hard to promote the system, for 

instance asking the fisheries trusts to actively ask 

any volunteers they had contact with if they had 

heard of MinkApp and to try to use it. As a re-

sult, we did manage to increase the system usage 

to a level where some initial conclusions can be 

drawn. 

MinkApp and specifically the feedback form use 

were monitored for 50 days (7 weeks). During 

this time 308 raft checks were submitted by vol-

unteers for 98 different rafts by 44 unique users. 

The feedback system was used by volunteers to 

generate 113 different texts about 36 different 

rafts. 32 out of the 44 (72.7%) of all MinkApp 

users requested generated feedback at least once.  

 

In 47% of the feedback form use sessions multi-

ple texts were generated and there are some par-

ticularly interesting use patterns: 

 “Regular explorer”: One user accessed 

MinkApp seven times and generated 

feedback text on every use: 1 text, 3 

texts, 5 texts, 5 texts, 4 texts, 2 texts and 

1 text 

 “Periodic explorer”: One user accessed 

MinkApp six times and generated at 

least one feedback text on every second 

use 
 “Try once only”: The user who accessed 

MinkApp the most with eleven different 

sessions only generated feedback text on 

their first use of MinkApp.  

These different patterns of use require further 

investigation as the number of users using 

MinkApp increases. The patterns can be affected 

by idiosyncratic factors. For instance, one volun-

teer informed the project coordinator that they 

continually selected Captures within their area as 

they had caught a mink and their capture had not 

yet been added to the system - the volunteer was 

using the feedback form to monitor how long it 

took for mink capture data to appear in 

MinkApp.  

 

Of the four types of information available to vol-

unteers Signs was the most viewed although 

Captures was what SMI staff had felt volunteers 

would be most interested in. Signs had 56.6% of 

the overall use and catchment was the most 

widely selected option for geographic area for 

both Signs and Captures. However there was no 

clearly predominant second choice for infor-

mation option with Captures and My Rafts hav-

ing only 2.7% of a difference within their use. 

Mink Ecology was the least used category, partly 

to do with the lack of clarity in the name ‘Mink 

Ecology’. Signs on a local geographical scale 

were the most common selection for volunteers 

but the actual use was not clear enough to sup-

port a fixed text type or removing other options. 

7 Conclusions 

The results of this initial study did support the 

value of feedback to volunteers (more directly 

than we would have been able to determine in 

advance) with 73% of volunteers choosing to 

generate feedback. The feedback enabled us to 

offer contextualized information to volunteers 

quickly, without initial extensive user studies, 

which was very important for supporting the 

continuation of SMI. 

The fact that the volunteer population was rela-

tively unknown meant that there were some un-

pleasant surprises in terms of uptake and interest. 

It was necessary to make special efforts to en-

courage participation to get larger numbers. 
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When our system gets used over longer periods 

we might observe more meaningful patterns of 

behaviour. 

The patterns of interest we observed were noisy 

and were influenced by many contextual factors 

meaning there was little potential yet for statisti-

cal analysis or machine learning.  

8 Future Work 

In-depth analysis is required as more volunteers 

use MinkApp and the feedback form to fully un-

derstand patterns of behaviour. Additionally 

qualitative studies such as interviews with volun-

teers could help explain use and preferences. 

These studies could help us improve the feed-

back system and text to better suit the user’s 

needs. In the meantime, we have a working sys-

tem that offers choices to users to ‘generate their 

own text’ even though we had hoped to be able 

to tailor to individual volunteer preferences 

sooner. 
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Abstract

In this paper we describe a method for
generating a procedural text given its
flow graph representation. Our main
idea is to automatically collect sen-
tence skeletons from real texts by re-
placing the important word sequences
with their type labels to form a skeleton
pool. The experimental results showed
that our method is feasible and has a
potential to generate natural sentences.

1 Introduction

Along with computers penetrating in our daily
life, the needs for the natural language gener-
ation (NLG) technology are increasing more
and more. If computers understand both the
meaning of a procedural text and the progres-
sion status, they can suggest us what to do
next. In such situation they can show sen-
tences describing the next instruction on a dis-
play or speak it.

On this background we propose a method
for generating instruction texts from a flow
graph representation for a series of procedures.
Among various genres of procedural texts, we
choose cooking recipes, because they are one of
the most familiar procedural texts for the pub-
lic. In addition, a computerized help system
proposed by Hashimoto et al. (2008) called
smart kitchen is becoming more and more re-
alistic. Thus we try to generate cooking pro-
cedural texts from a formal representation for
a series of preparation instructions of a dish.

As the formal representation, we adopt the
flow graph representation (Hamada et al.,
2000; Mori et al., 2014), in which the vertices
and the arcs correspond to important objects

‡His current affiliation is Cybozu Inc., Koraku 1-4-
14, Bunkyo, Tokyo, Japan.

or actions in cooking and relationships among
them, respectively. We use the flow graphs as
the input and the text parts as the references
for evaluation.

Our generation method first automatically
compiles a set of templates, which we call the
skeleton pool, from a huge number of real pro-
cedural sentences. Then it decomposes the in-
put flow graph into a sequence of subtrees that
are suitable for a sentence. Finally it converts
subtrees into natural language sentences.

2 Recipe Flow Graph Corpus

The input of our LNG system is the mean-
ing representation (Mori et al., 2014) for cook-
ing instructions in a recipe. A recipe con-
sists of three parts: a title, an ingredient list,
and sentences describing cooking instructions
(see Figure 1). The meaning of the instruc-
tion sentences is represented by a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) with a root (the final
dish) as shown in Figure 2. Its vertices have
a pair of an important word sequence in the
recipe and its type called a recipe named en-
tity (NE)1. And its arcs denote relationships
between them. The arcs are also classified into
some types. In this paper, however, we do
not use arc types for text generation, because
we want our system to be capable of generat-
ing sentences from flow graphs output by an
automatic video recognition system2 or those
drawn by internet users.

Each vertex of a flow graph has an NE com-
posed of a word sequence in the text and its
type such as food, tool, action, etc. Table 3

1Although the label set contains verb phrases, they
are called named entities.

2By computer vision techniques such as (Regneri et
al., 2013) we may be able to figure out what action
a person takes on what objects. But it is difficult to
distinguish the direct object and the indirect object,
for example.
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1. 両手鍋で油を熱する。
(In a Dutch oven, heat oil.)
セロリと青ねぎとニンニクを加える。
(Add celery, green onions, and garlic.)
１分ほど炒める。
(Cook for about 1 minute.)

2. ブイヨンと水とマカロニと胡椒を加え
パスタが柔らかくなるまで煮る。
(Add broth, water, macaroni, and pepper,
and simmer until the pasta is tender.)

3. 刻んだセージをまぶす。
(Sprinkle the snipped sage.)

Figure 1: A recipe example. The sentences are
one of the ideal outputs of our problem. They
are also used as the reference in evaluation.

lists all of the type labels along with the aver-
age numbers of occurrences in a recipe text
and examples. The word sequences of ver-
bal NEs do not include their inflectional end-
ings. From the definition we can say that the
content words are included in the flow graph
representation. Thus an NLG system has to
decide their order and generate the function
words (including inflectional endings for verbs)
to connect them to form a sentence.

3 Recipe Text Generation

The problem in this paper is generating a pro-
cedural text for cooking (ex. Figure 1) from a
recipe flow graph (ex. Figure 2).

Our method is decomposed into two mod-
ules. In this section, we explain them in detail.

3.1 Skeleton Pool Compilation

Before the run time, we first prepare a skele-
ton pool. A skeleton pool is a collection of
skeleton sentences, or skeletons for short, and
a skeleton is a sentence in which NEs have
been replaced with NE tags. The skeletons
are similar to the so-called templates and the
main difference is that the skeletons are auto-
matically converted from real sentences. The
following is the process to prepare a skeleton
pool.

1. Crawl cooking procedural sentences from
recipe sites.

2. Segment sentences into words by a word
segmenter KyTea (Neubig et al., 2011).
Then recognize recipe NEs by an NE rec-
ognizer PWNER (Mori et al., 2012).

3. Replace the NE instances in the sentences
with NE tags.

Figure 2: The flow graph of the example
recipe.

Table 3: Named entity tags with average fre-
quence per recipe.

NE tag Meaning Freq.
F Food 11.87
T Tool 3.83
D Duration 0.67
Q Quantity 0.79
Ac Action by the chef 13.83
Af Action by foods 2.04
Sf State of foods 3.02
St State of tools 0.30

We store skeletons with a key which is the se-
quence of the NE tags in the order of their
occurrence.

3.2 Sentence Planning

Our sentence planner produces a sequence of
subtrees each of which corresponds to a sen-
tence. There are two conditions.
Cond. 1 Each subtree has an Ac as its root.

Cond. 2 Every vertex is included in at least
one subtree.

As a strategy for enumerating subtrees given a
flow graph, we choose the following algorithm.

1. search for an Ac vertex by the depth first
search (DFS),

2. each time it finds an Ac, return the largest
subtree which has an Ac as its root and
contains only unvisited vertices.

3. set the visited-mark to the vertices con-
tained in the returned subtree,

4. go back to 1 unless all the vertices are
marked as visited.

In DFS, we choose a child vertex randomly
because a recipe flow graph is unordered.
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Table 1: Corpus specifications.

Usage #Recipes #Sent. #NEs #Words #Char.
Test 40 245 1,352 4,005 7,509
NER training 360 2,813 12,101 51,847 97,911
Skeleton pool 100,000 713,524 ∗3,919,964 ∗11,988,344 22,826,496

The numbers with asterisc are estimated values on the NLP result.

Table 2: Statistical results of various skeleton pool sizes.

No. of sentences used for 2,769 11,077 44,308 177,235 708,940
skeleton pool compilation (1/256) (1/64) (1/16) (1/4) (1/1)
No. of uncovered subtrees 52 27 17 9 4
Average no. of skeletons 37.4 124.3 450.2 1598.1 5483.3
BLEU 11.19 11.25 12.86 13.12 13.76

3.3 Sentence Generation

Given a subtree sequence, our text realizer
generates a sentence by the following steps.

1. Collect skeletons from the pool whose NE
key matches the NE tag sequence speci-
fied by the subtree3.

2. Select the skeleton that maximize a scor-
ing function among collected ones. As the
first trial we use the frequency of skeletons
in the pool as the scoring function.

3. Replace each NE in the skeleton with the
word sequence of the corresponding NE in
the subtree.

4 Evaluation

We conducted experiments generating texts
from flow graphs. In this section, we report
the coverage and the sentence quality.

4.1 Experimental Settings

The recipe flow graph corpus (Mori et al.,
2014) contains 200 recipes. We randomly se-
lected 40 flow graphs as the test data from
which we generate texts. The other 160 recipes
were used to train the NE recognizer PWNER
(Mori et al., 2012) with 200 more recipes that
we annotated with NE tags. To compile the
skeleton pool we crawled 100,000 recipes con-
taining 713,524 sentences (see Table 1).

4.2 Skeleton Pool Coverage

First we counted the numbers of the skeletons
that matches with a subtree (Step 1 in Subsec-
tion 3.3) for all the subtrees in the test set by

3This part is language dependent. Since Japanese is
SOV language, the instance of Ac is placed at the last
of the sentence to be generated. Languages of other
types like English may need some rules to change the
NE tag order specified by the subtree into the proper
sentence element order.

changing the number of the recipe sentences
used for the skeleton pool compilation.

Table 2 shows the numbers of subtrees that
do not have any matching skeleton in the pool
(uncovered subtrees) and the average number
of skeletons in the pool for a subtree. From
the results shown in the table we can say that
when we use 100,000 recipes for the skeleton
compilation, our method can generate a sen-
tence for 98.4% subtrees. And the table says
that we can halve the number of uncovered
subtrees by using about four times more sen-
tences. The average number of the skeletons
says that we have enough skeletons in average
to try more sophisticated scoring functions.

4.3 Text Quality

To measure the quality of generated texts, we
first calculated the BLEU (N = 4) (Papineni
et al., 2002) with taking the original recipe
texts as the references. The unit in our case
is a sequence of sentences for a dish. Table 2
shows the average BLEU for all the test set.
The result says that the more sentences we use
for the skeleton pool compilation, the better
the generated sentences become.

The absolute BLEU score, however, does
not tell much about the quality of generated
texts. As it is well known, we can sometimes
change the instruction order in dish prepa-
ration. Therefore we conducted a subjective
evaluation in addition. We asked four evalu-
ators to read 10 texts generated from 10 flow
graphs and answer the following questions.
Q1. How many ungrammatical two-word se-

quences does the text contain?

Q2. How many ambiguous wordings do you
find in the text?

Then we show the evaluators the original
recipe text and asked the following question.
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Table 4: Result of text quality survey on 10 recipe texts.

Evaluator 1 Evaluator 2 Evaluator 3 Evaluator 4
BLEU Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3

6.50 13 2 4 11 0 3 12 0 2 7 1 2
7.99 7 2 2 5 2 2 7 1 1 4 2 2

10.09 18 2 4 15 2 1 17 4 1 11 4 2
11.60 24 1 4 13 2 4 18 2 4 13 1 2
13.35 6 1 4 6 0 4 7 1 5 4 1 2
14.70 16 1 4 12 2 4 12 0 3 6 2 2
16.76 9 2 3 6 1 3 7 1 3 5 3 2
19.65 8 2 5 6 1 1 4 1 4 4 2 4
22.85 18 1 4 15 2 5 12 2 2 7 3 2
31.35 5 1 5 5 0 4 5 1 3 5 1 4
Ave. 12.4 1.5 3.9 9.4 1.2 3.1 10.1 1.3 2.8 6.6 2.0 2.4
PCC −0.30 −0.46 +0.57 −0.24 −0.24 +0.36 −0.46 −0.04 +0.26 −0.29 −0.04 +0.70

PPC stands for Pearson correlation coefficient.

Q3. Will the dish be the same as the origi-
nal recipe when you cook according to the
generated text? Choose the one among 5:
completely, 4: almost, 3: partly, 2: differ-
ent, or 1: unexecutable.

Table 4 shows the result. The generated texts
contain 14.5 sentences in average. The an-
swers to Q1 tell that there are many grammat-
ical errors. We need some mechanism that se-
lects more appropriate skeletons. The number
of ambiguous wordings, however, is very low.
The reason is that the important words are
given along with the subtrees. The average of
the answer to Q3 is 3.05. This result says that
the dish will be partly the same as the original
recipe. There is a room for improvement.

Finally, let us take a look at the correlation
of the result of three Qs with BLEU. The num-
bers of grammatical errors, i.e. the answers
to Q1, has a stronger correlation with BLEU
than those of Q2 asking the semantic quality.
These are consistent with the intuition. The
answer to Q3, asking overall text quality, has
the strongest correlation with BLEU on aver-
age among all the questions. Therefore we can
say that for the time being the objective eval-
uation by BLEU is sufficient to measure the
performance of various improvements.

5 Related Work

Our method can be seen a member of
template-based text generation systems (Re-
iter, 1995). Contrary to the ordinary
template-based approach, our method first au-
tomatically compiles a set of templates, which
we call skeleton pool, by running an NE tagger

on the real texts. This allows us to cope with
the coverage problem with keeping the advan-
tage of the template-based approach, ability
to prevent from generating incomprehensible
sentence structures. The main contribution of
this paper is to use an accurate NE tagger to
convert sentences into skeletons, to show the
coverages of the skeleton pool, and to evaluate
the method in a realistic situation.

Among many applications of our method, a
concrete one is the smart kitchen (Hashimoto
et al., 2008), a computerized cooking help sys-
tem which watches over the chef by the com-
puter vision (CV) technologies etc. and sug-
gests the chef the next action to be taken or
a good way of doing it in a casual manner. In
this application, the text generation module
make a sentence from a subtree specified by
the process supervision module.

There are some other interesting applica-
tions: a help system for internet users to write
good sentences, machine translation of a recipe
in a different language represented as a flow
graph, or automatic recipe generation from
a cooking video based on CV and NLP re-
searches such as (Regneri et al., 2013; Ya-
makata et al., 2013; Yu and Siskind, 2013).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explained and evaluated our
method for generating a procedural text from
a flow graph representation. The experimental
results showed that our method is feasible es-
pecially when we have huge number of real sen-
tences and that some more sophistications are
possible to generate more natural sentences.
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Abstract

The Arria NLG Engine has been extended
to generate annotated graphs: data graphs
that contain computer-generated textual
annotations to explain phenomena in those
graphs. These graphs are generated along-
side text-only data summaries.

1 Introduction

Arria NLG1 develops NLG solutions, primarily in
the data-to-text area. These solutions are NLG
systems, which generate textual summaries of
large numeric data sets. Arria’s core product is
the Arria NLG Engine,2 which is configured and
customised for the needs of different clients.

Recently Arria has extended this core engine
so that it can automatically produce annotated
graphs, that is, data graphs that have textual an-
notations explaining phenomena in those graphs
(see example in Figure 1). This was developed af-
ter listening to one of our customers, whose staff
manually created annotated graphs and found this
process to be very time-consuming. The anno-
tated graph generation process is integrated into
the NLG pipeline, and is carried out in conjunc-
tion with the generation of a textual summary of a
data set.

In this short paper we summarise the relevant
research background, and briefly describe what we
have achieved in this area.

2 Background: Multimodality and NLG

Rich media such as web pages and electronic doc-
uments typically include several modalities in a
given document. A web page, for example, can
contain images, graphs, and interactive elements.
Because of this there has been an interest within

1Arria NLG plc (https://www.arria.com)
2For more information see: https://www.arria.

com/technology-A300.php

the NLG community in generating multimodal
documents. However, basic questions remain as
how best to combine and integrate multiple modal-
ities within a given NLG application.

2.1 Annotated Graphics

Sripada and Gao (2007) conducted a small study
where they showed scuba divers different possi-
ble outputs from their ScubaText system, including
text-only, graph-only and annotated graphs. They
found that divers preferred the annotated graph
presentation. The ScubaText software could not in
practice produce annotated graphs for arbitrary in-
put data sets and automatically set the scale based
on detected events, so this was primarily a study
of user preferences.

McCoy and colleagues have been developing
techniques to automatically generate textual sum-
maries of data graphics for visually impaired users
(Demier et al., 2008). This differs from our work
because their goal is to replace the graph, whereas
our goal is to generate an integrated text/graphics
presentation.

There were several early systems in the 1990s
(Wahlster et al., 1993; Feiner and McKeown,
1990, for example), which generated integrated
presentations of figures and texts, but these sys-
tems focused on annotating static pictures and dia-
grams, not data graphics. The WIP system, which
combined static diagram images and text, used a
deep planning approach to produce tightly inte-
grated multimodal documents; it is not clear how
robustly this approach handled new data sets and
contexts.

2.2 Embodied Conversational Agents

In recent years the challenge of combining mul-
tiple modalities such as text, speech, and/or ani-
mation has been addressed in the context of Em-
bodied Conversational Agents or ECAs. One ex-
ample is the NECA system (Krenn et al., 2002).
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It allowed two embodied agents to converse with
each other via spoken dialogue while being able
to make gestures as well. From an architectural
perspective, NECA used a pipeline architecture in
some ways similar to the standard NLG data-to-
text pipeline (Reiter and Dale, 2000). Document
Planning is handled by the Scene Generator, which
selects the dialogue content. The ‘Multi-modal
NLG’ (M-NLG) component handles Microplan-
ning and Surface Realisation, and also deals with
specifying gestures, mood, and information struc-
ture. Thus the textual output generated by the sur-
face realiser in the NECA M-NLG component is
annotated with metadata for other modalities. In
particular, information on gestures, emotions, in-
formation structure, syntactic structure and dia-
logue structure (Krenn et al., 2002) are also in-
cluded to help inform the speech synthesis and
gesture assignment modules.

2.3 Background: Psychology

The question of whether information is best pre-
sented in text or graphics is in principle largely one
for cognitive psychology. Which type of presenta-
tion is most effective, and in which context? The
answer of course depends on the communicative
goal, the type of data being presented, the type of
user, the communication medium and other con-
textual factors.

In particular, a number of researchers (Petre,
1995, for example) have pointed out that graphical
presentations require expertise to interpret them
and hence may be more appropriate for experi-
enced users than for novices. Tufte (1983) points
out that statistical graphs can be very misleading
for people who are not used to interpreting them.

Alberdi et al (2001) report on a number of psy-
chological studies on effectiveness of data visual-
isations which were performed with clinicians in
a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). At a high
level, these studies found that visualisations were
less effective and less used than had been hoped.
Detailed findings include the following:

• Although consultants, junior doctors, and
nurses all claimed in interviews to make
heavy use of the computer system which
displayed visualisations, when observed on-
ward only senior consultants actually did so;
junior doctors and nurses rarely looked at the
computer screen.

• Senior consultants were much better than ju-
nior staff at distinguishing real events from
noise (sensor artefacts).

• Even senior consultants could only identify
70% of key events purely from the visualisa-
tions.

Law et al (2005) followed up the above work by
explicitly comparing the effectiveness of visuali-
sations and textual summaries. The textual sum-
maries in the experiment were manually written,
but did not contain any diagnoses and instead fo-
cused on describing the data. Law et al found that
clinicians at all levels made better decisions when
showed the textual summaries; however at all lev-
els they preferred the visualisations.

A similar study with computer generated sum-
mary texts produced by the Babytalk BT45 sys-
tem (Portet et al., 2009), conducted by van der
Meulen et al (2008), found that decision quality
was best when clinicians were shown manually
written summaries; computer generated texts were
of similar effectiveness to visualisations. An er-
ror analysis of this study (Reiter et al., 2008) con-
cluded that computer generated texts were much
more effective in some contexts than in others.

An implication of the above studies is that in
many cases the ideal strategy is to produce both
text and graphics. This increases decision effec-
tiveness (since the modalities work best in differ-
ent situations), and also increases user satisfaction,
since users see the modality they like as well as the
one which is most effective for decision support.

2.4 Annotated Graphs in NLG Engine

We have extended our NLG Engine to generate an-
notated graphs as well as texts; an example output,
generated by a demonstration system, is shown in
figure 1. This example shows a very simple textual
output; examples of more complex textual output
are on the Arria website3.

This example output shows a comparison of
performance between the FTSE 100 and a given
stock portfolio. The value of the FTSE 100 is used
as a performance benchmark to see if a given stock
portfolio is performing better or worse than com-
pared to the stock market in general.

As can be seen in the graph in figure 1, the anno-
tations are small text fragments, which are placed

3A more detailed example is given here: https://
www.arria.com/case-study-oilgas-A231.php
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Figure 1: Combined text and annotated graph detailing the stock portfolio performance

Figure 2: Graph illustrating stacking capabilities
when two annotations intersect each other

on top of the graph, and are linked to the relevant
events in that occur in the graph. Annotations can
also be placed at the bottom of graphs and at the
sides and can rearrange themselves depending on
the space available. In figure 1 the range annota-
tion used indicates the reason for the increase in
the value of a given stock portfolio over a particu-
lar time period. If one or more annotations collide
or intersect a stacking algorithm is used prior to
presentation to rearrange the placement of collid-
ing annotations as shown in figure 2.

Figure 3 illustrates the architecture that is used
by our NLG engine. The data analysis and data
interpretation modules analyse the input data and
produce a set of messages which can be communi-
cated to the user in the generated report. The doc-
ument planner decides on which messages should
be communicated overall, and where messages
should appear (for example, situational analysis
text, diagnosis text, impact text, graph annotation,
or a combination of these). The document planner
also decides on the type of graph used, and which
data channels it displays; these data channels must
include any channels which are annotated, but in
some cases other channels are displayed as well.

Once document planning is complete, the vi-
sualisation planning module generates the graph
design, including X and Y scale and the position
of the annotations on the graph. The time range
shown in the graph is largely determined by the
annotation messages. In other words, the decision
about what data to show on the graph is partially
driven by the annotations.

The annotation microplanner and realiser gener-
ate the actual annotation texts, using special rules
which are optimised for annotations (which need
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Figure 3: Pipeline architecture of the Arria NLG
Engine

to be short and have different referring expres-
sions). After this has been completed, a renderer
produces the actual annotated graph. The final
task lies with the presenter module, which recom-
bines the separately generated summary text (gen-
erated by the NLG Microplanning and Realisation
modules) with the annotated graphs.

3 Conclusion

Annotated graphs are a very appealing mechanism
for combining text and data graphics into a sin-
gle multimodal information presentation; this is
shown both by the findings of Sripada and Gao
(2007) and by the experiences of our customers.
Amongst other benefits, we believe that annotated
graphs will address some of the deficiencies in
data graphics which were pointed out by Alberdi
et al (2001), by helping users (especially inexpe-
rienced ones) to more easily identify key events
in a graph and also to distinguish real events from
sensor artefacts and other noise.

We have developed software to create annotated
graphs, by modifying the standard NLG data-to-
text pipeline as described above. Our clients have

reacted very positively so far, and we are now ex-
ploring extensions, for example by making anno-
tated graphs interactive.
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Abstract

Valence shifting is the task of rewrit-
ing a text towards more/less positively or
negatively slanted versions. This paper
presents a rule-based approach to produc-
ing Turkish sentences with varying senti-
ment. The approach utilizes semantic rela-
tions in the Turkish and English WordNets
to determine word polarities and involves
the use of lexical substitution and adver-
bial rules to alter the sentiment of a text in
the intended direction. In a user study, the
effectiveness of the generation approach is
evaluated on real product reviews.

1 Introduction

Language can express a content in a number of
different ways with varying emotion. Emotions
might equip sentences with connotations and have
a powerful effect on the disposition of the hearer in
a subtle way. Moreover, emotions induced through
words play an important role in written and verbal
communication. Sentence valence specifies the
degree of emotion present in a sentence and indi-
cates how positive or negative the sentence is. The
literature has shown that the sentiment characteris-
tics of a sentence are correlated with the valence of
words the sentence contains (Guerini et al., 2008).

Valence shifting is the task of altering a text to-
wards more/less positively or negatively slanted
versions while keeping much of its semantic
meaning (Gardiner and Dras, 2012). This rela-
tively new problem has many practical uses in lan-
guage based applications such as persuasive sys-
tems which are designed to influence users’ behav-
iors. Slanting of texts can be achieved in a num-
ber of ways, the most popular of which is the lexi-
cal substitution of semantically related words with
varying valences (Whitehead and Cavedon, 2010).
To our knowledge, this work is the first to examine

the correlation between word polarities and sen-
tence valences in Turkish and to address the prob-
lem of valence shifting in Turkish sentences. Our
methodology for determining word polarities ex-
plores the semantic relations of words within and
between the Turkish and English WordNets. To
alter the sentiment carried by a sentence in the in-
tended direction, our approach utilizes word polar-
ities and a number of hand constructed rules based
on the insights gained from user studies. Two
strategies, namely lexical substitution and the use
of intensifiers/downtoners, are used to slant Turk-
ish texts. An evaluation study shows the effective-
ness of our approach in generating valence shifted
Turkish sentences.

2 Word Polarity

Word polarity (valence) stands for the semantic
orientation of a word and is one of positive, neg-
ative or neutral. Previous research has shown that
it is very common to retrieve word valences from
existing polarity lexicons. To our best knowledge,
there is only one available Turkish word polarity
lexicon (Tr L) which is built in a semi-automated
manner by traversing a multilingual word relat-
edness graph with a random walk model (Özsert
and Özgür, 2013). The lexicon consists of 1398
positive (e.g., “övgü#n” (praise#n)) and 1414 neg-
ative (e.g., “anormal#a” (abnormal#a)) word en-
tries. Although all word entries are given along
with their PoS (i.e., one of noun, verb, or adjec-
tive), the lexicon neither contains word senses nor
the strength of polarities.

There are a number of available English polar-
ity lexicons. The General Inquirer lexicon (GI L)
annotates word entries with syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic information including its sense and
PoS (Stone et al., 1966). In the MPQA Polarity
lexicon (MPQA L), word entries are annotated
with PoS, polarity, and the strength of polarity
(i.e., strong or weak) but no sense information is
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Polarity Agreement with Tr L GI L MPQA L SWN L En L
Positive polarity match 646 468 423 950
Negative polarity match 761 775 742 1339
No Turkish polarity & Positive English polarity 326 376 750 1177
No Turkish polarity & Negative English polarity 373 577 1019 1390

Table 1: The agreement of word polarities.

given (MPQA, 2014). The SentiWordNet lexi-
con (SWN L), along with PoS and sense informa-
tion, annotates word entries with three sentiment
scores from positivity, negativity, and objectivity
perspectives (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006)1.

Due to the limitations of the Turkish lexicon
(e.g., no adverbs exist in the lexicon), we explored
ways of expanding the scope of the lexicon by tak-
ing advantage of the semantic relations between
words. As described in the rest of this section,
we also examined how additional polarity infor-
mation can be retrieved from English polarity lex-
icons and applied to Turkish.

2.1 Bilingual WordNet Graph

The Turkish WordNet is fully compatible with but
not as comprehensive as some other WordNets
such as EuroWordNet. We represent the Turk-
ish WordNet as a directed graph where each ver-
tex corresponds to a word tagged with the sense
and PoS information (e.g., mekan#1,n2). The ver-
tices corresponding to the words that share a re-
lation are connected with a directed edge and the
edge is labeled with the kind of this relation (e.g.,
“synonym” or “antonym”). A monolingual graph
consisting of 20343 vertices and 60164 edges is
built from the Turkish WordNet. Following the
same representation scheme, a monolingual graph
is built from the English WordNet 2.0 which con-
tains 177308 vertices and 786932 edges.

The Turkish and English monolingual graphs
are integrated into a big bilingual graph with the
use of the InterLingual Index (ILI) where words
having the same meaning are connected. ILI facil-
itates the mapping of concepts and similar synsets
between compatible WordNets. This integration
enabled us to explore the agreement of word polar-
ities between the Turkish polarity lexicon and each
of the three English polarity lexicons. The first and
the second rows in Table 1 show the number of
cases where a Turkish-English word pair with the
same ILI share a positive or a negative polarity re-

1Here, we classify a word as positive/negative if its posi-
tivity/negativity score is greater than or equal to 0.5.

2The noun mekan (location) is of the first sense.

spectively. The third and the fourth rows represent
the cases where a Turkish word does not have a
polarity in the Turkish lexicon whereas its English
correspondent has a positive or a negative polarity
in the English lexicon respectively. For instance,
the word “bitmek bilmemek#a” does not have a
polarity in Tr L whereas its English correspondent
“endless#a” has a negative polarity in MPQA L.

We examined whether individual agreements
between the Turkish lexicon and each English lex-
icon can be improved by merging all English lex-
icons into a single polarity lexicon (En L). Dur-
ing this merge, words that have different polarities
in individual lexicons are omitted and the words
from MPQA L are considered as of the first sense.
The final En L lexicon consists of 9044 positive
and 13890 negative words with PoS and sense in-
formation. As shown in the fourth column of Ta-
ble 1, this merge improves the agreement between
the Turkish and English polarity lexicons.

2.2 Detecting Word Polarity

A two-step approach is developed for determin-
ing the polarities of Turkish words. Once given a
sentence, this approach first identifies prior word
polarities by utilizing the information contained in
polarity lexicons and then applies a set of polarity
alteration rules to the sentence for finalizing polar-
ity assignments.

To determine the polarity of a word, the pres-
ence of the word and its synonyms is first explored
in the Turkish polarity lexicon. If neither the word
nor any of its synonyms exists in the Tr L lexi-
con, English words that have the same ILI with the
Turkish word are explored in the English polarity
lexicon En L3. If the word polarity is still not de-
termined, the polarity of Turkish words that share
the antonym relation with the word is explored in
Tr L and the reverse of the retrieved word polarity
(if any) is taken. If the use of antonym relation in
Tr L does not return a polarity, the antonym rela-
tion is explored in the En L lexicon for the English
correspondents of the Turkish word.

3This enables us to benefit from English polarities shown
in the third and the fourth rows of Table 1.
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We hand constructed a number of polarity al-
teration rules that are specific to Turkish. These
rules, once applied to a sentence, might alter the
lexicon-based prior polarity of words. For exam-
ple, the adjective “mutsuz (unhappy)” with nega-
tive polarity according to the Tr L lexicon should
be treated as positive in the sentence “Ahmet mut-
suz bir çocuk değil. (Ahmet is not an unhappy
child.)” since it is followed by the negative “değil
(it is not)”. One of our polarity alteration rules re-
verses the polarity of all words that immediately
precede the negative “değil” in a sentence4.

3 Sentence Valence

Our goal is to alter the sentiment of a Turkish sen-
tence while preserving its content. This requires
a means of assessing the sentiment change in
the slanted versions of a sentence and beforehand
computing their sentence valences. Literature has
proposed different methods to calculate sentence
valence using word polarities such as summing va-
lence scores of all words in a sentence (Inkpen et
al., 2004) or using the valence score of a present
word with a strong valence. We first examined
whether computing sentence valence by summing
word polarities, a commonly used approach in En-
glish, is applicable to Turkish.

We conducted a formal experiment with 24 par-
ticipants, all of which are Turkish native speak-
ers. The participants were presented with 20
sentences and asked to classify each sentence as
positive, negative, or neutral based on its con-
tent. The sentences, originally published in aca-
demic proses or newspapers, were manually se-
lected from the Turkish National Corpus (Aksan
et al., 2012). A strong attention was paid to se-
lect sentences that contain at least one word within
the Tr L lexicon. The valences of these sen-
tences were computed by summing the word po-
larities as determined by our polarity detection ap-
proach5. Unfortunately, this straightforward ap-
proach failed to classify sentences as participants
did in 13 sentences. The classifications of our
approach and the participants in these cases are;
positive-neutral in 6 sentences, negative-neutral in

4Evaluating the reliability of our polarity detection ap-
proach and how well the polarity assignments coincide with
human judgements is in our future work.

5The word polarity is +1 and -1 for positive and negative
words respectively. A sentence is considered as positive if the
sentence valence score>0 and as negative if the sentence va-
lence score<0. In each sentence, less than half of the content
words are annotated with a polarity.

3 sentences, neutral-negative in 2 sentences, and
positive-negative in the remaining 2 sentences.
For example, our approach classified the sentence
“Bir simulasyon modelinin amacı bir problemi
çözmek ya da çözümüne katkıda bulunmaktır.
(The purpose of a simulation model is to solve a
problem or to contribute to its solution.)” with a
valence of +1 as positive, whereas the participants
classified it as neutral.

One reason for the divergence in classifications
might be the fact that our approach considers all
words in the Turkish lexicon as having the same
strength and of the first sense although senses are
not given in the lexicon. Since this study revealed
that sentence valences determined in this fashion
do not correspond with valences as assigned by
humans, we argue that slanting of texts cannot be
assessed by considering only sentence valences.

4 Generating Valence Shifted Sentences

To explore how Turkish speakers alter the senti-
ment characteristics of sentences, we conducted an
experiment with 19 participants where they were
presented with 20 sentences and asked to gener-
ate slanted versions of these texts toward a more
positive or more negative direction. The sentences
along with their sentiments (i.e., positive or nega-
tive) were selected from a database of movie and
product reviews. The analysis of this experiment
provided a number of insights into Turkish valence
shifting, the three main of which are: i) slanted
versions of texts are produced via three kinds of
sentential changes (lexical substitution, paraphras-
ing, and adverbial changes that behave as inten-
sifiers/downtoners), ii) adverbs of certainty, prob-
ability, and quantity are often used in adverbial
changes, and iii) the sentence sentiment, intended
shift direction, and sentence constituents deter-
mine the kind of sentential change and where in
the sentence it occurs. In this work, we limit our-
selves to exploring how valence shifted Turkish
sentences can be generated by lexical substitution
and adverbial changes6.

Lexical substitution of semantically related
words with different polarity strengths is a pop-
ular approach in English. Since the Turkish polar-
ity lexicon does not provide polarity strengths and
our polarity detection approach assigns the same
polarity to all synonym words, substituting a word

6Generating slanted versions of Turkish texts by para-
phrasing their content is left for future work.
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with its synonym of the same strength to slant a
text is not applicable in our case. We rather substi-
tute words with other words that share either the
“similar to” or “also see” relation if any of the 6
lexical substitution rules that we constructed is ap-
plicable. Below are two representative rules:

• If the intended shift is to increase the sen-
tence valence, then substitute a word having
a reverse polarity with the sentence sentiment
with a word that has the same polarity with
the sentence.

• If the intended shift is to decrease the sen-
tence valence, then substitute a word having
the same polarity with the sentence sentiment
with a word of the same polarity once the po-
larity strength of the English correspondent
of the substituted word is lower than that of
the replaced word according to MPQA L.

To capture adverbial changes, we constructed
10 rules whose applicability depends on sentence
constituents. We classified all certainty, probabil-
ity, and quantity adverbs as intensifiers or down-
toners. These adverbs are either inserted, deleted,
or substituted once an adverbial rule is applied to
a sentence. In the current setting, the selection of
which adverb will be used among all other pos-
sibilities is determined by a language model and
the adverbial rules that apply to adjectives have a
precedence over those that apply to verbs. Two
representative rules are shown below:

• If the sentence contains only one adjective
which has the same polarity with the sentence
sentiment and the intended shift is to increase
the sentence valence, then insert an intensifier
in front of the adjective.

• If the denominative verb of the sentence is
derived from an adjective which has the same
polarity with the sentence sentiment and the
intended shift is to increase the sentence va-
lence, then insert an intensifier in front of the
verb.

Our approach follows a straightforward strategy
for shifting sentence valences. Once a sentence
and the shift direction are given, the lexical substi-
tution rules are applied in an order until a slanted
version of the sentence is produced in the intended
direction. If these rules do not succeed in slanting
the sentence, then the adverbial rules are applied
to the sentence.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our valence
shifting approach, we conducted an experiment
with 15 Turkish native speakers. The participants
were presented with 21 sentence pairs, where one
sentence is an original product review and the
other sentence is its slanted version as produced by
our valence shifting approach. In total, 9 adverbial
and 3 lexical substitution rules were used for gen-
erating valence shifted sentences. We asked par-
ticipants to specify which sentence in a pair has
a higher valence according to the given sentence
sentiment. Our results demonstrated that all par-
ticipants agreed that our approach achieved the in-
tended shift in 3 sentence pairs and the majority of
them agreed on that in 8 of the remaining 18 sen-
tence pairs. This evaluation study also revealed
that the adverbial rules have a higher accuracy in
shifting the sentence valence as compared to that
of lexical substitution rules. Among the tested ad-
verbial rules, the one, which modifies the adjective
of the sentence subject if the polarity of the adjec-
tive contrasts with the sentence sentiment, did not
achieve the intended valence shift. Moreover, the
performance of the lexical substitution rules was
observed to be higher in cases where the “simi-
lar to” relation is utilized than the cases where the
“also see” relation is used. Since this initial study
left many questions unexplored regarding the ap-
plicability and accuracy of all rules that we con-
structed, a more comprehensive study is necessary
to better predict their performances.

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented our initial explorations
on Turkish sentence valence and our methodology
for generating valence shifted sentences in accor-
dance with these explorations. To our knowledge,
our work is the first to address the problem of va-
lence shifting in Turkish by considering word po-
larities. We have presented our approach for pro-
ducing slanted versions of sentences by substitut-
ing words with the use of WordNet relations and
taking advantage of Turkish intensifiers and down-
toners. We constructed a set of rules for specifying
how and when words can be substituted or inten-
sifiers/downtoners can be used to shift the valence
of a sentence in the intended direction. In the fu-
ture, we will address the task of learning polar-
ity strengths of Turkish words and the learning of
paraphrase patterns from a big collection of texts
to improve the performance of our approach.
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Abstract 

This paper explores Natural Language Genera-
tion techniques for online river information 
tailoring. To solve the problem of unknown 
users, we propose ‘latent models’, which relate 
typical visitors to river web pages, river data 
types, and river related activities. A hierarchy 
is used to integrate domain knowledge and la-
tent user knowledge, and serves as the search 
space for content selection, which triggers us-
er-oriented selection rules when they visit a 
page. Initial feedback received from user 
groups indicates that the latent models deserve 
further research efforts. 
 

1 Introduction 

Within recent decades, access to online river in-
formation has increased exponentially thanks to 
great progresses in data collection and storage 
technologies employed by hydrological organiza-
tions worldwide (Dixon, 2010). Local residents 
nearby rivers and those engaged in river related 
activities are now much better informed and 
more engaged with data providers than decades 
ago. However, organizations such as SEPA 
(Scottish Environment Protection Agency), CEH 
(Centre for Ecology and Hydrology), EA (Envi-
ronment Agency) in UK, and quite a few Cana-
dian and Australian ones are working to improve 
the presentation of river information further. 
Many of these data providers, who are mostly 
government agencies, provide descriptive texts 
along with archived data of flow, level, flood and 
temperature along with their graphs and/or ta-
bles. A typical example of linguistic description 
from the EA website is shown below: 

   The river level at Morwick is 0.65 me-
tres. This measurement was recorded at 
08:45 on 23/01/2013. The typical river 

level range for this location is between 
0.27 metres and 2.60 metres. The highest 
river level recorded at this location is 6.32 
metres and the river level reached 6.32 me-
tres on 07/09/2008.1 

   The above descriptive text could vary to some 
extent according to different river users. For in-
stance, it may provide information perceived as 
good news by farmers whilst other users e.g. ca-
noeists or paddlers may interpret the information 
as bad news for their activity. Such tailored in-
formation provision promotes communication 
efficiency between stakeholders and the relevant 
government offices (Macleod et al., 2012). We 
explored data-to-text techniques (Reiter, 2007) in 
promoting online river information provision. 
Our engagement activities with river stakehold-
ers showed that there could be great difficulties 
in specifying user groups for online river infor-
mation tailoring. First, the relations between do-
main knowledge and user knowledge are difficult 
to be acquired due to domain sensitive challeng-
es. Second, for online communication, the issue 
that users themselves sometimes are not sure 
about their tasks further hinders user modeling. 
This paper proposes an alternative approach of 
latent user models, instead of directly asking us-
ers to indicate what they are interested in. 

2 User Modeling Problem 

It has long been argued in NLG research that 
contents of generated texts should be oriented to 
users’ tasks and existing knowledge. User mod-
els are usually employed for the tailoring task. 
However, user models may not be easily ac-
quired. Reiter et al (2003a) claimed that no NLG 
system actually used detailed user models with 
non-trivial numbers of users. Most commercial 

                                                
1 http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/ 
floods/riverlevels/120694.aspx?stationId=8143 
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NLG systems would rather do with very limited 
user models, and examples are STOP (Reiter et 
al., 2003b), SUMTIME-MOUSAM (Sripada et 
al., 2002), and GIRL (Williams, 2002).  
   Recent research on user modeling falls into 
roughly three categories, i.e. explicit, implicit 
and hybrid approaches 2 . All approaches start 
with knowledge acquisition. Explicit models then 
define a finite number of user groups, and finally 
generate tailored texts for users to choose from, 
or choose to generate for a unique group at each 
time, e.g. (Molina, 2011 and 2012). Implicit 
models, e.g. (Mairesse and Walker, 2011), then 
construct a framework of human computer inter-
action to learn about the values of a finite set of 
features, and finally generate tailored texts ac-
cording to the intersection between domain 
knowledge and feature values. Hybrid models, 
e.g. (Bouayad-Agha et al, 2012) and (Dannels et 
al, 2012), specify both a finite set of user groups 
and a human computer interaction framework, 
and finally classify online users into defined 
groups for tailored generation. 

3 Latent User Models 

Online river information tailoring involves a 
website, such as SEPA’s, which provides map 
based (or text based) searchable river infor-
mation 3. The NLG task is to generate user-
oriented texts while users are navigating the 
website. Both explicit and implicit user models 
can be employed for online river information 
tailoring. A finite set of user groups could be 
defined according to river-related activities, such 
as flooding, fishing, canoeing, etc. along with a 
set of features such as level trends, temperature 
ranges, etc. Then an interactive navigation mech-
anism could ask a user to either choose a group 
or tailor his/her own parameters, and relevant 
texts can be generated thereafter.  
   Unfortunately, our engagement activities with 
stakeholders showed that it is almost impossible 
to define user models using mappings from river-
related activities to river data features. Further-
more, frequent users are reluctant to spend time 
on specifying their preferences before viewing 
the river information. For such an NLG task, the 
uncertainty comes not only from a large variety 
of river users and stakeholders, but also from the 
issue that users themselves sometimes are not 

                                                
2 Note the difference between NLG and HCI user models. 
The former tailor the output of NLG systems, while the later 
tailor the systems themselves. 
3 http://sepa.org.uk/water/river_levels/river_level_data.aspx 

sure of what data features are associated with 
making decisions about their activities. 
   Our efforts on dealing with NLG domain 
knowledge and user models brought about the 
idea of extending domain knowledge to statisti-
cally cover user knowledge, without explicitly 
defining user groups or implicitly modeling po-
tential users. We argue that non-trivial number of 
uncertain users can be dynamically and statisti-
cally modeled by integrating a module for web 
mining and Google analytics into the NLG pipe-
line system. We regard these statistically estab-
lished models as latent since they are hidden be-
neath the domain knowledge, and the latent vari-
able of typical users is linked to river data types 
and river related activities. 

 
Figure 1. Domain Knowledge with Latent Models 

   The domain knowledge and latent user models 
are constructed as a whole in a hierarchical struc-
ture, as in Figure 1. We technically maintain this 
hierarchy as an ontology based on existing ap-
proaches e.g. (Bontcheva, 2005; Bouayad-Agha 
et al, 2012). The general part of the main frame 
was extracted from hydrology or environment 
websites, such as SEPA, CEH and EA, with the 
view that these websites were deliberately estab-
lished hierarchically by manual work of domain 
experts in the fields of hydrology, ecology and/or 
geology. This part serves as the center of our 
domain knowledge, which starts with a root node 
and branches to river catchments, rivers, river 
stations and river data, while river data consists 
of water level, water flow, water temperature, 
etc. There are also some non-hierarchical rela-
tions embedded, namely the tributary relation 
between rivers, the upriver relation between river 
stations, and the relationship between certain 
river data and river related activities. In addition 
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to the time series on the status of the rivers, other 
information is integrated offline. Then, the do-
main knowledge was extended to cover potential 
users’ knowledge and online visiting behaviors. 
The extended information, or the latent user 
models, as denoted in italic fonts in Figure 1, 
includes three parts, i.e. the webpage visiting 
frequency, the relevance degrees between certain 
river data and river related activities, and the 
ranking of popularities of river-related activities 
for each river station. 
   Our extension process includes three stages, 
i.e. web mining, Google analytics, and engage-
ment activities. At first, basic and rough infor-
mation about river stations was statistically gath-
ered by using free or trial version web mining 
tools, such as spiders and crawlers, and corpus 
analysis tools. For all combinations of elements 
respectively from each pair of columns in Table 
1, we simply count the tokens of co-occurrence 
within an empirical window of 10 words. For the 
co-occurring tokens between a given river station 
and related activities, the top five tokens were 
selected by filtering according to one threshold 
on co-occurrence frequencies and another 
threshold on frequency differences between ad-
jacent ranked types. For the co-occurring tokens 
between a given activity and river data type, rel-
evant tokens were chosen by only one threshold 
on the co-occurrence frequencies. Finally, the co-
occurring types of river stations and river data 
with high frequencies were used to fine-tune the 
previously acquired results, supposing that some 
river stations seldom or never provide some 
types of river data. 

River Stations Related 
Activities 

River Data 
Type 

Aberlour 
Aberuchill 
Aberuthven 
Abington 
Alford 
Allnabad 
Almondell 
Alness 
Ancrum 
Anie 
Apigill 
Arbroath 
… 

Farming 
Fishing 
Canoeing 
Swimming 
Kayaking 
Rowing 
Boating 
Research 
Education 
Hiking 
Cycling 
… 
… 

Level 
Flow 
Temperature 
Width 
Rainfall 
Wind 
Pollution 
Birds 
Animals 
Fishes 
… 
… 
 

Table 1. Basic Domain Knowledge for Extension 

    We further had the statistically acquired re-
sults complemented and modified by Google 
analytics data for river websites and engagement 
activities with domain experts and users. Google 

analytics provided us with webpage visiting fre-
quencies for each hydrological station, and con-
tributed to the ranking of river-related activity 
for a given station. Knowledge gathered from 
engagement activities, such as semi-structured 
interviews and focus groups, was mainly used to 
confirm the statistically gathered information 
during the first two stages (as well as refine our 
overall understanding of data demands, water-
related activities and perception of existing 
communication tools). For example, flood warn-
ing information was moved up in the ranks since 
over 5 million people in England and Wales live 
and work in properties that are at risk of flooding 
from rivers or the sea4 (Marsh and Hannaford, 
2007). Our present research is limited to rivers in 
Scotland, involving 107 river catchments, 233 
rivers, and 339 river stations. The webpage visit-
ing frequencies for these stations were gathered 
from Google analytics data for the website of 
SEPA5. The page visiting frequency for each riv-
er station is represented by a time series with 
yearly periodicity, and each period includes 12 
numeric elements calculated by dividing the 
number of monthly visiting times of the station 
by the total number of monthly visiting times of 
all river stations. 

4 NLG for Online Tailoring 

Our NLG pipeline system takes numeric data of 
a given river station as input, and outputs a tai-
lored description for that river station. The sys-
tem analyzes data of water level, flow, and tem-
perature as similar to time series analysis tasks 
presented in (Turner et al., 2006). Then, the ana-
lyzed patterns are interpreted into symbolic con-
ceptual representations, including vague expres-
sions, which might facilitate users’ understand-
ing (van Deemter, 2010). SEPA defines normal 
ranges for river levels and we use these defini-
tions in our computations to generate vague ex-
pressions. For content selection, we define five 
sets: S = {s1, s2, …} the set of stations; A = {a1, 
a2, …} the set of activities for a given station; D 
= {d1, d2, …}= {{d11, d12, …}, {d21, d22, …}, …} 
the set of river data sets for a given station; AD = 
{a1d1, a1d2, …, a2d1, …} where aidj refers to in-
formation from the interpretation of an activity ai 
under the condition of data dj; and SAD an over-
view on one station. For a river station, using the 
domain knowledge hierarchy, which embeds la-
                                                
4 http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/ 
floods/default.aspx. 
5 http://www.sepa.org.uk. 
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tent user models implicitly (Figure 1), we select 
A ∪ D ∪ AD ∪ SAD as the initial contents. 

 
Figure 2. Statistical Schemas 

   A schema-based approach was employed for 
document planning. Each schema at the high lev-
el is made up of three components: Introduction, 
Events and Summary. Each of these components 
has its own substructure as shown in examples in 
Figure 4. With the estimated probabilistic distri-
bution we generate schemas for a station based 
on its popular activities. We then tailor the text 
by randomly selecting from users’ favorite vo-
cabulary, which was acquired from online corpus 
for different river-related activities. Other words 
for structural purposes are dependent on certain 
schemas. Realization was performed using the 
simpleNLG library (Gatt and Reiter, 2009), and 
some generated examples are listed in Table 2. 

Schem
a (1) 

The Tyne at Nungate boasts its excellent salm-
on catches. Now with medium steady water 
level and comparatively low water temperature, 
many people want to fish some salmons in pools 
between the rapids or experience whitewater 
rafting within them, which makes the periphery 
of Nungate a hot spot. 

Schem
a (2) 

The periphery of Tyne at Nungate poses a hot 
spot now, where many people are fishing or 
canoeing while appreciating the medium steady 
water level and comparatively low water tem-
perature. No wonder Nungate can boast one of 
the best salmon catching places. 

Schem
a (3) 

The Tyne at Nungate boasts its excellent salm-
on catches. Many people may now fish or canoe 
there thanks to the medium steady water level 
and comparatively low water temperature, mak-
ing the periphery of Nungate a hot spot. 

Table 2. Some Tailored NLG Examples (Italic fonts 
denote the tailored lexical realization) 

5 Initial Feedback and Conclusion 

This research is still underway and a thorough 
evaluation is still pending. We have received 
valuable feedback from small user groups. Sup-
portive examples are: a. An overview about pop-
ular river stations can help users’ further explora-
tion of information to a significant extent; b. A 
general comprehension for a given river station 
can be more easily built up by simply reading the 
generated descriptions, than by solely reading the 
data and its related graphics; c. Along with the 
graphics, the generated descriptions can improve 
the communication efficiency by a large degree. 
Examples recommending further improve-
ment/focus include: a. Schemas filled in with 
acquired vocabulary sometimes endow the gen-
erated document a syntactically and/or semanti-
cally unexpected flavor; b. Established users de-
mand more linguistic varieties than new users. 
   Present feedback implicates that latent user 
models deserve further research. Our future ef-
forts will focus on a. extending the domain 
knowledge to cover all river stations, b. develop-
ing generic methodology for acquiring latent user 
models for other online NLG tasks (e.g. generat-
ing descriptions of Census data), and c. integrat-
ing an automatic update of latent models. 
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Abstract

We present FeedbackGen, a system that
uses a multi-adaptive approach to Natu-
ral Language Generation. With the term
‘multi-adaptive’, we refer to a system
that is able to adapt its content to dif-
ferent user groups simultaneously, in our
case adapting to both lecturers and stu-
dents. We present a novel approach to
student feedback generation, which simul-
taneously takes into account the prefer-
ences of lecturers and students when de-
termining the content to be conveyed in
a feedback summary. In this framework,
we utilise knowledge derived from rat-
ings on feedback summaries by extract-
ing the most relevant features using Prin-
cipal Component Regression (PCR) anal-
ysis. We then model a reward function
that is used for training a Reinforcement
Learning agent. Our results with stu-
dents suggest that, from the students’ per-
spective, such an approach can generate
more preferable summaries than a purely
lecturer-adapted approach.

1 Introduction
Summarisation of time-series data refers to the
task of automatically generating reports from at-
tributes whose values change over time. Content
selection is the task of choosing what to say, i.e.
what information is to be included in a report (Re-
iter and Dale, 2000). We consider the task of auto-
matically generating feedback summaries for stu-
dents describing their performance during the lab
of a computer science module over the semester.

Various factors can influence students’ learn-
ing such as difficulty of the material (Person et
al., 1995), workload (Craig et al., 2004), atten-
dance in lectures (Ames, 1992), etc. These fac-
tors change over time and can be interdependent.

In addition, different stakeholders often have con-
flicting goals, needs and preferences, for example
managers with employees, or doctors with patients
and relatives, or novice and expert users. In our
data, for instance, lecturers tend to comment on
the hours that the student studied, whereas the stu-
dents disprefer this content. In our previous work,
we showed that lecturers and students have dif-
ferent perceptions regarding what constitutes good
feedback (Gkatzia et al., 2013). Here, we present a
novel approach to generation by adapting its con-
tent to two user groups simultaneously. Producing
the same summary for two groups is important as
it allows for shared context and meaningful further
discussion and reduces development time.

2 Related Work
Previous work on NLG systems that address more
than one user group employs different versions of
a system for each different user group (Gatt et al.,
2009; Hunter et al., 2011; Mahamood and Reiter,
2011), makes use of User Models (Janarthanam
and Lemon, 2010; Thompson et al., 2004; Zuker-
man and Litman, 2001) or personalises the output
to individual users using rules (Reiter et al., 1999).
Our proposed system adapts the output to the pref-
erences of more than one user type1, lecturers and
students, but instead of developing many different
systems or using User Models that describe differ-
ent users, it attempts to model the middle ground
between the preferences.

In order to identify the users’ preferences, we
apply Principal Components Regression (PCR
(Jolliffe, 1982)) analysis to two datasets that con-
tain lecturers’ and students’ ratings and identify
the most important variables from the principal
components, which are then included in a reward
function. This hand-crafted reward function is
used for training an RL agent for summarisation

1Our approach is different to multi-objective optimisa-
tion.
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Raw Data

factors week 2 week 3 ... week 10
marks 5 4 ... 5
hours studied 1 2 ... 3
... ... ... ... ...

Trends from Data

factors trend
(1) marks trend other
(2) hours studied trend increasing
(3) understandability trend decreasing
(4) difficulty trend decreasing
(5) deadlines trend increasing
(6) health issues trend other
(7) personal issues trend decreasing
(8) lectures attended trend other
(9) revision trend decreasing

Summary

Your overall performance was excellent
during the semester. Keep up the good
work and maybe try some more challeng-
ing exercises. Your attendance was vary-
ing over the semester. Have a think about
how to use time in lectures to improve your
understanding of the material. You spent 2
hours studying the lecture material on
average. You should dedicate more time
to study. You seem to find the material
easier to understand compared to the
beginning of the semester. Keep up the
good work! You revised part of the learn-
ing material. Have a think whether revis-
ing has improved your performance.

Table 1: The table on the top left shows an example of the time-series data. The table on the bottom left
shows an example of described trends. The box on the right presents a target summary.

of time-series data. Our previous work showed
that when comparing RL and supervised learning
in the context of student feedback generation, stu-
dents preferred the output generated by the RL
system (Gkatzia et al., 2014a). Therefore, here, we
used RL rather than a supervised learning method.
The work described here builds on work reported
in (Gkatzia et al., 2014b), which uses as a reward
function the average of the Lecturer-adapted and
Student-adapted reward functions. However, that
method seems to cancel out the preferences of the
two groups whereas PCR is able to identify rele-
vant content for both groups.

In the next section, we describe the data used,
and the methodology for the multi-adaptive NLG,
as well as two alternative systems. In Section 4,
we describe the comparison of these three systems
in a subjective evaluation and present the results in
Section 5. A discussion follows in Section 6 and
finally, future work is discussed in Section 7.

3 Methodology
Reinforcement Learning is a machine learning
technique that defines how an agent learns to take
optimal sequences of actions so as to maximize a
cumulative reward (Sutton and Barto, 1998). In
our framework, the task of summarisation of time-
series data is modelled as a Markov Decision Pro-
cess, where the decisions on content selection cor-

respond to a sequence of actions (see Section 3.2).
Temporal Difference (TD) learning (Sutton and
Barto, 1990) is used for training three agents in
a simulated environment to learn to make optimal
content selection decisions:

1. by adapting to both groups simultaneously,

2. by adapting to lecturers,

3. by adapting to students.

3.1 The Data

For this study, the dataset described in (Gkatzia et
al., 2013) was used. Table 1 presents an exam-
ple of this dataset that describes a student’s learn-
ing factors and an aligned feedback summary pro-
vided by a lecturer. The dataset is composed of
37 similar instances. Each instance consists of
time-series information about the student’s learn-
ing routine and the selected templates that lec-
turers used to provide feedback to this particu-
lar student. A template is a quadruple consist-
ing of an id, a factor (bottom left of Ta-
ble 1), a reference type (trend, week, aver-
age, other) and surface text. For instance,
a template can be (1, marks, trend, “Your marks
were <trend>over the semester”). The lexical
choice for <trend>(i.e. increasing or decreasing)
depends on the values of time-series data. There
is a direct mapping between the values of factor
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and reference type and the surface text. The time-
series factors are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Actions and states
The state consists of the time-series data and the
number of factors which have so far been selected
to be talked about (the change of the value of this
variable consequently introduces a state change).
In order to explore the state space the agent se-
lects a time-series factor (e.g. marks, deadlines
etc.) and then decides whether to talk about it or
not, until all factors have been considered.

3.3 Reward function
The reward function is the following cumulative
multivariate function:

Reward = a +

n∑

i=1

bi ∗ xi + c ∗ length

where X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} describes the cho-
sen combinations of the factor trends observed in
the time-series data and a particular template (i.e.
the way of mentioning a factor). a, b and c are the
correlation coefficients and length describes the
number of factors selected to be conveyed in the
feedback summary. The value of xi is given by
the function:

xi =





1, the combination of a factor trend
and a template type is included

0, if not.

The coefficients represent the level of preference
for a factor to be selected and the way it is con-
veyed in the summary. In the training phase, the
agent selects a factor and then decides whether to
talk about it or not. If the agent decides to refer
to a factor, the selection of the template is then
performed in a deterministic way, i.e. it selects the
template that results in higher reward.

Each rated summary is transformed into a vec-
tor of 91 binary features. Each feature describes
both (1) the trend of a factor (e.g. marks increas-
ing, see also Table 1) and (2) the way that this
factor could be conveyed in the summary (e.g.
one possible way is referring to average, another
possible way is referring to increasing/decreasing
trend). If both conditions are met, the value of
the feature is 1, otherwise 0. The 91 binary fea-
tures describe all the different possible combina-
tions. For both the Lecturer-adapted and Student-
adapted systems, the reward function is derived
from a linear regression analysis of the provided
dataset, similarly to Walker et al. (1997) and
Rieser et al. (2010).

3.3.1 Multi-adaptive Reward Function
In order to derive a reward function that finds a
balance between the two above mentioned sys-
tems, we use PCR to reduce the dimensionality
of the data and thus reduce the introduced noise.
Through PCR we are able to reduce the number
of features and identify components of factors that
are deemed important to both parties to be used in
the reward function.

PCR is a method that combines Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1986) with lin-
ear regression. PCA is a technique for reducing
the dataset dimensionality while keeping as much
of the variance as possible. In PCR, PCA is ini-
tially performed to identify the principal compo-
nents, in our case, the factors that contribute the
most to the variance. Then, regression is applied
to these principal components to obtain a vector
of estimated coefficients. Finally, this vector is
transformed back into the general linear regres-
sion equation. After performing this analysis on
both datasets (students and lecturers), we choose
the most important (i.e. the ones that contribute
the most to the variance) commoncomponents or
features resulting in 18 features which were used
in the reward function. We then design a hand-
crafted reward function taking into account this
PCR analysis. The five most important features
are shown in Table 2.

factor trend way it is mentioned
(1) marks stable average
(2) hours studied decreasing trend
(3) health issues decreasing weeks
(4) lectures attended stable average
(5) personal issues increasing trend

Table 2: The top 5 features out of the 18 selected
through PCR analysis.

4 Evaluation

FeedbackGen is evaluated with real users against
two alternative systems: one that adapts to lectur-
ers’ preferences and one that adapts to students’
preferences. The output of the three systems is
ranked by 30 computer science students from a va-
riety of years of study. Time-series data of three
students are presented on graphs to each partici-
pant, along with three feedback summaries (each
one generated by a different system), in random
order, and they are asked to rank them in terms of
preference.
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Student-adapted {Ranking: 1st*} FeedbackGen {Ranking: 2nd*} Lecturer-adapted {Ranking: 3rd*}
You did well at weeks 2, 3, 6, 8, 9 and 10,
but not at weeks 4, 5 and 7. Have a think
about how you were working well and
try to apply it to the other labs. Your at-
tendance was varying over the semester.
Have a think about how to use time in lec-
tures to improve your understanding of
the material. You found the lab exercises
not very challenging. You could try out
some more advanced material and exer-
cises. You dedicated more time study-
ing the lecture material in the beginning
of the semester compared to the end of
the semester. Have a think about what
is preventing you from studying. Revis-
ing material during the semester will im-
prove your performance in the lab.

Your overall performance was
very good during the semester.
Keep up the good work and maybe
try some more challenging exer-
cises. You found the lab exer-
cises not very challenging. You
could try out some more advanced
material and exercises. You dedi-
cated more time studying the lec-
ture material in the beginning of
the semester compared to the end
of the semester. Have a think about
what is preventing you from study-
ing. You have had other dead-
lines during weeks 6 and 8. You
may want to plan your studying and
work ahead.

Your overall performance was very
good during the semester. Keep up the
good work and maybe try some more
challenging exercises. You found the
lab exercises not very challenging. You
could try out some more advanced mate-
rial and exercises. You dedicated more
time studying the lecture material in the
beginning of the semester compared to
the end of the semester. Have a think
about what is preventing you from study-
ing. You have had other deadlines during
weeks 6 and 8. You may want to plan
your studying and work ahead. You did
not face any health problems during the
semester. You did not face any personal
issues during the semester.

Table 3: The table presents example outputs from the three different systems in order of highest ranked
(bold signifies the chosen template content, * denotes significance with p <0.05 after comparing each
system with each other using Mann Whitney U test).

5 Results
Table 3 shows three summaries that have been
generated by the different systems. As we can see
from Table 3, students significantly prefer the out-
put of the system that is trained for their prefer-
ences. In contrast, students significantly dispre-
fer the system that is trained for lecturers’ pref-
erences. Finally, they rank as second the system
that captures the preferences of both lecturers and
students, which shows that it might be feasible to
find middle ground between the preferences of two
user groups. Significance testing is done using
a Mann Whitney U test (p <0.05), performing a
pair-wise comparison.

6 Discussion
The weights derived from the linear regression
analysis vary from the Lecturer-adapted func-
tion to the Student-adapted function. For in-
stance, the lecturers’ most preferred content is
hours studied. This, however, does not factor
heavily into the student’s reward function, apart
from the case where hours studied are de-
creasing or remain stable (see also Table 2).

Students like reading about
personal issues when the number of issues
they faced was increasing over the semester. On
the other hand, lecturers find it useful to give
advice to all students who faced personal issues
during the semester, hencepersonal issues
are included in the top 18 features (Table 2).
Moreover, students seem to mostly prefer a feed-
back summary that mentions the understandability

of the material when it increases, which is positive
feedback.

As reflected in Table 2, the analysis of PCR
showed that both groups found it useful to refer
to the average of marks when they remain stable.
In addition, both groups found understandability
when it increases useful, for a variety of reasons,
for example lecturers might find it useful to en-
courage students whereas students might prefer to
receive positive feedback. Both groups also agree
on hours studied as described earlier. On the
other hand, both groups find mentioning the stu-
dents’ difficulty when it decreases as positive.

7 Future Work
In the future, we plan to evaluate our methodol-
ogy with lecturers and a larger sample of students
across different disciplines. Moreover, we aim to
port our methodology to a different domain, and
try to find the middle ground between the pref-
erences of novices and expert users when sum-
marising medical data while providing first aid.
Finally, we want to compare the methodology pre-
sented here to a multi-objective optimisation ap-
proach (Fonseca and Flemming, 1993), where the
preferences of each user group will be modelled as
two different optimisation functions.
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Abstract

The TBI-Doc prototype demonstrates the
feasibility of automatically producing
draft case reports for a new brain imaging
technology, High Definition Fiber Track-
ing (HDFT). Here we describe the ontol-
ogy for the HDFT domain, the system ar-
chitecture and our goals for future research
and development.

1 Introduction

The goal of TBI-Doc is to automatically produce
a draft of a traumatic brain injury (TBI) case re-
port similar to existing expert-authored reports
that interpret the results of a High Definition Fiber
tracking (HDFT) procedure (Shin et al., 2012).
HDFT is a new, revolutionary technology for ren-
dering detailed images of the brain and is expected
to have significant implications for TBI patients’
prognosis and treatment. The typical patient for
whom HDFT is indicated has suffered multiple
impacts to the head over an extended period of
time. Although these patients suffer significant
symptoms, in most cases current imaging tools
(e.g. MRI and CT) are unable to pinpoint the lo-
cations of the injuries, much less any evidence of
TBI. Fortunately, HDFT is providing a wealth of
details for the patient and clinician about the TBI.
Unfortunately, the 25 page, expert-generated re-
port takes up to 10 hours of effort to produce once
the HDFT procedure is completed: part of the time
is analysis and part is report writing.

Accordingly, TBI-Doc’s success will be mea-
sured in terms of reducing the amount of human
time involved in creating the final report presented
to the patient and clinicians. In this paper we de-
scribe the TBI-Doc prototype which demonstrates
the feasibility of the system. The main contribu-
tion at this stage of development and the focus of
this paper is the ontology necessary for generating

the reports and the system architecture. We con-
clude with our goals for future research and devel-
opment.

2 The HDFT Results and
Expert-Authored Case Reports

Currently HDFT produces data on 13 brain tracts.
One such tract, which we focused on for the
TBI-Doc prototype, is the superior longitudinal
fasciculus (SLF) which connects regions of the
frontal lobe with the parietal and temporal lobes
(Fernandez-Miranda et al., 2012). The brain re-
gions that a tract connects and the areas of the tract
that appear abnormal suggest the brain functions
that may be impacted (Shin et al., 2012).

To identify abnormalities, the imaging process
mathematically compares the volume of the pa-
tient’s right and left hemisphere for a particu-
lar tract (Shin et al., 2012) and looks for unex-
pected asymmetries.1 The volume is also com-
pared against the HDFT data of a population of
individuals who have not suffered any TBI. Fi-
nally, the analyst also uses his/her knowledge of
the anatomy of a healthy brain to identify abnor-
malities and can further characterize the density,
distribution and connectivity of the fibers of the
tract by visually examining a representation of it,
as shown within Figure 1 for the fronto-occiptal
fasciculus tract. As part of the reporting, the an-
alyst describes the above comparisons, marks up
the visual representations of the tract that illustrate
his/her observations and includes graphs that rep-
resent the volume comparisons.

Because HDFT is new, currently, there are rel-
atively few ideal expert-generated case reports
upon which to model TBI-Doc’s reports. When
we began the development of TBI-Doc, an ana-
lyst had written 29 case reports but only 2-3 of
these reports were considered model final reports.

1Some tracts normally are expected to have some asym-
metries between hemispheres.
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Figure 1: Tract Report Excerpt: shows HDFT im-
ages of fibers representing the FOF Tract

The content and format of the final case report is
continuing to evolve as the primary physician and
nurse on the HDFT team provide feedback on the
type of report they believe will be most benefi-
cial. As of yet, there has been no feedback from
patients or other types of treating clinicians (e.g.
speech therapists, physical therapists, etc.) on the
content and format that they find most helpful.

For the prototype we focused on modeling the
tract section of one of the case reports but used
the remaining reports for determining the ontol-
ogy. An excerpt of the SLF tract section of that
model case report is shown in Figure 2.

3 The TBI-Doc System Design

Given the existing analyst workflow, we designed
the TBI-Doc system process (see Figure 3) as fol-
lows; after interpreting and manually annotating
HDFT images of tracts, and creating and annotat-

Figure 2: Expert Observation being Modeled

ing data graphics that show quantitative HDFT re-
sults, the analyst uses TBI-Doc’s graphical user in-
terface (GUI) to provide his qualitative evaluation
of the HDFT results and preferences for tailoring
the report. Using the analyst’s specifications pro-
vided through the TBI-Doc GUI and the annotated
tract images and data graphics, TBI-Doc automat-
ically produces a first draft of the case report. The
draft is then manually reviewed and edited by the
analyst before delivery. The case report is deliv-
ered to the clients as a file that can be printed on
paper and viewed on a tablet.

The architecture of TBI-Doc (shown by the re-
mainder of Figure 3) follows the standard NLG
pipeline (Reiter et al., 2000) and is similar to the
architecture of the healthcare-related systems de-
scribed in (Green et al., 2011; Hunter et al., 2012;
Scott et al., 2013). The TBI-Doc GUI represents
the TBI-Doc ontology and its columns (an excerpt
is shown in Table 1) cue the analyst to enter his/her
qualitative judgments about the data for a tract
at the region level, which is the lowest judgment
level as it describes the endpoints of subsections of
a tract, bundles between regions, hemisphere level
and overall. The ontology was derived by analyz-
ing existing reports to understand what is being de-
scribed across all of the reports and by interview-
ing HDFT team members. The ontology identi-
fies states (e.g. measures), relations (e.g. similar

Figure 3: The TBI-Doc Process
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Table 1: Example Input for SLF Tract Assessment

Tract SPARSE
Assessment

Tract hemi- Area Area Second Measure Evaluation Kind of
sphere Type Name End Point Comparison

SLF left OverallTract tract density very sparse healthy
SLF left BundleBtwnRegions DLPFC pTemporal density sparse right
SLF left BundleBtwnRegions DLPFC pTemporal connectivity reduced right
SLF left SpecificRegion DLPFC connectivity little right
SLF left SpecificRegion pTemporal connectivity little right
SLF left SpecificRegion DLPFC density sparse right
SLF left SpecificRegion pTemporal density sparse right
SLF left BundleBtwnRegions DLPFC pParietal connectivity little right
SLF left BundleBtwnRegions DLPFC pParietal density sparse right
SLF right OverallTract tract density normal healthy
SLF right OverallTract tract density some sparse healthy

to), and entities (e.g. tract(s), regions(s), connec-
tion(s), measurements such as density) relevant to
the HDFT reporting domain.

When the qualitative judgment entries or up-
dates are complete, the analyst requests that a re-
port be generated. The TBI-Doc Document Plan-
ner (logic implemented in Java) selects appro-
priate content from the database using the TBI-
Doc Data Interface and adds messages constructed
from that content as leaves of the Document Plan.
For the parts of the report that are not dependent
on values in the database, the Document Planner
also adds English (canned) text as leaves of the
Document Plan. The Document Planner is a set of
rules for what content to select and how to order
that content. For example, an abbreviated excerpt
of the content selection rules follow.

GENERATETRACTSECTION(tract, patientId)
GETTRACTSTATUS(tract,patientId)
If status=reduced then

GETTRACTFUNCTION(tract)
GENTRACTOBSERVATION(tract,patientId)

GENTRACTOBSERVATION(tract, patientId)
If Evaluation=reduced & TractOverall then

GENTRACTSUMMARYSENTENCE
ElsIf hemi not both & AreaType=OverallTract then

GENHEMISPHERESUMMARYSENTENCE
regions=

GATHERREGIONS(SpecificRegion,BundleBtwnRegions)
orderedRegions=ORDERREGIONS(regions)
For region in orderedRegions do

GENSENTENCE(region)

While there is often just a single sentence for a
tract or hemisphere summary, region descriptions
are generally multi-sentential. Currently the or-
derRegions function is designed as a default set
of guidelines for ordering the region descriptions.
The output of the Document Plan is then a series
of predicates that represent the content to be real-

ized. Some content, such as getTractFunction, is
static and does not pass through the pipeline to the
Microplanner.

The TBI-Doc Microplanner transforms the
predicates output from the Document Plan into
SimpleNLG sentence specifications (in Java) via
a set of mapping rules. The Microplanner selects
mapping rules based on the predicates to be real-
ized and any context variables that are available.
The mapping rules indicate what syntactic struc-
tures to create for a predicate and where to attach
them in the sentence being built. Currently, for
this demonstration prototype we have not yet ad-
dressed lexical realization and sentence aggrega-
tion. In the final step of the pipeline, SimpleNLG
(Gatt and Reiter, 2009) renders the sentence spec-
ifications as English sentences. Once the pipeline
is complete, the TBI-Doc Formatter combines all
the sentences from SimpleNLG and the canned
text into an HTML document which can then be
displayed by a browser and edited via an XML ed-
itor.

Rather than implementing each of the above
steps one-by-one to cover all possible cases, each
step was implemented to focus on replicating the
observation section of one case report. This al-
lowed us to perform an end-to-end demonstration
of the feasibility of this design. Thus many of
the rules described above are incomplete for al-
ternative pathways. TBI-Doc can currently gen-
erate from input data an observation section such
as the one shown below. The judgments entered
on behalf of the analyst for this demonstration
are shown in Table 1 and represent what was ex-
pressed in the expert-written observations section
in Figure 2:
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Observations Left SLF is particularly sparse
throughout the tract. The left tract from the
DLPFC to the pTemporal region when com-
pared to the right has a sparse density and a re-
duced connectivity. In particular little connectiv-
ity and sparse density are observed in the DLPFC
and pTemporal regions as well as between the
DLPFC and pParietal regions on the left. Overall
the right tract appears similar to a healthy tract
but still appears somewhat sparse.

4 Future Work

The current TBI-Doc is a demonstration of the fea-
sibility of generating case reports and the main
contribution of the work thus far has been to de-
fine an ontology for the HDFT domain. However,
because HDFT is a new technology that is continu-
ing to be improved rapidly and the reporting goals
are still evolving, the ontology is not yet complete.
Because the ontology drives the rest of the system,
it follows that the rest of the system components
still need more development.

For the demonstration we focused on reporting
on one of the 13 existing types of brain tracts.
While we anticipate that the ontology will gener-
alize well to the other tract types, each tract type
may introduce some extensions to the ontology. In
addition the HDFT developers anticipate provid-
ing data on additional tract types over time.

Since knowledge acquisition is still ongoing,
the Document Planner logic is still very shallow.
As a result, the demonstration version of TBI-
Doc is currently limited to reacting to descriptor
changes and does not yet alter the document struc-
ture or intelligently alter content selection. The
Microplanner currently does some context check-
ing to select the appropriate set of transforma-
tion rules to apply but this will need expansion
as the Document Planner becomes more complete.
More specifically, the sentence structure needs to
vary depending on the choices made by the Doc-
ument Planner. In addition, lexical selection in
which internal abbreviations are mapped to user
preferred forms needs more work (e.g. depending
on user preferences, DLPFC could map to dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex and pParietal to posterior
Parietal).

Our longer term interest is to explore ways
to appropriately adapt the reports for different
clients. A patient for whom the HDFT results indi-
cate cognitive processing issues may find a differ-
ent style of report and reading level more suitable
than a supporting family member or a treating clin-
ician. Different treating clinicians may prefer re-

ports with different content selected. For example,
a speech therapist may prefer a report that focuses
on the injuries that relate to a patient’s speech and
language goals, while a sleep specialist may prefer
a different focus.
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Abstract

We present a novel algorithm for inducing
Combinatory Categorial Grammars from
dependency treebanks, along with initial
experiments showing that it can be used
to achieve competitive realization results
using an enhanced version of the surface
realization shared task data.

1 Introduction

In the first surface realization shared task (Belz
et al., 2011), no grammar-based systems achieved
competitive results, as input conversion turned
out to be more difficult than anticipated. Since
then, Narayan & Gardent (2012) have shown that
grammar-based systems can be substantially im-
proved with error mining techniques. In this pa-
per, inspired by recent work on converting depen-
dency treebanks (Ambati et al., 2013) and seman-
tic parsing (Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Artzi and
Zettlemoyer, 2013) with Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG), we pursue the alternative strat-
egy of inducing a CCG from an enhanced version
of the shared task dependencies, with initial exper-
iments showing even better results.

A silver lining of the failure of grammar-based
systems in the shared task is that it revealed some
problems with the data. In particular, it became
evident that in cases where a constituent is an-
notated with multiple roles in the Penn Treebank
(PTB), the partial nature of Propbank annotation
and the restriction to syntactic dependency trees
meant that information was lost between the sur-
face and deep representations, leading grammar-
based systems to fail for good reason. For ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows that with free object rel-
atives, only one of the two roles played by how
much manufacturing strength is captured in the
deep representation, making it difficult to linearize
this phrase correctly. By contrast, Figure 2 (top)
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Figure 1: Shared Task Input for Economists are
divided as to [how much manufacturing strength]i
they expect to see ti in September reports on indus-
trial production and capacity utilization , also due
tomorrow (wsj 2400.6, “deep” representation)

shows an experimental version of the shallow rep-
resentation intended to capture all the syntactic de-
pendencies in the PTB, including the additional
object role played by this phrase here.1 Includ-
ing all PTB syntactic dependencies in the shallow
representation makes it feasible to define a com-
patible CCG; at the bottom of the figure, a cor-
responding CCG derivation for these dependen-
cies is shown. In the next section, we present an
algorithm for inducing such derivations. In con-
trast to Ambati et al.’s (2013) approach, the algo-
rithm integrates the proposal of candidate lexical
categories with the derivational process, making it
possible to derive categories involving unsaturated
arguments, such as se,dcl\npx/(se′,to\npx ); it also
makes greater use of unary type-changing rules,
as with Artzi & Zettlemoyer’s (2013) approach.

1Kudos to Richard Johansson for making these enhance-
ments available.
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Unlike their approach though, it works in a broad
coverage setting, and makes use of all the combi-
nators standardly used with CCG, including ones
for type-raising.

2 Inducing CCGs from Dependencies

Pseudocode for the induction algorithm is given
in Figure 3. The algorithm takes as input a set
of training sentences with their gold standard de-
pendencies. We pre-processed the dependencies
to make coordinating conjunctions the head, and
to include features for zero-determiners. The algo-
rithm also makes use of a seed lexicon that spec-
ifies category projection by part of speech as well
as a handful of categories for function words. For
example, (1) shows how a tensed verb projects to
a finite clause category, while (2) shows the usual
CCG category for a determiner, which here intro-
duces a 〈NMOD〉 dependency.2

(1) expect ` se,dcl : @e(expect ∧ 〈TENSE〉pres)
(2) the ` npx/nx : @x(〈NMOD〉(d ∧ the))

The algorithm begins by instantiating the lexical
categories and type-changing rules that match the
input dependency graph, tracking the categories
in a map (edges) from nodes to edges (i.e., signs
with a coverage vector). It then recursively vis-
its each node in the primary dependency tree bot-
tom up (combineEdges), using a local chart (do-
Combos) at each step to combine categories for
adjacent phrases in all possible ways. Along the
way, it creates new categories (extendCats and co-
ordCats) and unary rules (applyNewUnary). For
example, when processing the node for expect in
Figure 2, the nodes for they and to are recursively
processed first, deriving the categories npw9 and
sw11 ,to\npw9 /npw8 for they and to see . . . , respec-
tively. The initial category for expect is then ex-
tended as shown in (3), which allows for com-
position with to see . . . (as well as with a cate-
gory for simple application). When there are co-
ordination relations for a coordinating conjunction
(or coordinating punctuation mark), the appropri-
ate category for combining like types is instead
constructed, as in (4). Additionally, for modifiers,
unary rules are instantiated and applied, e.g. the
rule for noun-noun compounds in (5).

2In the experiments reported here, we made use of only
six (non-trivial) hand-specified categories and two type-
changing rules; though we anticipate adding more initial cat-
egories to handle some currently problematic cases, the vast
majority of the categories in the resulting grammar can be
induced automatically.

Inputs Training set of sentences with dependencies. Initial
lexicon and rules. Argument and modifier relations. Deriva-
tion scoring metric. Maximum agenda size.

Definitions edges is a map from dependency graph nodes
to their edges, where an edge is a CCG sign together with a
coverage bitset; agenda is a priority queue of edges sorted
by the scoring metric; chart manages equivalence classes of
edges; see text for descriptions of auxiliary functions such as
extendCats and coordCats below.

Algorithm
bestDerivs, lexcats, unaryRules← ∅
For each item in training set:

1. edges[node] ← instCats(node), ruleInsts[node] ← in-
stRules(node), for node in input graph

2. combineEdges(root), with root of input graph

3. bestEdge ← unpack (edges[root]); bestDerivs +←
bestEdge.sign; lexcats +← abstractedCats(bestEdge),
unaryRules +← abstractedRules(bestEdge), if best-
Edge complete

def combineEdges(node):

1. combineEdges(child) for child in node.kids

2. edges[node] +← coordCats(node) if node has co-
ord relations, otherwise edges[node] ← extend-
Cats(node,rels) for argument rels

3. agenda ← edges[node]; agenda +← edges[child] for
child in node.kids; chart← ∅

4. While agenda not empty:

(a) next← agenda.pop
(b) chart +← next
(c) doCombos(next), unless next packed into an ex-

isting chart item

5. edges[node]← chart edges for node filtered for maxi-
mal input coverage

def doCombos(next):

1. agenda +← applyUnary(next), if next is for node

2. For item in chart:

(a) agenda +← applyBinary(next,item), if next is ad-
jacent to item

(b) agenda +← applyNewUnary(next,item), if next
connected to item by a modifier relation

Outputs bestDerivs, lexcats, unaryRules

Figure 3: CCG Induction Algorithm
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economists are divided as to how much manufacturing strength they expect to see in . . . .

root
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. . . September reports on industrial production and capacity utilization , also due tomorrow
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. . . to how much manuf. strength they expect to see . . .
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< > >B
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Figure 1: exampleFigure 2: Augmented Syntactic Dependencies with Corresponding CCG Derivation (dashed dependen-
cies indicate relations from additional parents beyond those in the primary tree structure)
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(3) expect ` sw10 ,dcl\npw9 /(sw11 ,to\npw9 ) :
@w10(expect ∧ 〈TENSE〉pres ∧

〈SUBJ〉w9 ∧ 〈OPRED〉w11)

(4) and ` npw19 \∗npw18 /∗npw21 :
@w19(and ∧ 〈COORD1〉w18 ∧ 〈COORD2〉w21)

(5) nw20 ⇒ nw21 /nw21 : @w21(〈NMOD〉w20)

At the end of the recursion, the lexical cate-
gories and type-changing rules are extracted from
the highest-scoring derivation and added to the
output sets, after first replacing indices such as w10

with variables.

3 Experiments and Future Work

We ran the induction algorithm over the stan-
dard PTB training sections (02–21), recovering
complete derivations more than 90% of the time
for most sections. Robust treatment of coordina-
tion, including argument cluster coordination and
gapping, remains a known issue; other causes of
derivation failures remain to be investigated. To
select preferred derivations, we used a complex-
ity metric that simply counts the number of steps
and the number of slashes in the categories. We
then trained a generative syntactic model (Hock-
enmaier and Steedman, 2002) and used it along
with a composite language model to generate n-
best realizations for reranking (White and Rajku-
mar, 2012), additionally using a large-scale (giga-
word) language model. Development and test re-
sults appear in Table 1. Perhaps because of the
expanded use of type-changing rules with sim-
ple lexical categories, the generative model and
hypertagger (Espinosa et al., 2008) performed
worse than expected. Combining the generative
syntactic model and composite language model
(GEN) with equal weight yielded a devtest BLEU
score of only 0.4513, while discriminatively train-
ing the generative component models (GLOBAL)
increased the score to 0.7679. Using all fea-
tures increased the score to 0.8083, while dou-
bling the beam size (ALL+) pushed the score to
0.8210, indicating that search errors may be an
issue. Ablation results show that leaving out
the large-scale language model (NO-BIGLM) and
dependency-ordering features (NO-DEPORD) sub-
stantially drops the score.3 Focusing only on
the 80.5% of the sentences for which a complete
derivation was found (COMPLETE) yielded a score
of 0.8668. By comparison, realization with the

3All differences were statistically significant at p < 0.01
with paired bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004).

Model Exact Complete BLEU
Sect 00
GEN 2.4 79.5 0.4513
GLOBAL 29.7 79.0 0.7679
NO-BIGLM 29.1 78.2 0.7757
NO-DEPORD 34.3 77.9 0.7956
ALL 35.8 78.4 0.8083
ALL+ 36.4 80.5 0.8210
COMPLETE 44.4 - 0.8668
NATIVE 48.0 88.7 0.8793

Sect 23
GEN 2.8 80.3 0.4560
GLOBAL 31.3 78.5 0.7675
ALL 37.6 77.2 0.8083
ALL+ 38.1 80.4 0.8260
COMPLETE 47.0 - 0.8743
NATIVE 46.4 86.4 0.8694

Table 1: Development set (Section 00) & test set
(Section 23) results, including exact match and
complete derivation percentages and BLEU scores

native OpenCCG inputs (and the large-scale LM)
on all sentences (NATIVE) yields a score more
than five BLEU points higher, despite using in-
puts with more semantically-oriented relations and
leaving out many function words, indicating that
there is likely substantial room for improvement
in the pre-processing and grammar induction pro-
cess. Towards that end, we tried selecting the best
derivations using several rounds of Viterbi EM
with the generative syntactic model, but doing so
did not improve realization quality.

A similar pattern is seen in the Section 23 re-
sults, with a competitive BLEU score of 0.8260
with the expanded beam, much higher than
Narayan & Gardent’s (2012) score of 0.675 with
38.8% coverage, the best previous score with a
grammar-based system. This score still trails the
shared task scores of the top statistical dependency
realizers by several points (STUMABA-S at 0.8911
and DCU at 0.8575), though it exceeds the score of
a purpose-built system using no external resources
(ATT at 0.6701). In future work, we hope to close
the gap with the top systems by integrating an im-
proved ranking model into the induction process
and resolving the remaining representational is-
sues with problematic constructions.
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Abstract

This paper describes a two-stage pro-
cess for stochastic generation of email, in
which the first stage structures the emails
according to sender style and topic struc-
ture (high-level generation), and the sec-
ond stage synthesizes text content based
on the particulars of an email element
and the goals of a given communication
(surface-level realization). Synthesized
emails were rated in a preliminary experi-
ment. The results indicate that sender style
can be detected. In addition we found
that stochastic generation performs better
if applied at the word level than at an
original-sentence level (“template-based”)
in terms of email coherence, sentence flu-
ency, naturalness, and preference.

1 Introduction
This paper focuses on generating language for the
email domain, with the goal of producing mails
that reflect sender style and the intent of the com-
munication. Such a process might be used for the
generation of common messages (for example a
request for a meeting without direct intervention
from the sender). It can also be used in situations
where naturalistic email is needed for other ap-
plications. For instance, our email generator was
developed to provide emails to be used as part of
synthetic evidence of insider threats for purposes
of training, prototyping, and evaluating anomaly
detectors (Hershkop et al., 2011).

There are two approaches to natural language
generation (NLG), one focuses on generating text
using templates or rules (linguistic) methods, the
another uses corpus-based statistical techniques.
Oh and Rudnicky (2002) showed that stochastic
generation benefits from two factors: 1) it takes
advantage of the practical language of a domain
expert instead of the developer and 2) it restates
the problem in terms of classification and label-
ing, where expertise is not required for developing
a rule-based generation system. They found that
naive listeners found such utterances as accept-
able as human-generated utterances. Belz (2005)
also proposed a probabilistic NLG approach to
make systems more robust and components more
reusable, reducing manual corpus analysis.

However, most work usually focused on well-
structured documents such as news and Wikipedia,
while email messages differ from them, which
reflect senders’ style and are more spontaneous.
Lampert et al. (2009) segmented email messages
into zones, including sender zones, quoted con-
versation zones, and boilerplate zones. This paper
only models the text in the sender zone, new con-
tent from the current sender. In the present work,
we investigate the use of stochastic techniques for
generation of a different class of communications
and whether global structures can be convincingly
created in the email domain.

A lot of NLG systems are applied in dialogue
systems, some of which focus on topic model-
ing (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Barzilay and Lap-
ata, 2008; Barzilay and Lee, 2004), proposing al-
gorithms to balance local fit of information and
global coherence. However, they seldom con-
sider to model the speaker’s characteristics. Gill
et al. (2012) considered sentiment such as open-
ness and neuroticism to specify characters for di-
alogue generation. In stead of modeling authors’
attitudes, this paper proposes the first approach of
synthesizing emails by modeling their writing pat-
terns. Specifically we investigate whether stochas-
tic techniques can be used to acceptably model
longer texts and individual speaker characteristics
in the emails, both of which may require higher
cohesion to be acceptable.

2 Overview of Framework
Our proposed NLG approach has three steps: pre-
processing training data, modeling sender style
and topic structure for email organization, fol-
lowed by surface realization, shown in Figure 1.

In preprocessing, we segment sentences for
each email, and label email structural elements.
This is used to create a structural label sequence
for each email, and then used to model sender
style and topic structure for email organization
(1st stage in the figure). Content slots are also
annotated for surface realization (2nd stage in the
figure). Details are in Section 3.

From the annotated corpus, we build sender-
specific and topic-specific structure language
models based on structural label sequences, and
use a mixture sender-topic-specific model to
stochastically generate email structure in the first
stage. The process is detailed in Section 4.
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Figure 1: The proposed framework of two-stage NLG component.

In the second stage, we build a content lan-
guage model for each structural element and then
stochastically generate sentences using the se-
quence generated in the first stage. To ensure that
required slot-value pairs occur in the text, candi-
dates emails are filtered to retain only those texts
that contain the desired content slots. These slots
are then filled to produce the final result. Section 5
explains the process.

3 Training Data Preprocessing
To model sender style and topic structure, we an-
notate the data with defined structural labels in
Section 3.1, and data with slots to model text con-
tent of language in Section 3.2.

3.1 Structural Label Annotation
Based on examination of the corpus, we defined
10 email structure elements:

1. greeting: a friendly expression or respectful
phrase, typically at the start of an email.

2. inform: to give or impart knowledge of a fact
or circumstance.

3. request: the act of asking for something to be
given or done, especially as a favor or cour-
tesy.

4. suggestion: to mention or introduce (an idea,
proposition, plan, etc.) for consideration or
possible action.

5. question: an interrogative sentence in an
form, requesting information in reply.

6. answer: a reply or response to a question, etc.
7. regard: to have or show respect or concern

for, usually at the end of an email.
8. acknowledgement: to show or express appre-

ciation or gratitude.
9. sorry: express regret, compunction, sympa-

thy, pity, etc.
10. signature: a sender’s name usually at the end

of the email.
We perform sentence segmentation using punc-

tuation and line-breaks and then manually tag each
sentence with a structure label. We exclude the
header of emails for labeling. Figure 2 shows an
example email with structural labels.

From:  Kitchen, Louise 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2001 11:15 AM 
To: Beck, Sally 
Cc: Piper, Greg; Jafry, Rahil 
Subject: Re: Costs 
 
 

Shukaly resigned and left. 
But I assume the invitation will be extended to all of their groups so that 
whoever they want can attend. 
 

I would actually prefer that the presentation is actually circulated to the 
groups on Friday rather than presented as we will wait forever on 
getting an offsite together. 
How about circulating the presentation and then letting them refer all 
questions to Rahil - see how much interest you get. 
One on ones are much better and I think this is how Rahil should 
proceed. 
 

We need to get in front of customers in the next couple of weeks. 
Let's aim to get a least three customers this quarter. 
 

Louise 

suggestion 

inform 

request 

signature 

header 

content 

Figure 2: The email with structural labels.

3.2 Slot Annotation
The input to NLG may contain the information
that needs to be included in the synthesized emails.
Tokens in the corpus text corresponding to slots
are replaced by slot (or concept) tokens prior to
building content language models. Slots are clas-
sified into general class and topic class below.

3.2.1 General Class
We use existing named entity recognition (NER)
tools for identifying general classes. Finkel et al.
(2005) used CRF to label sequences of words in
text that are names of things, such as person, or-
ganization, etc. There are three models trained on
different data, which are a 4-class model trained
for CoNLL1, a 7-class model trained for MUC,
and a 3-class model trained on both data sets for
the intersection of those class sets below.
• 4-class: location, person, organization, misc
• 7-class: location, person, organization, time,

money, percent, date
Considering that 3-class model performs higher

accuracy and 7-class model provides better cover-
age, we take the union of outputs produced by 3-
class and 7-class models and use the labels output
by 3-class model if the two models give different
results, since the 3-class model is trained on both
data sets and provides better accuracy.

1http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2003/
ner/
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Figure 3: The visualization of the mixture model.

3.2.2 Topic Class
Many named entities cannot be recognized by a
general NER, because they are topic-specific in-
formation. Accordingly we define additional enti-
ties that are part of the email domain.

4 Modeling Sender Style and Topic
Structure for Email Organization

Given a target sender and topic focus specified in
system input, email structures can be generated by
predicted sender-topic-specific mixture models.

4.1 Building Structure Language Models
Based on the annotation of structural labels, each
email can be expressed as a structural label se-
quence. Then we can train a sender-specific and
a topic-specific structure model using the emails
from each sender and the emails related to each
topic respectively. Here the structure models are
n-gram models with Good-Turing smoothing (n =
3) (Good, 1953).

4.2 Predicting Mixture Models
Using sender-specific and topic-specific structure
models, we predict sender-topic-specific mixture
models by interpolation:

Pi,j(l) = αP s
i (l) + (1− α)P t

j (l), (1)

where Pi,j(l) is the estimated probability that the
structural label l occurs from the sender i and for
the topic j, P s

i (l) is the probability of the struc-
tural label l from the sender i (regardless of top-
ics), P t

j (l) is the probability of the structural label
l related to the topic j (regardless of senders), and
α is the interpolation weight, balancing between
sender style and topic focus. Figure 3 illustrates
the mixture models combined by sender-specific
and topic-specific models.

4.3 Generating Email Structure
We generate structural label sequences randomly
according to the distribution from sender-topic-
specific models. To generate the structural label
sequences from the sender i and related to the
topic j, the probability of the structural label lk
using n-gram language model is

Pi,j(lk) = Pi,j(lk | lk−1, lk−2, ..., lk−(n−1)). (2)

Since we use smoothed trigrams, we may gen-
erate unseen trigrams based on back-off methods,
resulting in some undesirable randomness. We
therefore exclude unreasonable emails that don’t
follow two simple rules.

1. The structural label “greeting” only occurs at
the beginning of the email.

2. The structural label “signature” only occurs
at the end of the email.

5 Surface Realization
Our surface realizer has four elements: building
language models, generating text content, scoring
email candidates, and filling slots.

5.1 Building Content Language Models
After replacing the tokens with slots, for each
structural label, we train an unsmoothed n-gram
language model using all sentences with that struc-
tural label. We make a simplifying assumption
that the usage of within-sentence language can be
treated as independent across senders; generating
the text content only considers the structural la-
bels. We use 5-gram to balance variability in gen-
erated sentences while minimizing nonsense sen-
tences.

Given a structural label, we use the content lan-
guage model probability directly to predict the
next word. The most likely sentence is W ∗ =
argmaxP (W | l), where W is a word sequence
and l is a structural label. However, in order to
introduce more variation, we do not look for the
most likely sentence but generate each word ran-
domly according to the distribution similar to Sec-
tion 4.3 and illustrated below.

5.2 Generating Text Content
The input to surface realization is the generated
structural label sequence. We use the correspond-
ing content language model trained for the given
structural label to generate word sequences ran-
domly according to the distribution from the lan-
guage model. The probability of a word wi using
the n-gram language model is

P (wi) = P (wi | wi−1, wi−2, ..., wi−(n−1), l),
(3)

where l is the input structural label. Since we build
separate models for different structural labels, (3)
can be written as

P (wi) = P (wi | wi−1, wi−2, ..., wi−(n−1)) (4)

using the model for l.
Using unsmoothed 5-grams will not generate

any unseen 5-grams (or smaller n-grams at the be-
ginning and end of a sentence). This precludes
generation of nonsense sentences within the 5-
word window. Given a generated structural label
sequence, we can generate multiple sentences to
create a synthesized email.
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5.3 Scoring Email Candidates
The input to NLG contains the required informa-
tion that needs to be in the output email, as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. For each synthesized email,
we penalize it if the email 1) contains slots for
which there is no provided valid value, or 2) does
not have the required slots.

The content generation engine stochastically
generates an email candidate and scores it. If the
email has a zero penalty it is passed on.

5.4 Filling Slots
The last step is to fill slots with the appropriate
values. For example, the sentence “Tomorrow’s
[meeting] is at [location].” could become “Tomor-
row’s speech seminar is at Gates building.”

6 Experiments

6.1 Setup
The corpus used for our experiments is the Enron
Email Dataset2, which contains a total of about
0.5M messages. We selected the data related to
daily business for our use, including data from
about 150 users. We randomly picked 3 senders,
ones who wrote many emails, and defined addi-
tional 3 topic classes (meeting, discussion, issue)
as topic-specific entities for the task. Each sender-
specific model (across topics) or topic-specific
model (across senders) is trained on 30 emails.

6.2 Evaluation of Sender Style Modeling
To evaluate the performance of sender style, 7 sub-
jects were given 5 real emails from each sender
and then 9 synthesized emails. They were asked
to rate each synthesized email for each sender on
a scale of 1 (highly confident that the email is not
from the sender) to 5 (highly confident that the
email is from that sender).

With α = 0.75 in (1) for predicting mix-
ture models (higher weight for sender-specific
model), average normalized scores the corre-
sponding senders receives account for 45%; this
is above chance (which would be 33%). This sug-
gests that sender style can be noticed by subjects,
although the effect is weak, and we are in the pro-
cess of designing a larger evaluation. In a follow-
up questionnaire, subjects indicated that their rat-
ings were based on greeting usage, politeness, the
length of email and other characteristics.

6.3 Evaluation of Surface Realization
We conduct a comparative evaluation of two dif-
ferent generation algorithms, template-based gen-
eration and stochastic generation, on the same
email structures. The average number of sen-
tences in synthesized emails is 3.8, because our
data is about daily business and has relatively short
emails. Given a structural label, template-based

2https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜enron/

generation consisted of randomly selecting an in-
tact whole sentence with the target structural label.
This could be termed sentence-level NLG, while
stochastic generation is word-level NLG.

We presented 30 pairs of (sentence-, word-)
synthesized emails, and 7 subjects were asked to
compare the overall coherence of an email, its sen-
tence fluency and naturalness; then select their
preference. Table 1 shows subjects’ preference
according to the rating criteria. The word-based
stochastic generation outperforms or performs as
well as the template-based algorithm for all cri-
teria, where a t-test on an email as a random vari-
able shows no significant improvement but p-value
is close to 0.05 (p = 0.051). Subjects indicated
that emails from word-based stochastic genera-
tion are more natural; word-level generation is less
likely to produce an unusual sentences from the
real data; word-level generation produces more
conventional sentences. Some subjects noted that
neither email seemed human-written, perhaps an
artifact of our experimental design. Nevertheless,
we believe that this stochastic approach would re-
quire less effort compared to most rule-based or
template-based systems in terms of knowledge en-
gineering.

Template Stochastic No Diff.
Coherence 36.19 38.57 25.24

Fluency 28.10 40.48 31.43
Naturalness 35.71 45.71 18.57
Preference 36.67 42.86 20.48

Overall 34.17 41.90 23.93

Table 1: Generation algorithm comparison (%).

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a two-stage stochastic NLG
for synthesizing emails: first a structure is gener-
ated, and then text is generated for each structure
element, where sender style and topic structure
can be modeled. Subjects appear to notice sender
style and can also tell the difference between tem-
plates using original sentences and stochastically
generated sentences. We believe that this tech-
nique can be used to create realistic emails and that
email generation could be carried out using mix-
tures containing additional models based on other
characteristics. The current study shows that email
can be synthesized using a small corpus of labeled
data; however these models could be used to boot-
strap the labeling of a larger corpus which in turn
could be used to create more robust models.
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Abstract

Prior approaches to politeness modulation
in natural language generation (NLG) of-
ten focus on manipulating factors such as
the directness of requests that pertain to
preserving the autonomy of the addressee
(negative face threats), but do not have a
systematic way of understanding potential
impoliteness from inadvertently critical or
blame-oriented communications (positive
face threats). In this paper, we discuss on-
going work to integrate a computational
model of blame to prevent inappropriate
threats to positive face.

1 Introduction

When communicating with one another, people
often modulate their language based on a variety
of social factors. Enabling natural and human-
like interactions with virtual and robotic agents
may require engineering these agents to be able
to demonstrate appropriate social behaviors. For
instance, increasing attention is being paid to the
effects of utilizing politeness strategies in both
human-computer and human-robot dialogue inter-
actions (Cassell and Bickmore, 2003; Torrey et
al., 2013; Strait et al., 2014). This work has
shown that, depending on context, the deployment
of politeness strategies by artificial agents can in-
crease human interactants’ positive assessments of
an agent along multiple dimensions (e.g. likeabil-
ity).

However, while these studies investigated the
human factors aspects of utilizing politeness
strategies, they were not concerned with the nat-
ural language generation (NLG) mechanisms nec-
essary to appropriately realize and deploy these
strategies. Instead, there is a small, but grow-
ing, body of work on natural language genera-
tion architectures that seek to address this chal-
lenge (Gupta et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008;

Briggs and Scheutz, 2013). The common ap-
proach taken by these architectures is the opera-
tionalization of key factors in Brown and Levin-
son’s seminal work on politeness theory, in partic-
ular, the degree to which an utterance can be con-
sidered a face-threatening act (FTA) (Brown and
Levinson, 1987).

While this prior work demonstrates the abilities
of these NLG architectures to successfully pro-
duce polite language, there remain some key chal-
lenges. Perhaps the most crucial question is: how
does one calculate the degree to which an utter-
ance is a FTA1? This is a complex issue, as not
only is this value modulated by factors such as so-
cial distance, power, and context, but also the mul-
tifaceted nature of “face.” An utterance may be
polite in relation to negative face (i.e. the agent’s
autonomy), but may be quite impolite with regard
to positive face (i.e. the agent’s image and per-
ceived character).

In this paper, we investigate the problem of
modeling threats to positive face. First we discuss
how prior work that has focused primarily on miti-
gating threats to negative face, and examine a spe-
cific example, taken from the human subject data
of (Gupta et al., 2007), to show why accounting
for positive face is necessary. Next, we discuss
our proposed solution to begin to model threats to
positive face– specifically, integrating a computa-
tional model of blame. Finally, we discuss the jus-
tification behind and limitations of this proposed
approach.

2 Motivation

Brown and Levinson (1987) articulated a tax-
onomy of politeness strategies, distinguishing
broadly between the notion of positive and neg-
ative politeness (with many distinct strategies for
each). These categories of politeness correspond

1Less crucially, what is the appropriate notation for this
value? It is denoted differently in each paper: Θ, W , and η.
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to the concepts of positive and negative face, re-
spectively. An example of a positive politeness
strategy is the use of praise (“Great!”), whereas
a common negative politeness strategy is the use
of an indirect speech act (ISA), in particular, an
indirect request. An example of an indirect re-
quest is the question, “Could you get me a cof-
fee?”, which avoids the autonomy-threatening di-
rect imperative, while still potentially being con-
strued as a request. This is an example of a con-
ventionalized form, in which the implied request
is more directly associated with the implicit form.
Often considered even less of a threat to negative
face are unconventionalized ISAs, which often re-
quire a deeper chain of inference to derive their
implied meaning. It is primarily the modulation of
the level of request indirectness that is the focus of
(Gupta et al., 2007; Briggs and Scheutz, 2013).

To provide an empirical evaluation of their sys-
tem, Gupta et al. (2007) asked human subjects
to rate the politeness of generated requests on a
five-point Likert scale in order of most rude (1)
to to most polite (5). The results from (Gupta et
al., 2007) for each of their politeness strategy cat-
egories are below:

1. Autonomy [3.4] (e.g. “Could you possibly do
X for me?”)

2. Approval [3.0] (e.g. “Could you please do X
mate?”)

3. Direct [2.0] (e.g. “Do X .”)

4. Indirect [1.8] (e.g. “X is not done yet.”)

This finding is, in some sense, counterintuitive,
as unconventionalized request forms should be
the least face-threatening. However, Gupta et al.
(2007) briefly often an explanation, saying that the
utterances generated in the indirect category sound
a bit like a “complaint or sarcasm.” We agree with
this assessment. More precisely, while negative
face is protected by the use of their unconvention-
alized ISAs, positive face was not.

To model whether or not utterances may be in-
terpreted as being complaints or criticisms, we
seek to determine whether or not they can be in-
terpreted as an act of blame2.

2What the precise ontological relationship is between
concepts such as complaining, criticizing, and blaming is be-
yond the scope of this paper.

3 Approach

Like praise, blame (its negative counterpart) is
both a cognitive and social phenomenon (Malle et
al., 2012). The cognitive component pertains to
the internal attitudes of an agent regarding another
agent and their actions, while the social compo-
nent involves the expression of these internal at-
titudes through communicative acts. To achieve
blame-sensitivity in NLG, we need to model both
these aspects. In the following sections, we briefly
discuss how this could be accomplished.

3.1 Pragmatic and Belief Reasoning
Before a speaker S can determine the high-level
perlocutionary effects of an utterance on an ad-
dressee (H) vis-á-vis whether or not they feel crit-
icized or blamed, it is first necessary to determine
the precise set of beliefs and intentions of the ad-
dressee upon hearing an utterance u in context c.
We denote this updated set of beliefs and inten-
tions ΨH(u, c). Note that this set is a model of
agent H’s beliefs and intentions from the speaker
S’s perspective, and not necessarily equivalent to
the actual belief state of agent H . In order to per-
form this mental modeling, we utilize a reason-
ing system similar to that in (Briggs and Scheutz,
2011). This pragmatic reasoning architecture uti-
lizes a set of rules of the form:

[[U ]]C := φ1 ∧ ... ∧ φn

where U denotes an utterance form, C
denotes a set of contextual constraints that
must hold, and φ denotes a belief update
predicate. An utterance form is specified
by u = UtteranceType(α, β,X,M), where
UtteranceType denotes the dialogue turn type
(e.g. statement, y/n-question), α denotes the
speaker of the utterance u, β denotes the addressee
of the utterance, X denotes the surface semantics
of the utterance, and M denotes a set of sentential
modifiers. An example of such a pragmatic rule is
found below:

[[Stmt(S,H,X, {})]]∅ := want(S, bel(H,X))

which denotes that a statement by the speaker
S to an addressee H that X holds should in-
dicate that, “S wants H to believe X ,” in all
contexts (given the empty set of contextual con-
straints). If this rule matches a recognized ut-
terance (and the contextual constraints are satis-
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fied, which is trivial in this case), then the men-
tal model of the addressee is updated such that:
want(S, bel(H,X)) ∈ ΨH(u, c).

Of particular interest with regard to the Gupta
et al. (2007) results, Briggs and Scheutz (2011)
describe how they can use their system to un-
derstand the semantics of the adverbial modifier
“yet,” which they describe as being indicative of
mutually understood intentionality. More accu-
rately, “yet,” is likely indicative of a belief regard-
ing expectation of an action being performed or
state being achieved. Therefore, a plausible prag-
matic rule to interpret, “X is not done yet,” could
be:

[[Stmt(S,H,¬done(X), {yet})]]∅ :=

want(S, bel(H,¬done(X))) ∧
expects(S, done(X))

Furthermore, in a cooperative, task-driven con-
text, such as that described in (Gupta et al., 2007),
it would not be surprising for an interactant to infer
that this expectation is further indicative of a belief
in a particular intention or a task-based obligation
to achieve X .3

As such, if we consider an utterance ud as being
a standard direct request form (strategy 3), and an
utterance uy as being an indirect construction with
a yet modifier (strategy 4), the following facts may
hold:

bel(S, promised(H,S,X, tp)) 6∈ ΨH(ud, c)

bel(S, promised(H,S,X, tp)) ∈ ΨH(uy, c)

If S is making a request to H , there is no be-
lieved agreement to achieve X . However, if “yet,”
is utilized, this may indicate to H a belief that S
thinks there is such an agreement.

Having calculated an updated mental model of
the addressee’s beliefs after hearing a candidate ut-
terance u, we now can attempt to infer the degree
to which u is interpreted as an act of criticism or
blame.

3.2 Blame Modeling
Attributions of blame are influenced by several
factors including, but not limited to, beliefs about
an agent’s intentionality, capacity, foreknowledge,
obligations, and possible justifications (Malle et

3How precisely this reasoning is and/or ought to be per-
formed is an important question, but is outside the scope of
this paper.

al., 2012). Given the centrality of intentionality
in blame attribution, it is unsurprising that current
computational models involve reasoning within a
symbolic BDI (belief, desire, intention) frame-
work, utilizing rules to infer an ordinal degree of
blame based on the precise set of facts regarding
these factors (Mao and Gratch, 2012; Tomai and
Forbus, 2007). A rule that is similar to those found
in these systems is:

bel(S, promised(H,S,X, tp)) ∧ bel(S,¬X) ∧
bel(S, (t > tp)) ∧ bel(S, capable of(H,X))

⇒ blames(S,H, high)

that is to say, if agent S believes agent H
promised to him or her to achieve X by time
tp, and S believes X has not been achieved and
the current time t is past tp, and S believes H
is capable of fulfilling this promise, then S will
blame H to a high degree. Continuing our discus-
sion regarding the perlocutionary effects of ud and
uy, it is likely then that: blames(S,H, high) 6∈
ΨH(ud, c) and blames(S,H, high) ∈ ΨH(uy, c).

3.3 FTA Modeling

Having determined whether or not an addressee
would feel criticized or blamed by a particu-
lar candidate utterance, it is then necessary to
translate this assessment back into the terms of
FTA-degree (the currency of the NLG system).
This requires a function β(Ψ) that maps the or-
dinal blame assessment of the speaker toward
the hearer based on a set of beliefs Ψ, de-
scribed in the previous section, to a numerical
value than can be utilized to calculate the sever-
ity of the FTA (e.g. blames(S,H, high) = 9.0,
blames(S,H,medium) = 4.5). For the purposes
of this paper we adopt the theta-notation of Gupta
et al. (2007) to denote the degree to which an ut-
terance is a FTA. With the β function, we can then
express the blame-related FTA severity of an utter-
ance as:

Θblame(u, c) = βH(ΨH(u, c))− α(c) · βS(ΨS)

where βH denotes the level of blame the speaker
believes the hearer has inferred based on the ad-
dressee’s belief state after hearing utterance uwith
context c (ΨH(u, c))). βS denotes the level of
blame the speaker believes is appropriate given his
or her current belief state. Finally, α(c) denotes a
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multiplicative factor that models the appropriate-
ness of blame given the current social context. For
instance, independent of the objective blamewor-
thiness of a superior, it may be inappropriate for a
subordinate to criticize his or her superior in cer-
tain contexts.

Finally, then, the degree to which an utterance is
a FTA is the sum of all the contributions of evalu-
ations of possible threats to positive face and pos-
sible threats to negative face:

Θ(u, c) =
∑

p∈P
Θp(u, c) +

∑

n∈N
Θn(u, c)

where P denotes the set of all possible threats
to positive face (e.g. blame) and N denotes the set
of all possible threats to negative face (e.g. direct-
ness).

We can see how this would account for the
human-subject results from (Gupta et al., 2007), as
conventionally indirect requests (strategies 1 and
2) would not produce large threat-value contri-
butions from either the positive or negative FTA
components. Direct requests (strategy 3) would,
however, potentially produce a large ΘN contribu-
tion, while their set of indirect requests (strategy
4) would trigger a large ΘP contribution.

4 Discussion

Having presented an approach to avoid certain
types of positive-FTAs through reasoning about
blame, one may be inclined to ask some questions
regarding the justification behind this approach.
Why should we want to better model one highly
complex social phenomenon (politeness) through
the inclusion of a model of another highly complex
social phenomenon (blame)? Does the integration
of a computational model of blame actually add
anything that would justify the effort?

At a superficial level, it does not. The
criticism/blame-related threat of a specific speech
act can be implicitly factored into the base FTA-
degree evaluation function supplied to the sys-
tem, determined by empirical data or designer-
consensus as is the case of (Miller et al., 2008).
However, this approach is limited in a couple
ways. First, this does not account for the fact that,
in addition to the set of social factors Brown and
Levinson articulated, the appropriateness of an act
of criticism or blame is also dependent on whether
or not it is justified. Reasoning about whether or

not an act of blame is justified requires: a compu-
tational model of blame.

Second, the inclusion of blame-reasoning
within the larger scope of the entire agent ar-
chitecture may enable useful behaviors both in-
side and outside the natural language system.
There is a growing community of researchers in-
terested in developing ethical-reasoning capabili-
ties for autonomous agents (Wallach and Allen,
2008), and the ability to reason about blame has
been proposed as one key competency for such
an ethically-sensitive agent (Bello and Bringsjord,
2013). Not only is there interest in utilizing such
mechanisms to influence general action-selection
in autonomous agents, but there is also interest in
the ability to understand and generate valid expla-
nations and justifications for adopted courses of
action in ethically-charged scenarios, which is of
direct relevance to the design of NLG architec-
tures.

While our proposed solution tackles threats
to positive face that arise due to unduly
critical/blame-oriented utterances, there are many
different ways of threatening positive face aside
from criticism/blame. These include phenomena
such as the discussion of inappropriate/sensitive
topics or non-cooperative behavior (e.g. purpose-
fully ignoring an interlocutor’s dialogue contribu-
tion). Indeed, empirical results show that referring
to an interlocutor in a dyadic interaction using an
impersonal pronoun (e.g. “someone”) may consti-
tute another such positive face threat (De Jong et
al., 2008). Future work will need to be done to de-
velop mechanisms to address these other possible
threats to positive face.

5 Conclusion

Enabling politeness in NLG is a challenging prob-
lem that requires the modeling of a host of com-
plex, social psychological factors. In this paper,
we discuss ongoing work to integrate a compu-
tational model of blame to prevent inappropriate
threats to positive face that can account for prior
human-subject data. As an ongoing project, future
work is needed to further test and evaluate this pro-
posed approach.
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Abstract
We present a novel approach for generat-
ing effective referring expressions (REs).
We define a synchronous grammar formal-
ism that relates surface strings with the
sets of objects they describe through an ab-
stract syntactic structure. The grammars
may choose to require or not that REs are
distinguishing. We then show how to com-
pute a chart that represents, in finite space,
the complete (possibly infinite) set of valid
REs for a target object. Finally, we pro-
pose a probability model that predicts how
the listener will understand the RE, and
show how to compute the most effective
RE according to this model from the chart.

1 Introduction

The fundamental challenge in the generation of re-
ferring expressions (REG) is to compute an RE
which is effective, i.e. understood as intended by
the listener. Throughout the history of REG, we
have approximated this as the problem of generat-
ing distinguishing REs, i.e. REs that are only satis-
fied by a unique individual in the domain. This has
been an eminently successful approach, as doc-
umented e.g. in the overview article of Krahmer
and van Deemter (2012) and a variety of recent
shared tasks involving RE generation (Gatt and
Belz, 2010; Belz et al., 2008; Koller et al., 2010).

Nonetheless, reducing effectiveness to unique-
ness is limiting in several ways. First, in complex,
real-world scenes it may not be feasible to gener-
ate fully distinguishing REs, or these may have to
be exceedingly complicated. It is also not neces-
sary to generate distinguishing REs in such situa-
tions, because listeners are very capable of taking
the discourse and task context into account to re-
solve even ambiguous REs. Conversely, listeners
can misunderstand even a distinguishing RE, so
uniqueness is no guarantee for success. We pro-
pose instead to define and train a probabilistic RE

resolution model P (a|t), which directly captures
the probability that the listener will resolve a given
RE t to some object a in the domain. An RE t will
then be “good enough” if P (a∗|t) is very high for
the intended target referent a∗.

Second, in an interactive setting like the GIVE
Challenge (Koller et al., 2010), the listener may
behave in a way that offers further information on
how they resolved the generated RE. Engonopou-
los et al. (2013) showed how an initial estimate
of the distribution P (a|t) can be continuously up-
dated based on the listener’s behavior, and that this
can improve a system’s ability to detect misunder-
standings. It seems hard to achieve this in a prin-
cipled way without an explicit model of P (a|t).

In this paper, we present an algorithm that gen-
erates the RE t that maximizes P (a∗|t), i.e. the
RE that has the highest chance to be understood
correctly by the listener according to the proba-
bilistic RE resolution model. This is a challeng-
ing problem, since the algorithm must identify that
RE from a potentially infinite set of valid alterna-
tives. We achieve this by using a chart-based al-
gorithm, a standard approach in parsing and real-
ization, which has (to our knowledge) never been
used in REG.

We start by defining a synchronous grammar
formalism that relates surface strings to their in-
terpretations as sets of objects in a given domain
(Section 3). This formalism integrates REG with
surface realization, and allows us to specify in the
grammar whether REs are required to be distin-
guishing. We then show how to compute a chart
for a given grammar and target referent in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 defines a log-linear model for
P (a|t), and presents a Viterbi-style algorithm for
computing the RE t from the chart that maximizes
P (a∗|t). Section 6 concludes by discussing how
to apply our algorithm to the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches of Krahmer et al. (2003) and Golland et
al. (2010), and how to address a particular chal-
lenge involving cycles that arises when dealing
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with probabilistic listener models.

2 Related Work

RE generation is the task of generating a natural-
language expression that identifies an object to the
listener. Since the beginnings of modern REG
(Appelt, 1985; Dale and Reiter, 1995), this prob-
lem has been approximated as generating a dis-
tinguishing description, i.e. one which fits only
one object in the domain and not any of the oth-
ers. This perspective has made it possible to apply
search-based (Kelleher and Kruijff, 2006), logic-
based (Areces et al., 2008) and graph-based (Krah-
mer et al., 2003) methods to the problem, and
overall has been one of the success stories of NLG.

However, in practice, human speakers fre-
quently overspecify, i.e. they include information
in an RE beyond what is necessary to make it
distinguishing (Wardlow Lane and Ferreira, 2008;
Koolen et al., 2011). An NLG system, too, might
include redundant information in an RE to make it
easier to understand for the user. Conversely, an
RE that is produced by a human can often be eas-
ily resolved by the listener even if it is ambiguous.
Here we present an NLG system that directly uses
a probabilistic model of RE resolution, and is ca-
pable of generating ambiguous REs if it predicts
that the listener will understand them.

Most existing REG algorithms focus on gener-
ating distinguishing REs, and then select the one
that is best according to some criterion, e.g. most
human-like (Krahmer et al., 2003; FitzGerald et
al., 2013) or most likely to be understood (Garoufi
and Koller, 2013). By contrast, Mitchell et al.
(2013) describe a stochastic algorithm that com-
putes human-like, non-relational REs that may not
be distinguishing. Golland et al. (2010) are close
to our proposal in spirit, in that they use a log-
linear probability model of RE resolution to com-
pute a possibly non-distinguishing RE. However,
they use a trivial REG algorithm which is limited
to grammars that only permit a (small) finite set of
REs for each referent. This is in contrast to gen-
eral REG, where there is typically an infinite set
of valid REs, especially when relational REs (“the
button to the left of the plant”) are permitted.

Engonopoulos et al. (2013) describe how to up-
date an estimate for P (a|t) based on a log-linear
model based on observations of the listener’s be-
havior. They use a shallow model based on a string
t and not an RE derived from a grammar, and they
do not discuss how to generate the best t. The al-

gorithm we develop here fills this gap.
Our formalism for REG can be seen as a syn-

chronous grammar formalism; it simultaneously
derives strings and their interpretations, connect-
ing the two by an abstract syntactic representa-
tion. This allows performing REG and surface re-
alization with a single algorithm, along the lines
of SPUD (Stone et al., 2003) and its planning-
based implementation, CRISP (Koller and Stone,
2007). Probabilistic synchronous grammars are
widely used in statistical machine translation (Chi-
ang, 2007; Graehl et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2012)
and semantic parsing (Zettlemoyer and Collins,
2005; Wong and Mooney, 2007). Lu and Ng
(2011) have applied such grammars to surface re-
alization. Konstas and Lapata (2012) use related
techniques for content selection and surface real-
ization (with simple, non-recursive grammars).

Charts are standard tools for representing a
large space of possible linguistic analyses com-
pactly. Next to their use in parsing, they have also
been applied to surface realization (Kay, 1996;
Carroll et al., 1999; Kaplan and Wedekind, 2000).
To our knowledge, ours is the first work using
charts for REG. This is challenging because the
input to REG is much less structured than in pars-
ing or realization.

3 Grammars for RE generation

We define a new grammar formalism that we use
for REG, which we call semantically intepreted
grammar (SIG). SIG is a synchronous grammar
formalism that relates natural language strings
with the sets of objects in a given domain which
they describe. It uses regular tree grammars
(RTGs) to describe languages of derivation trees,
which then project to strings and sets.

3.1 Derivation trees

We describe the abstract syntax of an RE by its
derivation tree, which is a tree over some ranked
signature Σ of symbols representing lexicon en-
tries and grammatical constructions. A (ranked)
signature is a finite set of symbols r ∈ Σ, each
of which is assigned an arity ar(r) ∈ N0. A tree
over the signature Σ is a term r(t1, . . . , tn), where
r ∈ Σ, n = ar(r), and t1, . . . , tn are trees over Σ.
We write TΣ for the set of all trees over Σ.

Fig. 1b shows an example derivation tree for
the RE “the square button” over the signature
Σ = {def |1, square|1, button|0}, where r|n indi-
cates that the symbol r has arity n. In term nota-
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(a) (b) (c)

{b2}
IR

←−−−−−− def

square

button

IS
−−−→ “the square button”




∩1

square button







•

the •

square button




Figure 1: A SIG derivation tree (b) with its inter-
pretations (a, c).

tion, it is def (square(button)).

String interpretation. We interpret derivation
trees simultaneously as strings and sets. First, let
∆ be a finite alphabet, and let ∆∗ be the string al-
gebra over ∆. We define a string interpretation
over ∆ as a function IS that maps each r|n ∈ Σ
to a function IS(r) : (∆∗)n → ∆∗. For instance,
we can assign string interpretations to our exam-
ple signature Σ as follows; we write w1 • w2 for
the concatenation of the strings w1 and w2.

IS(def )(w1) = the • w1

IS(square)(w1) = square • w1

IS(button) = button

Since the arity of IS(r) is the same as the ar-
ity of r for any r ∈ Σ, we can use IS to recur-
sively map derivation trees to strings. Starting at
the leaves, we map the tree r(t1, . . . , tn) to the
string IS(r)(IS(t1), . . . , IS(tn)), where IS(ti) is
the string that results from recursively applying IS
to the subtree ti. In the example, the subtree button
is mapped to the string “button”. We then get
the string for the subtree square(button) by con-
catenating this with “square”, obtaining the string
“square button” and so on, as shown in Fig. 1c.

Relational interpretation. We further define a
relational interpretation IR, which maps each
r|n ∈ Σ to a function IR(r) : R(U)n → R(U),
where R(U) is a class of relations. We define IR
over some first-order model structure M = 〈U,L〉,
where U is a finite universe U of individuals and L
interprets a finite set of predicate symbols as rela-
tions over U . We let R(U) be the set of all k-place
relations over U for all k ≥ 0. The subsets of U
are the special case of k = 1. We write k(R) for
the arity of a relation R ∈ R(U).

For the purposes of this paper, we construct IR
by combining the following operations:
• The denotations of the atomic predicate sym-

bols of M ; see Fig. 2 for an example.

U = {b1, b2, b3} button = {b1, b2, b3}
round = {b1, b3} square = {b2}
left of = {〈b1, b2〉, 〈b2, b3〉}
right of = {〈b2, b1〉, 〈b3, b2〉}

Figure 2: A simple model, illustrated as a graph.

• proji(R) = {ai | 〈a1, . . . , ak(R)〉 ∈ R} is
the projection to the i-th component; if i >
k(R), it evaluates to ∅.
• R1 ∩i R2 = {〈a1, . . . , ak(R1)〉 ∈ R1 | ai ∈
R2} is the intersection on the i-th component
of R1; if i > k(R1), it evaluates to ∅.
• For any a ∈ U , uniqa(R) evaluates to {a} if
R = {a}, and to ∅ otherwise.
• For any a ∈ U , membera(R) evaluates to
{a} if a ∈ R, and to ∅ otherwise.

For the example, we assume that we want to
generate REs over the scene shown in Fig. 2; it
consists of the universe U = {b1, b2, b3} and inter-
prets the atomic predicate symbols button, square,
round, left of, and right of. Given this, we can
assign a relational interpretation to the derivation
tree in Fig. 1b using the following mappings:

IR(def )(R1) = R1

IR(square)(R1) = square ∩1 R1

IR(button) = button

We evaluate a derivation tree to a relation as we
did for strings (cf. Fig. 1a). The subtree button
maps to the denotation of the symbol button, i.e.
{b1, b2, b3}. The subtree square(button) evaluates
to the intersection of this set with the set of square
individuals, i.e. {b2}; this is also the relational in-
terpretation of the entire derivation tree. We thus
see that “the square button” is an RE that describes
the individual b2 uniquely.

3.2 Semantically interpreted grammars
Now we define grammars that describe relations
between strings and relations over U . We achieve
this by combining a regular tree grammar (RTG,
(Gécseg and Steinby, 1997; Comon et al., 2007)),
describing a language of derivation trees, with a
string interpretation and a relational interpretation.
An RTG G = (N,Σ, S, P ) consists of a finite
set N of nonterminal symbols, a ranked signa-
ture Σ, a start symbol S ∈ N , and a finite set
P of production rules A → r(B1, ..., Bn), where
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A,B1, . . . , Bn ∈ N and r|n ∈ Σ. We say that
a tree t2 ∈ TΣ can be derived in one step from
t1 ∈ TΣ, t1 ⇒ t2, if it can be obtained by replac-
ing an occurrence of B in t1 with t and P con-
tains the rule B → t. A tree tn ∈ TΣ can be
derived from t1, t1 ⇒∗ tn, if there is a sequence
t1 ⇒ . . .⇒ tn of length n ≥ 0. For any nontermi-
nal A, we write LA(G) for the set of trees t ∈ TΣ

with A ⇒∗ t. We simply write L(G) for LS(G)
and call it the language of G.

We define a semantically interpreted grammar
(SIG) as a triple G = (G, IS , IR) of an RTG G
over some signature Σ, together with a string inter-
pretation IS over some alphabet ∆ and a relational
interpretation IR over some universe U , both of
which interpret the symbols in Σ. We assume that
every terminal symbol r ∈ Σ occurs in at most
one rule, and that the nonterminals of G are pairs
Ab of a syntactic category A and a semantic index
b = ix(Ab). A semantic index indicates the indi-
vidual in U to which a given constituent is meant
to refer, see e.g. (Kay, 1996; Stone et al., 2003).
Note that SIGs can be seen as specific Interpreted
Regular Tree Grammars (Koller and Kuhlmann,
2011) with a set and a string interpretation.

We ignore the start symbol of G. Instead, we
say that given some individual b ∈ U and syntactic
category A, the set of referring expressions for b is
REG(A, b) = {t ∈ LAb

(G) | IR(t) = {b}}, i.e.
we define an RE as a derivation tree that G can
derive from Ab and whose relational interpretation
is {b}. From t, we can read off the string IS(t).1

3.3 An example grammar

Consider the SIG G in Fig. 3 for example. The
grammar is written in template form. Each rule
is instantiated for all semantic indices specified
in the line above; e.g. the symbol round denotes
the set {b1, b3}, therefore there are rules Nb1 →
roundb1(Nb1) and Nb3 → roundb3(Nb3). The val-
ues of IR and IS for each symbol are specified
below the RTG rule for that symbol.

We can use G to generate NPs that refer to the
target referent b2 given the model shown in Fig. 2
by finding trees in LNPb2

(G) that refer to {b2}.
One such tree is t1 = def b2(squareb2(buttonb2)),
a more detailed version of the tree in Fig. 1b.
It can be derived by NPb2 ⇒ def b2(Nb2) ⇒
def b2(squareb2(Nb2)) ⇒ t1. Because IR(t1) =
{b2}, we see that t1 ∈ REG(NP, b2); it represents

1Below, we will often write the RE as a string when the
derivation tree is clear.

for all a ∈ U :
NPa → defa(Na)
IS(defa)(w1) = the • w1

IR(defa)(R1) = membera(R1)

for all a ∈ button:
Na → buttona
IS(buttona) = button
IR(buttona) = button

for all a ∈ round:
Na → rounda(Na)
IS(rounda)(w1) = round • w1

IR(rounda)(R1) = round ∩1 R1

for all a ∈ square:
Na → squarea(Na)
IS(squarea)(w1) = square • w1

IR(squarea)(R1) = square ∩1 R1

for all a, b ∈ left of:
Na → leftofa,b(Na,NPb)

IS(leftofa,b)(w1, w2) = w1 • to • the • left • of • w2

IR(leftofa,b)(R1, R2) = proj1((left of ∩1 R1) ∩2 R2)

for all a, b ∈ right of:
Na → rightofa,b(Na,NPb)

IS(rightofa,b)(w1, w2) = w1 • to • the • right • of • w2

IR(rightofa,b)(R1, R2) = proj1((right of ∩1 R1) ∩2 R2)

Figure 3: An example SIG grammar.

the string IS(t1) = “the square button”.
A second derivation tree for b2 is t2 =

def b2(squareb2(squareb2(buttonb2))), correspond-
ing to IS(t2) = “the square square button”. It de-
rives from NPb2 in four steps, and has IR(t2) =
{b2}. Even the small grammar G licences an infi-
nite set of REs for b2, all of which are semantically
correct. Avoiding the generation of nonsensical
REs like “the square square button” is a techni-
cal challenge to which we will return in Section 6.
G can also derive relational REs; for instance, the
derivation tree in Fig. 6 for the string “the button
to the left of the square button” is in REG(NP, b1).

Finally, G considers the non-distinguishing t3 =
def b2(buttonb2) (for “the button”) a valid RE for
b2. This is because memberb2 will quietly project
the set {b1, b2, b3} (to which buttonb2 refers) to
{b2}. As discussed in previous sections, we want
to allow such non-unique REs and delegate the
judgment about their quality to the probability
model. It would still be straightforward, however,
to impose a hard uniqueness constraint, by simply
changing IR(def a)(R1) to uniqa(R1) in Fig. 3.
This would yield IR(t3) = ∅, i.e. t3 would no
longer be in REG(NP, b2).

4 Chart-based RE generation

We now present a chart-based algorithm for gener-
ating REs with SIG grammars. Charts allow us to
represent all REs for a target referent compactly,
and can be computed efficiently. We show in Sec-
tion 5 that charts also lend themselves well to com-
puting the most effective RE.
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Nb1
/{b1, b2, b3} → buttonb1

Nb2
/{b1, b2, b3} → buttonb2

Nb3
/{b1, b2, b3} → buttonb3

Nb1
/{b1, b3} → roundb1

(Nb1
/{b1, b2, b3})

Nb3
/{b1, b3} → roundb3

(Nb3
/{b1, b2, b3})

Nb1
/{b1, b3} → roundb1

(Nb1
/{b1, b3})

Nb3
/{b1, b3} → roundb3

(Nb3
/{b1, b3})

Nb2
/{b2} → squareb2 (Nb2

/{b1, b2, b3})
Nb2

/{b2} → squareb2 (Nb2
/{b2})

NPb2
/{b2} → def b2 (Nb2

/{b1, b2, b3})
NPb2

/{b2} → def b2 (Nb2
/{b2})

Nb1
/{b1} → leftof b1,b2

(Nb1
/{b1, b2, b3},NPb2

/{b2})
Nb1

/{b1} → leftof b1,b2
(Nb1

/{b1, b3},NPb2
/{b2})

Nb1
/{b1} → leftof b1,b2

(Nb1
/{b1},NPb2

/{b2})
Nb1

/{b1} → roundb1
(Nb1

/{b1})
NPb1

/{b1} → def b1 (Nb1
/{b1, b2, b3})

NPb1
/{b1} → def b1 (Nb1

/{b1, b3})
NPb1

/{b1} → def b1 (Nb1
/{b1})

Nb3
/{b3} → rightof b3,b2

(Nb3
/{b1, b2, b3},NPb2

/{b2})
Nb3

/{b3} → rightof b3,b2
(Nb3

/{b1, b3},NPb2
/{b2})

Nb3
/{b3} → rightof b3,b2

(Nb3
/{b3},NPb2

/{b2})
Nb3

/{b3} → roundb3
(Nb3

/{b3})
NPb3

/{b3} → def b3 (Nb3
/{b1, b2, b3})

NPb3
/{b3} → def b3 (Nb3

/{b1, b3})
NPb3

/{b3} → def b3 (Nb3
/{b3})

Nb2
/{b2} → leftof b2,b3

(Nb2
/{b1, b2, b3},NPb3

/{b3})
Nb2

/{b2} → rightof b2,b1
(Nb2

/{b1, b2, b3},NPb1
/{b1})

Nb2
/{b2} → leftof b2,b3

(Nb2
/{b2},NPb3

/{b3})
Nb2

/{b2} → rightof b2,b1
(Nb2

/{b2},NPb1
/{b1})

Figure 4: The chart for the grammar in Fig. 3.

4.1 RE generation charts

Generally speaking, a chart is a packed data struc-
ture which describes how larger syntactic repre-
sentations can be recursively built from smaller
ones. In applications such as parsing and sur-
face realization, the creation of a chart is driven
by the idea that we consume some input (words
or semantic atoms) as we build up larger struc-
tures. The parallel to this intuition in REG is that
“larger” chart entries are more precise descriptions
of the target, which is a weaker constraint than
input consumption. Nonetheless, we can define
REG charts whose entries are packed representa-
tions for large sets of possible REs, and compute
them in terms of these entries instead of RE sets.

Technically, we represent charts as RTGs over
an extended set of nonterminals. A chart for gener-
ating an RE of syntactic category A for an individ-
ual b ∈ U is an RTG C = (N ′,Σ, S′, P ′), where
N ′ ⊆ N × R(U) and S′ = Ab/{b}. Intuitively,
the nonterminal Ab/{a1, . . . , an} expresses that
we intend to generate an RE for b from A, but each
RE that we can derive from the nonterminal actu-
ally denotes the referent set {a1, . . . , an}.

A chart for the grammar in Fig. 3 is shown
in Fig. 4. To generate an NP for b2, we let
its start symbol be S′ = NPb2/{b2}. The rule
Nb2/{b1, b2, b3} → buttonb2 says that we can gen-
erate an RE t with IR(t) = {b1, b2, b3} from the
nonterminal symbol Nb2 by expanding this symbol
with the grammar rule Nb2 → buttonb2 . Similarly,

A→ r(B1, ..., Bn) in G
B′

1 = B1/R1, ..., B
′
n = Bn/Rn in N ′

Add A′ = A/IR(r)(R1, ..., Rn) to N ′

Add rule A′ → r(B′
1, ..., B

′
n) to P ′

Figure 5: The chart computation algorithm.

the rule Nb2/{b2} → squareb2(Nb2/{b1, b2, b3})
expresses that we can generate an RE with
IR(t) = {b2} by expanding the nonterminal sym-
bol Nb2 into squareb2(t′), where t′ is any tree that
the chart can generate from Nb2/{b1, b2, b3}.

4.2 Computing a chart
Given a SIG G, a syntactic category A, and a
target referent b, we can compute a chart C for
REG(A, b) using the parsing schema in Fig. 5.
The schema assumes that we have a rule A →
r(B1, . . . , Bn) in G; in addition, for each 1 ≤
i ≤ n it assumes that we have already added
the nonterminal B′i = Bi/Ri to the chart, in-
dicating that there is a tree ti with Bi ⇒∗ ti
and IR(ti) = Ri. Then we know that t =
r(t1, . . . , tn) can be derived from A and that R′ =
IR(t) = IR(r)(R1, . . . , Rn). We can therefore
add the nonterminal A′ = A/R′ and the produc-
tion rule A′ → r(B′1, . . . , B

′
n) to the chart; this

rule can be used as the first step in a derivation of t
from A′. We can optimize the algorithm by adding
A′ and the rule only if R′ 6= ∅.

The algorithm terminates when it can add no
more rules to the chart. Because U is finite, this
always happens after a finite number of steps, even
if there is an infinite set of REs. For instance, the
chart in Fig. 4 describes an infinite language of
REs, including “the square button”, “the button to
the left of the round button”, “the button to the left
of the button to the right of the square button”, etc.
Thus it represents relational REs that are nested
arbitrarily deeply through a finite number of rules.

After termination, the chart contains all rules by
which a nonterminal can be decomposed into other
(productive) nonterminals. As a result, L(C) con-
tains exactly the REs for b of category A:

Theorem 1 If C is a chart for the SIG G, the syn-
tactic category A, and the target referent b, then
L(C) = REG(A, b).

5 Computing best referring expressions

The chart algorithm allows us to compactly rep-
resent all REs for the target referent. We now
show how to compute the best RE from the chart.
We present a novel probability model P (b|t) for
RE resolution, and take the “best” RE to be the
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Figure 6: The derivation tree for “the button to the
left of the square button”.

one with the highest chance to be understood as
intended. Next to the best RE itself, the algo-
rithm also computes the entire distribution P (b|t),
to support later updates in an interactive setting.

Nothing in our algorithm hinges on this par-
ticular model; it can also be used with any other
scoring model that satisfies a certain monotonicity
condition which we spell out in Section 5.2.

5.1 A log-linear model for effective REs

We model the probability P (b|t) that the listener
will resolve the RE t to the object b using a
log-linear model with a set of feature functions
f(a, t,M), where a is an object, t is a derivation
tree, and M is the relational interpretation model.

We focus on features that only look at informa-
tion that is local to a specific subtree of the RE,
such as the label at the root. For instance, a feature
fround(a, t′,M) might return 1 if the root label of
t′ is rounda and a is round in M , and 0 otherwise.
Another feature fdef (a, t′,M) might return 1/k if
t′ is of the form def b(t

′′), R = IR(t′′) has k el-
ements, and a ∈ R; and 0 otherwise. This fea-
ture counterbalances the ability of the grammar in
Fig. 3 to say “the w” even when w is a non-unique
description by penalizing descriptions with many
possible referents through lower feature values.

When generating a relational RE, the derivation
tree naturally splits into separate regions, each of
which is meant to identify a specific object. These
regions are distinguished by the semantic indices
in the nonterminals that derive them; e.g., in Fig. 6,
the subtree for “the square button” is an attempt to
refer to b2, whereas the RE as a whole is meant to
refer to b1. To find out how effective the RE is as
a description of b1, we evaluate the features at all
nodes in the region top(t) containing the root of t.

Each feature function fi is associated with a
weight wi. We obtain a score tuple sc(t′) for some
subtree t′ of an RE as follows:

sc(t′) = 〈s(a1, t
′,M), . . . , s(am, t′,M)〉,

t b1 b2 b3

“the button” 0.33 0.33 0.33
“the round button” 0.45 0.10 0.45
“the button to the left
of the square button” 0.74 0.14 0.12

Figure 7: Probability distributions for some REs t.

where U = {a1, . . . , am} and s(a, t′,M) =∑n
i=1 wi · fi(a, t′,M). We then combine these

into a score tuple score(t) =
∑

u∈top(t) sc(t.u)
for the whole RE t, where t.u is the subtree of
t below the node u. Finally, given a score tuple
s = 〈s1, . . . , sm〉 for t, we define the usual log-
linear probability distribution as

P (ai|t) = prob(ai, s) =
esi∑m
j=1 e

sj
.

The best RE for the target referent b is then

bestG(A, b) = arg max
t∈REG(A,b)

prob(b, sc(t)).

For illustration, we consider a number of REs
for b1 in our running example. We use fround and
fdef and let wround = wdef = 1. In this case, the
RE “the button” has a score tuple 〈1/3, 1/3, 1/3〉,
which is the sum of the tuple 〈0, 0, 0〉 for fround
(since the RE does not use the “round” rule) and
the tuple 〈1/3, 1/3, 1/3〉 for fdef (since “button”
is three-way ambiguous in M ). This yields a uni-
form probability distribution over U (see Fig. 7).
By contrast, “the round button” gets 〈3/2, 0, 3/2〉,
resulting in the distribution in the second line of
Fig. 7. This RE is judged better than “the button”
because it assigns a higher probability to b1.

Relational REs involve derivation trees with
multiple regions, only the top one of which is di-
rectly counted for P (b|t) (see Fig. 6). We incorpo-
rate the quality of the other regions through appro-
priate features. In the example, we use a feature
fleftof (a, t′,M) =

∑
b:〈a,b〉∈left of P (b|t′′), where

t′′ is the second subtree of t′. This feature com-
putes the probability that the referent to which the
listener resolves t′′ is actually to the right of a,
and will thus take a high value if t′′ is a good
RE for b2. Assuming a probability distribution of
P (b2|t′) = 0.78 and P (b1|t′) = P (b3|t′) = 0.11
for t′ =“the square button”, we get the tuple
〈0.78, 0.11, 0〉 for fleftof , yielding the third line
of Fig. 7 for wleftof = 1.
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5.2 Computing the best RE

We compute bestG(A, b) from the chart by adapt-
ing the Viterbi algorithm. Our key data structure
assigns a score tuple is(A′) to each nonterminal
A′ in the chart. Intuitively, if the semantic index
of A′ is b, then is(A′) is the score tuple sc(t) for
the tree t ∈ LA′(C) which maximizes P (b|t). We
also record this best tree as bt(A′). Thus the al-
gorithm is correct if, after running it, we obtain
bestG(A, b) = bt(Ab/{b}).

As is standard in chart algorithms, we limit our
attention to features whose values can be com-
puted bottom-up by local operations. Specifically,
we assume that if A′ → r(B′1, . . . , B

′
n) is a rule in

the chart and ti is the best RE for B′i for all i, then
the best RE for A′ that can be built using this rule
is r(t1, . . . , tn). This means that features must be
monotonic, i.e. that the RE that seemed locally
best for B′i leads to the best RE overall.

Under this assumption, we can compute is(A′)
and bt(A′) bottom-up as shown in Fig. 8. We it-
erate over all nonterminals A′ in the chart in a
fixed linear order, which we call the evaluation
order. Then we compute is(A′) and bt(A′) by
maximizing over the rules for A′. Assume that
the best RE for A′ can be constructed using the
rule A′ → r(B′1, . . . , B

′
n). Then if, at the time we

evaluate A′, we have fully evaluated all the B′i in
the sense that bt(B′i) is actually the best RE for
B′i, the algorithm will assign the best RE for A′

to bt(A′), and its score tuple to is(A′). Thus, if
we call an evaluation order exact if the nontermi-
nals on the right-hand side of each rule in the chart
come before the nonterminal on the left-hand side,
we can inductively prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2 If the evaluation order is exact, then
for every nonterminal A′ in the chart, we ob-
tain bt(A′) = arg maxt∈LA′ (C) P (ix(A′)|t) and
is(A′) = sc(bt(A′)).

In other words, the algorithm is correct if the
evaluation order is exact. If it is not, we might
compute a sub-optimal RE as bt(A′), which un-
derestimates is(A′). The choice of evaluation or-
der is thus crucial.

6 Evaluating charts with cycles

It remains to show how we can determine an ex-
act evaluation order for a given chart. One way to
think about the problem is to consider the order-
ing graph O(C) of the chart C (see Fig. 9 for an
example). This is a directed graph whose nodes

1: for nonterminals A′ in evaluation order do
2: for rules r of the form A′ → r(B′

1, . . . , B
′
n) do

3: a = ix(A′)
4: t′ = r(bt(B′

1), . . . , bt(B
′
n))

5: s = sc(t′) +
n∑

i=1
ix(B′

i)=a

is(B′
i)

6: if prob(a, s) > prob(a, is(A′)) then
7: is(A′) = s
8: bt(A′) = t′

Figure 8: Computing the best RE.

are the nonterminals of the chart; for each rule
A′ → r(B′1, . . . , B

′
n) in C, it has an edge from

B′i to A′ for each i. If this graph is acyclic, we
can simply compute a topological sort of O(C)
to bring the nodes into a linear order in which
each B′i precedes A′. This is enough to evalu-
ate charts using certain simpler models. For in-
stance, we can apply our REG algorithm to the
log-linear model of Golland et al. (2010). Because
they only generate REs with a bounded number of
relations, their grammars effectively only describe
finite languages. In such a case, our charts are al-
ways acyclic, and therefore a topological sort of
O(C) yields an exact evaluation order.

This simple approach will not work with gram-
mars that allow arbitrary recursion, as they can
lead to charts with cycles (indicating an infinite
set of valid REs). E.g. the chart in Fig. 4 contains
a rule Nb2/{b2} → squareb2(Nb2/{b2}) (shown
in Fig. 9), which can be used to construct the RE
t′ = “the square square button” in addition to the
RE t = “the square button”. Such cycles can be
increasing with respect to a log-linear probability
model, i.e. the model considers t′ a better RE than
t. Indeed, t has a score tuple of 〈0, 2, 0〉, giving
P (b2|t) = 0.78. By contrast, t′ has a score tuple
of 〈0, 3, 0〉, thus P (b2|t′) = 0.91. This can be con-
tinued indefinitely, with each addition of “square”
increasing the probability of being resolved to b2.
Thus, there is no best RE for b2; every RE can be
improved by adding another copy of “square”.

In such a situation, it is a challenge to even
compute any score for every nonterminal without
running into infinite loops. We can achieve this
by decomposing O(C) into its strongly connected
components (SCCs), i.e. the maximal subgraphs in
which each node is reachable from any other node.
We then consider the component graph O′(C); its
nodes are the SCCs of O(C), and it has an edge
from c1 to c2 if O(C) has an edge from some
node in c1 to some node in c2. O′(C) is acyclic
by construction, so we can compute a topological
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Figure 9: A fragment of the ordering graph for the
chart in Fig. 4. Dotted boxes mark SCCs.

Figure 10: A fragment of a chart ordering graph
for a grammar with enriched nonterminals.

sort and order all nonterminals from earlier SCCs
before all nonterminals from later SCCs. Within
each SCC, we order the nonterminals in the order
in which they were discovered by the algorithm in
Fig. 5. This yields a linear order on nonterminals,
which at least ensures that by the time we evaluate
a nonterminal A′, there is at least one rule for A′

whose right-hand nonterminals have all been eval-
uated; so is(A′) gets at least some value.

In our example, we obtain the order
Nb2/{b1, b2, b3}, Nb2/{b2}, NPb2/{b2}. The
rule Nb2/{b2} → squareb2(Nb2/{b2}) will thus
not be considered in the evaluation of Nb2/{b2},
and the algorithm returns “the square button”.
The algorithm computes optimal REs for acyclic
charts, and also for charts where all cycles are
decreasing, i.e. using the rules in the cycle make
the RE worse. This enables us, for instance, to
encode the REG problem of Krahmer et al. (2003)
into ours by using a feature that evaluates the rule
for each attribute to its (negative) cost according
to the Krahmer model. Krahmer et al. assume that
every attribute has positive cost, and is only used
if it is necessary to make the RE distinguishing.
Thus all cycles in the chart are decreasing.

One limitation of the algorithm is that it does
not overspecify. Suppose that we extend the ex-
ample model in Fig. 2 with a color predicate
green = {b2}. We might then want to prefer
“the green square button” over “the square but-
ton” because it is easier to understand. But since
all square objects (i.e. {b2}) are also green, using
“green” does not change the denotation of the RE,
i.e. it is represented by a loop from Nb2/{b2} to
Nb2/{b2}, which is skipped by the algorithm. One
idea could be to break such cycles by the careful
use of a richer set of nonterminals in the gram-
mar; e.g., they might record the set of all attributes
that were used in the RE. Our example rule would
then become Nb2/{b2}/{square, green} →
greenb2(Nb2/{b2}/{square}), which the algo-

rithm can make use of (see Fig. 10).

7 Conclusion

We have shown how to generate REs using charts.
Based on an algorithm for computing a chart of all
valid REs, we showed how to compute the RE that
maximizes the probability of being understood as
the target referent. Our algorithm integrates REG
with surface realization. It generates distinguish-
ing REs if this is specified in the grammar; oth-
erwise, it computes the best RE without regard to
uniqueness, using features that prefer unambigu-
ous REs as part of the probability model.

Our algorithm can be applied to earlier models
of REG, and in these cases is guaranteed to com-
pute optimal REs. The probability model we intro-
duced here is more powerful, and may not admit
“best” REs. We have shown how the algorithm
can still do something reasonable in such cases,
but this point deserves attention in future research,
especially with respect to overspecification.

We evaluated the performance of our chart al-
gorithm on a number of randomly sampled in-
put scenes from the GIVE Challenge, which con-
tained 24 objects on average. Our implementa-
tion is based on the IRTG tool available at irtg.
googlecode.com. While in the worst case the
chart computation is exponential in the input size,
in practice runtimes did not exceed 60 ms for the
grammar shown in Fig. 3.

We have focused here on computing best REs
given a probability model. We have left train-
ing the model and evaluating it on real-world data
for future work. Because our probability model
focuses on effectiveness for the listener, rather
than human-likeness, our immediate next step is to
train it on an interaction corpus which records the
reactions of human listeners to system-generated
REs. A further avenue of research is to deliber-
ately generate succinct but ambiguous REs when
the model predicts them to be easily understood.
We will explore ways of achieving this by combin-
ing the effectiveness model presented here with a
language model that prefers succinct REs.
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Abstract

We explore the use of crowdsourcing to
generate natural language in spoken dia-
logue systems. We introduce a method-
ology to elicit novel templates from the
crowd based on a dialogue seed corpus,
and investigate the effect that the amount
of surrounding dialogue context has on the
generation task. Evaluation is performed
both with a crowd and with a system de-
veloper to assess the naturalness and suit-
ability of the elicited phrases. Results indi-
cate that the crowd is able to provide rea-
sonable and diverse templates within this
methodology. More work is necessary be-
fore elicited templates can be automati-
cally plugged into the system.

1 Introduction

A common approach for natural language gener-
ation in task-oriented spoken dialogue systems is
template-based generation: a set of templates is
manually constructed by system developers, and
instantiated with slot values at runtime. When
the set of templates is limited, frequent interac-
tions with the system can quickly become repet-
itive, and the naturalness of the interaction is lost.

In this work, we propose and investigate a
methodology for developing a corpus of natural
language generation templates for a spoken dia-
logue system via crowdsourcing. We use an ex-
isting dialogue system that generates utterances
from templates, and explore how well a crowd
can generate reliable paraphrases given snippets
from the system’s original dialogues. By utiliz-
ing dialogue data collected from interactions with
an existing system, we can begin to learn differ-
ent ways to converse while controlling the crowd
to stay within the scope of the original system.
The proposed approach aims to leverage the sys-
tem’s existing capabilities together with the power

of the crowd to expand the system’s natural lan-
guage repertoire and create richer interactions.

Our methodology begins with an existing cor-
pus of dialogues, extracted from a spoken dia-
logue system that gives directions in a building.
Further details on this system are given in §4.1.
The extracted dialogue corpus contains phrases
the system has generated, and crowd-workers con-
struct alternates for these phrases, which can be
plugged back into the system as crowd templates.
We investigate via crowdsourcing the effect of the
amount of surrounding context provided to work-
ers on the perceived meaning, naturalness, and di-
versity of the alternates they produce, and study
the acceptability of these alternates from a sys-
tem developer viewpoint. Our results indicate that
the crowd provides reasonable and diverse tem-
plates with this methodology. The developer eval-
uation suggests that additional work is necessary
before we can automatically plug crowdsourced
templates directly into the system.

We begin by discussing related work in §2. In
§3, we detail the proposed methodology. In §4, we
describe the experimental setup and results. Di-
rections for future work are discussed in §5.

2 Related Work

Online crowdsourcing has gained popularity in
recent years because it provides easy and cheap
programmatic access to human intelligence. Re-
searchers have proposed using crowdsourcing
for a diverse set of natural language process-
ing tasks, including paired data collection for
training machine translation systems (Zaidan and
Callison-Burch, 2011), evaluation of NLP systems
(Callison-Burch and Dredze, 2010) and speech
transcriptions (Parent and Eskenazi, 2010). A
popular task targeting language diversity is para-
phrase generation, which aims at collecting di-
verse phrases while preserving the original mean-
ing. Crowdsourcing paraphrase generation has
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been studied for the purposes of plagiarism detec-
tion (Burrows and Stein, 2013), machine transla-
tion (Buzek et al., 2010), and expanding language
models used in mobile applications (Han and Ju,
2013). Automated and crowd-based methods have
been proposed for evaluating paraphrases gener-
ated by the crowd (Denkowski and Lavie, 2010;
Tschirsich and Hintz, 2013). Researchers have
proposed workflows to increase the diversity of
language collected with crowd-based paraphrase
generation (Negri et al., 2012) and for reducing
the language bias in generation by initiating gen-
eration with visual input (Chen and Dolan, 2011).
While paraphrase generation typically aims to pre-
serve the meaning of a phrase without considering
its use beyond the sentence level, we focus on col-
lecting diverse language to be used directly in a
dialogue system in a way that agrees with the full
dialogue context.

Manually authoring dialogue systems has been
identified as a challenging and time-consuming
task (Ward and Pellom, 1999), motivating re-
searchers to explore opportunities to use the crowd
to improve and evaluate dialogue systems. Wang
et al. (2012) proposed methods to acquire corpora
for NLP systems using semantic forms as seeds,
and for analyzing the quality of the collected cor-
pora. Liu et al. (2010) used crowdsourcing for
free-form language generation and for semantic
labeling, with the goal of generating language cor-
pora for new domains. Crowd-workers contribute
to dialogue generation in real-time in the Chorus
system by providing input about what the system
should say next (Lasecki et al., 2013). Crowd-
sourcing has also been used with some success for
dialogue system evaluation (Jurc̆ı́c̆ek et al., 2011).

Previous work on increasing language diversity
in dialogue systems with crowdsourcing has fo-
cused on learning about diversity in user input
to improve components such as speech recogni-
tion and language understanding (e.g., Wang et al.
(2012)). Instead, our work focuses on adding di-
versity to system outputs. Mairesse et al. (2010)
followed a similar approach to the work reported
here, using crowdsourcing to collect paraphrases
for a dialogue system in the restaurant domain.
However, the focus of the Mairesse et al. work was
on training an NLG module using this data. Our
work focuses on crowdsourcing techniques to ex-
tract relevant paraphrases, examining the effect of
context on their suitability and generalizability.

3 Methodology

Our methodology for developing natural language
generation templates is illustrated by the pipeline
in Figure 1. This pipeline is designed for di-
alogue systems that use a template-based natu-
ral language generation component. It assumes
that the given system has an initial set of lan-
guage generation templates that have been man-
ually authored, and expands from there. The ini-
tial system is used to collect a corpus of dialogues,
which we will refer to as the dialogue seed cor-
pus, through interactions with users. Based on the
dialogue seed corpus, we automatically construct
a set of generation HITs, web-based crowdsourc-
ing tasks that are used to elicit paraphrases from
crowd-workers for instantiated system templates.
A generation HIT displays one of the system turns
extracted from a system dialogue, with a phrase
highlighted, and different amounts of surround-
ing context in different conditions. The worker is
asked to replace the phrase with another one that
keeps the same meaning and the coherence of the
interaction. If slots are marked in the original, they
must be preserved by the worker, which allows us
to easily convert the elicited paraphrases to crowd
templates. Once a corpus of crowd templates are
collected in this fashion, a system developer may
filter and decide which to add as viable alternatives
to the system’s existing list of language generation
templates (top path in the pipeline from Figure 1).

We also construct a set of evaluation HITs and
post them to the crowd to assess the suitability and
relative naturalness of the crowd templates (bot-
tom path in the pipeline from Figure 1.) We study
how the scores obtained in this crowd-evaluation
may be used to help filter the set of new templates
that are presented as candidates to the system de-
veloper. In the following subsections, we describe
each of the pipeline components in detail.

3.1 Dialogue Seed Corpus

We assume as a starting point an existing dialogue
system that uses a template-based language gener-
ation component. The system uses a set of tem-
plates T , which are instantiated with slots filled to
generate system phrases. A system turn may con-
tain one or more such phrases connected together.
For instance, in the dialogue fragments shown in
Figure 2, the template “Sorry, that was [Place]
you wanted, right?” generates at runtime “Sorry,
that was Ernestine Patrick’s office you wanted,
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Figure 1: Pipeline for crowd-based development of natural language generation templates.

right?”. Statistics on the dialogue seed corpus
used in this study are provided in §4.2.

The proposed methodology does not require
transcriptions of user utterances in the dialogue
seed corpus; instead, it utilizes the recognition re-
sults for each user turn. The primary reason be-
hind this choice is that a dialogue that contains
recognized user turns may be more coherent than
one that contains transcripts and can be generated
automatically, as the dialogue manager generates
system responses based on the recognition results.
However, turn-overtaking issues and recognition
problems sometimes resulted in incoherent dia-
logue interactions. Improving speech recognition
remains an area for future work.

3.2 Generation HITs

We use the dialogue seed corpus to produce gener-
ation HITs to elicit paraphrases for system phrases
from crowd-workers. In the simplest form, a gen-
eration HIT might present a single system phrase
to the worker. We hypothesize that the surround-
ing context may be an important factor in facili-
tating the construction of appropriate paraphrases,
affecting their diversity, naturalness, generaliz-
ability, etc.; we therefore investigate the effect of
presenting varying amounts of dialogue context to
the worker.

Specifically, given a system phrase correspond-
ing to a template t instantiated in a dialogue, we
investigate six different dialogue context condi-
tions. A phrase in a condition presented to a
crowd-worker will be referred to as a seed, p. Ex-
amples of seeds in each condition are illustrated in
Figure 2. In the first condition, denoted Phrase,
a seed is presented to the worker in isolation. In
the second condition, denoted S, the entire sys-
tem turn containing p is presented to the worker,
with p highlighted. In the next 4 conditions, de-
noted suS, suSu, susuS, susuSu, seeds are pre-
sented in increasingly larger contexts including
one or two previous system and user turns (de-
noted with lowercase ‘s’ and ‘u’ in the encoding

Figure 2: Generation HIT excerpts in six different
context conditions (w/o instructions, examples).

above), followed by the system turn S that con-
tains the highlighted seed p, followed in two con-
ditions (susuSu and suSu) by another user turn.
Not all context conditions are applicable for each
instantiated template, e.g., conditions that require
previous context, such as suS, cannot be con-
structed for phrases appearing in the first system
turn. We follow a between-subjects design, such
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that each worker works on only a single condition.
Each generation HIT elicits a paraphrase for a

seed. The HIT additionally contains instructions
and examples of what workers are expected to do
and not to do.1 We instruct workers to read the
dialogue presented and rephrase the highlighted
phrase (seed) so as to preserve the meaning and
the cohesion of the interaction. To identify slots
accurately in the crowd-generated paraphrases, we
mark slot values in the given seed with bold italics
and instruct workers to keep this portion exactly
the same in their paraphrases (see Figure 2). These
paraphrases are then turned into crowd templates
following 3 basic steps: (1) Spelling error cor-
rection; (2) Normalization;2 and (3) Replacing
filled slots in the worker’s paraphrase with the slot
name. We ask workers to provide paraphrases (in
English) that differ from the original phrase more
substantially than by punctuation changes, and im-
plement controls to ensure that workers enter slot
values.

In completing the generation tasks, the crowd
produces a corpus of paraphrases, one paraphrase
for each seed. For example, “I apologize, are you
looking for Ernestine Patrick’s office?”, is a para-
phrase for the highlighted seed shown in Figure 2.
As we have asked the workers not to alter slot val-
ues, crowd templates can easily be recovered, e.g.,
“I apologize, are you looking for [Place]?”

3.3 Evaluation HITs
A good crowd template must minimally satisfy
two criteria: (1) It should maintain the meaning
of the original template; and (2) It should sound
natural in any dialogue context where the original
template was used by the dialogue manager, i.e., it
should generalize well, beyond the specifics of the
dialogue from which it was elicited.

To assess crowd template quality, we construct
evaluation HITs for each crowd template. Instan-
tiated versions of the original template and the
crowd template are displayed as options A and
B (with randomized assignment) and highlighted
as part of the entire dialogue in which the origi-
nal template was used (see Figure 3). In this in-
context (IC) evaluation HIT, the worker is asked
whether the instantiated crowd template has the
same meaning as the original, and which is more
natural. In addition, because the original dialogues

1Instructions available at m-mitchell.com/corpora.html.
2We normalize capitalization, and add punctuation identi-

cal to the seed when no punctuation was provided.

Figure 3: Example evaluation HIT excerpt.

were sometimes incoherent (see §3.1), we also
asked the evaluation workers to judge whether the
given phrases made sense in the given context.

Finally, in order to assess how well the crowd
template generalizes across different dialogues,
we use a second, out-of-context (OOC) eval-
uation HIT. For each crowd template, we ran-
domly selected a new dialogue where the tem-
plate t appeared. The out-of-context evaluation
HIT presents the instantiated original template and
crowd template in this new dialogue. The crowd-
workers thus assess the crowd template in a dia-
logue context different from the one in which it
was collected. We describe the evaluation HITs in
further detail in §4.

3.4 Developer Filtering

While a crowd-based evaluation can provide in-
sights into the quality of the crowd templates, ul-
timately, whether or not a template is appropriate
for use in the dialogue system depends on many
other factors (e.g., register, style, expectations,
system goals, etc.). The last step in the proposed
methodology is therefore a manual inspection of
the crowd templates by a system developer, who
assesses which are acceptable for use in the sys-
tem without changes.
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Figure 4: Directions Robot system.

4 Experiments and Results

We now describe our experiments and results. We
aim to discover whether there is an effect of the
amount of surrounding context on perceived crowd
template naturalness. We additionally explore
whether the crowd template retains the meaning
of the original template, whether they both make
sense in the given context, and the diversity of
the templates that the crowd produced for each
template type. We report results when the tem-
plates are instantiated in-context, in the original
dialogue; and out-of-context, in a new dialogue.
We first describe the experimental test-bed and the
corpora used and collected below.

4.1 Experimental Platform

The test-bed for our experiments is Directions
Robot, a situated dialogue system that provides
directions to peoples’ offices, conference rooms,
and other locations in our building (Bohus et al.,
2014). The system couples a Nao humanoid
robot with a software infrastructure for multi-
modal, physically situated dialogue (Bohus and
Horvitz, 2009) and has been deployed for several
months in an open space, in front of the elevator
bank on the 3rd floor of our building (see Figure
4). While some of the interactions are need-based,
e.g., visitors coming to the building for meetings,
many are also driven by curiosity about the robot.

The Directions Robot utilizes rule-based natu-
ral language generation, with one component for
giving directions based on computed paths, and
another component with 38 templates for the rest
of the dialogue. Our experimentation focuses on
these 38 templates. As the example shown in Fig-
ure 2 illustrates, slots are dynamically filled in at
run-time, based on the dialogue history.

We conducted our experiments on a general-

Cond.

Crowd Generation Crowd Eval.
# Gen # w Time/ # Uniq. # Eval Time/
HITs HIT Para. HITs HIT
(× 3) (sec) (× 5) (sec)

Phrase 767 26 34.7 1181 1126 29.4
S 860 28 30.8 1330 1260 39.2
suS 541 26 33.3 1019 772 30.5
suSu 265 24 38.8 531 392 32.6
susuS 360 24 41.0 745 572 32.3
susuSu 296 28 42.9 602 440 34.4
Total 3089 - - 5408 4562 -
Average - 26 36.9 - - 33.1

Table 1: Statistics for the crowd-based generation
and evaluation processes. Each generation HIT
was seen by 3 unique workers and each evaluation
HIT was seen by 5 unique workers. #w represents
number of workers. For evaluation, #w = 231.

purpose crowdsourcing marketplace, the Univer-
sal Human Relevance System (UHRS).3 The mar-
ketplace connects human intelligence tasks with a
large population of workers across the globe. It
provides controls for selecting the country of res-
idence and native languages for workers, and for
limiting the maximum number of tasks that can be
done by a single worker.

4.2 Crowd-based Generation

Dialogue seed corpus We used 167 dialogues
collected with the robot over a period of one week
(5 business days) as the dialogue seed corpus. The
number of turns in these dialogues (including sys-
tem and user) ranges from 1 to 41, with a mean of
10 turns. 30 of the 38 templates (79%) appeared
in this corpus.

Generation HITs We used the dialogue seed
corpus to construct generation HITs, as described
in §3.2. In a pilot study, we found that for every
10 instances of a template submitted to the crowd,
we received approximately 6 unique paraphrases
in return, with slightly different ratios for each of
the six conditions. We used the ratios observed for
each condition in the pilot study to down-sample
the number of instances we created for each tem-
plate seen more than 10 times in the corpus. The
total number of generation HITs resulting for each
condition is shown in Table 1.

Crowd generation process Statistics on crowd
generation are shown in Table 1. Each worker
could complete at most 1/6 of the total HITs for
that condition. We paid 3 cents for each genera-

3This is a Microsoft-internal crowdsourcing platform.
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tion HIT, and each HIT was completed by 3 unique
workers. From this set, we removed corrupt re-
sponses, and all paraphrases for a generation HIT
where at least one of the 3 workers did not cor-
rectly write the slot values. This yielded a total of
9123 paraphrases, with 5408 unique paraphrases.

4.3 Crowd-based Evaluation

Evaluation HITs To keep the crowd evaluation
tractable, we randomly sampled 25% of the para-
phrases generated for all conditions to produce
evaluation HITs. We excluded paraphrases from
seeds that did not receive paraphrases from all 3
workers or were missing required slots. As dis-
cussed in §3, paraphrases were converted to crowd
templates, and each crowd template was instanti-
ated in the original dialogue, in-context (IC) and
in a randomly selected out-of-context (OOC) dia-
logue. The OOC templates were instantiated with
slots relevant to the chosen dialogue. This process
yielded 2281 paraphrases, placed into each of the
two contexts.

Crowd evaluation process As discussed in
§3.3, instantiated templates (crowd and original)
were displayed as options A and B, with random-
ized assignment (see Figure 3). Workers were
asked to judge whether the original and the crowd
template had the same meaning, and whether they
made sense in the dialogue context. Workers then
rated which was more natural on a 5-point ordi-
nal scale ranging from -2 to 2, where a -2 rating
marked that the original was much more natural
than the crowd template. Statistics on the judg-
ments collected in the evaluation HITs are shown
in Table 1. Workers were paid 7 cents for each
HIT. Each worker could complete at most 5% of
all HITs, and each HIT was completed by 5 unique
workers.

Outlier elimination One challenge with crowd-
sourced evaluations is noise introduced by spam-
mers. While questions with known answers may
be used to detect spammers in objective tasks, the
subjective nature of our evaluation tasks makes
this difficult: a worker who does not agree with the
majority may simply have different opinions about
the paraphrase meaning or naturalness. Instead of
spam detection, we therefore seek to identify and
eliminate outliers; in addition, as previously dis-
cussed, each HIT was performed by 5 workers, in
an effort to increase robustness.

We focused attention on workers who per-
formed at least 20 HITs (151 of 230 workers, cov-
ering 98% of the total number of HITs). Since
we randomized the A/B assignment of instantiated
original templates and crowd templates, we expect
to see a symmetric distribution over the relative
naturalness scores of all judgments produced by a
worker. To identify workers violating this expec-
tation, we computed a score that reflected the sym-
metry of the histogram of the naturalness votes for
each worker. We considered as outliers 6 work-
ers that were more than z=1.96 standard deviations
away from the mean on this metric (corresponding
to a 95% confidence interval). Secondly, we com-
puted a score that reflected the percentage of tasks
where a worker was in a minority, i.e., had the
single opposing vote to the other workers on the
same meaning question. We eliminated 4 work-
ers, who fell in the top 97.5 percentile of this dis-
tribution. We corroborated these analyses with a
visual inspection of scatterplots showing these two
metrics against the number of tasks performed by
each judge.4 As one worker failed on both criteria,
overall, 9 workers (covering 9% of all judgements)
were considered outliers and their responses were
excluded.

4.4 Crowd Evaluation Results

Meaning and Sense Across conditions, we find
that most crowd templates are evaluated as hav-
ing the same meaning as the original and mak-
ing sense by the majority of workers. Evaluation
percentages are shown in Table 2, and are around
90% across the board. This suggests that in most
cases, the generation task yields crowd templates
that meet the goal of preserving the meaning of the
original template.

Naturalness To evaluate whether the amount of
surrounding context has an effect on the perceived
naturalness of a paraphrase relative to the original
phrase, we use a Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test on the
mean scores for each of the paraphrases, setting
our significance level to .05. A Kruskal-Wallis
test is a non-parametric test useful for significance
testing when the independent variable is categor-
ical and the data is not assumed to be normally
distributed. We find that there is an effect of con-
dition on the relative naturalness score (KW chi-
squared = 15.9156, df = 5, p = 0.007) when crowd

4Scatterplots available at m-mitchell.com/corpora.html.
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Crowd Evaluation Developer Evaluation
Cond. % Same % Makes Avg. Relative Avg. % Dev. Avg.

Meaning Sense Naturalness D-score Accepted D-score
IC OOC IC OOC IC OOC IC OOC All Seen>1

Phrase 92 91 90 90 -.54 (.66) -.50 (.61) .67 .67 37 67 .30
S 91 89 88 88 -.50 (.65) -.47 (.66) .68 .64 35 53 .29
suS 84 87 85 87 -.37 (.65) -.37 (.61) .70 .70 40 63 .41
suSu 88 85 95 88 -.48 (.62) -.43 (.61) .76 .71 38 50 .39
susuS 94 94 91 94 -.43 (.70) -.39 (.67) .81 .80 38 78 .34
susuSu 91 89 92 86 -.40 (.61) -.38 (.66) .73 .74 45 67 .42

Table 2: % same meaning, % makes sense, and average relative naturalness (standard deviation in paren-
theses), measured in-context (IC) and out-of-context (OOC); crowd-based and developer-based diversity
score (D-score); developer acceptance rate computed over all templates, and those seen more than once.
The susuS condition yields the most diverse templates using crowd-based metrics; removing templates
seen once in the evaluation corpus, this condition has the highest acceptance in the developer evaluation.

templates are evaluated in-context, but not out-of-
context (KW chi-squared = 9.4102, df = 5, p-value
= 0.09378). Average relative naturalness scores in
each condition are shown in Table 2.

Diversity We also assess the diversity of the
templates elicited from the crowd, based on the
evaluation set. Specifically, we calculate a diver-
sity score (D-score) for each template type t. We
calculate this score as the number of unique crowd
template types for t voted to make sense and have
the same meaning as the original by the majority,
divided by the total number of seeds for t with
evaluated crowd templates. More formally, let P
be the original template instantiations that have
evaluated crowd templates, M the set of unique
crowd template types voted as having the same
meaning as the original template by the majority
of workers, and S the set of unique crowd tem-
plate types voted as making sense in the dialogue
by the majority of workers. Then:

D-score(t) =
|M ∩ S|
|P |

The average diversity scores across all tem-
plates for each condition are shown in Table 2.
We find the templates that yield the most di-
verse crowd templates include WL Retry “Where
are you trying to get to in this building?” and
OK Help, “Okay, I think I can help you with
that”, which have a diversity rating of 1.0 in sev-
eral conditions: for each template instance we in-
stantiate (i.e., each generation HIT), we get a new,
unique crowd template back. Example crowd tem-
plates for the OK Help category include “I be-
lieve I can help you find that” and “I can help
you ok”. The templates with the least diversity are
those for Hi, which has a D-score around 0.2 in

the S and Phrase conditions.

4.5 Developer Acceptability Results

For the set of crowd templates used in the crowd-
based evaluation process, one of the system de-
velopers5 provided binary judgments on whether
each template could be added (without making any
changes) to the system or not. The developer had
access to the original template, extensive knowl-
edge about the system and domain, and the way in
which each of these templates are used.

Results indicate that the developer retained 487
of the 1493 unique crowd templates that were used
in crowd-evaluation (33%). A breakdown of this
acceptance rate by condition is shown in Table 2.
When we eliminate templates seen only once in
the evaluation corpus, acceptability increases, at
the expense of recall. We additionally calculate
a diversity score from those templates accepted
by the developer, which is simply the number of
crowd template types accepted by the developer,
divided by the total number of seeds used to elicit
the crowd templates in the developer’s evaluation,
for each template type t.

The developer evaluation revealed a wide range
of reasons for excluding crowd templates. Some
of the most common were lack of grammatical-
ity, length (some paraphrases were too long/short),
stylistic mismatch with the system, and incorrect
punctuation. Other reasons included register is-
sues, e.g., too casual/presumptive/impolite, issues
of specificity, e.g., template was too general, and
issues of incompatibility with the dialogue state
and turn construction process. Overall, the de-
veloper interview highlighted very specific system

5The developer was not an author of this paper.
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Figure 5: Precision and recall for heuristics.

and domain knowledge in the selection process.

4.6 Crowd-based Evaluation and Developer
Acceptability

We now turn to an investigation of whether statis-
tics from the crowd-based generation and evalu-
ation processes can be used to automatically fil-
ter crowd templates. Specifically, we look at two
heuristics, with results plotted in Figure 5. These
heuristics are applied across the evaluation cor-
pus, collating data from all conditions. The first
heuristic, Heur1, uses a simple threshold on the
number of times a crowd template occurred in the
evaluation corpus.6 We hypothesize that more fre-
quent paraphrases are more likely to be acceptable
to the developer, and in fact, as we increase the
frequency threshold, precision increases and recall
decreases.

The second heuristic, Heur2, combines the
threshold on counts with additional scores col-
lected in the out-of-context crowd-evaluation: It
only considers templates with an aggregated judg-
ment on the same meaning question greater than
50% (i.e., the majority of the crowd thought the
paraphrase had the same meaning as the origi-
nal), and with an aggregated relative naturalness
score above the overall mean. As Figure 5 illus-
trates, different tradeoffs between precision and
recall can be achieved via these heuristics, and by
varying the count threshold.

These results indicate that developer filtering re-
mains a necessary step for adding new dialogue
system templates, as the filtering process cannot
yet be replaced by the crowd-evaluation. This is
not surprising since the evaluation HITs did not

6Since the evaluation corpus randomly sampled 25% of
the generation HITs output, this is a proxy for the frequency
with which that template was generated by the crowd.

express all the different factors that we found the
developer took into account when selecting tem-
plates, such as style decisions and how phrases are
combined in the system to form a dialogue. Future
work may consider expanding evaluation HITs to
reflect some of these aspects. By using signals ac-
quired through crowd generation and evaluation,
we should be able to reduce the load for the de-
veloper by presenting a smaller and more precise
candidate list at the expense of reductions in recall.

5 Discussion

We proposed and investigated a methodology for
developing a corpus of natural language genera-
tion templates for a spoken dialogue system via
crowdsourcing. We investigated the effect of the
context we provided to the workers on the per-
ceived meaning, naturalness, and diversity of the
alternates obtained, and evaluated the acceptabil-
ity of these alternates from a system developer
viewpoint.

Our results show that the crowd is able to pro-
vide suitable and diverse paraphrases within this
methodology, which can then be converted into
crowd templates. However, more work is nec-
essary before elicited crowd templates can be
plugged directly into a system.

In future work, we hope to continue this pro-
cess and investigate using features from the crowd
and judgments from system developers in a ma-
chine learning paradigm to automatically identify
crowd templates that can be directly added to the
dialogue system. We would also like to extend be-
yond paraphrasing single templates to entire sys-
tem turns. With appropriate controls and feature
weighting, we may be able to further expand dia-
logue capabilities using the combined knowledge
of the crowd. We expect that by eliciting lan-
guage templates from multiple people, as opposed
to a few developers, the approach may help con-
verge towards a more natural distribution of al-
ternative phrasings in a dialogue. Finally, future
work should also investigate the end-to-end effects
of introducing crowd elicited templates on the in-
teractions with the user.
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